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H 0 W T H by Douglas Mellon
The number of Yachts visiting the harbour continues to increase; there were over three dozen Cross Channel or Northern
Ireland boats and boats from other ports along the coast were in
and out all through the summer.
There is not much one can do
for strangers now-a-days, they all seem to be using the I.C.Co
Sailing Directions and supplies are very convenient.
Ann Gall sailed for Vigo again but this time not to return
as she had been sold to the U.S.A. We hope to see her successor
on the station esrly next Spring.
The old tradition of cruising out of Howth still persists.
All the cruisers were away at some time during the summer but,
fortunately for the racing, not all at the same time.

°

HON~ EDITOR~S NOTES

Once again the activities of members cover a
wide area from the Faeroes in the North to the Mediterranean in the South~ with numerous cruises in between°
Thanks to members~ response to the Honorary
Secretary Vs appeal for restriction in the letterpress
of logs I have been able this year to include all track
charts and plans but must apologise for the poor reproduction of some owing to the fact that to avoid the very
heavy cost of having them duplicated professionally I
have done them myself°
I would llke also to tender my most grateful
thanks to members who have submitted logs for having
done so so promptly and in particular on behalf of the
club and myself to Professor 0’Ceal]aigh who not only
cut the stencils for his log of "Julia’s’’ cruise around
Ireland but also duplicated it, to Cmdro Sheppard and
others who cut stencils for their logs and to Clayton
Love for his remarkable restraint in covering cruises
of thousands of miles in so few pages°
Members will regret the absence this year of
a log from our Vice Commodore Polio Greer due to his
having sold "ANN GALL" but can look forward to a most
interesting one next year when his fine new ship now
being built in Arklow is In commission°
Finally my apologies to authors for any
errors of omission or commission in the printing of
their logs and most grateful thanks to Colm 0’Lochlain
for his customary promptness in printing the covers
for and binding the Journal°

HONORARY SECRETARY’ S REPORT

Gentlemen :
I beg to present my report on the activities of the
Club for the 1961 Season°
Committee Meetings:
The Committee met on five occasions up to the middle
of November when this report was published.
These
were all well attended°
The Flag Officers and
Committee being as follows:
W oHoSo Clark
Commodore
Vice Commodore
P oHo Greet
Rere-Commodore
CoJo Riordan
Hono Treasurer:
Hono Measurer:
Hono Secretary:

G .Bo Moore
D.Jo Purcell
P oB. Morck

Committee :
R oPo Campbell,
Do Mcllwaine,
R oLo Berridge,

o

PoD. 0dlum,
RoDo Heard,
Fo Cudmor e.

T oJo Hanan,
Wo McCormick,
RoH° 0’Hanlon, RoI.Morrison,

Crui si n~ :
Once again many notable cruises have been made by
members this season, and it is gratifying that there
have been three circum-navigations of Ireland entered
for the Cup°
The Faulkner Cup has attracted the
usual tremendous support and the entries for the Fortnight Cup have been encouraging but it should be emphasised again that this latter is a prize well within the
abilities of the less adventurous members, and we hope
for even more support in the next season.
It may well be that there have been many more fine
Some more
cruises undertaken this year but unrecorded°
noteworthy from the entries are as follows:
Huff of Arklow, Julia and Durward circum-navigated
Ireland°
Diane was in the Baltic again this year.
Wild Goose went to the Mediterranean where Galcador
made another fine cruise both there and in Brittany°
Shindilla was also on the West Brittany Coast and
Euphanzel travelled to the Faeroes in the far North.

o

Log Competition:
Adjudicator Hugh Somerville, Esqo, The Editor of
VThe Yachtsmanv
Faulkner Cup and Plaque - "Euphanzel" DroNin!an Falkiner
~.
Fortni~ht Cup and Plaque- "Diane" Liam McCormick
Round Ireland Cup and Plaque - "Julia" Professor 0 Ceallsigh
Round Ireland Plaques - "Huff of Arklow" - RoD° Heard
0ff-Shore Raclng:
Both RoHo 0’Hanlon and Commander T. Sheppard must be
congratulated for representing the Club in Royal Ocean
Racing Club races beyond the Irish Sea°
Harmony competed in the Fastnet and was unfortunate in encountering the worst weather of a hard sailed race. However,
the yacht and crew behaved magnificently under terrible
conditions°
Greylag of Arklow was more fortunate with
the weather in the Channel Race and came 13th in Class 2o
Whit suntide.
Dun Lao~halre to Fishguardo
Sailed under light conditions with a fol]owing wind°
The small number of entries, eight in all, reflected
the lack of enthusiasm for this venue.
However, the
race turned out to be an easy one and the crews were
well received at their finishing port.
ist.
2ndo
$rd.

Fenestra
Arandora
Harmony

Wybrants Kearney Cup and Plaque
Lloyd’s Register and Plaque
Plaque

All finished.
Huff of Arklow Ist on elapsed time receives the King
George Fund for Sailors Pennant.
Cork - Fastnet = Schull°
Moderate conditions prevailed with northerly winds
backing south-west and favouring the faster boats°
isto
2nd°
3rd.

Severn II
Susette
Christina of
Cascias

Seven yachts started°

Wright Salver and Plaque
Plsque
Plaque

o

Islands Race - July 7th 1961
Cork o Castletownshend.
Sailed, generally, in fairly strong conditions during
the hours of darkness.
1st.

Severn II

2ndo

Christina of
Cascais o

Plaque.

Wye

Plaque°

3rdo

Twelve yachts started.

Waterford Harbour Sailing Club
Cup and Plaque

Three retired°

There were no official entries for the Clyde and Cork Races this
]rear.
IrlshSea Race:

(Ro0oRoC. race supported by the Irish Cruising
Club)o

Date - July Ist
This rsce was sailed in predominantly Northerly winds
but a new breeze cams up from the South west after the
leading yachts had finished increasing the relative
elapsed times of those in the slower group°
l0 yachts started°
ist on corrected time and winner in Class 3o
Cu~na-Mara

Donegan Memorial Cup°

Class 1 & 2

ist.
2ndo
3rdo

Harmony
Severn II
Pen-Dulck

Class 3

1st o
2nd o
3rdo

Cu-na-Mara
Pellegrina
Susanna°

Plaques awarded to each yacht°
Annual Muster - August 26th
This event was held at Rostrevor on Carlingford Lough
again this year, but the pleasant conditions of the two
previous years did not prevail°
The outward leg was

o

sailed under generally good conditions following two
stormy preceding days.
The tests were carried out in
an increasing North Westerly wind which made the Rostrevor anchorage extremely uncomfortable and the crews
of some yachts did not go ashore.
Strong winds continued and the racing on the return leg was cancelled.
Yachts attending were:Rosalind, Rebel, Bat, Fenestra, Euphenzel, Vandra,
Harmony, Salterello, Twayblade, Vanja IV, Winifred,
Sonas, Tvernda and Mervynao
Results :
Ist.
2ndo
3rdo
4th

Harmony
Fenestra
VanJa IV
Twayblade

Rockabill Trophy

Rat in~ Certificates°
In order to comply with present day off-shore racing
trends the Club has decided not to issue any further
Rating Certificates to its own rule.
In consequence
it has decided to adopt the R.O.R.C. Certificate as
its officlal rating rule for off-shore events in the
forthcoming seasons.
New Members.
The following new members have, this season, been
admitted to the Club:Lyall Smyth, Air Commodore A.H. Hely, O.B.E.,
J o Somers Payne, Arthur Madden, A.W. Anderson,
James Villiers-Stusrt, Commander Alan Wylde,
Arthur I~orris, Dermot Pierce, Saville Hicks, 0oB.Eo,
George Craig, Colin Browne, Kevln MacLaverty,
Colin ~acLaverty, ~ichael T. Clark, Walter E. Glover,
John Do Smullen, George R. Henry, John H. Gulnoess,
Ro Lee, Clifford Hilliard and Francis McAuley.
In the light of present day conditions it is proposed
that the qualifications for membership of the Club be
modified.
This will ensure that candidates will be
genuine cruising yachtsmen and be in possession of a
sound knowledge of seamanship°
Sailing Directions:
The reprinted edition of the South, South West and
West Coasts Sailing Directions is shortly to be released and the Club is greatly indebted to the following firms whose generosity has made this possible:-

,

Dunlop Ltd.,
Shell Ltd.,
Esso Ltd.,
Arthur
Guinness & Co. and Bord Failte Elreann.
In addition John Pl~yer & Sons have undertaken to
bear the cost of the dust cover.
Not onlTf h~,ve
they done tbls but heve also donated to the Club
the magnificent oil painting of Bloodhound rounding
the Fastnet, a print of which is to be used for the
cover o
Obituary__[
It is regretted that ~uring the year the Club has
lost two of its prominent members,
The late
Sesn Hocper and the late I~[chael Sullivan.
We extend our deepest sympathies to relatives and
friends°

!

THAi IK YOU, GENTLEI~{EI~ AND LADY ME}~[BERS.

Dr. Peter B. ~orck
(}~onorary Secretary)

,, ED ........

E,h~< HOI, TD AY
by

R.P. Campbell

T have tried once or twice, w~tbout success, to organise
e .¢editerrsnean sa!ling ho]~d~.~y; charter r.’=tes are h~,~h and the
ri~t type of’ y~cbt scarce.
T,o ~he.n T ~eard that l,,’,~id Goose was
o~r.~!- to the %(."<ith of i-fence an@ th~,L T n.~ ~"nt have her for a
couple of ,,,eeks "n ,"\~;~i--,.l~st T accepted w]tkout ,~:esltation.
She
,;as to be bas<~d on Sanary, just ~".. o[’ Toulon.
We thought we
mi:bt explore t~e ~° coast of Corsica.
<Tnfortunatel.y when the
date approach(;d on~ of our frien@s had to call off, so ~e were a
trey: of three, my wife~ Alan Tait and myself.
As it turned out
,,~,e did very little sailing:." so our ~olidav is scarcely worthy of
~re.nt_~on in this Journal, but the Hen. Editor insists that all
act~_vities be recor(-]ed.
Oett~ng th~ngs in order occupied the first couple of
<~ys, 4ur~n6 the course of whic~ we visited St. Mandrier, Toulon
and °-orquerol]es, mostly ~.~nder en~_ne as there was seldom a
breath of’ wfn@.
St. !,/[an@r[er is a very well protected little
i<let just S. of the msin entrance to Toulon.
Tt was the only
~:.ort where we found plenty of room, either anchored or stern to
q~YTt ~s a qu~_et little village, a rar[t~ o~ this coast.
,’t qou]on o~r mizzen boom overhung C~uai Stalingrad
,:.~cf~ ~s reservee ~or yachts and passen<.er ferries and [s fronted
by ~" row of p~]_ic mcorinf" buoys.
It is a wide promenade,
closed to ’~’,,he~led traffic, and backed by two lon~ blocks of
cs~es ant sho2s, r~?fht in the middle of the very attractive town.
The only snag ’,~as the ~Tistance of the nearest petrol pump. On
~:be other side of th~s basin was a Yacht Club which we did not
have time to investigate.
At the entrance you pass along the
huge lenL~th of the battleship Jean Bart.
The port and village of Porquerolles Island is on its
~. side.
7, e arrived there after ~ark and anchored in the
~Lddle outsi@,e the other yachts.
During the niFht we were
woken by a sl~ttin~ of hall~ar@s, caused by a sudden force 5
wind across the 7-m~le fetch of H.veres Roads straio’ht into the
ILtt!e bay.
~here wes g~reat activity in the anchorage; crosstree l:~g,~ts went on and chains rattled out: one yacht left and
_~ater several motor-boats came in.
After I!~ hours the wlnd
dropped and we went back to sleep.

Next morning, Aug° 13tho~ we set off at I0~00 with a
gentle Wo wind, which seemed just nice for Corsica.
At noon
we took our departure from Port Cros9 the middle of Hyeres islando
There was a nice whole sail breeze~ and with the sun
sparkling on the dark-blue sea we felt this was what we’d come
for.
At 13o00 we handed mizen and headsails and rolled in a
little reef; by 13o45 we had reduced to I00 sqofto of mainsail.
Our course was I050 and all afternoon the wind blew due Wo force
7 out of a cloudless sky°
A fairly large steep sea soon built
up, but Wild Goose has a long keel and a fine run and was behaving well, though steering of course demanded concentration° At
18o00 I first located a "Meteo" which gave NoWo 8/9 for Gulf of
Genoa but didn’t seem to mention our area; however it said same
weather tomorrow.
In view of this and to make steering really
easy for the night watches we handed our scrap of canvas at sunset and ran on under bare poles, logging 2 kn. for the first
hours.
This was taking too much of a liberty with a fair
wind and between 3 and 5 aomo it dropped to nothing, causing us
first to set all sail and then to stow it again to tame the
booms.
The dawn revealed Corsica ahead, a massive range of
Jagged peaks high against the pink sky; the log showed 25
miles to go to Calvi, which emphasised the scale of the mountains, 7,000 fro or so.
When the day warmed up we met a head
wind and started a long beat, first with the sea astern and
later very confused°
At long last, helped by a misbehaving
engine, we rounded Revellata Point, whence we reached in past
Calvi citadel to the anchorage off the old town below it.
116 miles, 31~ hours°
We remained 8 days at Calvio
The first day was
spent by me pursuing a mechanic, who eventually diagnosed and
cured our engine.
The next day it suddenly blew up force 6 Wo
by S.: luckily we were on board for we dragged rapidly, but
the engine responded and we moored off the So end of the quays.
The bottom was a sort of grass growing on sand; the sod provides
a firm initial grip, but if the anchor does not get well embedded a sudden pull may simply dislodge a large divot and off you
go~
When we got two anchors properly in we did not move in the
fiercest gusts.
That same day the "Meteo" gave NoWo 8/9 for
the Coast of Provence, and for a week repeated this warning
We usually had Wo by So 8/6 during
daily with only one break.
the day with calm nights.
The days passed quickly and agreeably enough°
Alan
would go ashore for ice, and bring croissants and fruit for
breakfast.
We might take the "Gosling" across to the beach
and bathe or read or do odd Jobs aboard°
Dinner ashore in the
evening.
Calvi consists of the quay and two streets parallel
to it, interconnected by steep passageways or stairs:
on the

i0,

promontory beyond it is the impregnable looking citadel; where
some of the houses do not seem to have been repaired since Nelson
bombarded it.
It has the normal rather shabby appearance of
small French towns (due to their rent laws, Alan explsined) and
though full of holidaymakers, at the week-ends especially, was
quite unspoilt; or underdeveloped; depending on the point of
view.
One night there was a fine firework display from the
citadel.
On another we attended a rather dreary play about
Napoleon, staged out-of-doors of course.
Lisl fretted at not
seeing more of Corscia and went on one bus tour on which she
met with a variety of adventures.
I did not like to go too
far from WoGo in view of the unpredictable weather.
One day
we sailed across and anchored in a little cove S. of Revellata
Point.
On Aug° 19th, gale warnings having been cancelled the
previous evening, we set sail for France at 05°40, but put back
when 12 miles out on receiving a renewed gale warning for our
destination.
It was rather a predicament; as we had no inclination for a long beat in gale conditions; but were committed to
handing over the yacht on 23rd at Sanaryo
Luckily on 21st there
was a good forecast; we set off in calm snd met a confused sea,
which gradually settled down as we motored almost all the way
back, with only a couple of hours of light So breeze to give the
engine a rest°
Next morning near the French coast we got a W.
wind; we went ~nslde Isle de Levant and had a beat in fresh conditions but sheltered water to our old anchorage at Porqueroiles,
30 hours from Calvio
We found that petrol is not sold on the island.
The
wind was Wo6 and we were expected in Sanary next morning; but
we did not feel llke spending our last night at sea° I phoned
Wallace’s friend Bernard in Marseilles who said he could get a
message to Courtenay Thompson to meet us at Toulon instead;
and at 17000 we set out for that port°
First we had too much
wind, then after dark too little, and being rather low in fuel
and on "reserve" I repeatedly had to free the jets from dirt
shaken up by the horrible sea; hard words were spoken before
we reached St o Mandrler at mldnlght~ 14 miles, 7 hours.
Next morning we moored Wild Goose st Quai Stalingrad,
packed our bags and left everything in order.
Unfortunately
no Thompsons appeared~ but that is another story.
We had
dinner with Bernard Felix, who very kindly took us to Marseilles
air terminus in his 2 CV~ which was rather overloaded; these
little cars can be made to go very fast downhill, which was
rather alarming at first.
I would like to go again°
The sun and warm water
amply compensate for the often unsuitable sailing conditions°
The lack of tide is a great convenience in port° The complete
absence of sea-birds seems strange°
We were surprised too

II,,

to see absolutely no shipping when on passage
Corsica.
’~en at Calvi we were impressed by
visiting yachts, of almost every nationality,
nificent vessels~ but others cruising without
like we do at home°

between France and
the numbers of
some large and magpaid hands Just

Our best thanks to Wallace for again entrusting us with
his yacht and making this holiday in the sun possible°

LOG OF "ROSALIND"

Friday 95th
August 1961
18o00

CRUISE TO CARLINGFORD LOUGH 1961

Skipper Tweedy foregathers at Howth with highly
experienced and efficient crew°
Colin Browne
Pierce Roche
Liam McGonagle
Joe Kirkenny
Difficult experiences in persuading Colin that
Transatlantic Trip is not planne~. He condescends to stay: Stores; ioeo 1 bottle Gordons,
1 bottle Jameson (I0 years old) 1 bottle Remy
Martin, 6 bars Fry’s chocolate, 1 case Champagne,
carefully loaded.
Pierce prevented from opening
champagne on promise that he would be suitably
rewarded by Peter Morck for his honesty and abstinence.

18o30

Engined out of Howth~ up sail~ off englne, and
departed in northerly direction.
Course 330°
to 030° (true and/or magnetic) wind force 3 - 4
(Beaufort~ not Morck’s scale).

19.25

Lambeg abeam, course as before (more or less)
one of Lord Revelstoke’s female guests sighted.
Course as before~ (ioeo S~ipper has taken over
from Joe).

19.40

Rush Tower abeam°
Inhabitants throng headland°
Greetings semaphored.
Skipper replies with
dish cloth using the only word he can signal)°
(With apologies to Land C~so Gamekeeper).

20.18

Sto Patrick’s Island abeam°
He did not appear
to be at home.
Religious argument develops°

12o

20o18
contd.

Pity expressed for boats not yet
Wind eases.
started.
Course as before°
(Rather less than
more ) o

21o30

Fleshpots of Moszey Holiday Camp abeam°
Joe
restrained from lowering punt°
Promised both
Flesh and Pots in the near future.
He expressed
complete fellow-feellng with Sailors at sea for
six months°
Subdued with Skipper’s tomato-soup.
Must be experienced to be believed.

22 °30

Wind outside decreasing°
Wind inside decreasingo
Skipper resolves to take up weather forecasting when retired from Newbridge Girls°
Drogheda abeam°
Ship approaches° Considerable
argument as to which side it can see a green
light Ono
Colin said it was a light in the Boatswain~s Cabin shining through a bottle of cremede-mentheo
Ship misses us°
Ditto for another
one which also failed to be confused by girations
of Rosalind°
Stock of Jameson now declining°
Colin giggles irrationally°
Course groups of
lights ahead, understood to be Clogher village°
Pierce persuaded to sail around Clogher Head°

22 °30

Clogher Head reached~
stowed~ bottles opened°

23°45

Tied up at Port Oriel°
Skipper’s home-made
steak and kidney puds.
(His mothe r~s name "Denny")
Produced collapse of crew°
Rebel copies wise
decision of Rosalind, to travel with favourable
tide and sleep with adverse ditto. (24 footers
please note),

03° 15

Joe pacing Quarter deck on the insistence of
the crew°
Lets go warps by which boat is hanging.
Rebel responds to splash.

06 o 15

Attempted to wake Rebel crew by shouting as
agreed.
No response.
Engined into Carlingford Lougho
Smoke signals received from natives.
Colin replies with cigaro
Are you friendly?
Continued passageo
Pursued by Bat out of Hello
Waited for her to show the way but she was not
fast enough°
Peculiar vessel sighted on starboard beam°
Thought he was ship in distress°
All help offered, later discovered to be Vanja
Observed, poor quality
under reduced sail.
of crew°

Engine started, sails

13o

09.25

Greenore abeam°
Noticed Cadbury~s chocolate
papers floating byo
Knew Rowantrees in
vicinity.

09.43

Still pursued by Bat out of Hello As expected
was first boat into Carlingford Harbouro
Pa
Mooney, pacing like hell down pier was not good
augury of success°
Missed pier.

09.59

Anchored in appointed position on west shore of
Lougho
Signalled frantically in response to
pilot boat°
Pilot apparently couldn’t see°
Took bull by horns and approached pilot boat almost drowned Bob McNally (purpousely) when
boarding with life preserver.
Guessed our
assignment correctly, having had prior information, but Bob insisted that the preserver be
thrown overboard.
Concensus of opinion is that
Bob is a spoil sport.
Succeeded brilliantly
in our first test (as expected). Anchored without any difficulty exactly in appointed position
under jib and mizzen~ in full gale.
Approached
by local boatman who after accepting a tip from
the Skipper insisted he was the Commodore,
obviously dissatisfied with tip.
He subsequently
stole our Punt, obviously an In-shore type°

AALBORG TO ROTTERDAM IN DIANE
WoHoDo McCormick

In July 1960 we laid Diane up in Aalborg on Limn Fiord,
a major port on the Baltic side of the Jutland Peninsula.
We
hoped to carry on north to Skagen and then cross over to southern
Norway to lay up, but headwinds and delays on the passage from
Marieaham prevented us doing SOo
As things turned out this was
Just as well because John Stevenson, my crew of many summers, was
not available for the ~61 season, his plans to sail to warmer
seas were coming to fruition.
In 1960 I thought of returning
home by way of Bergen, the Shetlands and the north of Scotland.
Now with less time on my hands and crew problems I decided to
return via the Little Belt~ the Kiel Canal, the Frisians, and
the Dutch Canals to Rotterdam and from there by ship to Dublin°

14o
Thus it was that on Sunday, June 18th, I turned up at
the Aalborg Yacht Club to meet crew Peter Ring.
Peter, a Danish
electrical student from Copenhagen, was to crew to Kielo
The
Jutland wind was blowing that evening and it was even stronger
on Monday morning when we decided to leave our uncomfortable
berth at Messrso Sorenso~ and Dulsguids Yard to complete our fitting out at Hals some twenty miles down Limn Fiord.
Great clouds
of sand blowing from the quayside making things miserable caused
us to leave prematurely and as we tore down through the two bridges and went careering along the torturous narrow channel now
reaching, now free, we soon realized that the rigging was very
badly set up.
Throwing her up into the wind we took the main
off and carried on under staysailo
Not before time for we were
barely on course when struck by a squall, accompanied by hail
and thunder.
Rounding into Hals we tied up alongside a fisherman and set to checking the boat.
Peter was a good yachtsman
and soon we had everything ship-shape.
During the evening a
clinker built 16~0’’ Kiyak affair flying the Swedish flag came
into the harbour and tied up alongside°
Its sole crew, a gymnastic instructor from Stockholm, was en route to the West of
Ireland; he had already rowed through the Gota Canal and across
the Kattegat o
After several days battling against the "Jutland Wind"
he had given up trying to get through the Limn Fiord and llke
ourselves was heading for Kielo
Later I read of his arrival in
Dublin, having shipped from Kiel to the English East coast he
rowed across England and then by ship from Liverpool to Dublin.
With the wind moderating next morning, Tuesday 20th,
in company with the Swede, we made sail taking with us a passenger to Greens.
After clearing the sand banks flanking the
approach to Hals with the wind force 4 to 5 NW dead astern we
set the spinnaker and all afternoon tore along at an exciting
speed until at 1900 hours when abeam Fornaes the wind died and
under engine we coasted along avoiding the fishing nets until
at 2100 hours we entered Greena to land our passenger. After
a walk around the town and a glass of beer we returned and
found that in our absence the wind had piped up again; this was
too good to miss so we set off under stay sall and main. During
the night the wind backed somewhat and as the short steep sea
rose quickly we had a wet fast passage parallel with the coast.
Just before dawn we passed inside HJelm Island and with Aarhus
Bay opening to windward we soon felt the full force of the sea.
A timely veer of the wind allowed us to set course to weather
the Island of Samso~ it had already persuaded us from beating
into Aarhus.
This, the second day’s passage, turned into a fine
sunny day with a brisk west wind and as we coasted along the
treeless island I heard some of its history from Peter, of its
fame as a burial place of the Vikings, and of its current fame
throughout Denmark for its potatoes.
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At Greens on the previous evening our passenger having
thoroughly enjoyed the passage from Hals decided that as there
was no train to Aalborg that evening he would proceed further.
However the rather boisterous night passage dampened his enthusiasm so at 1400 hours we entered the small artificial harbour at
Julesmide.
Here we lunched~ and, as in even the smallest place
in Denmark, rather wello
After a wander around the town which
had a mid-west quality with its clapboard houses and sandy streets
we said goodbye to Jorgon and headed off towards the Little Belt.
Again towards evening the wind fell light and we went over to
engine~ with a North going current our progress was slow and disdaining Frederica we motored on in the dusk to Middlefart tying
up in the town harbour rather than the Yacht Harbour which is
half a mile from town.
Next morning we went ashore and explored the town,
colourful and old world with half timbered houses and a profusion
of flowers°
We stocked up with food and beer, enough for a
week, Peter informing me that it was cheaper and better than in
Germany°
We called at the "Krimlnalpolitet" and at the Harbour
Office and got clearance, just in case we should not get ashore
at another sizeable Danish Port.
At midday we were under way,
and in a flat calm motored out into the Little Belt heading for
the bridge, the longest in Europe: The north going stream eddying against the piers looked llke 1o2 knots.
Before long we
came to a sudden stop on the mud off tiny Faeno Kalv Island we full throttled the engine, lay out on the shrouds trying to
cant the boat, used boat hook and spinnaker boom which we sunk
deep in the mud but to no avail.
A half hour later the breeze came up and with main genoa
and engine we gradually slid inch by inch towards the channel.
Soon we shut off the engine and with Peter continuing to exclaim
at the wonders of the landscape "the most beautiful in Denmark"
I fear my usage with more dramatic landscapes left me conscious
of the sameness of the scenery.
However, the sun, favourable
breeze, and a good lunch made it easy to nod my head in assent
as I lounged in the cockpit°
Leaving Brandso to starboard we
successfully navigated the incredibly narrow passage to the
south of the island and sailing on, passed through the 100 foot
wide channel at the breakwater into the harbour at Assenso
After a tour of the town and its fine old church we took leave
of Denmark and after rounding the treacherous Thoro Rev we set
course for the eastern shore of Als Island.
At dusk as we
came into the lee of the island the wind fell light and we went
over to motor°
Shortly after midnight with the island astern
we made sail and set course for Laboe 2V miles sway°
Within
the hour the wind had freshened considerably and we changed
over to stay sail.
For the last time Diane felt the short
steep Baltic sea build up beneath her keel, this time however
astern and lifting her along.
At dawn the watch below turned
out and with the wind still increasing we changed to storm jib
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and rolled a couple of reefs into the main which made things
more comfortable°
As we approached Kiel Bay we found ourselves
in the midst of a converging fleet of ships all heading towards
the canal from Flensburg, the Sound and the Eastern Baltic while
out from Laboe came groups of fishing boats and a flotilla of
destroyers of the new West German Navy.
At 0.530 hours the
dramatically sited 19 14 - 18 naval monument suddenly appeared
out of the haze°
Half an hour later under jib, for the wind
was astern, we swept into the harbour and were directed alongside the Customs’ Launch°
She rolled and we rolled while two
of her crew lounged, hands in pockets, watching us as we tried
to fend her off, get fenders out and secure.
Leaving Peter
muttering Viking curses in the general direction of the German
crew I leapt aboard and was directed below.
After careful
examination of our documents and lots of form filling we were
cleared and directed to The Yacht Harbour which was filled with
yachts, all bobbing up and down in the now quite considerable
sea which swept round the end of the breakwater°
Peter having
completed his passage went ashore to check on trains and I
learnt that in two hours time there was a direct con~ectlon
from Kiel to Frederickshaven passing through Aalborg - so taking
his leave he caught the ferry to Kiel.
On the previous day, June the 22nd, with something of
pious hope, I wired my German crew to Bremen stating that I
should be in Laboe around noon next day, so feeling somewhat
smug at being ahead of time I turned in; before doing so I
noted the yachts heading out into the bay for the day’s racing°
I had not slept long until awakened by quite a commotion~
yacht after yacht with broken gear, jury rig and so forth came
charging back into the harbour and for the next hour or two I
was busy fending boats off, and not only yachts but launches
crammed ~ith rather seedy looking sightseers°
Early in the afternoon someone jumped down aboard
and coming up from the cabin I found a peaked capped individual
giving the boat a keen examination°
"McCormick?"
"Yes,
Schudlach?"
"Yes, when do we sail?"
This was my German
crew and in no time we made sail for Holtenau, the canal entrance,
where we hoped to find a more comfortable berth° Our departure
from Laboe was tricky, the mole not only hid approaching traffic
but blanketed the wind at the entrance.
With plenty of way on,
and ~Jith momentarily flapping sails, we shot clear and set
course for Kiel.
With storm jib and main it was an exciting
sall with Diane romping along the last few Baltic miles.
It
was with relief that we tied up at Holteran just before lighting up time, as the harbour police fine on the spot any vessel
not carrying regulation lights.
Sitting in the cabin after a late supper I began to
realize how lucky I was in finding such an excellent crew.
Hans was Vice-Commander of the German Cru~slng Club, and in 1960
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he had been navigator on Krupps’ yacht @ermania in the Bermuda
and Atlantic races.
He was a fund of interesting talk and was
to prove an excellent companion for the next few days.
On
enquiring how he came to volunteer as crew he told me that my
letter to the Kiel ¥oCo had been forwarded to his own club at
Bremen and being intrigued at Diane’s size and voyaging he
decided to offer his services for a few days.
Next morning we breakfasted in a canal-side cafe in
company with a party of Russians who, in spite of the early
hour, were stacking away quite a quantity of beer and snaps.
Then to the chandler for charts, tide tables, and a large
lantern "just in case" said Hans.
Here were many coaster skippers and with one of these
Hans arranged a tow through the canal to Brunsbuttlekoog. Soon
we were off the entrance ~n company with six or eight coasters,
the gates opened and a loud hailer called each boat in turn.
Eventually the’~reen yacht" was called and we tied up alongside
our tow.
In no time the slight alteration in water level had
taken place and we were under way°
Our tow, a long low barge
en route to Hamburg, did 6 knots throughout the day. The wind
was still strong and at times our decks were awash while we
bumped and splashed along.
The sun shone brilliantly however
and there was a continuous procession of shipping, Danes and
Dutchmen, Russians and Finns, indeed from all the Baltic countries and many others thrown in.
We met numerous yachts
passing east to Kiel, those of Diane’s size under tow, the
large ones under sail or motor.
There are few places to anchor
or tie up in the canal and as it is necessary for a yacht to
make the passage in daylight most yachts under l0 tons manage
to arrange a tow with the numerous barges and coasting craft
using the canal.
The scenery on the whole was rather dull; occasionally,
however, the pleasant wooded stretch or the attractive canalside cafe lent interest.
Invariably the shore is lined with
fishermen who wave and cheer and now and again proudly hold up
their catch°
Approaching the lock gates at Brunsbuttlekoog
we slipped our tow and motored into the yacht harbour tying up
at 2100 hours°
There were many yachts here including the West
German Chancellor~s yacht, all en route to Kiel;the latter had
just come round from Bremen and had quite a buffeting at the
entrance to the Elbe.
It now looked as if we should ~e weather-bound for
a day or two as the wind still N.W. force 7 gusting to 8 showed
no sign of moderating.
In order to clear the Elbe estuary in
one tide it would be necessary for us to leave the canal at
high water, 3°30 aomo next morning.
We turned in early and at
2°30 aom@ Hans turned out and went up to the canal office where
it was hardly necessary to enquire from the met. officer whether
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we could leave or not~ up on the lock side. out of the shelter it
was still blowing hard NoW,
Sunday was~ as forecast~ a blustering sunny day°
We
met the crew of the adjoining yacht~ Corianne RoT.YoCo She had
been in the Harwich-Hook race and had continued on to the Baltic
and was now on her way homey but was weatherbound and had engine
trouble°
She had been here some days aud her skipper was very
relieved indeed when Hans managed to scrape up a crew to replace
those whose leave was finished and were anxious to fly back to
England.
We had a jolly lunch party together at the restaurant
on the island between the incoming and outgoing locks; this
was a fascinating place with the traffic passing within yards
of our table°
In 1956 I passed through the canal, early in the
morning rather weary after five wet days in the North Sea. This
visit being more leisurely gave one a chance to look around° Its
most striking feature~ apart from the smooth efficiency of its
working was the excellent landscaping and the cleanliness of the
canal zone~
It came as somewhat of a surprise to see so many
of the original buildings built in the Kaiser’s day still standing unscathed by bombing during the last war°
By Sunday evening the wind had moderated and at 0530
hours we cast off, passing astern of Corianne, her still partying crew coming on deck to cheer us on our way°
It was not yet
clear and with our lamp lashed to the fore hatch we joined a
procession of coasters heading for the lock, at the entrance to
which shone a great red light,,
It turned green and the loudspeaker called us up in turn~,
Motorlng to the end of the lock
we tied up to a pontoon°
Hans went ashore and completed the
formalities and shortly afterwards the gate swung open°
To
our dismay a heavy bank of fog swept up from the Elbe and after
a hasty consultation we bore off to starboard following some of
the smaller coasters and secured to a jetty°
This was serious if the fog persisted we would not clear the Elbe before the
next flood°
However quite suddenly it lifted and we got under
way and at 0,550~ with the wind south by west, we made sail and
cut off the englne~
In brilliant sunshine and with main and
genoa we swept down the Elbe passed Cuxhaven carrying the tide
to Elbe I o light ship,,
Here we had to decide whether to go on
to Heligoland (which I wanted to visit) or carry on to the
Frlsian Islands°
The wind was fair for Heligoland but unless
it changed we should have s dead heat from there to the Frisianso
With the glas~again falling and realizing that this
was a "pet" day we feared that if we went to Hellgoland we might
be weather bound for some days~ and reluctantly set course for
Nordeneyo
Originally it was my intention to sail inside the
Frisians, playing the tides, Hans the ocean cruising man was
appalled at the idea particularly in such unsettled weather so
we sailed on leaving to port the low silhouetted islands well
known to the readers of "The Riddle of the Sands"
At dusk
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the wind died and we went over to engine, soon Nordeney light
appeared and later as we approached the channel between it and
Juist the lights of the town, this latter part of the passage
was something of a nightmare; the garish multicoloured lights
making it difficult to identify the channel lights and to see
the numerous unlit buoys°
Taking it in turn to steer and conn
the ship from the pulpit we made our way in through the channel,
eventually tying up in Nordeney at 02°30 hours°
Diane was now
back in the north sea with its big rise and fall after her long
sojourn in the tideless Baltic, so when we did tie up it was to
a deserted pleasure steamer with the result that early in the
morning we were knocked up and obliged to alter our berth to lie
alongside a fishing boat just in o
After breakfast we went for
a wander ashore and were not much taken with this German Blackpool.
Clear of the town the dull grey day heightened the dismal quality of the barren sandy landscape.
From an early hour,
passenger ships were arriving and departing crammed with tourists.
These Frisian Islands, Nordeney, Borkum, Baltrum, Langeoog and
Wagenroog are all somewhat alike, though not all thronged with
tourists.
Some are, I believe, rich in bird-life, all are
surrounded by dangerous shoals, while the channels between can
be very dangerous with on shore winds.
It is possible for
small boats to navigate the inner leads or watts on the shoreward side of the islands; their channels are marked by poles and
they change from year to year.
Most local boats are designed
to take the bottom easy and I noted that in Delfzil all the local
yachts were centre boarders.
Returning to Diane, Hans had a word with one of the
lifeboat men about the channel over the Koper sands to the Eros
and taking his advice we set off under engine in a flat calm,
carried along with the fast rising tide towards the estuary°
As the water rose over the sands it came rushing in to the
channel°
Approaching on the German mainland a sharp breeze
sprang up from the south east and we made sail and in no time
a short sharp sea built up.
Soon the channel narrowed to such
an extent that we were continually going about and making no
headway.
Our position being now tricky, further progress towards the Eros appeared impossible and Just as we were about to
attempt a return to Nordeney a small steamer coming from there
overtook us.
Seeing our plight he held up a bit of rope and
called "Whiskey?"
We quickly lowered the sails and making
fast went hurrying off in a flurry of foam towards the Eros.
As we topped the water shed we again felt the tide under us and
when clear of danger we passed the whiskey in a cat’s cradle to
man and boy crew of the puffer and casting off made sail. The
breaking sea on the sand banks on either hand was a fearsome
sight, but as the tide fell they bared and gave us smooth water.
We now had a brisk sail up the Eros to Delfzil passing many fishing craft with their fish nets goosewinged out to either hand.
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Unlike Knight we found Delfzil an interesting little
port~ indeed as we swept round the breakwater and were caught
in a puff we found it almost too exciting°
Quickly downing
the sails we motored to a vacant berth in a trot of yachts and
made the bow rope fast to the pontoon and picking up stern
warps from two mooring ports°
Across the harbour lay the black
hull of a three masted sailing ship with crossed yards~ later we
found she was converted to a Youth Hostel°
Down the pontoon
climbed the Customsv Officer - quite a climb as it was low water.
He checked our passports and gave us clearance°
We changed and
went ashore, going to the Station to change money.
Hans learnt
that there was one direct train per day to Bremen and that it
left at 7030 pomo
This was the end of his passage, so we returned to Diane, gathered his gear and dashed for the train°
He was delightful company and I was sorry to see him go - now I
was on my own againo
From Delfzll I planned to go via the North Dutch
Canals to the Zuider Zee or Iselmeer as the Dutch call it and
had already some information on the most suitable route, one
avoiding low bridges°
I also had to contact my next crew
member, Sean Mulcahy in London.
So after Han~s departure I
contacted the secretary of the Yacht Club, a pleasant shipping
agent who asked me to come to his office next morning°
Delfzil has a long association with the sea; across
the bay is Emden; there is the usual contrast in traditional
and modern architecture o
The shipping agent (Yacht Club
Secretary) was most helpful.
He took me to the ship’s chandler
and on the charts indicated my route to the Iselmeer, Amsterdam
and on to Rotterdam°
From his office we rang Palgrave Murphy’s
Rotterdam agents and confirmed my sailing date, and on contacting Sean Mulcahy in London, heard that he was free to join in
twenty-four hours°
We suggested a rendezvous at Grouw, a
holiday resort on the Frisian Lakes.
With fenders and warps ready I left the yacht harbour
at 16o00 hours and motored round to the canal entrance° Here
a pair of brand new locks handled ships up to lO0 tons or more
and in no time the gate opened and Diane was raised to canal
level.
Under Main and genoa I set off for Groningen some 20
miles away.
The canal being higher than the surrounding landscape
one had a splendid view, villages and churches, with mellow
clay tiled roofs, windmills and large isolated farm groups constantly appeared on either hand°
Secondary channels led off
to small shipyards or to smaller canals°
Most of the Dutch
coasters which ply our coast are built, and often owned in Delfzil and Groningeno
Under main and genoa set off for the latter
port~ from time to time coasters and barges passed; barges
diesel driven and not horse towed as was the case when Knight
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passed in the "Falcon" on his way to the Baltic in 1886o
From
time to time I delved into his classic "Falcon in the Baltic"
and it was interesting to note the similarities and the differences; the weather certainly does not seem to have changed much°
Coasters and barges were numerous, many with entire families on
board, and as this was a warm sunny evening, children in play
pens, dogs and flower pots were all out on deck°
The wind dying I motored the last few miles to Groningen~ unfortunately the bridge on the outskirts of the town
was closed for the night so it was not possible to make the
Yacht harbour in the centre of town°
Noticing a German yacht
and several of coasters tied up convenient to the bridge I
joined them.
The Germans, a husband and wife were also on their
way to Grouw and were leaving next morning, so we agreed to
secure the two yachts alongside one another and make the tedious
passage through the town bridges together°
This was very excellent, for being single-handed and without reverse it is not so
easy to stop "just in time"°
Knight was rightly complimentary
to Groningen°
Before turning in I had a pleasant walk around
town and found it to have lost none of its charm°
The following day the weather took a turn for the
better and in brilliant sunshine we set off for Grouw some 48
miles away.
Our passage through the town was slow and it was
almost midday before we were through the last bridge (a railway
bridge which we thought would never open).
We took a detour
from the Main Canal so as to avoid a number of fixed bridges
and after some ten miles or so we rejoined the main canal which
was very busy with barge traffic en route to Amsterdam and
Rotterdam°
This turned out to be a sizzling hot day with no
wind other than that made by our own motion°
The German yacht,
a sloop two feet or so longer than D1kane was over-powered with
her lO hopo diesel and when we had completed the passage through
town the owner offered to continue the tow until the wind came
up so that we were still in company when at dusk we came alongside the jetty at the Hotel Ostergrouw.
Timing was perfect.
Sean, who had arrived a couple of hours earlier, was enjoying
coffee with friends on the terrace which formed the jetty;
tying up I had only to take a step or two to join the party.
Sean’s newly acquired Dutch friends had already persuaded him that we should stay a day or two in Grouw where on
Saturday a Regatta was being held (it was now Thursday evening).
Originally I intended to press on to the Amsterdam side of the
Iselmeer and spend any spare days there so that we should be
within easy reach of Rotterdam°
However as things turned out
we were fated to stay in Grouw over the weekend because early
next morning when I motored Diane to another berth I noticed
that the clutch was slipping.
With the aid of an interpreter
we explained how matters stood to the local "Motor Boat Engineer"
a harrassed portly old character, smoking a cigar. After much
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persuasion~ for b~s services were in great demand~ we enticed
him down into Diane~s cabin (Tempo 90o).
After much fiddling
around and a couple of beers he disengaged the shaft and we
hoisted the engine out.~
Then off we went with o~]r friends to
sa~l in company with the ever !ncreaslng flotilla gathering up
for the regatta.
Returning in the evening we found the mechanic
still smoking his cigar but had not yet had a look at the engine°
By next day he had diagnosed the complaint, or thought he had,
and again in the great heat the engine was installed° A trial
run indicated that he had not cured the trouble so gathering up
his tools he went off muttering something about Monday morning°
However this was too uncertain for we were due in Rotterdam by
Tuesday evenlng~ so we set to enquiring about a tow either to
the lselmeer or to Amsterdam where we migh~ get the engine fixed.
Several barges had already tied up in Grouw for the week-end and
there was no hope of a tow until Monday morning°
However we
were in luck because one of these, a tanker, was going direct to
Rotterdam leaving at 6~00 Somo Monday morning and was due at
Rotterdam at midday Tuesday°
After an enjoyable weekend sailing and partying we
went alongside the tanker who hoisted our mast out and lald it
on deck and at 0600 hours we set off°
The weather had changed
again and dull cold drizzle lasted most of the day.
From
Grouw we continued by canal to Lemmer where we entered the Iselmeer at Zuider Zeeo
There was little wind so we made a fast
uneventful passage; later the skipper told us that the VMeer
can be very treacherous in stormy weathero’
At 16.00 hours
we locked into Amsterdam harbour; the quiet peaceful passage
was changed to one of immense interest and some anxiety - great
quantities of flotsam and jetsam floated past and we speculated
on what might happen if we hit (at 6 knots) some of the logs or
large planks floating around.
Tugs, launches and barges dashing all over the place set up a confused sea which made steering tricky indeed~ these conditions were to be with us all the
way to Rotterdam°
Our passage through Amsterdam harbour was
most interesting even though we saw little of the city°
Soon
we entered the Rhine canal and on our way to Utrecht°
There
was now a constant stream of traffic with many barges flying
the Swiss flag; barges as big as coasters, some I learnt up to
1,200 tons~ mostly registered in Basle°
Skirting Utrecht we
saw little of the town apart from large industrial plants on
its outskirts and a few modern flats°
Soon afterwards we
left the Amsterdam Rhine canal for the Lek canal arriving at
the locks at Vreeswjk at 2900 hours°
Here the skipper informed us that we should stay overnight and in next to no time
both the barge and Diane~s crew had turne~ ino
A thump on the cabin top at 0500 hours next morning
woke us~
The captain was preparing to enter the lock but
before doing so he wished to transfer our mast to Diane~s deck
as there would be no chance to do so at Rotterdamo
The mast

was soon lashed to the pulpit and cabin top and then as the
gates opened we entered the lock.
It was immense both in
length and height°
It soon filled with barges and in no time
dropped us some twenty feet to River Lek.
The passage down river to Rotterdam was unpleasant;
frequent stioging rain squalls accompanied by gale force wind
made the helmsman’s job miserable.
Luckily the mast was well
secured to the pulpit and cabin top for, as the river widened
out, the combination of wind and traffic set up a confused sea.
Soon the outskirts of Rotterdam appeared; shipyards, blocks of
flats and the great concrete monument a reminder of the Rotterdam destroyed in 1940.
The barge took us close in to the
entrance to the Royal Mess Y.C., before casting us off.
We
hoped that the engine would run long enough before heating to
take us alongside; it worked and so at 12.30 p.m. on Tuesday,
July 5th, in what we learnt was gale force 9 n.w. the passage
from Aalborg was completed, in weather similar to that at the
start of our cruise.
After lunchln~ in the splendid club house we contacted the shipping agent and confirmed time and date of departure of the "Theano" and the arrival of the Cradle sent out by
Paul Campbell.
Amsterdam, which we had passed by two days
previously, now claimed our attentions and we went there by
train.
We spent the time sightseeing, visiting Galleries and
]’~useums~ one of the latter devoted to marine history was of
particular interest.
In dne course Diane was loaded on board M.V. Theano
and after a not too boisterous passage arrived at the North
Wall.
Back In Ireland the weather was no better than on the
Continent so that the passage home to Donegal was a protracted
one and carrie~ out in stages,~
T think there is little need
to make further reference to this rather depressing season
other than to mention that at her exposed anchorage at Greencastle Diane ended the season by riding out undamaged a gale
w}oich ~as recorded at nearby Ball ykelly Aerodrome as gusting
to 107 m.p.h.
Diane i~ three seasons away from Yreland covered
some 3,000 m~_les.
On the whole we were lucky.
The first
season was one of splendid weather and the other two bad to
average but ~n sp!te of this we did what we set out to do.
Scandinavia is an interesting area for cruising.
Apart from
Norway the scenery was dull in comparison to Ireland or the
Western Isles.
Its interest derives from the people one meets,
its towns and its close ties with the sea.
~arbour facilities
are splendid though the cost of laying up and fitting out are
expensive.
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I think there is qu~te a lot to be said for making the
passage to Scandinav:ta vle Scotland and returning throu~h the
Kiel, ~olland and round the South of England, that is if one can
manage the time°
The ",r~eather in spite of what we had been told
beforehand is very similar to our own, while the quick build up
of’ the sea was most notable°
We made use of numerous canals; the Caledonian, Gota,
Kiel and the Dutch; ~n all we found it to be sn advantage to have
plenty of fenders; fenders for either hand because one never
knew ~hen someone was going to lie on the outer hand in a locko
~P~ile we lowere4 our mast -bed towed through the latter portion
of the Dutch C~nals it is ayite posslble to choose a route from
Rotterdam to Amsterdam without doin~ this.
Nowever it is important to check< o~ the opening ti_mes of some of the bridges a nut, bet open nt odd hours in the night or e~.rly morning.
In the sixteen Cay passage from Aalborg to Rotterdam,
Disne had some fine sailing, very little motoring and some very
exc~t!ng tow~ngo
She covered some 619 miles, visite@ fourteen
ports in three countries and in spite of bed weather and engine
troubles arrived on time st her destination.
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4
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5
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1
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3
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9
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"
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"
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4
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Arr o Crouw

1100/30/6
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10.30
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Dep o
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"
Vreesyjk
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"
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2
I
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REVISITED

(VANJA VISITS FISHGUARD, MILFORD & ABERSOCH)
By lan Morrison

The Fishguard race was a dead run from start to finish°
VanJa broke her spinnaker boom within a minute of the start but
by the time Bray Head was abeam we were still lying third to Huff
and Arrandorao
Bosun Noel Rowe had built a new boom, moved the
fittings from the old and so we picked up speed again as’~cGonagle"
was hoisted - this gentleman being our new spinnaker with contours
reminding us of a certain well known sea lawyer~
Unfortunately the patched job broke again in the chop
off the Codling bank and we were unable to set the spinnaker again
until dawn when we found ourselves in the company of Harmony, but
with the rest of the fleet about five miles ahead.
We finished
fifth at Fishguard after about half the passage without the big
bag ~ not a very creditable performance.
Next day we ran round Sto David’s Head through Ramsay
Sound and Jack Sound to Milford.
The tide in the latte~ sound
reaches seven knots and the passage is tricky but quite possible
without an engine in certain conditions°
We anchored in Dale
Roads which has retained its charm despite the encroaching oil
refineries°
Next day we sailed across the Haven up to Laurenny, back
to Angle and anchored off the Lifeboat Station° We dined at the
local hotel and came aboard in rather tricky conditions for our punt°
Next morning at 0400 we left for Abersoch in a light but
extremely cold northerly wind° It was a long slow beat of 47 hours
and except for a moment when the tide threatened to suck us onto
the Clerks in a calm there were no particular events of interest°
A day or two in Abersoch provided us with appetite for
the sea again and the Abersoch/Dunleary race was going in the right
direction so we participated together with about ten other yachts°
It was a close haul for most of the way but off the Codling the
wind dropped and came ahead after some of the fleet had sailed up
on us.
The beat gave us a chance to shake off the pursuers and we
entered Dunleary about sixteen hours out to arrive in time for Sunday breakfast and a few drinks aboard with the other competitors°
It had been a short cruise of a week where we logged only
about 400 miles but we revisited old friends and made a few new°
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SHINDILLA 1961

WIND

FOR

FRANCE

R.L. BERRIDGE.

It was a cold grey afternoon when Shindilla slipped
her moorings at Crosshaven at 1445 on
Monday, June 5th and made sail in the harbour entrance to a
moderate south westerly wind.
Shindilla is a 13 ton Bmdn.
Ketch, steel built in Holland in 1988.
She carries a working
sail area of of 580 sq.ft, and a Coventry Victor diesel of 22
H.P.
The crew consisted of the owner and his wife Cicely,
his daughter Sally, his brother Dick (Dr. F.R. Berridge) and
his wife Virginia.
Outside, we found a horrid sea, short and irregular,
and the new asbestos lagging on the exhaust pipe produced a
beastly smell.
We could just lay our course with the engine
ticking over, but soon were able to stop it and break off a bit
to leeward.
By evening everyone was somewhat off colour, very
beginning of season feeling, and one wondered why one left a
comfortable house and bed to go cruising.
France seemed a long
way off.
However, by morning of
Tuesdaz! June 6th, the sun came out, the cold dispersed and the
sea was more regular.
Morale went up with breakfast, but the
wind lightened and the engine was called for, the lagging now
dried out and no smell.
It is a lonely bit of water from Cork
to the Scillies and we had it to ourselves.
Intensive radio
navigation was tried out, both Consol and R.D.F., both checking well with each other and with the Dead reckoning.
Round
Is. beacon came in well at over 50 miles and we homed on it,
gradually altering course as the wind freed.
At noon we
optimistically set 2000 hrs. as E.T.A. Tresco.
In due course Round Is. was picked up on the bow and
we handed the log, reading 134 off the island, anchoring at
Tresco at 2020, not too bad°
A lovely evening, and the Customs
Officer who boarded us to give practique remembered us from two
years ago.
A good meal and early to be~.
Wednesday, June 7th,
The crew went ashore in the morning to
the gardens which-~cely can never resist.
I fiddled about on
board with the usual maintenance.
By early afternoon we were
away in hot sun and no wind, motoring round the east of the islands and enjoying the panorama of rocks and islets.
At 1545
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we streamed the log off Hanjague Rock and set course for Ushant,
Kept the engine running all afternoon till 2030 when the breeze
filled in from the west and we could stop it and make steady progress all night o
Again checks with Consol and R oDoF~ proved
accurate and we were able to home continuously on the powerful
station on CoStiff~
Watches were 1!~ hrso on and 4!~ off~
only
one up at a time except that Dick and Virginia kept watch together as Virginia had never kept watch at night before°
It
was her first cruise°
The early night was perfection, the yacht swishing
along with stars swinging in the windward rigging to steer her
by, the sea smooth and phosphorescent°
However, at 0400 Dick
called me out°
It was wet and very thick, and as dawn broke
bore every sign of an approaching warm front, especially with
the glass falling slowly°
With visibility of about ~ mile I
considered altering course to well west of Ushant, but decided
to hang on for a while o
Thursday, June 8tho
Sure enough, it cleared as we came into
the shipping lane and land was sighted at 0945, C oStiff being
identified by radio beacon°
Out came the sun~ and we bore away for the Chenal de
la Helle with the wind aft and a fair tide°
This was a perfect
run with smooth sea and sunlight, all the buoys, towers and
beacons coming up one by one at long range°
I had never been
inside Ushant before and was relieved to have conditions so good~.
Early in the afternoon we gybed round the Basse Steo Pierre Buoy
into the Four Channel down which we shot with wind and tide.
Slipped across the bay from Pteo de Ste. Mathieu to the Toulinguet peninsular and anchored just outside the entrance to
Camaret at 1630 after a most enjoyable passage°
Friday, June 9th~ was spent at Camaret.
How delightfully
French it was:
The colourful fishing harbour~ excellent meals
and wine~
Two British yachts in, Acari, R°C.Co, Jo Legge and
Maeve, J o Parsons°
We came to know them later as the hen and
chicken as they always sailed in close company.
Saturday, .June 10tho
Had hoped to make Benodet but a beastly
wet day and fresh SoW’ly persuaded us to give it best°
Sunday, Ju__n_ee llth~ saw us away after early Mass and making slow
progress through the Toulinguet Channel with a light N oWoVly
breeze°
Pleasant scenery, if not impressive by W o Irish standards, the coast to the south by Les Tas de Pols being much finer°
Sailed and occasionally motored over a smooth and sunny sea on
out passage to the Raz de Selno
For a while we sailed in close
company with the two yachts from Camareto

La Vielle was abeam after lunch~ the tide slack and the
Raz like a mill-pondo
Once through we boomed out the genoa for
a glorious run across Audierne Bo, the sort of sailing one dreams
about°
Got between the hen and the chicken at one stage which
caused some consternation.
Tea time brought the Menhir Tower
off Penmarch abeam and we had to hand the mizzen staysailo Progress round Penmarch was slower in a dying breeze, but the outlying dangers gradually slipped past, Basse Spinec, Basse
Boulanger and finally the engine brought us into the 0det Ro and
to a mooring off the pink chateau, which we twice missed~
22°30, a grand day°
Monday~ June 12th, was spent at Benodet in the pouring rain° We
had holed our horrid fibre glass dinghy at Camaret and failed to
find anything to repair it with.
Mr° Parsons of Maeve had
kindly lent us some Cascamite with which we made a temporary patch.
Tuesday~ June 13tho
Many years ago when sailing out of Benodet
after an ocean race I had looked at the entrance to the little
port of Loctudy and thought it looked perfection.
It had remained as a ’must’ for some future date°
We sailed away from
Benodet after lunch and by tea time were anchored off the village
of Loctudy.
It came up to all expectations, unlike so many
things in lifeo
Ashore we were in time for the fishmarket,
animated and colourful, as the boats came in and the catch was
landed.
In the evening we had a visit from a French radiologist
from a neighbouring boat; conversation between him and my brother
was severely handicapped by the language problem°
Wednesday, June 14th.
Another lovely day.
There was just
enough wind to fil~ the genoa and keep Shindilla ghosting on her
course for Concarneauo
Virginia and Sally swam, the rest of us
enjoyed the sun°
They reported the water coldo
We were finally
becalmed off the Men Vras Tower and motored into port having a
look at the inner harbour before finally anchoring in the Avant
Port.
Dinner ashore which included palourdes, and a delightful
walk after dark through the ancient La Ville Closeo
Thursday, June 15th.
Dick and Virginia had to leave by the
afternoon bus for St o Malo~ and we felt lost without them.
A
long walk down the fishing quays was most fascinating. A most
vigorous and alive place°
Arranged for our bonded stores to
come aboard next day.
We were all in a bad way when we woke early on
Friday, June 16tho
We suspected the wretched palourdeso The
day brought no joy°
Somehow I got the outboard going and Cicely
went ashore and got the bonded stores.
Also wired our new crew
to join here°
She cameback and gave me a glass of brandy from
the bond°
I was morbidly speculating on how my executors would
get the boat back to Cork, and swallowed it down. Either that or

some formidable pills which Dick had left us did the trick and
we were soon on the mend.
Saturday., .J_une_IVt~zz was spent recuperating~
Sunday., June 18th.°
Our new crew~ Tony and Honor Waterfield
j-~ined us by .car~ and left it in the town park°
We left in the
afternoon and had a pleasant~ short sall round to the Aven R°
anchoring off Rosbras in the evening°
A delightful river and
pleasant little anchorage°
Mondal.~__.June" 19th, saw us away early on a lovely morning°
A
light N~ly allowed us to set genoa and mizzen staysall to make
slow progress on our course°
We passed inside Ile de Grolx
and had a look at Port Tudy on the island for a stop on the return°
The day was sheer delight°
Sal spent hours in scientific toastIng, the rest of us dozed in the sun while Tony, who is a keen
ocean racing man..,, fiddled with sheets and navigation°
The breeze
freshened a trace and we made good progress coming up to Port
Maria at the tip of Quiberon by three o’clock and then had a good
sail through the Teigneuse passage into Quiberon Bo
Anchored in
the evening at La Trinlte where there were some fine French yachts
in the an chorage~
T~esday_z Jj~n_e._2Oth~Spent the morning ashore and in the afternoon motored over to Port Navallo at the entrance to the Morblhan
where we anchored oear Telemark of B~rnham~ Mro Grant, to wait
for, the tide
No wind at all o
The Grants came on board and
most kindly lent us the two French charts of the Glenan Isles
which were to give us another perfect Say l~ter on,
Motored up
to Pteo d~Aradon in the ~,~orblhan when the tide served°
Ashore~
but failed to contact Wallace Clarke’s friends there.
Wednesd_a_~-~ June 2!st.
Motored up to Con!eau in the morning and
B-n--to--Vannes-bytax~-]
A blazing hot day and had sn irritating
search for fibre glass for the dinghy and a note from Bob Templet
with whom we hoped to make a ren4ezvous,.
Found that the fibre
glass trail led back to La Trlnite and Constantlni~s yard there°
ReturnecJ to Shindilla by vedette and had a wonderful swim then
took the tzde dowun to Lamor where we anchored for the night°
..Th_~a_rsda~ Jur~e 2_lnd,A pleasant breeze with all sail to genoa
brought us to La Trlnlte again early in the afternoon where we
arranged to bring the dlngh77 to Constantini on the evening tide,,
Frida~...June 23s~d~’
Vlsi~ed the dolmens at Carnac, while waiting
for the dinghy°
Very hct and the dolmens palled after a while°
After supper got the dinghy and im~eSistely got underway for a
night passage to Le Paials°
All sail to genoa and good progress°
The NoE° wind steadily freshened and we had some trouble
in finding one buoy in the Telgnouse°
Had to beat through and
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to hand the genoa in the middle of the narrows.
Nasty, tidal
sea and set the working staysailo
A grand sail when we bore
away for Le Palais where we anchored with stern to the quay at
0330°
Saturday, June 24tho
Spent the morning ashore°
Le Palais may
be rather tourist ridden, but it has character and life and colour°
We left at lunch time of a lazy, hot day and took the
channel south of Houat, an interesting bit of pilotage between
Houat and Hoedic and along the lovely, long beach on the SoEo of
Houat o
Came to anchor off the beach SoWo of Er Yoch and rowed
ashore for a perfect swim.
We had the whole beach to ourselves.
Sailed away at tea time and anchored at Port Navallo
in the evening.
Contacted the Templers at lle Aux Moines and
motored up there to join them; he was on a chartered yacht,
Genista o
Sunday ,__June 25th~
Blazing hot and calm all morning while we
swam off the beach followed by a slow and gentle sail round Ile
Aux Moines, working the tldes~ Bob, Anne and Hazel Templet were
on board°
Monday__, _June_2_6tho_ A SoW° breeze and poor visibility when we
motored out to the narrows and made all sail in the entrance°
We had intended making Penerf but with the S oWo wind freshenin~
it was a lee shore and Le Croislc seemed a better bet, a close
reach and a weather shore°
This turned out to be grand sailing.
Shindilla picked up her matronly skirts and scuttled along at
a steady 7 knots, the sea smooth with the shelter of the many
rocks and islets to windward°
In due course the land by Le Croisic came up through
the mist and the entrance proved easy9 though the stream strong°
Had to hunt about a bit to find the deep pool off the first
jonchereo
The harbour is rather attractive and colourful,
though care is needed in anchoring as the deep water is limited
and there are many obstructions°
It could be very uncomfortable with the strong ebb tide and a NoW° wind.
A certain amount
of glamour about from the nearby and fashionable Le Bauleo
Tuesday_~ June 27tho
Motored out near low water using the
intermediate transits which are unnecessary at high tide° Wind
was N oNoWo 4, which gave us a beat to Penerf, a little used river
with a narrow and rocky entrance.
Once identified, entrance
was easy as the tide was up~ and we anchored between Cardenic
and Penerfo
Called on Ella, RoC.C°, Lto Col. E.Ao Spencer,
whom we had last met in the Scillies two years ago° Surprisingly,
we had a first class dinner ashore at a small farm house restaurant near Penerfo

In the middle of the night we dragged and were woken
by a fisherman°
It was quite calm and we shifted nearer Penerfo
This is the best holding, the mud elsewhere being very soft.
Wednesday, June 28th gave us a light breeze which enabled us to
sail out st L~Wo though we had to motor for a few minutes in the
narrows of the E o pass°
Outside we boomed out the genoa and ran
gently along the shore in hot sunshine°
Drank wine and ate patg
and peaches and fiddled with the sails°
In due course the wind
filled in from the west, a good sailing breeze, and we had a fine
beat to Houat where we anchored, stern to quay, in the fishing
harbour in the evening°
The Templers were in on Genistao
The
harbour is small and crowded, but the island is delightful°
Thursday, June 29tho
We were woken early as the fishing fleet
started up their diesels and sailed out°
Genista left before
us and we were Bway by 0915, sad to be homeward bound.
The
wind from the NoEo looked like giving us a good passage as we
sailed through the Beniguet passage with the genoa working hard
and the sea creaming on the warm rocks as we glided past. Once
through we added the mizzen staysall and set course for Ile de
Groix o
A morning and afternoon of very light winds but steady
progress with every stitch.
In the afternoon off the Etel Ro
I was very tempted to go in with the semaphore to guide one over
the bar, but time did not permit.
Eventually started the engine and motored to Ile de Groix where we made fast between two
buoys in Port Tudy.
Later Gossip, RoCoC., LtoColo Good came
in and Query, RoCoCo LtoCol. Go Stevens, who made fast alongside
us.
He was single handed and we had last met at Veere two
years ago°
We liked the little port despite a long walk up
the hill to the village.
There was not a breath of wind when
we motored out after Query on
Friday, June 30tho
Sail was hoisted but flapped idly as the
engine pushed us northwards°
Tomorrow the Waterflelds had to
leave, so we decided to spend the afternoon among the Glenan
Isles.
I had had such attractive accounts of them that I was
sure there was some snag°
However they materlalised out of
the heat haze and we rounded north of Ponfret and came into the
lagoon of rock and sand, shimmering in the sunshine and came to
anchor off the Ecole Nautlque early in the afternoon°
The
dinghy was launched and we were soon ashore bathing off the
sands.
The Ecole takes courses of a fortnight all summer for
boys and girls from about 16 to 18o
We were shown over their
buildings and saw their boats, dinghies, small cruisers, whalers
and one or two larger yachts°
The lagoon was more sheltered than one would suspect
from the chart, and the two French charts, 5285 and 5304, are
essential.
In some wsys it is reminiscent of S.Connemara and
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we all fell for it.
Warm, sunny rocks and golden sand, towers,
lights beacons, and the old fort of La Cigone standing out in
the heat haze.
The water crystal clear, pale green and purple
over sand and rock.
We were indeed lucky in our day.
At last we tore ourselves away and motored across the
lagoon to the anchorage at the other end, La Chambre, S. of Ile
Nicholas, and then out through the incredibly narrow Pierres
Noires passage and on to Concarneau where we anchored in the
evening°
It is hard to find room and water in the Avant Port
at Springs and we had to moor.
On going ashore for a final dinner, Tony found his car
stolen.
This put a damper on the evening, telephoning to the
police and the Ponts et Chaussees and visiting all the car parks
without avail°
Saturday, July 1stz
More searching for the car. Tony decided
to stay on for another day, but Honor had to leave for Geneva
by train°
We went into the Arriere Port to take on some diesel,
at an awful price, and filled water tanks.
Blazing hot and the
sweat dripped off us during this interlude.
Sticky tar from
the road got over everything to add to our troubles.
Honor left
with our regrets, and Stephen Bingham Joined.
As soon as everything was cleared up we motored out, Concarneau apparently was
not our port.
Made sail in the entrance and set course for Loctudy.
Suddenly, within minutes, we were enveloped in thick fog. Not
keen on going back, I decided to press on.
Set log and kept an
intensive ploto
Visibility was under lO0 yards.
About nine
pomo started the engine as the wind died°
The deck log reads
a long sequence of times, distances and soundings as we crept
round Lea Roches de Mousteline and La Voleuse without sighting
anything°
The sea was calm as we crossed the Anse de Benodet
and sounded into shallow water on its western side, anchoring
at 2150, pretty sure we were not far off Loctudyo Set anchor
watch, and again the log reads cryptic remarks like "dog barking,
bearing 280°.
Whistle buoy bearing 170°.
Church bells 240°.
°",
Man and woman squabbling 250
and always the gentle murmur
of surf°
In the early hours of
Sunda~ Jul~_2nd the fog started to lift and the lights of
Loctudy were in due course identified giving a fix within a
mile of where we ha~ thought we were.
As day broke we got the
anchor and motored into port, anchoring off lle Garo.
After lunch we got away with a fine N’ly breeze and
had a grand beat into Benodet with a fair tide and lots of French
yachts°
Went some miles up the river and then back to a buoy

off the pink chateau,
Restive RoCoC~ with the Commodore of the
RoCoCo was in an~ he and Mrso Warrlngton Sm~rthe visited us later.
Ramrod was also in and we met some of their crew ashore after
supper°
Still no news of Tony’s csro
Monda~_~_Jul~ 3rd~_ As recovery of the car seemed unlikely, Tony
decided to return to Geneva°
It was a month before he got it
back°
We were sorry to leave him ashore rio catch his bus and to
go back on board to get away at i155 under all plain sail bound
for Audierneo
It was a quick run across the Anse de Benodet~
but then the wind started to back and freshen, No4 then N~WoSo
We could at first just lay o~tside the dangers off Penmarch, wishing there was time to visit some of the little fishing ports inside them°
R~vied a couple of yachts running fast the other way°
Off the Menhir Tower we were headed again and had to
roll in a single reef~ the first of this cruise°
It was a long
and slow beat across Audierne Bay, a lot of sardlnlers working
and we had to keep well clear of them°
At 1730 we started the
engine and kept it going to make Audlerne before dark, anchoring
at 2115 inside the breakwater°
Restive was in, also Chal RoCoCo
and Jollna RoDoYoCo
Msny fishing boats came out of the river
later to anchor all around us.
Tuesday, July 4th was spent at Audierne, a fresh NoWo’ly making
the ~p-r0"sp-~t’-6f-t~e Raz and the long beat to Brest not inviting°
Wednesday~ July 5tho
We and Restive left about dawn~ 0545~
sa--~f~-a~g--~0~’6r’f-ng towards the Raz with little wind° We were
an hour or more early on the tide at La Vieille and could see
the race with the N oWo breeze and the last of the flood° However it did not seem too bad so we went in°
It was an exhilarating beat through and one could not avoid the overfalls~ especially off Teveneco
Once through, the seas smoothed out and
the sail up to Brest was delightful°
We stood close into Les
Tas de Pois, fine in the sunllght~ then through the Chenal de
Toullnguet and from there a slow sail to Brest with the tide
pouring out of the Goulet.
Tried to find the eddy close to the
So shore but did no good there, but had a splendid view of the
many old fortifications and bits of Hitler’s wallo
Came alongside a steamer at Brest at 1245.
Did some shopping and got some more gin°
Had an
excellent dinner at the Seamen~s Rest House and later had drinks
on board Restive~ sn able ship°
Sal and Steve sampled the
bright lights°
Thursday~ July_ 6tho
Sailed across the Rade to an anchorage
for a swim and lunch°
A fine open bay with many pleasant anchorages and two wide rivers running into it.
Again no time
to explore.
Sailed on to Camsret in the evening, anchoring
Just inside the pier-heado
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Enjoying a stroll in the evening, we were asked aboard
a fishing boat which had been converted for oceanagrsphic research and which was bound for Westport and Clew Bay of all unlikely places°
On being asked what they hoped to find, they
said they would fish up anything anyone liked off the bottom.
Fridax,___Jul_~.Tth_t Another early start at 0610 found us bound
No for the Four Channel.
However there was thick fog when we
got outside and we hove to So of Le Coq Buoy for nearly two Hours
before it lifted.
Little wind, so we motored and beat through
the Four, tacking close off Laberildut which looked interesting.
Stopped the engine then and with the genoa made reasonable progress outside the Argenton and Porsal Rocks.
There is an inner
passage but the large scale French charts are essential for it.
Entered L’Abervrach by the Grand Chenal and anchored at tea time°
Our last dinner in France was excellent and Steve wrote libellous
rhymes on the menu°
Saturday~ July 9tho
A pleasant westerly breeze promised a good
passage to Falmouth as we worked our way out through the Grande
Chenal to get as far to windward as possible.
Streamed the log
off the Libenter buoy and set the genoa and mizzen staysailo
Splendid progress all day with the smooth sea and sunlight, and
a three masted schooner passed astern during the afternoon, unfortunately motoring to windward with no sall set.
Later we
had to hand the mizzen staysail when the wind headed and the genoa
had to come in when it freshened up in the evening.
Altered
course a bit to windward to have some in hand, but were soon
headed again and came hard on the wind°
At 0130 on
Sunday_, Julz 9th, the loom of the Lizard was picked up on the
weather bow, splendid progress in the freshening breeze, with
the sea getting Upo
At 0300 Steve called me up to say that he
had lost the Lizard light in a rain squall°
The boat was pretty
hard pressed, almost airborne at times.
Took in the main and
still doing over 4 knots under jib and mizzen°
At 0500 we again sighted the Lizard light, now well
out on the bow and half an hour later re-set the main.
With
dawn both Lizard and Black Head could be ~dentified and soon
after we picked up the Manacles buoy.
The wind gradually
eased right away and we started the engine after breakfast and
picked up a mooring off the Royal Cornwall YoC. st ll05o Steve
left us that evening and Cicely, Sal and I were on our own from
now on o
Monday, July 10th to Friday, 14th July,_ we spent at Falmouth
in a series of gales and strong winds.
Figaro came in from
Newfoundland, 12 days, and anchored near us.
A most interesting ship to see over.
On Wednesday there was a severe gale for
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some hours at nlyhto
Figaro, who was anchored with n~lon, shot
back in the squalls and whistled forward again in the lulls. The
noise was indescribable but luckily our mooring seemed adequate°
By Saturds~z_J~l~ iSth, we had. had enough of Falmouth when we
went out under all plain sail and a smart westerly breeze° A
fine sall to the Lizard where we took one look at the sea running
and rolled down a si.ng!e reef°
From there it was a hard slug to
Penzance with the engine helping over the latter part with the
deadline of the lock gates shutting ahead of USo
Less sea close
in to the land, and many gannets diving.
Moored in the basin at
Penzance at 1805.
Tony Waterfleld’s late ocean racing partner
Charles Le Grice came on board.
Sunday_,__July 16th and Monday, July iVth, we spent at Penzance°
Charles lent us his jeep and we had a run in the wind and rain
to Lands End°
A grey and depressing sea-scape beyond the Longships°
Rather regretted our expedition:
Tuesday, July 18th, saw us looking out at 0845 as the gates were
closing°
Made all plain sall to a light E~ly breeze and had a
quick sail to the Runnelstone and great hopes of a fast passage°
We were off the Longships by ll30 and went close in to watch the
Trinity House vessel doing the relief°
Streamed the log and
set course for Cork°
The wind backed round to N oNoEo and we
came up a point to counteract a strong W~ly tidal set shown on
many lobster buoys.
The sea was wonderfully smooth after all
the bad weather, but progress was slow on the wind and we soon
had the engine helping°
The passage was uneventful with plenty of rest for
everyone°
A number of alterations in course necessary as the
wind backed and veered between No and NoEo
A fair number of
fishing boats were sighted in the small hours of
Wednesday, Jul~ 19th, and we were kept busy for a ~uile taking
avoiding action°
At 0500 the Daunt gave a good bearing on
RoDoFo and we altered course to lay it with a bit in hand° Dawn
brought s big school of porpoises diving under and all round
the ship, and gannets everywhere.
0700 Landfall, identified
Ballycotton on the starboard bow at 0745~
Most satisfactory°
Wind very light and slow progress°
At 1000 we were hailed by
the Cliona which came close alongside to ask had we seen the
Elsa, the first we had heard of her drama.
Started the engine
shortly after and at 1245 Roches Point was abeam after the
7z hours from Penzance.
easiest passage ever, 2 ~
The end of a
most enjoyable and perfect cruise.
The west coast of France is a most attractive cruising
ground, with many small harbours and easy sailing distance° There
are two dragons on the way, Ushant and the Raz de Sein, which we
were lucky enough to find quiescent° The Morbihan and Quiberon Bo
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forms the best area, sheltered water and fascinating pilotage,
and we found it so enjoyable that we did not push on further
south to lle de Rhe and La Rochelle as originally planne~. The
Admiralty charts were used except for the Glenan Isles, but
French charts would also be required for the small ports on
Penmarch.
Adlard Coles book was invaluable and well worth the
considersble cost.
Yn June and early July the anchorages were
not crowded and it was easy to get meals ashore at reasonable
prices in the smaller restaurants everywhere.
The peaches
were superb’
Table of Distances,
June
6 - 7
7 - 8
II 13 14 18 19 20 21 22 23 - 24
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
July
i - 2
2
3
5
6
7
8 - 9
15
18 - 19

Crosshaven to Tresco ...............
Tresco to Camaret ..................
Camaret to Benodet .................
Benodet to Loctudy .................
Loctudy to Concarneau ..............
Concarnesu to Aven R ...............
Aven Ro to La Trinite ..............
La Trinite to Morbihan, Pte d’Aradon
Pte d’Aradon to Conleau to Lamor ...
Lamor to La Trlnlte ................
La Trinlte to Le Palais ............
Le Palais to lie Aux Moines
Morbihan ......
Round lie Aux Moines ...............
lle Aux Moines to Le Crolsic .......
Le Croisic to Penerf ...............
Penerf to Houat ....................
Houat to Port Tudy, lle de Groix ...
Port Tudy to lles de Olenan to
Concarneau .....
Concarneau to lie Tudy ..............
Loctudy to Benodet .................
Benodet to Audlerne ................
Audierne to Brest ..................
Brest to Camaret ...................
Camaret to L’Abervrach .............
L’Abervrach to Falmouth ............
Falmouth to Penzance ...............
Penzance to Crosshsven .............

Miles
136
123
57
5
12
14~
47
13
9~
9
17

Engine
hours
16
8½
3
1
I
4
i!
2~
½

24½
9
27½
16
16
27

3
i
1
3

34

7

12
5
32~
35
13
35
i00~
1
36~
160

2½
4
4
i
3
2
4
20

1027

i

2

97
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This year I was responsible only for marks in connection with entering~ coming alongside and leaving Carlingford Harbour.
Further marks were allotted for equipment and seamanship tests at
the Head of the Lough~ which marks were really a deciding factor
in the final results°
I can~ however, only report on what happened in Carlingford Harbouro
Dermot Luke joined us on the Friday night at the
Park Hotel and we were in good time on the Saturday morning to
welcome the first arrival in the Harbour.
The wind was light, about Force 3 and blowing almost at
right angles on to the Berthage for the first 3 yachts, but later
veered about a point°
"Euphanzel", "Harmony" and "Winifred" laid out kedges opposite
their berths~ lowered sails, paid out warp or chain and blew in
fairly comfortably~ some better than others and in getting away
hauled out to their anchors, set sail and got away nicely:
"Winifred" with a family crew and a not so handy yacht excelling
in these manoeuvreso
"The Bat"~ lowered all sail, rounded up perfectly and got away
with the least fuss of any and with no help from the shore.
"Rosalind" lowered main and using her lead line came alongside
very well but used her engine in getting away.
"Rebel" came in under main with too much way on and when leaving
got stern on to the wallo
"Fenestra" came in under Jibs took a risk in going very far up
the harbour and with Jib still drawing came alongside with a lot
of way.
When leaving under jib she had difficulty getting away
from the Pier°
"Vandra" came in rather fast under genoa, stowed it and rounded
up but going too fast had a second go at it and this time successfully~ and got away very wello
"VanJa" came in well, stowed sail and rounded up under bare
poles but still a bit too fast°
She got away very wello
"Salterelle", "Sonas" and "Tway Blade" motored alongside comfortably and also left under power.
Unfortunately I had to deduct marks from 6 yachts for
not wearing their ensigns, with the result that only one yacht
got full marks~ while three other yachts woul@ hsve been entitled
to "a clear run" except for that omission.
The rest of the story I presume will be told by the
Commodore or by Jack Kelly Rogers, Bob McNally or Findlay Brown
who were severally responsible for the remaining parts of the
tests at the head of the Lough.
AoWo Mooneyo
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CARLINGFORD RALLY (continued)
Csptain Jack Kelly-Rogers made a last minute dash up
from Malahlde on Friday night in his comfortable motor cruiser "Ivernda"
to act as pilot vessel for the day.
He was on station bright
and early on Saturday morning, with everything under control,
before the first of the competitors left Carlingford Harbour.
Jack was yeoman of signals, and he was assisted by Finlay Brown
and Bob McNally disguised as pilots, by his son Pat who acted
as dinghy hand - a very capable one he proved, and by his charming wife who ministered to the spirituous needs of all in good
time and in good measure.
The pilot vessel was anchored on the Rostrevor side of
the Lough about a mile from the waiting area where the eleven
competitors gathered.
Their next manoeuvre consisted of (1)
Signals and (2) Man Overboard.
A signal letter had been allocated to each boat at
Carllngford.
As Jack flashed a letter on the Aldis the appropriate boat had to make for the pilot vessel.
Two marks were
given for coming when called.
(All but one boat responded
correctly).
Another 2 marks were given for an approved acknowledgement of the pilot’s signal.
IFive boats got full marks
here).
Instructions given at Carlingford ordered each boat to
proceed, when called, with all speed to the pilot vessel. They
did just that, for the wind had freshened more than somewl~at by
this time.
On the way across each boat got 2 marks for making
an approved signal for a pilot.
(Six of them found this out
in time).
A further 2 marks were given for heaving-to to take
the pilot aboar~ from the dinghy.
Allowance was made for
stress of weather, and heaving-to was interpreted liberally.
Any boat that could be overtaken within a reasonable distance
by the dinghy got the marks.
(There was only one case of
brske failure).
MAN (buoy.) OVERBOARD.
The "pilot" boarded each
boat in turn with a i ife~Bu-oy under his arm - a wise precaution’.
Owing to heavy squalls conditions were rather unequal for this
manoeuvre.
The "pilot" tried to anticipate a lull before
chucking the buoy over the side and shouting "Man overbosrd"
in order to try to even things out a bit.
Since the lulls were
as fitful as the squalls this plan was not always successful.
Marks were allocated thus, (a) For an efficient and
quick gybe - 4.
(b) For throwing the ship’s life-buoy immediately - 2.
(c) For detailing someone to watch the "man" - 2.
(d) Preparations for taking him on board - 2.
(e) The actual
pick up - 2.
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(a) The standard of seamanship here was first rate,
practically all boats gaining full marks.
(b) Only two skippers thought of throwing their own llfe-buoys.
(c) In only
four cases was a watch ordered on the "man" in the water°
(d) Three skippers positioned their crew correctly with boathook and rope for the pick Upo
(e) It is a consoling thought
that eight out of the eleven boats came head to wind within
grabbing distance of the "man" on the first attempt°
However,
in a few cases the buoy was whisked out of the water at such a
speed that had it been a man he would certainly have been dismemberedo
In others, the frantic, indiscriminate lunging and
thrashing with the boat-hook would surely have spiked or brained
the unfortunateo
In the main~ all boats were apparently familiar with
the drill for recovering a man from the "drink", but the execution varied in skill and in detail°
Skippers handled the situation with varying degrees of urgency°
They provided an interesting study, from the mild "Do-you-mind-old-chap-ifawegybe" type to the roaring barrack square variety whose sudden
bark made the ship’s head fall off to leeward before she ever
felt the helm’
The average mark for the combined exercises was somewhere around 60%o
(That’s accepted as "Honours" level, isn’t
it?)
One boat, Vandra gained full marks~ and she was
closely followed by Winifredo
Twayblade came next, with
Fenestra, Rebel and Rosalind not far behind°

Ro McNallyo
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"THE MUNSTER"
~ 1961 ....
-,
.
¯
by Iiallace Clarke.
[

%{ind and Mud were the main impressions left in the
minds of those who visited Rostrevor this year. In 1959
and 1960 we had had more than our’ share cf weather-luck
with calm conditions for the judging and moderate tides.
This year we found out a few of the snags the hard way.
-

o

Of twenty three yachts expected, fourteen arrived.
The wind, on the Friday night, August 25th, was southerly
moderate and Irish Sea forecast mentioned S. gales later.
Most boats had pleasant conditions during the night but
those from the N. found’it more difficult. "~Jinifred"
from Belfast was the only boat to arrive in advance and lay
quite safely unattended on her own gear, off Wod house. By
ii a.m. on Saturday, the wind was force 5 - 6, and
increasing. Bob McNally and Finlay Brov;n carried on with
the "Man overb0ard’! tests, in spite of the difficult
conditions; John Cooke and Alan ~Vylde the Equipment Judges
decided to abandon the allocation of marks for anchoring but
still managed to visit each boat as she arrived.
Communication by dinghy became almost impossible and it
was 1.30 p.m. before Tinnelly, a Uarrenpoint Boatman, arrived
in his thirty foot Ferry Boat to offer lifts ashore.
The Customs had been most helpful in finding him and
hastening his arrival. Cocktails were served on the steadiest
boat in the fleet, Henry Mercer’s converted M.F.V. and were
enjoyed by all those who made it. Unfortunately the middle of
the party corresponded with a very low spring ebb, making
communi3ation with the shore impossible, for about an hour each
side of L.~., for there ~as nowhere less than seventy yards
of impassible, indeed man-eating mud along the foreshore. To
avoid missing their tea on this account the Ferry Boat crew
knocked off without warning, at 5 p.m. and did not return until
7.30, so if you didn’t get at the Champagne early, you didn’t
get there at all
Dinner ~JaS delayed and numbers uncertain up until the
last minute. The Hotel Staff were very understanding and
deserve our best thanks for their co-operation. It was a
successful party ~ith about sixty present, some of the Northern
Crews coming overland.
Over....

/+OB
The Ferry then took all crews back on board,
including a long run to the S. shore where several Boats
had gone acro~ss for shelter.
Next morning it was blowing harder and the mud problem
handicapped Church goers. Boats proceeded home
independently, some crews not arriving in Dun Laoghaire
until \~ednesd~y morning.
¯ The judging was remarkably little handicapped by the
weathor conditions and the event, as a whole, could be
described as a limited success.
The organizers learnt a
great deal, and doubtless many of the crews did the Same.
Carlingford is the best available p~%ce, but next year it may
Weli.%e decided to cut out theidinner ashore as this would
allow much more flexibleplanning.
The Senior Flag Officer could pick a Rum Venue on the
weather shore or even much.nearer D ublin~-if weather o0n~itions
appear too bad for the passage and the time saved would ¢llow
for much more visiting between boats. Under’the present
arrangements there is not much time for this, and we see all
too little of each other afloat.
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ROUND IRELAND SOUTH/~OUT IN JULIA, 1961

by
Cormac 0 Ceallsigh
One consequence of the propagaDda of the Commodore, abetted by the Club~
official bulletins was that the idea of sailing round Ireland slowly bec~ne
obsessive in the mind of JD]~IA’ S skioper during the winter of 1960-61. Various
people were sounded as to whether the prospect of admiring our W. Coast from
seawards held sufficient appeal to outweigh the hazards of the trip in a 5-ten
sloop with feeble auxiliary power. On the whole, the response was tepid.
Nevertheless, in spite of a couple of Isst-minute cancellations, we felt that
we had a sufficient number of firm acceptances to make it reasonable to try.
It was decided to go S.-about, chiefly because we seemed likely to enjoy fair
winds up the West Coast, suffering the inevitable head-winds on the S. Coast
where, as all know, there is no shortage of secure and beautiful anchorages.
Things did not turn out as pl~nned. It was our fate to be turning to windward
or chugging on ’Seagull’ for 600 sea-miles from Dunlaoghsire to Killala Bay
except for three glorious hours from Brandon Hd. to Fenit, and during a
despairing sortie from Kilbaha to Foynes while the force 9 gales of mid-July
were delivering their final kick to shipping from Biscay to C~pe hT~th.
Jull__~a, a West-Channel O.D. sloop was described in the 1960 Journal. Since
we rsce round the buoys in Dublin Bay, we rely for auxiliary power on a Seagull
longshaft 102. This st~rk but faithful machine behaved perfectly throughout
giving us 3~ to A knots in a fl~t sea or in the high Atlantic swell. On
one occasion, it was used continuously for 14 hours to make a passage of 62
miles in light head-winds and calms from Ballynakill to Broadhaven.
During the cruise, the ship’s company totalled two or three including
the skipper. These were, Dunlsoghaire to Ballycotton, John Ryan and Liam
Brierty beth I.C.C. of the SOUTHERN CROSS, Ballycotton-Cobh, Liam Brierty,
Cobh-Kinsale, Liam Brierty and Joan Denvlr who has crossed the Atlantic on
HAVFRUEN III. At Kinsale, the Mate joined for the rest of the trip. At
Crockhaven, Joan left and John Magner joined as Ship’s Surgeon and sailed
with us as far as Foynes. At Foynes, we were fortunate enough to strike
up with Pat Dineen who owns the BLUE NOSE, formerly of Howth. He joined us
at Ballynakill and we had his pleasant company as f~r as Lame.
Apart from persistent head-~nds, we had 4 gales and a fifth was forecast
but failed to nmterialise, although it blew at hurricane force to the E. of ~s.
We lost IA days sheltering. This happened also to be the number of days on
which winds of force 8 or more were forecast for the sea-areas in which we
found ourselves. July 1961 was not favourable for cruising, psrticularly on
the W. coast where the rainfall was 130% of the average. In addition, 5 days
during which we could have been making progress were lost because of changing
crews. Against this, there were some excellent periods in between the gales,
and we were lucky to be able to view the finest p~rt of the ~!. coast in clear
weather and in being able to double all the dangerous headlands in good
conditions except for the Mizen which we rounded without h~rdship on the

second attempt. Of these, Slyne Hd. ~ppeared to us to be the worst, and I should
not undertake to sail within 5 miles of it in anything but favourable weather.
Even then, the seas are nasty. The engraving on Ch;rt 270~ will convey more
than words, our impression of this unpleasant spot.
V~ s~iled cn 33 days, of which 3 must be counted as diversions, and visited
28 ports. ~ made only i night passages, believing that, if one can spare the
time, the most enjoyable and proper cruises are those in which passage-making,
es~ecially furtive sallies in the de~d of night or in bad visibility play a
minor role.
Of the anchorages we visited, we thought Roundstone the most beautiful,
comparable with Ballachul;is in Loch Leven. Bsllymakil~ Downies, Vslentia,
Castletownshend, Broadhaven and Killala, are not far behind. Inishbofin has
an appeal of its own and should be visited if possible. In spite cf the
praise of the Irish Coast Pilot, we feel that Larne is what the Elizabethan
Cartographers would have described as an "Euiil hanen" a place to resort to
only if compelled by necessity, and we would say the ssme about the anchorages
off Kilcummin and Bartragh I. On the other hand, Kilbaha and Killala piers
do not appear to merit the depreciatory end/or deprecatory remarks made about
them in the I.C.C. Sailing Directions.
%% were fortunate in being able to sail with very competent and agreeable
crew. Our best th~nks are due to them and to Ray French who lent us ~&TA’S
trysail and storm jib which were a gre~t comfort to us. Paul Campbell, as
always, was most helpful and sup~lied us with unpublished information due to
appear in the forthcoming issue of the I.C.C. Directions.
June 19: DUNL:IOGH,~,IRE - ~KLOW

33 miles

The tide serving in the late afternoon, JULIA did not leave her moorings at
the N.Y.C. until 1617. ~th the Skipper (for once) at the helm, John Ryan
and Liam Brierty being aboard we sailed sedately down the Sound of Dalkey
waved to by s farewell party at the ~Cottage’ the sea being smooth with bright
sunshine and the wind light and westerly. In s f~iling breeze, we rounded
~,.~cklow Head at 2007, ~nd at 2320 hove-to ~ mile off i°~k!ow and rigged the
Sesgull. Jahn Ryan took ~ his station at the prow and by cunning pilotage led
us in to the Dock where we passed a peaceful night tied alongside a trawler,
log 29.~.
June 20 - 21:

f~KLOvV - DUNMORE EAST 67 miles

1105 Motored cut of Ark!¢~w after breakfast followed by an unrewarding
visit to the town where the Skipper visited all 5 ’Medical Hails’ looking
for e~rplugs to mute the contrapuntal snoring of the Crew. ~ith 3 hours of
foul tide still to run and a wind %~T.S.S. 2, we steered to pass inside the
banks and made sluggish progress down the O’Connell Street of the E. Coast.
The Seagull was put to work st 1215. At 1550 we had Cahore Point abeam, and
set course to pass through the Rusk Channel. By evening, we were tossing
about near the Barrels Buoy in what ’Jobm called "s pig of a short sea" and

a negligible wind. ~;e spent the night in small comfort between the Barrels
~nd Coningbeg Ships. Our leg shcws the following entries, 2400 log 42.7,
O515 log 44.0, details of pilotage which will convey a just picture .f
stagnation while "night invests the sea and wish@d morn delays". Happily,
our vigil was enlivened (a) by a near collision with a large vessel and (b)
by s~me comical exchanges between John and the Skipper c~ncerning the position
and flash characteristics of the Hook Lt. The outboard being rigged at
O515, we passed close to the Coningbeg (log 48.4) the Skipper having
demurred to a suggestion that we save a mile er so by passing inside the rocks.
This oerwatched man then retires to foc’sle berth where he wakes at 0920 to
find sunlight pouring through forehatch - the Hook abeam on a lovely morning
and a glass-smooth sea. 1105, tie up in Dunmore welcomed by the affable
Herbour Master Carroll whom we entertain aboard, log 59.4. Skipper opts for
sleep leaving John and Liam to do the town. This takes them about 8 hours,
but are located at dusk "flown with insolence and wine" but laden with the
making8 of a wonderful bouillabaisse which they proceed to compose in the
Mate’s best pressure cooker.
June 22: DUNMORE EAST - Btd3LYCOTTON 43 miles
O715 Left regretfully, main 2 rolls and genoa, meeting a biggish swell
outside, running true with wind N.~. 3 - 4. Presently this fell away and
backed S. of W. Tacked painfully along coast in light head-winds and
excellent visibility taking solace from therapeutic sips of A~UA VIT/~
PERFECTISSIMA loll,wing the advice of the sage Theoricus who tells us, among
many ether things, that "being moderatlie t~ken it helpeth digestion, it
cutteth flegme, it puffeth away all ventositie - truly it is a sovereign
liquor if orderlie taken". Aided by this, we found strength to rig the
®utbosrd at 1817 and to unrig it at 2C30 by which time we had passed Ram Hd.
and were soon romping a&ong at 6 kts. in a fine N.N.W. breeze. This held until
we were abeam of Capel Hd. at 2115 but westered and died away slowly as we
approached Ba!lycotton Hbr. which we entered ~t 2315 tying-up alongside the
quay near the life-boat, log 48.0.
June 23: BALLYCOTTON - ~{ITHS BUOY - BALLYCOTTON

O miles

H~ving seen John off on Cork-bound bus, Liam and Skipper left Ballycotton
at 1315 in ~ S.W. wind & - 5. Dead beat in rough conditions to Smiths Buoy.
1415 hit by s breaking sea, jib collapses on deck owing to failure of p~tent
snap shackle. Looking, as Liam would say, "like one o’clock half struck",
shape course sheepishly for Ballycotton under reduced rig. Spent the rest
of the day at Ballycotton, having missed our tide. Plenty of the "strongest
air in Irel~nd", the wind now S.~% 6.
June 24:

B~LLYCOTTON - ~,’HITEPOINT 17½ miles

]~;ind forecast S.~;. 4 - 6. Left O913 under outboard, setting mainsail with
3 rolls and No. I jib, this time secured to halliard with common shackle. A
lively beat, de~d to windward S.~J. 5 - 6. 1315, Roche’s Point abeam, Skipper,

a decayed gentleman, pointing out to Liam his former country estate at Fennellls
Bay. IAO0 entered camber ~t Cobh being greete~ by Joan and Sighle Denvir and
Henry Hennessy. ~onderful summer day, so spent afternoon drying all gear and
moved l~ter to ~hite Point anchoring near SONATA. Pleasant party in the evening
at European.
June 25:

~ITE POINT - CROSSHAVEN - KINSALE 21½ miles

Kindly invited to breaLfast by George and Celia R~d!ey. Moved to Cobh ~nd
embarked Jo~n Denvir, a mountain of personal gear and some stores. Joan must
have mistaken JULIA for HAVFRUEN. 1200 left, well below marks and pickedup
buoy opposite Royal Munster at 1300. Beautiful day. Ferried ashore for mail
by kind youth. 1545 left Crosshaven 5 rnlls in main and No. 2 jib. Skipper’s
head stove-in through Liam using it as a foot-hold while reefing. Took long
tack out tn Daunt Ship. Met wicked seas; wind S.!~L 6 gusting 7. Tacked
resolutely ~icng coast, rounding Bulm~n Bu~y 2140, water much smoother in lee
of Old Head. 22~O anchored off Scilly. Liam and Joan ashore to telephone
leaving Skipper tinkering disconsoletelywith entrails of Aladdin Bowl Fire
which h~d refused to function in our hour :f need. Diagnosis stenosis of je~ prognosis a chilly night - pneumonia of crew. OIOO crew back on board, drink
"cuppa sc~id" and so t~ bed.
June 26:
O7CO Skipper rouses Liam handing him morning tea and biscuits. Lea~es
him ashore at bus, a sad occasion. Returns to find the active Joan up and
breakfast ready. Ship cleaned in readiness for M~teTs arrival, ashore to meet
her she being kindly driven down by Peggy O’Hea. f~l have lunch at Acton’s.
Skipper much moved to be known by proprietress ~ithough past the flower of
his age when he used to be in these parts crewing in QUERIDA, service involving
unspeakable herdships apt to wither a man beyond easy recognition ~ Aboard
FAIR]~ZNDS meeting the ~heelers. Visited by John Petch discussing possibility
of his joining us later. 3 Colleens seen and SKUA Pls% lying peacefully
in her new home.
June 27:

KINSIJLE - CASTLETO~NSHEND 33 miles

0615
Left Kinsa!e under outboard on the ebb, a very pleasant morning. Rounded
Old Head close inshore at 0757 ~nd two hours l~ter, passed the Seven He~ds and
sighted the Stags. The wind which had been mainly ~T. n~w fell light and would
not respond to J~an’s whistling. The outboard was rigged and this shamed the
wind into appearing. By mid-d~y we had ~A~.S.W. 3 - A and beat up past the Galley
~..~ainst a foul tide. 1700 we had High I. abeam after a tiring beat into a noser,
and so were able to bear away for Castlehaven where the hotel boatman kindly
directed us to a moorings 1815, log 39.0. In addition, the proprietress,
iNrs. R. M. C:~Iter T~wnshend laid on baths at 2300 hours, allowed us to ’phone,
and could not have been more obliging. This seems to be a place where yachtsmen
are welcome, the chatelaine owning a small gaff-rigged cruiser, THEA and being
a cousin of I.C.C. member Yms. Bridges of G!a~dore. Lovely calm night, warm
with full moon. The wind being scant, we decide to spend the following day
in this deiect~ble anchorage. Skipper checked compass, swinging the ship
Horse I. tower as a mark. Crabs consumed at dinner. Intend to make for

45.
Crookhaven leaving on tide at 0800 as this is the best jumping off place
for the F[izen.
June 29: CASTLETO~NSHEND - CROOKHAVEN 25 miles
0815 Left Castlehaven with 2 rolls and No. I jib, R.E. forecasting
A - 6 and B.B.C. light, variable~ Beat out of Ha~en against wind S.2.
Passing through Stag’s Sound found nasty c~nfused sea. 1039 Kedges abeam and
Fastnet sighted. We now feel the Atlantic roll for the first time~ 1230
rigged Seagull abreast S. H~rbour on Cape Clear I. in a flat calm. L~vely
sunny day, but humid, so that there were beautiful Paul Henry effects on
Hungry Hill and Mount G~briel. IAA7 anchored of Crookh~ven village, and
ashore ~t once for petrol, but no pump. Strike up with the Sieur of
Crookhaven O’Sullivan, Mrs. O’Sullivan, Denis his brother, Finn his son
and all the rest of this engaging clan. Presently Mr. O’Sullivan arranges te
have petrol brought In his van from Gyleen, a very kind act much appreciated.
The acquaintance of this philosophic~l man of the School of Diogenes is
hereby recommended te visiting yachtsmen. Adequate tribute having been paid
by Jonathan Trafford of TESS OF TEIGN sister-ship to I’~ATA and JULIA who
visited the haven last year almost to the day, it shall suffice to give
references, R.C.C. Journal Roving Cema~issions 86, 1960, also ibid, 33, 195~.
JUne 30, July i:
0810, in spite of unfavourable forecast of winds S - S.W.
5 - 6 s~iled out beyond the Alderman Buoy for a look-see. Found lots of wind,
some rain and an ~ngry high swull, so back to Creokhaven with our t~il between
our legs anchoring in the old spot O9@~. Denis O’Sulliv~n passing in curragh
cells out "wise and foreseeing old man". This means that we lose two days, as
John Magnet is due tc arrive ~n the !st and must be picked up in some convenient sp~t. Sorry that Jean will net be able to round the Mizen in our company.
Spend our time ashore climbing the hills, quaffing strong waters in O’Sullivan’s,
and secialising with them and the crew :f the lobster beat ROSKO from Morlaix.
Lobster purchased ashore. Mrs. O’Sullivan very kindly boils it for us as it
failed to fit in our pressure ceoker. Joan departs with Marie O’Regan
regretfully and regretted. John arrives at nightfall from Gyleen alone in a
hired microbus and polishes off remainder of lobster.
July 2: CROOKH~VEN- &DRIGOLE - CASTLETO?~N BEREHAVEN 37 miles
O815 Left Crookhaven, beautiful morning intent on turning the corner.
The wind must have known this for it was found te be blowing N. 3~ 1036 ~izgn
abeam on Co. 290P C in an easy sea, the tide being on the turn. 1125 wind now
fresher and sea troublesome, s~ hove to, handed Genoa, set No. 1 and had
elevenses. Found that we sould just lay Piper’s Sd. in Wind N.W. A, but decide
to enter Bereh~ven by the E. entrance, and also to have a peep at Adrigole. Had
a wonderful sail up Bantry Bay in perfect conditions, everything looking a
picture, and passing Ducalia Rock which was breaking heavily, hove-to for ½ hour
off Orthan I. admiring the scenery. At 1600 we started on a tough beat back
in wind 5 - 6 to the Walter Scott Buoy off which we hove-to at 1845 handed
sails and rigged outboard in the lee of the GRANUAILE. Motored into Castletawn
and anchored. Clouded up in evening withwind N.h~. 7. Gale warning~

July 3: ~%nd still strong N.~’., so decided to stay put. Touched bottom at low
water, and later moved nearer to red buoy. 1755 forecast of gale V. or N.~L 8.
British large white Metch which we had seen in offing yesterday came in to anchor.
July i and 5:

CASTLETOk’N BE~EH.,’WEN - V/~ENTIA 43 miles

~plnd still in N. so resign ourselves to the seductive prospect ~f a l~ng beat
to Valentia. Fetched along shore in increasing swell. Gascanane Sd. impracticable
in present conditions, so tacked to pass between Bull and Cow in a huge swell, 20’
or more. 15i5, under lee of Bull a wonderful spectacle. Near Scariff I. we tacked
for the SkelliBs and had Lemon Rk. abeam by 2015. Decided to stay out for the night
rather than ~ttempt P~rt Magee in fai]ing light. Swell still heavy with Skelligs
eclipsed in troughs. During the night, the wind fell light sn gave the Valentia
shore a good ~ffing it being difficult in the dark to judge distance off. T~wards
dawn, we eventually lest the lights of the Bull and Inishteeraght, but presently,
Valentia Hbr. light was picked up. Entered ~n leading lights at 0415 and anchored
two cables off Knightstown at O515. Breakfast and well-e~rned sleep after a long
spell of beating mostly in very big seas. Mate ashore in afternoon to arrange for
dinner and bath. Manager Norman Ross unwilling at first to ha~e truck with casuals,
but, learning that we were fellow members ~f the N.Y.C., became most helpful,
processed our !aundery, invited Mate and John te have bath, arranged an excellent
dinner and generally played the part of a solicitous and courteous host. Having
digested our dinner and Paul Campbell’s typescript which stressed the necessity
of sailing on marks, we allowed ourselves to be put off next morning by forecast
of poor visibility and fog. The day turned out to be glorious with wonderful
visibility, so made the best of the situation by r?wing ashore to Beginish
climbing to the pilot’s look out hut t~ view the Blaskets.
July 7:

KNIGHTST~N - FENIT 50 miles

0505, left Knightstown en outboard, the wind being light N.W., under trysail
and genes. Cleared hsrbour at 0610 ~nd l~id direct course to Canduff Hd. on the
Great Blasket which leads clear of all dangers. O907 r~unded Canduff Hd. in
troublesome swell and little wind. Thereafter we followed the detailed instructions. Rolling horribly in the swell, we had succeeded in opening up Smerwick
Bay when a nice breeze came up from S.V. as forecast, so with exclamations of
relief stov,ed Seagull at 1220. Had a splendid run along the peninsula at 6½ kts.
in wind S.~~. 5 - 6, passing outside the Maharees, as tide in the Sound had turned
foul, we sailed Jn between the Mucklaghs and anchored behind Fenit Pier at 17OO.
A most enjoyable day, the only disappointment being that the tops ef the mountains
were lest in cleud~ log 44.5 miles. Directed to berth beside dredger by Harbour
Master, Mr. Barrett. Discovered that he was the father ef an old friend ef the
Skipper’s rowing days. Stores low, se leaving John in charge, went in morning
to Tralee by bus. Met on return by John and Mr. Barrett in car, a kind deed which
saved much painful carrying. P~or forecast verified, as night turned out to
be dirty with low cloud and drizzle. Next day, were still unsuitable conditions
for the long and exposed hop to f~an. ~ passed the ~fternoon watching the
local regatta, swimming, diving ~nd ’seahorse’ r~ces. Certain of the mounts,
’Tulyar’ and ’Samphire’, appeared to require outside ballast. Rained hea~ily
and blew fresh from V. during night.

July i0:

FENIT - KILBAHA 21 miles

0905 visibility still bad, but weary of inaction, decided to move to
Kilbaha, wind light Njg. Setting out under outboard we touched mud but backed
jib and got off within seconds. V~ind scanting, presently falling to calm. Set
compass course cn Kilbaha. Passed close to Kerry Head 1245, but did not sight
Loop Head until 1355 in a temporary clearing. Took bearing 35OO C, before it
disappeared again. 1515 anchored off Kiibaha pier. Advised by lobster fishermen in curragh to move in behind pier, but decided to stay put in case weather
improved. Rain in evening with fair ro71. Heavy swell reported by Imop. Gale
forecast so at 0530 moved in behind the pier and took the ground ~t 0830.
Raining. Gale still f~recast for S. Shannon by B.B.C., R.E. more optimistic,
as usual, but foresa~winds from E. backing N.E. No wind yet, but heavy downpour. Wind S.E. fresh during night. In the morning, July 12th, g~le arrived
N.E. 7 with heavy rain. A depression 986 mb. off S. Coast expected to move up
the English Channel. ~tlthough boat is aground, there is a perceptible vibration
in gusts. Later wind went N. ~nd increased 8 - 9. This had moderated by next
morning, July 13th~ but gales still forecast. Showery, but g~od drying in
between. All sails hauled out on deck. Wind getting up again N.W. 9 during
night as depression deepened and moved into area Maiin. Gusts of 60 knts.
reported from Shannon Airport. July iA, still blowing very hard, but moderated
towards evening.
July 15: KILBAHA - FOYNES 28~ miles
Move off wall and anchor off ~t 0830. Forecast N. or N.W. i - 5, not the
best for passage to Aran. Shannon forecasters consider weather -~ery unstable,
anything m~y happen and advise caution. Decide to go to Foynes as Roger Bourke
promises use of a vacant mooring being exhausted from tending the boat on the
wall. In any c~se, John’s time is now up. so leave Kilbaha at 1210 under trysail ~nd No. 2 jib. Had splendid sail, 6~ knts. surging to 9 knts. on the crests
of the following seas to Foynes Hbr., entering under jib alone and anchoring
near moored yachts at 1650. R~ger Bourke appears in evening and finds moorings
occupied and so directs us to a snug anchorage to N. of Foynes I. John leaves
with Roger, ha~ing endured much h~rdship and vexation ~n his first cruise. We
decide to spend the week-end at Foynes to fix on policy, there being only two
ef us now with a long exposed passage in fron of us. This turned out to be a
very pleasant week-end. The promised moorings were occupied by L~THE a 6-ton
cutter owned by Peter Lawless which had dragged her o~.m ashore in the gales.
SkiDper assists the operation of recovery, a most impressive piece of salvage
carried out cn a rising tide by the aid of L~THE’S powerful engine. Took UP
the vacant moorings. Roger Bourke appears again sp~ring himself no trouble to
make us comfortable. Aboard IDUNA his L-class i-tonner, which must be one of
the best maintained boats in the country. Had a sail in BLUE NOSE formerly of
Howth now the property of Pat Dineen. Ovcr drinks in evening, Pat agrees to
join us in a week’s time. This cheers us and we hear another piece of welcome
news - a jet stream has established itself aloft and has passed the unstable
weather away to the S. ~ decide to sail en the morning tide.
July 18 - 19:

FOYNES - ROUNDSTONE 86 miles

0935 slipoed our moorings at Foynes and motored out under genoa on a
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beautiful morning with light head winds, both of us sunbathing for the first time.
1250, breeze appears from the NY. se we dispense with outboard, and making 5 knts.
close-hauled, anchor ~t Kilbaha ~t IAA5 to t~ke on petrol ~nd h~ve a meal. 18OO
weather forecast wind N. 3 - A occasion~lly 5, with reasonable visibility. Left
Kilbaha 1810 joyfully, even if a little displeased with the prospect of aleng
dead beat. 1915 had Loop Head ~beam on Co. 330o C and found wind a good 5 N.N.W.,
so handed genoa sod set No. i. Stood on this course to ~ke an offing. Sea very
heavy ~nd confused. The wind shifted to N.E. during the night keeping Aran dead
to windward. Conditions eased considerably however, so that the helm could be
lashed as we took long boards inshore ~nd northwards in ~ big swell. By 0700
sighted ~ fleet of Spanish ocean-going trawlers, rigged outboard ~nd presently
picked up Aran a grey smudge, on the starboard bow. Visibility was good ahead,
but poor to N.E. so decided to press on for Roundstone. Set Genoa in failing
and backing breeze. 1105 picked up Skerds hull-down in slight swell. Passing
in between Skerds and Mile Rocks, the wind freshened sonsiderably so that we
were making 5~ knts. cl~se-h~uled. The motor had been shut off but net stowed
with the result that the dr~g c~used one of the holding brackets to fracture.
1315 passed in between Deer and MacD~ra Is. and hove-to near Gorteen strand
~t 1430 trying to spy Out the entrance. It was a perfect Paul Henry day, and
having spent some time lost in admiration ~f the Bens, we soon sorted things
out, ;nd tacked s!cwly in, anchoring off the North Pier pleased to have completed the passage but tired after ~bout iO0 miles of ~ctual sailing.
21 July: ROUNDSTO~ - INISHBOFIN 33 miles
~:indless morning, so Skipper rigged jury bracket for cutboard, ii15
motor-sailed cut with some regret from this most beautiful of ~nchorages.
Took the coward’s route, rounding Deer Isl~nd and turned for Slyne Hd. on
course 303° keeping all of McD~ra open S. of Deer I. As we approached Slyne
Hd. close-hauled, solacing ourselves with the prospect of a free wind when
we had rounded it, we were suddenly and permanently headed ~nd forced to
tack up for it~ Sea rising to a nasty short chop as we near our turning
point, Slyne Hd. 162~ bearing 115o C distant 3.i miles by vertical sextant
angle. Tacked to Co. 60° C laying Cruagh I. and well clear of the infamous
Barrett Shoals. Sea choppy and progress slow, so hand trysail and set main.
2056 passed through High I. Sd. in a freshening wind. Beat up for Inishbofin
Herbour in short t~cks. Hove to ~utside and motored in, scraping sundry
barnacles off Gun’s Rk., trusting that nobody has been tampering with the
leading beacons. /~nchored in dusk ~t 2230 near several moored trawlers.
f~ unforgettable West Coast evening, the smell of turf fires, braying of
asses and the rasp of the corncrake flo~ted over in the still air. The
ruins of pirate Bosco’s Castle stood out black ~gainst ~ clear sky "while
overhead the moon sat arbitress and near to the e~rth wheeled her pale
course" and we were loath to go sleep though tired.
21 July: INISHBOFIN - BALLYNAKILLA 9 miles
Since P~t Dineen was due from Limerick and Inishbofin is inaocessible on
Saturday evenings, we tore ourselves away from this delightful anchorage at
1520 and crossed to Ballyn~kill, praying that the fine weather would last.
Coming in to the h~rbour, the Skinper p~id too much ~ttention to the ex~raordinary c~es on the C!eggan shore sod failed to recognise Fraochillean

which stands Qut very poorly from the land. Instead, we made for Glasillean
which looks like two isl~nds and is conspicious, and passed between it and the
southern shore. Using the sounder, we found plenty of water and, skirting the
shoals off Ross Pt. which required w~tching, came to anchor with Fahy Bay well
opened out waiting for sufficient rise to cross the b~r. Meanwhile, the
Skipper had ~ very wet row to Moyard to arrange ~ rendezvous with Pat andwished,
cn thc way back, that he h~d a small outboard. Later, we were visited by a
very pleasant man ~ Mr. Curry norm~lly cattle breeding in Rhodesia,but now on
holiday in his n~tive p~rts, who was s~iling about in his cat-rigged dinghy
ALONZ. L~ter we towed his dinghy over the bar and following his advice anchored
under the ruins of Rossdue House, In the morning Mr. Curry and his brother very
kindly called with a welcome b~ttle ~f fresh milk and an offer of transport to
Letterfrack to buy stores. He returned later with his wife and after elevense%
we set off on our provisioning expedition. Towards evening, Pat Dineen, Jack
O’Carroll ~nd a comely young l~dy loc~ted us ~fter sever~! failures. After a
well-e~rned meal, Jack and the young lady set back f~r Limerick, and we moved
across the b~r meaning to weigh ~nch~r at the crack of dawn.
23 July: BALLYNf~ILL - BROADH’VEN 62 miles
0700 left Ross Pt. in a light air 0 - i N.E. "while the still mlrn went
out with sandals grey". Set course to pass E. of Davillaun to clear its offlying breaker. Handed No. i jib and set genoa, using the outboard, we soon
opened up Roonah Pt. where the Skipper had spent a spell in 1932 as a young
"chymisht" testing kelp for iodine content. The wind had fallen away, the
swell was barely perceptible ~nd the clouds had lifted. It was a poor day for
passage nmking, but perfect for viewing this splendid coast. Admiring Clare I.
and Achill, we passed by the Bills and presently were passing outside Carrigakin
called presumably ~fter some Haakon of Viking descent. We now had a wonderful
view of the tremendous cliffs of Croghaun and presently the Skipper was able
to fulfil_ an ambition cherished since he has studied the charts, namely to
observe ’[Toorduvilleann on the Ears of Achill". Fassing within ~ mile of the
Black Rk. we t~cked to clear S. Iniskea 1715 and received the foll~wing encouraging forecast from R.E~ "all sea ~ress of Irel~nd winds variable on N.W.,
vis. over I0 miles, continuing fair, light winds". More concerning this later~
The tide had now turned, but we wore carrying the useful eddy which sets N.
along the coast on the ebb and by 2015 h~d Eagle I. bearing 75° C distant 3.A
miles. The chart shows several n~sty~verfalls so course was set to pass one
mile outside Eagle I. ~nd Erris Hd. using the approved technique of vertical
danger angle, ~n operation which had v~lue only as a tour de force to impress
the crew, for no overfalls could be sighted~ Had some difficulty in picking
up Cashel Hd. Lt, although the structure itself was to be seen. Made slow
progress up Broadhaven Bay, but had the pleasure of seeing the occulting light
at 2235. Approaching, we s~w that we were heading for a horrible reef of
rocks fronting it and a re~l danger if approaching Broadh~ven at night from
the N.}~. Luckily it h~d been noted on the l~rger scale chart, otherwise
there was n~thing to warn the stranger who has the light in full view all the
time, and it shows no coloured sector over this d~nger. Anchored at 2350 just
N. of Knock~un Pt. Friendly local, seeing our torch, called out enquiring if
we were in trouble, but h~prily, we were able to tell him that we were safely
at anchor, log 50.3 miles from Glassillean~

5O.
2A July woke to find f=ir weather ~nd ~ beautiful breeze S.]~<. 3 - A, glass steady
~nd the prospect of f~ir winds ~t l~st for the passage to Doneg~l. Ashore helped
by the two small sons of Henry G~ugh~n from whose house we telephone for car te
go to Belmullet for stores. Later, morale zero on hearing B.B.C. 13AO forecast,
S.W. g~les force 8 imminent, all this with steady high gl~ss 1028 mb. Nothing
to be done exceot to t~ke e welk to inspect Lt. Ho. ~nd the ~forementioned reef.
By 1800 sky had clouded over ~nd ~ire~dy blowing fresh with glass still 1028 at
which point it remained until midnight - a classic~l example of west-coast g~le
blowing up without ~ny w~rning from the barometer. Henry Gaughan aboard for chat.
Spanish trawler ~rrives with injured man aboard. ~oke in morning to hear wind
howling in rigging with driving rain. Henry and Philip Gaughan on way back from
tr~ler bring welcome gifts of bottle of milk and three fine sole consumed with
relish at lunch. R.E. now on ball, forecasts g~le force winds force 8 S.’<.~
Some roll during night from swell coming round Kncckan Pt. Lay to 20 lath. chain
~nd did net drag. 26 July, 0755, R.E. forecast S.W. gales 6 -8 l~ter veering N.~i.
M~lin Hd. reports 3A kts. gusting to 50 kts. This is roughly whst we h~ve so
feel we ~y ~s well stay cut~ ~,~nd veering N.. ~’~ and two more Spaniards ~rrive
seeking shelter. Moderating towards evening3 so shifted ~ little nearer to
C=shel Pt. to be out of swell. Party from trawler ~longside in curr~gh with
more fish ~nd bottle of excellent vino.
27 July: BRO~JDH<VEN - KILC~IN 33} miles
Still raining with some swell, but since visibility was at least one mile
~nd forecast to improve, decide to move to Kilcummin. 1230 left anchorage under
s~il ~nd outboard and made slow progress in light wind and big swell. 15CO
passing outside gt~gs set course for Downpotrick Hd. keeping ~bout a mile offshore, industriously identifying v~rious features. The wedge of Downpatrick Hd,
acpe~red in ~ clearing de~d on course, and we h~d it ~beam ~t 1915 when
visibility h~d become so good that Slicve League w~s clearly to be seen. The
cliff scenery fantastic all the way along, two remarkable torrents pouring
from top of precipices to ~. of B~llyc~stle Bay. In ~ light northerly 1 - 3
we entered Kill~la Bay and ~nchored off Kilcummin 2050. Rolled ~ lot during
night, but since swell in the offing w~s considerable, this was scarcely to
be wondered ~t. Lovely moonlit night.
28 July: KILCUF~"IIN - I(ILL,g~A 5 miles
Since Kilcummin could not be considered snug and the vill~ge was of primitive
aspect, we forebore to follow the example of the French in 1798. Decided to try
our fortunes at Kill~l~, ~nd first had a pleasant sail up and down the Bay rail
down in N.W. wind force 5. There, we ran over the Bar and anchored off B~rtragh I.
Observed, a red buoy carrying a mooring ring not mentioned in the Directions.
Decide, presently, that there is sufficient water at the pier so up anchor ~nd
nmke for the first of the perches m~rking the dredged channel. In a moment
we ~un ~ground with a sluicing tide to starboard, the rudder h~rd over and
Iz~nobile~ Sound round with o~r, but find no .Dpsrent difference in depth.
Since w~ter smoother to port, try to blow off in that direction with backed jib
but nothing h~poens for about 20 mins, Put Pat over with kedge in dinghy,
whereupon, of course, we blow off. Recover Pat ~nd dinghy ~nd sail without
further incident, to pier ~!ongside which we tie, somewhat shaken. Ashore
for petrol and provisions. Find local folk helpful, stores delivered to boat
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by van. ~&nds N.~. 6 forecast, so decide to stay the night. Honoured later
by visit of Very Rev. Dean Ashton, a sailing man and official pilot to the
port. He unfolds the mystery of the buoy. A present from the Commissioners
of Irish Lights, it marks the tail of the Eel Spit on to which there is a
powerful set on the flood.
29

- 30 July: KILLALA - ARANINOZE 60 miles

A very pleasant day with sunshine, the Skipper’s birthday~ The Dean paid
a further visit and the saintly man had a ladder sent down for our convenience.
Being aground, the ship’s company divert themselves by wa~ing along the training
wall to the pleasant sandhills of Inch and, feeling energetic, give JULIA a
scrub. The forecast was for winds S.W. 3 - 5, fair at last, but for visibility
poor 1 - 3 miles but good on following afternoon when we expedt to enter port.
lifter some discussion and pressure from Mate, left Killala at 1830 under trysail and genoa which was found to be sn ideal rig. Fine views of the Donegal
and Sligo mountains in the evening light. 2230 picked up ~athlin O’Birne Lt.
and, about an hour later, we could see the loom of Rinawros Pt. some 35 miles
away to the N. By mid-night were abeam of Rathlinwhen the forecast drizzle
appeared and we lost Aranmore Lt. Stood out for a while to give sufficient
offing to Boyl~gh Bay, and soon were running under trysail alone in a fresheningwind. 0034 set Co. 50o C., and two hours later, were relieved when we
picked up Rinawros Lt. bearing 60o C. and could see the outline of Aranmore
in a cheerless murky dawn. OFbed to port at 0710 and, admiring the several
giants off Tourneady Pt. Swell hea~-y. Having identified the perches giving
clearing marks for the Blind and Dirty Rocks, we rounded in to comfortable
anchorage beside the Lifeboat under Calf I. Had breakfast and turned in
lifO0 on a foul morning with drizzle and squally winds.
31 July: ;~ANMORE - SHEEPHAVEN (DO~iES) 33½ miles
0545 left anchorage under trysail and No. 2 jib and Seagull, having
had to delay for about an hour in order to see m~rks. Decided to beat up
to ~r. of Stags right over whicn a heavy swell was seen to be breaking. 0730
swell easier, stow seagull, reaching in N.W. wind 2/3. Keeping f~anmore all
open of Owey I. to clear Ballyconnell Shoals, we had fine views of Muckish
and Errigal, but colouring unfortunately rather grey and dr~b. 0755 R.E.
forecast winds W. 4 - 6, picked up Tory I. on starboard bow. Rolling a bit
in a swell, we passed through Tory Sd. in freshening wind making A - 5 kts.
llAO had Horn Head abeam, and presently gybed for Downies having just made
passage on the tide. 1315 alongside Downies Pier. Presmntly snap stern warp
in heavy run, and move out to anchor. Mate, refused b~th at Rosapenna Hotel,
so decide to withhold patronage, dining proudly aboard. Beautiful sunny
afternoon, with ~luckish majestic across the Bay. Pat ashore later and
returning at nightfall points out 18 foot Waverlywith three aboard, being
certain McClaverties, sons of learning from the Queen’s University of Belfast,
on passage roundIre!and. Lacking the aid of the i~i Kamal Plate, and having
no ravens aboard, they were navigating solely by use of a hand-bearing compass.
Their shelter at night was a canvas cover rigged on the boom. They reported
little of note seen on their voyage apart from "mountains of sea".
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i August: DOhNIES - PORTRUSH 50 miles
0505 set out at the hour c~icul~ted to give us the benefit of ~ possible 9
hours of fair tide, streaming log ~t Black Rooks. Morning moonlit with splendid
visibility. Making good progress under sail and Seagull in a light S.S.k~. wind,
we had the Limeburner Buoy abeam 5 - 7 cables. That d~nger was seen to break intermittently as, thankfully, we left it astern. 1005 had Malin Tr. abeam an4 entered
the Sound in an oily swell, passing mid-way between Inishtrahull and the Garvan
Is. Met occasional overfalls. Plane seen flying low ebviously searching the sea,
we wonder for whet. Fetching Inishowen Head in S.!t~. wind, stowed Seagull for 1½
hours approaching L. Foy!e Whistle Bucy. 1325 set course from Buoy for Portrush
which we entered at 1505 ~nd tied up alongside F~°~ILY FRIEND, under the clattering
elevator. Log 42. Later visited by Customs and ~. and F~s. Cunningham, a brother
of Dr. Cunningham well-known for his single-handed Atlantic crossings im ICE
BIRD, now in Portrush lying to a strong moorings and invited us to tie alongside
for the night. This we did ~nd inspected the ship which has more freeboard than
the standard Vertues and a cut-down sail plan. Swell entered the harbour at N.W.
but eased later and we slept well.
2 August: PORTRUSH - Cf~NLOUGH 36 miles
0905 following the instructions of Mr. Cunningham, we icft 5 hours ~fter
HJ~.D. against a foul tide, wind N.W. A - 5 blowing straight into herbour,
noting that the little ~:averly had ~rrived sometime during the night and was
anchored in the prohibited area~ Hugging the coast ss far as Benbane Hd. p~ssed
through ~ nasty overfall much closer to the coast than indicated on the ch~rt,
we set geno~ boomed out to port on a dead run to Fair Hd. Now a very pleasant
day with Islay, Jur~, Mull of Kintyre and Ailsa Craig bringing back memories of
last year’s cruise, m~king 6~ kts. in rain squall ~t 1230 as we round the Head.
Gybing to Co. IAC° C, we passed quickly by Torr Hd. ~nd Torcor Pt. in smooth
water. Sky blue with big cumulus clouds the coast of Antrim green and very
fair to look upon. IA05 rounded the Garron ~nd hove-to outside C~rnlough Dock
1A55. Motored in and found only HI~S inside, much to our relief.
3 August:

C?/~NLOUGH - Li~NE (via Muck Island) ii miles

O910 left Csrnlough on forecast of wind S. or variable 3 - A increasing
A - 5 occasionally 6 during night. Bar 1022 falling, wind S.W.A. Tacking
long ~nd short legs we were off Ballygalley Hd. by ll20, in nasty chilly rain.
1225, off Muck I., carrying s strong tide snd making excellent progress, but
wind freshening rapidly and from S.E. Skipper sensing something amiss, goes
below to see glass ~nd finds, to his consternation, that it had dropped 8 mb.
in 3 hoursl Turned on our heel and r~n back for Larne~ Had an extremely rough
beat into Lough, wind now S.E. 7 ~nd r~ising a wicked sea against the strong
flood. Brought up ~t spot m~rked on I.C.C.cb~rtlet, by anchor nearest to
Curran Point, beside the moored bo~ts which were rolling and sheering in all
directions. Large ketch TRONA nearby started to dr~g, ~nd presently moved to
vacant moorings. Owner ~I. P. McCormick most considerately motored over in
dinghy to enquire if we needed to be set ashore to dry out. Not needing to, we
declined with thanks. Lowered 28 lb weight down cable and w~ited with some
apprehension for tide to turn, when conditions bec~me easier. 1755 R.E.
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forecast S.V. 8 bar now 1008, still falling.
August: Lf~NE - DON/,GH;",DEE 18½ miles
Conditions had eased during small hours, nnd very regretfully set Pat
ashore as he had to be in Limerick by S~turday morning. Could not recover
l~st 5 fathoms of chain and after trying for sometime to sail it out were
about to use the hacksaw being convinced that it was foul of some disused
moorings. At this point, TRONA came to our rescue and he~ing taken our cable
aboard, winched up our anchor festooned with about 1½ cwts. of wee&. This
took 15 mins. to pick off with our boathook. Aboard TRONA for drinks and chat
with McCormick family. Learned that a colour film had been taken of our entry
the previous afternoon, which they had regarded as being a little bordering on
the spectacular. Somewhat recovered, ran out of Lough at iAOO hours muttering
"Nefasta L~h~rn~, statio mole fida carinis". Reached past Muck I. at 6 kts.
in wind W. 5 and h~ving Black Hd. abeam at 1530 sailed into Donaghadee, after
a fine run, 1655. Alec Nelson soon aboard, his usual friendly self, to offer
us the use of the mooring buoy when SEEGA R.N.S.A. 1A-t~n sloop had left.
Excellent dinner, as always, at the Imperial. Lovely still nightwith heavy
clouds over the land. Heard of loss of small yacht in the gale, while
attempting a passage from Peel to Belfast, the crew of two being picked up as
their boat foundered under them by a passing coaster. Learned that HUFF had
been in Donaghadee on passage N-about round Ireland. In the morning, B.B.C.
and R.E. were both forecasting winds S.S.W. 6 - 7. ~% took it to be a portent
and electing to stay among the flesh-pots, dined ashore again ~t the Imperial.
6 August: DONAGHADEE - J~DGLASS 27 miles
The forecast being for W.-NWwinds 3 - 5 backing S.W. A - 6 during the
night, we set off 1207 ~gainst the last of the flood. The wind was N. 3
and for the first time during our trip, set our spinnaker on the port hand.
Ii20 alongside Skullmartin Ship, threw them the Sunday Press tied to a bottle
which broke on the rail ~nd fell into the sea remaining afloat with its
precious cargo ~tached. Observed crew-member overboard to recover it. Soon
after, we were becalmed ~nd rigged Seagull. 1700 Butter Pladdy buoy abeam
makLng down on Strangford %histle Buoy, scourged by a dreadful thender shower
which blotted out all marks~ Two hours l~ter, the weather improved, the
I.O.M. and SI. Don~rd clearly visible, as we tacked up for Ardgless. 2030
took up moorings belonging to E;~LY D~ and passed a comfortable night.
7 August:

ARDGLASS - KILKEEL 19 miles

Having taken on petrol and h~ving made the acquaintance of the Reardon
family in EP~LY DAV~ (18 ton ex Mevagissy Pilchsrd Driver) also bound S. we
se$ out in company ~t ii2Owith wind just E. of S. and h~d ~ pleasant fetch
along the coast of Dundrum B~y doing 5 kts. ~gainst a foul tide. Quite a
sea off Kilkeel and rolling a lot, so handed main and ran in under jib. 1900
rigged Seagull and motored into dock followed presently by EARLY DA%N and
SKAL (from Preston) who had been lying outside waiting for water, unaware that
exter.,ive dredging has been carried out recently aZ that port. 1755 warnings
of more gales, this time from E. ~nd N.E.~ Loud cheers~ Expecting arrival
of fleet of fishing boats, took ground alongside EARLY DAV~N, a foolish error,

~s E~LY D£?N listed outwards as she settled. Poor JULIA was forced to follow
suiZ and was only s~ved from falling over by several strops supporting her
msst. {~xious Skipper up and down in baby-doll rig (anorek end pyjama-top)
es it was reining stair rods during the night, until at last, the blessed
tide came in and disaster was averted. Throughout all the commotion the
Mate slept peacefully in her bunk. In the morning gale warnings repeated
and N. cone flying~ Moved to berth near elbow of the pier ~nd, having
gouged out a hole in the soft mud, took the ground securely. Reports of force
6 at Ronaldsway, end gusts of hurricane force in the English Channel, but force
O, so far, et Kilkee!. Things had improved by morning but, unfortunately
being stuck in the mud until l~te afternoon we lazed in the sun in cornfields
tooS. of harbour and ~dmired the Mountains of Mourne, socialising later on
SKAL (Mr. J. Pork~ss and familY) end EI~LY D?2~.
i0 August: KILKEEL - LOUGHSHiNNY 31 miles
0915 left Kilkeel in company with E~/ZLY D;~hN followed later by SLIL,
having got forecast winds N. 3 from the obliging Coastguard Mr. McCull~gh,
h;d uneventful passage in light variable winds h~ving Rockabill abeam 7 cables
st 15~5. Ef~LY DtkN kindly offered tow, declined with thanks, and was soon
seen ahead making for Howth, but passing outside Lambay. Tide near springs
and due to turn foul, so turn in to Loughshinny anchoring et 16~5. Blew fresh
from N. during night when we had no use for it.
II August: LOUGHSHINNY - DUNL<OGH[~IRE 16½ miles
Cleared Customs, and 1058 left Loughshinny under mainsail and No. i jib,
wind N. ~ so reached out for about a mile towards Lambay before setting course
for the Nose of Howth. Running 5 kts. we were abeam of the Belly at 1305.
Passed by motor cruiser ULVA heading, apparently, for Wicklow. 1352 in between
the pier he~ds and so to our moorings at N.Y.C. 1AlO well pleased to be round
at last having n~de good 917 miles and sailed about 1050 miles, 70% of the
distance being on the wind or in light airs.
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CRUISE SUMMARY
Date

Passage Made Good

19.6
20.6
21.6
22.6
23.6
2A.6

Dunlaoghaire - Arklow
Arklow- Dunmore E.

25.6
27.6
29.6

30.6
2.7
~.7

5,7
7,7
10.7
15.7

18.7
19.7
20,7
21.7
23.7
27.7
28.7
29.7
30.7
31.7
1.8
2,8
3,8
4.8
6.8
7.8
i0.8
11.8

Sea M. Made Good
Pass. Cruise

Time
Hours

Mean Sp.
Knots

33.0
67.0

33.o
lOO.O

7.22
23.25

4.56
2.89

43.0
00,0
17.5
22.5
33,0
25.0
00.0

I%3.0
143.0
160.5
183.0
216.O
241.0
241.0

16.00
2.00
5. O0
8.66
12.00
6.53
1.17

2.69
3.50
2.60
2,75
3.83
-

37.0

278.0

10.50

3.44

Dunmore E. - Ballycotton
Ballycotton and back
Ballycotton - Nhitep~int
W’Pt. - X-Haven - Kinsale
Kinsale - Castletownshend
Castle H. - Crookhaven
Crookhaven and back
Crook H. - Adrigole Castleto~n Bereha~en
Castleto~a Berehaven Knightstown (Valentia)
Valentia - Fenit
Fenit - Kilbaha
Kilbaha- Foynes
Foynes - KilbahaRoundstone
Roundstone - Inishbofin
Inishbofin - Ballynakilla
Ballynakil!a - Broadha~en
Broadha~en - Kilcummin
Kilcummin -Killala
Killala- Aranmore

43.0
50.0
21.0
28.5

321.0
371.0
392.0
420,5

18.25
11.92
6.17
4.50

2,35
4.20
3.30
6.33

87.5
33.0
9.0
62.0
33.5
5.0
60.0

508.0
541.0
550.0
612.0
645.5
650.5
710.5

25.50
11.25
2.00
16,83
8.50
1.25
14.00

3.A1
2.94
4.50
3.69
3.94
A.O0
4.28

Arar~nore - Downies (S’Haven)
Downies - Portrush
Portrush - Carnlough
Carn!ough -Larne
Larne -. Donaghadee
Donaghadee - Ardglass
t~dglass - Kilkeel
Kilkeel - Loughshinny
Loughshinny - Dunlaoghaire

33.5
50.0
36.0
12.0
18.5
27.0
19.O
31.O
16.5

744.0
794.0
830.0
842.0
860.5
887.5
906.5
937.5
954.0

7.50
I0,00

7.50
3.00

&.46
5.00
6.18
2.93
6.32
3.22
4.07
4.13
5.50

954.0

266.40

3.58

TOTALS
Away

52.5 days.

Sailed

33 days.

In Port:

5,83
A.lO
2.92

8.38
4.67

weatherbound 14 days

Visited

waiting for crew 4 days.

29 Ports.
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THE WIND CALLED THE TUNE
by
Raymond J o Fielding
Auretta did not really have to pay the piper, but near the
end of our short cruise in the summer of 1961 she almost dido Our
previous cruises in this well tried ship usually extended to more
than two weeks°
Now this year because the regular crew were at
last scattered we had hoped for little more than a long week-endo
Fortunately, by much long distance manipulation this was extended
to one week°
Auretta, who has figured and has been adequately
described in these pages before, is based on Cork Harbour.
We
had planned to go East or West along the coast, on passage as the
wind served, to our farthest point and then return in leisurely
fashion.
In the event, we were luckier than we had dared expect,
particularly in the weather°
The crew once again consisted of Harry Cudmore, owner/
skipper;
Raymond Fielding, navigator, and Harold Cudmoreo
In
addition were Ronald, Harold’s younger brother, who as cook fed us
all adequately and manfully and Alan Newton, a newcomer to sailing
and to this inexorable recurrent form of self-punishment called
cruising.
Alan, on being given a tiller for the first time in
his llfe, soon after midnight somewhere to seaward of the ’Cotton,
dug it into the small of his back and sailed her by the wind llke
a veteran°
Enough for the boat, plans and crew°
Friday July 28th saw Auretta ashore for scrubbing and
painting with Jack Keatlngo
By 5 pom. Cuddy had applied the last
brush and a quiver of Auretta~s mast showed that she had shaken
her heel free from the mud alongside Batterldge’s small pier°
Hastily stowing our gear, we swung the Stuart and with difficulty
picked our way to our moorings through the final heat of the
IoDoRoAo Helmsman’s Championship of Ireland, then taking place in
the river°
By 8 pomo the Skipper had boarded us and ship and crew were
in all respects ready for sea°
Ruefully the younger members of
the crew gazed shorewards to the clubhouse where it was to be ~the
big night~ but it was of no avail°
We were for the sea.
The
6 pomo forecast spoke of NoW. winds moderate but backing Wo so, not
relishing a dead plug to windward on our first night we decided to
go East.
At 9o45 pomo we dropped our moorings and under power
headed for the harbour mouth.
Half an hour later, when abeam of
Roche’s Point light a freshening Nor’Wester enabled us to make all
plain sall to main and working jib°
We stopped the engine and
lald comfortably the course for the Pollock Rock Buoy°
The wind
gradually veered more northerly, contrary to the forecast, until
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by midnight and the change of watch we were reaching at near
maximum speed across Ballycotton Bay.
The midnight forecast
still showed no sign of malice.
We were off literally to a
flying start°
Through the dark night we continued on our uneventful way°
We were sailing to windward of our direct course to the Conningbeg L.V. as the fresh squalls off the shore occasionally forced
us to luffo
By 4 aomo and the change of watch the four flashes
every 20 secs. of dine Head, almost abeam~ were already losing
their contrast against the dawn rapidly making from the North
East°
Then we sailed fruitfully through the calm early morning
past the inshore drop of the Comeraghs and the Knockmealdownso
At 9 a.mo on the Saturday morning, the l,~etal Men of Tramore were
abeam and we decided to avail of the good conditions and sail on
further East.
Pucklng a strong ebb, we sailed on a long arc for
the Conningbeg which we closed 0y 1 pomo
Sailing up the lee side
we had a few moments chat with her l~laster, ~ro Busher, a Wexford
man.
We were glad to be able to throw him a few of the previous
day’s papers, suitably ballasted°
~e were then only 41 miles from the Smalls°
The ensuing
forecast was still very favourable so by unanimous verdict
Auretta’s bows were kept pointing in a general Easterly direction.
Harold was commissioned to lay off the course - 130, which he did,
while the navigator slept.
~ortunately the direct course from
the Conningbeg to the Smalls when projected passes almost through
Lundy, on which there is a Radio ~eacon.
~nerefore, if in any
dire trouble, all we had to do was ’home’ on Lundy assuming that
there was no gross set to either hand.
The South Bishop, Round
Island or the q~skar provide a useful means of assessing distance
run when on this passage.
Foolishly, perhaps, we did not bother
to stream the logo
~e had hoped to make a landfall at dusk anyway and the Pembrokeshire coast is well supplied with major lights°
Throughout the calm afternoon and early evening we continued
our sundrenched way°
Just the sort of passage one’s thoughts
always turn to when driving home through dank autumnal Liverpool
smogs.
The time passed quickly eating, sleeping and listening to
the Fourth Test.
Some outward bound trawlers passed quite close
but surprisingly nothing else.
Small wonder E1sa was unsighted
in these watery wastes for nearly a week°
At dusk a Beme Loop
Vfix’ put us 16i miles due ~est of the Smalls LtoHoo
Soon afterwards it loomed its welcome away on the Port bow ~here expected°
~e sea fell away altogether around midnight and the wind, if anything, went more Northerly°
~e were forced to bear away, which
suited as we were enabled to keep some five miles off the allied
dangers of Skokholm, Grassholm and the Smalls°
The tides run very
swiftly around their rocks.
Anyone who has read Morin Scott’s
account of his troubles there in Gerda, a converted Dragon in which
he cruised from the Clyde to the Baltic south about, would give this
area a very wide and prudent berth.
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Off the Smalls in the early hours of Sunday morning the
traffic moving in and out of the Bristol Channel was fairly heavy~
Harold insists that a trawler nearly carried away our ensign staff
before a flash from our Aldis forced him to shear hurriedly away
to starboard°
Sailing slowly with porpoises gambolling lazily
alongside~ that night will long remain a memory after many less
inspiring ones ashore have been forgotten°
The dawn, our second on this passage, broke as Auretta lay
becalmed some six miles off the entrance to Milford Haven. On the
shoreward skyline the triple towers of the new refinery discharged
thin pencils of smoke straight and unerringly upwards°
Rousing
the Skipper reluctantly from his slumbers we started the Stuart,
having come 138 miles under sailo
A great introduction to both
Alan and Ronald to passage making coastwise and offshore°
Slow
progress was made against a fast sluicing ebb.
Breakfast was enJoyed by all hands in the cockpit as we cheated the tide close
inshore to Sto Ann’s Head°
Off Dale Roads turning gradually to
starboard the vista of Milford Haven opened out°
Rather attenuated, the effect is enhanced by the two large jetties on either
hand almost overlapping, or so it seemed at first slghto
Aided
by a now freshening breeze we motor-sailed up to the fishing
village of Milford with the yellow flag once again flutterlng at
Auretta’s port crosstreeo
At noon, and low water, we came to an
anchor in 2 fthmso soft Welsh mud just to port of the dredged
channel into the dock 145 miles from our moorings°
After a short
wait we were cleared by a pleasant Customs Officer, himself a
yachtsman°
Ashore later we climbed to the main streets of the town via
the old docks°
These docks are intended primarily for the discharge of fish cargoes but there has obviously been a falling off
in this trade°
Ship repairing is another big industry°
The
advent of the oil refinery has given new life to the whole area°
The gates of the lock which serve the dock are open only for a few
hours prior to high water.
Yachts are made quite welcome inside°
For our Sunday afternoon’s relaxation, the Skipper procured a car
and we were driven to view the fine expanse of Sto Bride’s Bay°
Away in the NoE. nestles Solva, which R0ry O’Hanlon wrote up in
the ’57 Journal°
From our view ashore, its approach seemed comparable to the Port Magee entrance to Valentla Sound°
After Mass
we met Kevin 0’Farrell IoC°Co of Ituna and transatlantic fame who
was delivering a motor cruiser from Dublin to Shorehamo
In the
evening we dined at the Lord Nelson Hotel high up over the harbouro
The licensing laws in this part of the realm are particularly
exacting and are enforced to the letter.
We experienced the
greatest difficulty in procuring even minerals to go with our meal.
Milford Haven must be one of the finest natural harbours in
these islands~
It is well sheltered from every quarter°
In
strong westerlies Dale Roads is a safe and convenient passage

anchorage.
Pembroke Dock is on the opposite side of the harbour,
but a little further up, than Milford.
The river is tidal up to
Haverford West°
Eric Hiscock once rode out a protracted blow in
Dyarchy at Lawrenny, a wooded creek at the head of the harbour
which he recommended°
The Skipper had the crew breakfasted and ashore by 8 aomo
on the Monday morning - July 31st.
~Ithin an hour all hands were
back aboard havlng filled the cans with water of a brownish colour
from a tap on the quayslde and procured stores and petrol from two
premises opposite the main dock gates.
The navigator phoned
Cardlff Airport Met° Station - Rhoose 343 - and secured a very
favourable forecast for the South Irish Sea.
At l0 a.mo we
hauled the anchor and motored down the very still harbour.
On
the way we were hailed by the Harbour Master and gave our probable
destination as Dunmore East.
Off St. Ann’s Head a light Northerly
air began to make so we made sall to main and genoa and motorsailed in the direction of the S~alls.
Frequent cold rain
showers blotted out the land to starboard and a tanker high in
ballast¯ which appeared to port, was soon lost in the swirling sea
mist.
The wind gradually freshened, enabling us to stop the
Stuart°
Soon afterwards it forced us into the wet task of
changing down to working Jib.
At 1.30 p.m. when one mile due
south of the Smalls we took our departure for the Connlngbeg LoV.
distant 42 miles.
~alllng on course - 310 - we reached away at
near maximum speed°
Steering was exhilarating and the helmsman
was seldom allowed to let his mind wander without being rudely
brought back by an odd dollop from the weather quarter.
Two hours after our departure we put down the tower of the
Smalls¯ dead astern.
It speaks well for the speed of our passage
that less than two hours later Mount Lelnster was in sight away on
the starboard bow~
One man steered whilst the rest of the crew
slept below°
Ronald, lunch cooked and over, turned in and slept¯
with usual gusto, in his berth¯ which was half in the fo’c’sle
under the forehatch and half in the ’heads’ ¯ without complaint o
At 5o30 pomo 22 miles were on the log which we were towing because
of the poor visibility.
A Beme ’fix’ put us bearing So by Eo
from Tuskar now 19 miles off which approximated with our D~R.
position.
During the evening both the wind and the sea lightened°
Despite protests from Harold¯ the genoa stayed in its bag for,
after all, we were cruising.
Our speed through t he water dropped
somewhat but aided by the ebb the Connlngbeg was abeam by 9°30 pomo eight hours from the Smalls°
Once again we sailed alongside her
and spoke to the crew°
We were sorry to have had to decline the
kind offer of some of their good catch of fish.
Then followed a
slow but pleasant watch agalnst a young flood sweeping us inshore
before a dying wind°
The M.V. Innlsfallen, a blaze of lights,
swept majestically eastwards¯ some miles to seaward, on her thrice
weekly voyage to Fishguardo
At midnight we had resort again to
the engine°
The Hook was abeam¯ clos~ inshore, half an hour later°
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Altering course we motored over a flat calm ~aterford Estuary
sourred inwards by the becko::ing red light at the end of Dunmore
East breakwater.
Rounding the pierhead at 1 a omo the engine
stopped~ due t.o lack of petrol in the tank, and we ghosted gently
to an anchor in the middle of the harbour, having completed a
passage of some 82 miles:
At once we were hailed by an unmistakably Scottish voice
from a large white ketch at the quaysideo
An invitation to supper
was much appreciated and, shades of sailormen, we tumbled into
their waiting dinghy without stowing ship°
The ketch turned out
to be Northward of the Clyde Cruising Club, owned by groWoPoFindlay
of Glasgow and a former flag officer of that clubo
Astern of them
lay Cruineag III, a fine varnished 48 ton ketch, also C oC.Co, whose
skipper, :~r~. Geoo Christie, and crew, we also met°
Shoes, mainly
ships and presumably sealing wax were discussed into the early
hours with our new found friends°
Dunmore East is~ as always, a delightful place°
i~ore
cruising yachts must surely be seen there than at any other anchorage around the Irish coast°
The Harbour ~iaster, Capto Carroll, is
very friendly towards visiting yachtsmen°
We spent Tuesday doing
nothing really wello
At one stage Harold had his usual exercise
aloft reeving a new burgee halyard through the truck°
The Haven
opened its hospitable arms to us and proffered five baths for which
they declined to charge.
~e twice -~ampled their new grill room
in the basement which we found excellent°
Phone calls to Cork
and luncheon and dinner plans were made with respective families
for the follcwlng day at Ar&moreo
Because of this we turned in
moderately early, by cruising standards, as the Skipper promised
a dawn start~
Day was breaking on ~,edo August 2ndo as Auretta steamed out
between the Dunmore breakwaters over a placid sea o
0nly half the
crew were roused to take the ship out°
Off Trsmore we made all
plain sall to a light V~esterly wind, and settled down to a dead beat
of thirty milaso
All but the helmsman turned in.
He, looking
astern, could se~ the silhouettes of the first of the local fishing
boats making for the grounds off the Hook°
Some hours later, when
in Dungarvan Bay, the wind veered, enabling us to lay our course for
i~ine Head°
The Head was astern by noon and we romped into the
sheltered waters of Ardmore Bay.
We came to anchor an hour later
at the head of the bay, abreast of the breakwater in 2 fthms. L oWo
and hard sand°
Ashore later to keep appointments and a tramp into
the country°
Had we sailed for home we would almost certainly
have been on our moorings on the Crosshaven River that night° The
sky, as we rowed aboard at midnight, showed every sign of impending
wind and a break In the hitherto excellent weather°
The previous
day some magpie on board had been heard muttering "Who said to
westward is to windward?"
He was soon to be disillusioned in no
uncertain manner by the elements.
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We were awakened from our slumbers on Thursday morning by
the low whine of wind in the rigging.
Looking sleepy eyed through
the hatch seawards we were not surprised to see ’white horses’
running in the bay°
~e put to sea, bound west, at l0 aomo under
main and working Jib, having carefully stowed all below°
As we
put our bow around Ram Head and came on the wind the rain b egan°
Our spirits were further dampened soon afterwards when we got an
unobstructed view to weather°
Clearly we could see what we were
in for should we persist°
Low scud was flying and a very nasty
sea was building up.
Notwithstanding, we decided to give it a
try and we stood offshore on the stbdo tack°
Soon it became all too apparent that we were overcanvassed,
so six rolls in the main had to come in.
Deckwork was difficult
due to the steep seas°
It was also obvious that when the tide
turned against the freshening wind, now blowing a good~ force five,
in the words of a well known and senior yachtsman this would be
"No place for a small boat~o
Soon after the top of one of the
bigger waves broke over the ship so we gave it best°
Picking a
’smooth’ the skipper ran her off°
Lowering the mainsail we ran
on downwind under Jib only at near maximum speed before a big
following sea°
An hour later ~ine Head appeared out of the mist
to port and course was altered to pass a cable off Helvick Head°
We came up on two fifty foot ~oFoV’s, rolling gunwales under, and
were glad to let them show us the way into Helvick, ten miles to
leeward of Ardmore.
Helvick Harbour is entirely artificial°
There is scarcely
room to swing the proverbial cat inside°
We went in under power
with half a gale of wind behind us and were glad of reverse gear
to bring us up outside a lobster boat to which we made fast, Just
ahead of Akela IoCoC. and the lifeboat°
There was insufficient
water for us, drawing six feet, to tie up in safety alongside the
western pier°
We found no trace of the bar reputed to be present
Just off the entrance, and mentioned in some pilots.
A minimum
of 2A £thms o was found when sounding there and up to half a cable
off°
All afternoon and evening it blew hard°
A New Ross motor
boat on passage from Crosshaven came in for shelter, as did Sir
Thomas ~errlck in his 4 ton David Hillyard, 0ound back for ~ilford
Haven°
That evening we walked the two miles to Ring village for
essential stores°
Reville and Mrs° Farrell came on board later
for a yarn.
It was still blowing as fresh as ever on the Friday morning
and the weather forecast gave no immediate encouragement°
The
crew spent the morning drying sails, stowing ship and doing the
various odd jobs which make living on a small boat so pleasant° The
fishermen were more optimistic about the weather and in fact the
wind moderated towards evening~ but no sign of the hoped for veer°
A pleasant hour was spent listening to the reminiscences of an old
hand who had served in one of the sailing ships which traded weekly
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between Cork City and ~est Cork ports.
Around teatime the skipper
informed us, wisely, that we were for the sea that night. He hoped
to steal a passage ’ere the next, already forecast, depression
should come upon us.
We were away from Helvick, under all plain sail, by 9 p.m. ¯
Rounding Helvick Head we lay comfortably away to sea on a long stbd.
tack closehauled to a moderate S.W wind.
Harold took the first
watch until midnight, when a ’fix’ put us eight miles S. by E. of "
Youghal, the red sector of whose light could be seen inshore. The
night was rather dark.
The black clouds gathering around looked
ominous.
At midnight the B.B.C. did little to improve morale.
They forecasted imminent S.W. force 6 to 7 for Fastnet with the
depression at that time centred near Valentia. The wind went very
light, which seemed to be the calm before the expected storm. As
but little progress was being made the engine was started, to get
a little inshore, as the coast up to Ballycotton was devoid of any
good anchorage, should one have been necessary.
After an hour’s run, the engine was stopped in order to hold
our little remaining fuel in reserve.
The sea, early on the
morning of Sat. Aug. Sth~ had gone flat calm and the wind had
dropped to zero.
At one time, when well into Baliycotton Bay,
Auretta described six complete circles before getting under way
again to a light N.W. air.
Dawn at 5 a.m. saw us a mile or so off
Ballycotton Island and the first whisperings of a blow coming in
from the south’ard. This enabled us to make some weather.
When
It freshened and veered an hour later we were able to lay just inside Roche’s Point, which we had abeam by 9.30 a.m. Freeing sheets
we romped away for Carlisle.
To finish the cruise, and the last sall of the season for some of the crew, we had a dead beat up the
Crosshaven River to our moorings.
We were not disappointed as, tack for tack, we beat her up
over the tide between the other boats lying awkwardly across the
river.
In just over seven days Auretta had sailed over 320 miles
and added four new ports to her cruising log.
Picking moorings
at I0.15 a.m. we breakfasted and leisurely stowed ship.
Another
cruise was unfortunately over.
S U,’...IMA R Y
From
Cros shaven
i~llford Haven
Dunmore East
Ardmore
Helvick
Crosshaven

Date
Fri. Jul.28th
Mon. Jul.31st
Wed.Aug. 2nd
Thu.Aug. 3rd
Fri.Aug. 4th

To
p.m
a.m
a.m
a.m
p.m

Wfilford Haven
Dunmore East
Ardmore
Helvlck
Crosshaven

Fri.Jul.28th p.m Crosshaven

Date
Sun. Jul.30th a.m
Tue.Aug. Ist a.m.
~:Jed.Aug. 2nd p.m
Thu.Aug. 3rd p.m
Sat.Aug. 5th a.m

Miles
145
8~
30
15
4@

Sat.Aug. 5th a.m. 321
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SHORTCUT TO THE SUN
BELFAST TO TOULON IN ~’WiLD GOOSE"
"The grand object of all trave!ling’:~ said Dr o Johnston
to Paoli, "is to see the shores of the i~editerranean. "
Our asoirat!ons in that direction had until last Autumn
always been brought abruptly to earth by the time limit of a
three week holiday°
But, brother, it can just be done - and
we gradually began to realize it t
~he magic carpet consists of
the ~lidi Canal~ a by.~way, which brings ~arseilles within l0 days
ditchcrawl of Bordeaux°
A decision to lay-up in the ,,!edi~
~erranean followe,~ painleasly~ for ou~" very young family limits
day and weekend sailing so much that Wild Goose will scarcely be
missed9 at home, for the next two or three seasons~.
At the end of 1960 we had laid-up in Belfast Lough~ which
is 720 miles from Bordeaux~
\~:e could get away for 28 days about
the end of June.
~Take her Zo V~exford in a weekend in advance~
was the plan..
~Allow 8 days for 550 miles to Bordeaux; l0 days
for the 800 miles of’ Canal~ and 7 days for the last leg of 100
miles to Bandol:~ making laying-up arrangements and travelling
home o~
%~e margin for breakdown or bad weather was only two or
three dayso
To sail round by Gibraltar is a much more arduous
voyage of about 2~000 miles and the main Canal system up the
Seine to Paris and down the Rhone takes at least four weeks for
the 1440 ~<llometreso
Seeking advice from those who~’d oeen there, we got a great
deal of help from Brigadier Oliver Brooke of Cultra~ Henry iorsman
and Clayton Love°
All most welcome for there were countless
problems to De thought out~ many of them quite strange - ~’In the
Canals" we were told "you’ll need the t.hree traditional most useless objects afloat, a step ladder~ a oush bike and an umbrella.
You’ll need crutches to carry the masts, mosquito netting and a
large size filter on the wa~er-inleto ’~
"~Better run in the bowsprit and if the mast sticks out over the stern it’s bound to be
broken" said another ~- "You.~ll be sharing the locks with 120 hopo
steel barges, who keep their engines running half ahead throughout 4" warps are essential - we burst 3" li~e oack thread - they must
be long too° ~’
We had to find out how long the gangway should be
for the :.:[edo where everyone lies stern to the quay - and how you
rig an awning so that it will set with the masts on deck or with
them up at sea or in the harbouro
We also ~new we’d need extra
ventilators out there, an ice box, a second chain for winter
mooring and a check on any places where galvanic action accelerated by the sunwarmed water might cause unsuspected leaks or
weaknesses°
’~"~e would need all maintenance right up to date, and
carry with us paint and bosun’s stores for three years, and tinned

food enough for the return voyage, if possiole, for everything in
Southern France is twice as expensive as at home and quality, in
many cases doubtful.
Should we charter out there?
And how and
where should we lay up, ashore or afloat?
How do you ma~e the
hatches mosquito proof?
V.ould the Customs charge duty if we laldup over a year?
Could U.Ko Calor Gas 4ylinders be interchanged
with French ones?
i~iost important of all, we’a need a good crew and, if
possible, one prepared to lea~e us soon after Bordeaux as my wife,
June, ant I were keen to ao part of the Canal voyage by ourselves.
The driving force in solving these oroblems was June herself without her boundless enthusiasm, particularly at the times when I
decided that the whole thing was too difficult and should be
dropped, we’d never have made it - and secondly, my great friend,
Bernard Felix, whose acquaintance I had first made, by chance, when
sailing in Brittany eight years ago, now working in Marseilles and
willing to supervise the lay-up, and help in general°
The ~Lidi System of Canals officially consists of the Canal
Lateral a La Garonne as far as Toulouse, and the Canal du ~idi
from there to Sette, with various branches one of wnich connects
to ;~arseilles via Arles.
It has 118 locks, many of them double
or treble - is 300 miles in length and rises 600 feet. The passage
through is free and the documents required very simple°
Draft is
what worries most people.
"Wild Goose~’ draws a nominal 5’0".
We could remove the
5 CWto of inside ballast Out even with this we reckoned the extra
stores would put her down a couple of inches, and the transition
to fresh water, two more.
For the first 150 miles this is no
problem for this part of the Canal is comparatively modern and over
2 metres in depth.
The southern part, however, is the oldest
waterway in France, built in 1670 and officially listed as Io6
metres (5’3~) maximum.
Nevertheless, we decided that if we got as far as Toulouse
we could put masts, and perhaps some other heavy gear, onto a barge
ant bring her up the necessary 2" or so°
in practice, a LockKeeper told us, there is 1.8 mo (5’ll") on the Lock sills and
going through drawing 5’5" we certainly never touched anything
solid though our keel was touching mud at times°
The Cruising
Association record a boat of 5’8" getting through in October 1951.
However, it would have been quite easy to arrange to put gear onto
a barge had this proved necessary.
You would have to keep pace
with your carrier but we found that, allowing for a little sightseeing and a siesta each day, we made very much the same distance
as the barges for while they work longer hours their speed is
restricted to about 3 knots to avoid damaging the ban~s with their
wash.
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The other maximum dimensions of length (98’), Be am 17’,
and "Air draft" i.e clearance under the bridges, ii’5" leave
plenty of space round a ten tonner.
We were extremely lucky to find Mike Villiers-Stuart free
and indeed keen to come with us.
The addition of Bruce Bolton
from Portrush and Alan Parsons, a redoubtable Welshman from
London, made the crew complete.
The presence of Mike, who among many other accomplishments
sailed to Australia in the last grain race and commanded a wartime Corvette, is the best augury I know for a successful and
happy voyage and the others made up in keenness what they lacked
in experience.
June arranged to fly out and join us at Bordeaux.
Fitting out was completed lying off Loughslde, Mike’s
a~ractive house on the north side of Belfast Lou~h, where
Winifred, his 70 year old cutter, doubtless gave "Wild Goose"
some good advice on how to behave in "forrin parts".
On Thursday 8th June, we began a long eveningrs stowing
ship in a steady downpour of rain and a chop which almost swamped
the Customs Officer and our duty free cigarettes at the slip.
Dinghy load after dinghy load was laboriously ferried out a
quarter of a mile and disappeared incredibly below - how could she
possibly hold it all?
At 10.20 ~.m. we slipped
It was a dark, dirty night more
llke March than June, just the right sort of weather to spur one
southwards.
The wind was fair and we hmd an uneventful but cold
passage. Spent Friday night and most of Saturday in Wicklow while
a depression centre blew over and at 3. a.m. Sunday we were standing on and off at the entrance to Wexford awaiting enough light to
get In.
It was a fine golden morning when it did at last come and
we all enjoyed negotiating the bar and beating up the wide harbour
to the spires of the town in the icy wind.
After breakfast I was bending down fixing a leak in the
cockpit floor when I dislodged a saucepanful of hot water sitting
on the bridge deck - this cascaded down my neck.
I fortunately
hadntt washed the area for three days and this wise precaution
plus quick action by the crew with Jelonet saved the burns from
blistering but R~io Eireann got hold of the story "Skipper forced
to abandon ship" etc. and when I got home June was expecting me in
an ambulance.
We left "Wild Goose" on a spare seine mooring which
Ray 0 WKeeffe had kindly arranged for us to be lent.
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A fortnight later, Friday 23rd June, we drove down the
200 miles, after work, arriving on board at 2 a°m.
Turned to at
six and found a fine sunny day in which to attend to last minute
details.
,e t±lought we’d cr~ med her full at f~elfast, now another
maz~noth collection of gear had to be squeezed in.
Getting water and petrol, stowing the final I00 tins, a
great variety of fresh food, and four oeople’s gear and, as well,
final adjustments to rigging and engine, occuoled a very busy
~uorn[ng and at 1.45, our cecXs still littered and the focsle
crammed to the cec~head, we slipped.
It was the culmination of three months hard work: such an
elf oft, living as we ~o 50 miles from the shio chandler and 60
from the boat, that the actual sa~ling out to the ~.’led. had seemed
in prospect almost negligible by comparison.
Now that part of it
loomed large and exciting.
On board were all the necessities of
life for four men i’or l0 days ranging from the heavy clothes one
needs if hove to in a gale in ~he Bristol Channel in the sube~rctic conditions which had prevailed all summer to near tropical
clothing for use in the ~edlterranean, and a deck cargo of motor
tyre fenders.
Leaving for a trip li~e this involves a most tremendous
mental transformation.
Up until the moment of sailing every
possible effort, one feels, must go into striving for efficiency
so that the safety margin and the chances of success for the voyage
will be as large as possible.
Then, splash go the moorings - in a twinkling one ceases
to oe a ship-chandler-cum-house-decorator-handyman with an almost
old maidlsh desire for perfection and can give rein to the much
pleasanter instincts to drive the ship and improve anything
lacewing.
~’If the Ca~or packs up we’ll cook on candles; if the engine
blows up we’ll use the outboard and if that packs up we’ll
blankity well row~~’
The hospitality of ~exford grows better every time. ~e’d
been cooked for, coddled, shopped for and generally spoiled all
morning by Evelyne and Cecil ~iller, the 0’Keeffes and the Fitzherberts, not to mention Jane Villiers Stuart who’d also driven
us down.
Now Cecil in "Calloo" piloted us out to the bar - the
nicest possible send off for it meant a pleasant relaxed hour
going down ~he harbour instead of a navigational exercise wlth
lead lines swinging and bearings being taken in all directions.
The wind was ~.S.W. force 3, we could Just lay the course.
land.

At 5.30 p.m. the Tuskar was abeam and we were clear of the
During the night the wand freshened a little and at 1 a.m°

I handed the mizzen and put three rolls in the mainsail,
most
of the crew were sick but by midday next day we were able to set
all plain sail again, a dull grey coldlsh day with a low beam
swell.
A consol fix and a swing with the Beme Loop checked our
course and just at dusk the slow red glow of Round island light
appeared on the horizon.
~e altered course for the Seven Stone
Lightship to take the opportunity of reporting.
The wind went
flat and we started the engine to be sure of being under control
passing under her stern.
She towered above us loozing slightly
unreal like a piece of Piccadilly Circus put down in the middle
of the calm sea; a mass of different coloured lights illuminating
the faces of the crew interrupting their fishing to watch us as we
passed.
They replied at once to our hail and the report reached
Dublin next morning.
The wind remained light so we motored until
6 a.m. when a ~iorth wind sprang up and continued to freshen all
dan.
A hazy sun came out and the weather grew much warmer. We
could hardly believe our luck.
A consol fix at 15.20 colnclded exactly with a Beme bearing
The
of Round Island; putting us about 30 miles off Ushant.
great moment came at 21.00 when "Stiff and Crash" the two
curiously named Ushant lights blinked out as clear as bells abeam
and about ei~ht miles to the leeward.
It’s a foggy corner and
our luck was right in getting by in such clear conditions.
The
wind veered again and fell a little so that all night we romped
along down ~e path of the moon on a broad reach in a sea jumbly
enough to be interesting but devoid of menace, and enough shipping
to Iceep the helmsman awake Out nothing near enough to frighten us.
Funnily enough the steamer which c~ne closest was almost
certainly the 21ebeec~ Castle, a Union Castle boat, on which I dld
a trip as cattleman at the end of the War.
Then a big P. & 0. liner passed close and I got so enthralled gazing at her lights, and listening to the music from
the promenade deck, that I forgot to look out for her bow wave
and was sharply brought to order by furious yells from the watch
below as ~ite water sluiced over the bow and through the forehatch.

e

For the second night, as I turned in at 2 a.m., the full
moon win~ed at me through the forward scuttle. ~hat fun it is
sailing ~ider a full moon:
Safer as well.
The light makes
~ork on dec~ and ~’~avlgatlng much easier, and there is a lot of
truth in the old Spanish proverb which says: "The moon calms
all she loo~s down on. ~
If it is blowing when the full moon
rises the wind and sea almost always drop away very considerably perhaps even to a calm, for as long as she is up.
I doubt if a
~rofessional ~iet. man will admit this and I have never heard an
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exolanat’on of ti~e facts but it certainly haooens_, often
to be worth taking into account.

enou~n~

,~e cussed; Penmarch Point, close in,at ~ o’clock next
~orning.
Jright sun and blue s~<ies,
e~t noon~ ~Iike anxious
~o test his new sextant fixed ~he position of the Glenan Isles,
~lich ~ere a mile away on the port beam, with great accuracy.
The northerly wind still held - we had now had 30 hours of it
and progress was good but the strain of passing one 5rittany
port after another on the w~ne dark sea in a wineless ship was
beginning to tell on the crew.
~,e had a good supply of duty-free rum and whisI~y on Ooard
an6, when a bluff-bowed French trawler approached on the opposite
course, we could stand it no lon~er.
Alan stood in the bo~
waving a bottle of ~lacx and V, nite and after an agonisingly long
wait the Frenchman turned and nosed up to our stern.
~e lashGd
the ~: full bottle to the end of a Ooathook and a sailor smartly
substitute@, it for one of red wine.
Our suggestion ti~at one of
wf.isxy was wort~l two of vine fell on deaf ears but even one ~ottle
of ~,ine cheered uo an otherwise uneventful day.
’[’hat evening t~lere was a clear red fireball sunset as we
approacAed the N. tip of Belle Ile.
it seemed probable that the wind, now T,i.L., would drop
away again an hour after sunset as it ~ad done last night but "t
kept up all night, a good force 5.
~ splendid reaching wind
which kept us going hard with the leeward rail not quite awash
and ~’,ild ~oose steered herself for long perioSs at 5 or 6 knots.
~t da~’n the lie de Yeu ~’as clearly visible as Venus climbed
SW i~!y
-~..,-.
.~ the southern sky
uo into
}~one of us had visited the
island, there was just time for a short stop°
~ith a fresh ~o
wing ~>c, rt La ~,ieuxle on the l~,est was clearly but the best choice
it is like a ~,est of £relana port.
~ narrow rock-bound
gut whose entrance is barely visible from seaward. ’~e anchored
outside at 0,3.00 in $ fathoms and a swirling tide.
~dike and I
had five eggs eacl~ for breakfast.
It’s a delightf~l olace,
Sreton in character but with an added S oan[sh touch.
[nsi(~e the entrance the heat was oppressive and in our
heavy sea clothes we felt li’<e real li~e sailors who ha~ wandereC~
oy mista.<e onto a stage set for ~-edro the ~isherman D~t a few
drinks in a bistro soon put things aright and we got a tax[ across
to Joinville to telegraph home.
~way at !3.00.
~lhe sea was
glassy calm for ~he first hour dotted with a few fishing boats and
one or two yachts’ sails.
~e were ~ue at the entrance to the
C-ironde, 70 miles south in twenty hours time.
The breeze soon
came up from the east s~nd it was a comfortable close haul along
tlqe low featureless coastline with the lights of lle ae l~e and
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Ile d’01eron as milestones,
i,~arks around the entrance are few
and it was a relief to see Cordouan Light blink out just before
~awn.
At 09°00 rlhursday we were off NOb 4 Buoy in the entrance
channel with 493 miles on the Log, 4~ days from Wexford.
No
record but a good passage; promptly anti-cllmaxed. The clutch
started to sllp and the ebb was still too strong so we turned
back to anchor for two hours until slack water.
I soon
tightened the clutch but mechanical trouble at this early stage,
with 300 miles of motoring ahead seemed to promise badly.
~e
also discovered that there was no chart of the inner part of the
Gironde on board.
The largest plan on board of the 60 miles of
river was the size of a postcard, one of the diagrams in Keble
Chatterton’s book.
However, the buoyage was said to be gooa
and our big scale chart would take us in the first five miles,
so perhaps it wouldn’t matter°
To put matters right we spent
most of our wait studying the complicated French buoyage system
in the Pilot and appointed Alan, who has a solicitor’s methodical
mind, buoy counter for the passage.
French buoys are elaborate
structures rising high out of the water with a light visible
perhaps a good deal farther than the equivalent British, but give
me British ones any time by day, for one can at least tell at a
glance which shape they are supposed to be.
The French ones
rely on a very small top-mark whose silhouette is often difficult
to pick up.
It is 60 miles from the bar to Bordeaux but a five knot
vessel can make this at one tide as the flood runs in for nearly
nine hours due to the difference between high water at Bordeaux
and the entrance.
At midday we slipped past the sandy hook of Point de la
Coutre and picked our way without difficulty past the flat unattractive shores w~ich contain names like Graves, ~edoc, Entre
Deux ~aers, Sto~Jullen - one felt quite at home~
~n engine stoppage off Pauillac at 5 p.m. just cost us
our tide to Bordeaux for we lost about three quarters of an hour
in tracing overheating trouble to an airlock in the water pump.
Blaye seemed the best bet for the night, although it meant
leaving the buoyed channel and crossing to the north side of the
estuary w~ich was, here, about two miles wide.
~e crept across with extreme care and the lead going constantly helped by some shouted instructions from a dredger. We
tied up for the night alongside a tubby comic-looklng river ferry
called "Deux Rivieres" whose Cao~ain was a courtly old Frenchman
speaking broken English and most helpful in seeing that we had
proper fenders and everything we needed for the night. ’
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We awoke at 5 aomo next morning to start at first light
and sped close past the high north bank, the spot where Blondie
hasiar’ and his ,aarines abandoned their Cockle Canoes after mining
German oloc~ade runners at bordeaux in ~ecember, 1942o
As we approached the junction of the ~ordogne and Oaronne
the c~rrent was at its fiercest ana boiled round the buoys in a
turbulence of brown foam.
We sped past the great oil refinery
at zec d’.~mbes aria into the quieter waters of the Gsronne. ~iere
at intervals yachts and cmmnercial craft were moored along the
oan~ inoicating that one could have stopped at almost any point
to await t_~e Bide - although the directions had indicated the
re~,erseo
ilad we ,-~nown this we would pro0ably have pushed in on
the c~:.ance of .’naking bordeaux the previous evening.
Although
it was springs we saw no sign of the bore mentioned in some
~.cco~tSo
Perhaps tAis only occurs if the river is in spate.
. tiec~ up alongside a quarter mile below the bridge on the south
sLce at 7°.50 just as the ebb Oegan, an uncomfortable berth but
convenient for the Customs and cranes and shops.
Just above us
lay a square rigger, her sails so beautifully stowed that at first
sight we thought her yards were Oare- we soon discovered that she
was an American $oastguard sailing training barque "The Eagle"°
The Customs arrived at 8.30, were most courteous and sealed uo our
duty-free sheet after seeing that we had ample for the rigours of
tb~e next ten days inland.
A crane would cost 33 new francs for
one hour, the minimum charge:
this seemed a lot so, while the
crew slacked off the rigging, unshipped the llfe lines and
assembled the mast crutches, I visited the "Ziger Palm", the only
~’Itlsl] snip in port; on her way home after three months on the
west coast of ~frlca.
The mate at once agreed to lena us a
derric~ ana by lunchtime after a hard morning’s wor~ both sticks
were on deck.
A pleasant hour’s beer drinking with the cadets
and Oosua followed while we were showered wlth presents and surplas ~frlcan souvenirs by various members of the crew.
I don’t
~k[n1~ tn,~y,a got over their surorise at soelng yachtsmen doing a
0it of hard wor.<’
~he afternoon passed in seeing the Customs
to !~et t n~ carnet checked, tidying up the mess on dec~ anc uolng
some s~.~opping.
~ request to De allowea to lie alongside the
~ag!e was very firmly refused.
At five o’clock we motored up under the stone bridge to
~,argetown as 0elng a :nore likely place to find out what we couiu
about nezt day’s passage, 38 miles up the Garonne to the first
loc~ at C~.stets.
’l~e channel is reported difficult, winding
aoout in t±~e ,~lde river, ~lile gravel dredging causes unexoectec
ba~<s,
i’:~e:~e are three alternatives:
ouy a chart, said to oe
exec, n sL~e, a:~d Ln a~y case we had failed to ftna the shop :Service
,iar~i:ne ,:.e la J~ironde’~ that sells t~,em;
Taze a pilot, a resort
which [ ’nave ne~er yet descended to. in this case it is said to
cost abo~ 5C i i.-’~. (£4); or follow a 0arge.
’~he bargemen were
~iplui u~, fr±e;~idly;
we soon found one leaving nexB morning
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and tied up to her for the night.
At 5°30 a omo we started but,
after the first quarter mile, a thick fog descended and we had to
come back and wait until it cleared at 9 o’clock.
Our first
chum was a little too fast and after a mile or so we changed over
to follow a slower paced Caltex oil barge who led us faithfully
the whole way.
It was a pretty voyage full of interest and a pleasant
breeze blew across the river.
We had plenty to do rigging
fenders, completely stowing the masts and keeping an anxious eye
on the engine for even the slow barge ran faster than we liked
to cruise.
There were many dredgers, a fair amount of barge
traffic, and numerous rod and net fishermen.
The latter operate
by lowering a huge dish-shaped net into the river and then raising
it rapidly with a hand winch.
During our entire ten days passage
across France, while there were rarely less than three or four
fishermen in sight, we only saw one fish about 2" long actually
caught°
Bernard’s comment was that we were lucky.
Perhaps they
do it to get away from their wives’’
The flood only runs four hours and we had missed most of
it but the ebb did not amount to more than a ~not or two.
The
channel invariably followed the outside of the banks and though
it varied in the distance one had to keep off, the pilotage did
not seem unduly difficult.
The high steel lattice railway
bridge just before Casters is unmistakable and the twin locks
appear just beyond it on the right.
Once we reached the upper
level and were screened from the breeze the heat descended as if
a furnace door had been opened and we hastened to rig the awning
while a foraging party climbed up into the village to buy vino we subsequently managed very few miles to the gallon on this.
A delightful bathe in the river before starting off.
The most lasting impression of our first arrival was the
pleasant relief to the eyes in allowing them to rest on soft
leafy screens of trees close on either hand after the intense
glare of the mirror-like river.
We took it easy this and the
next day as we did not want to give our Bordeaux friends, who
were delivering June, too long a drive, so spent that night at
Hure, our first long sleep for a wee~, and the second at Damazen,
53 kilometres on, where they found us about 9 p.m.
All the
nelghbourlng cafes were close, s~rprisingly enough, but Mike
cooked an immense omelette while June and I got busy with the
tin opener, and the seven of us dined on board, the cockpit party
crouched under the awning in a thunder storm, the first of the
only two brief showers during the whole holiday.
dike had to leave us that night to fly home and having been
the mainstay of the party in every way was greatly missed.
We
started late next morning at 9.30 to brea~ June in gently. After
a midday call at Agen to find a Bank and to change to French
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bottled gas, we reached St. Jean de Thuriac for the night,
dining at a ~outiers cafe 30 yards from the C~nal, after a
delicious bathe in the river Tarn.
Lunch next day in the basin
at ,~[olssac where the energetic Bruce left us to hitch hike on
South.
It was sad to see one of the best crews Wild Goose has
ever ~ad splitting up, but the fact is that in the Canal, as at
sea, three is her ideal number and two are adequate.
Our lock
drill was now becoming polished - it needs to be prearranged,
for giving instructions a.nid the roar of water in the lock is
difficult.
The shout of "lock in sight" from whoever is
steering brings the crew from their sunbathing stations.
June
or I steer in, fairly fast, as up to the watershed beyond
Toulouse there is a current against you out of each loc~, and
you have to be prepared to meet a strong cross stream coming out
of tz.e by-pass channel and pushing your bow over sharply about a
length short of the entrance.
Then you come astern to check her and steer close to the
low step to be found at one side of the lower gates for your
"marin~’ - Alan in our case - to jump ashore and ta~e the lines.
I throw up our short stern rope of i~" nylon which Alan
ma~es fast to keep us as far bac~ in the lock as possiOle where
the turbulence is less.
June does the same with the headrope,
which Is led through a block on the bowsprit, and follows up on
the winch as we rise.
The water cascading over the upper gate ks a wonderfully
cool and pleasant si~It in the heat.
Alan closes one lower gate, opens a sluice and I, in turn,
open an upper gate.
3 cigarettes to the hclusler and off we go.
The Lock-~eepers are usually appointed as a reward for
war service and often ta~e a second Job, leaving Granny to mind
the lock, so it is often a woman in charge.
~lhey are not,strlctly
spea~Ing, responsible for taking lines, only the gates and sluices;
most of them will, at least, drop your bowline over a bollard but
it is important to as~ for, rather than demand, this service. In
return one speeds things greatly by helping with the gates on one
side.
They vary greatly in the amount of care they are prepared
to ta~e in opening the sluices in the right order and "doucement’~
to avoid damaging the boat.
After a painfully long walk, at ~ontech, our ankles were
giving us trouble from the acrobatics required at the locks.
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There was a curious absence of taxis in the small villag~s - in
this case we were told the nearest one was 15 miles away, at
~ontauban, but the hotelier drove us back at high speed after
dinner.
Next day was the dullest for scenery, with a railway in
our company, but we made good progress and reached the dock at
Toulouse at 5 p.m.
There Alan~ to our great regretm, had to
leave on the night train f~r Paris.
Next morning I was uo at
6 o’clock to buy petrol from an all-night garage beside the
Canal and we got under way at 6°30°
It takes two hours to
negotiate the four squalid city locks and we were held up at
several, waiting for barges.
This generally involves delicate
manoeuvring to avoid getting aground in the approaches.
You
need to get well back and on no account meet the barge anywhere
near the gates.
The third lock, a Couble one, lies unCer a
road bridge. You hang on to the vertical bars recessed into the
walls and begin to wonder if they’ll stop filling in before you
are trapped under the girders.
Scenery was even better here than in the first half of
the Canal.
Green woodpeckers flitted from tree to tree.
The
channel was narrow and winding between fields of maize and barley
but we were still going up and it was ~mrd work for the locks
after Bayard are oval which makes watcnlng the masts a bit more
difficult.
Also there is no easy place for anyone to jump
ashore.
You have to enter the basin and then clamber up off the
mast.
~hy on earth they don’t build ladders into the loc~sides
is beyond meo
~iere we met our only surly lock-keeper. ~e came
too fast, got into an awkward position and he refused, in unpleasant fashion, to take our warps as we tried to straighten her.
~,hen I did manage to climb up and found his back turned I restrained with great difficulty the impulse to kick him into his
own Lock.
A more effective reply might have been to alter the
no~ice which hung at his door from "Cnien Mechant" to "Eclusier
,~iechant~’ but alas no opportunity occurred!
We were very tired that night and flopped into our bunks
the minute the engine stopped at 8 p.m. in a secluded bier far
from any locko
The engine made the cabin uncomfortably hot
during the day and the relief from the noise in the utter~ stillness of the canal made the evening the best part of all.~: ~he
first hours in the cool of morning up until 9°30 were also most
enJ oyab le o
~any of the lock names had an almost poetic ring:Pechlaurier, Fonserrannes, ~arseiiAette, de la Planque,St. Hoch,
de Gay, du Vivier. At times we seemed to be living in a Van Gogh
picture°
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At i0 a omo next day we started to descend - much easier.
Lunch at Castlenaudary where we had our only grounding, in the
basin as we approached the town;
misled by a moored barge we
picked the wrong side~ away from t.he town, and came to a slow
halt in glutinous mud°
I shouted for help in my best French
to an urchin i~i a punt at which he rowed asllore and took to his
heels’’
June promptly offered to swim across with the nylon
to save launching the dinghy°
~y the time she’d got to shore
no less than four ~’renchmen gallantly helped to pull her out.
She proceeded to organise them into a tug of war team to pull
"?~ild Goose" off too, so that I hardly needed the winch and the
whole process too~’~ no more than ten minutes:
At La ’~riminelle LocK, June, after helping to close the
gates, left it a little too late jumping back on board as "Wild
Goose" rapidly sank between the walls of the locko
I was concentrating on helping her down when we suddenly noticed that
the tip of the mast was caught on top of the stone rim and our
stern rising out of the water°
There was already too much
weight on it to push off with the boat hook.
I shouted to the
old woman to s~ut the sluices:
this was quite useless amid
the roar of waters ana she was probably stone deaf anyway, but
a single slash with tneenergency knife which we kept in the
hatch cut the lashing and solved tf~e problem,
qhe mast leapt
up and we slid quickl~ away from the wall.
i~o harm done and
a useful lesson.
~[ext hay we made our lunch time stop at Carcasonne where
che town is dominated by a fairy tale fortress, said to be the
largest in Europe.
It has been restored to such an extent that
at close quarters it seems almost too good to be true, like a
Hollywood film set, but is splendid in the distance°
However,
there was nothing iollywood about lunch there at the City .~otel
except finding Princess Grace at %he next table (but we have
since been aced b}¯ Frank ~cAuley who in Seotember ran aground in
z.rigitte Sardot;s garden at St o Tropezt~o
V~e stopped for the
night for the third time alongside our chummy shln, a big wooden
barge called the Joliot Curie who we passed and re-passed daily.
The fat jolly skipper was ta~<ing a cargo of white wine in bulk
through to Sette, just himself and the wife, as he had recently
bought the barge and could not afford a crew until he had paid
it off.
Next day~ ~ ounoay,
~
we had arrangec to meet ~ernard at
Hompso
June felt under the weather, probably the result of the
moulet at Carcaso~-~ne, arid had to en<~ure tr,e rigours of the focsle
plpecot, walle I proceedea through elgnt locks single-handed. I
~on’t know who first said he travels fastest who travels alone it certainly wasn’t a 0argee.
It was slow but not unduly dlfficult and the ecluslers did a gooo deal more to help tnan when one
had a crew;
I was generally able to hop ashore and work one gate.

t
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At Jouarre we had our only engine trouble when the key
holding the water pump sprocket disintegrated.
Very luckily
this happened within 100 yards of one of the few marine
engineers on the canal and he made an effective repair in half
an hour.
Just as ne was finishing, up came Bernard, by car, our
first meeting for four years.
Another major milestone.
He
had with him an attractive young lady doctor who prescribed
black tea and spoonfuls of jam for June’s tummy - I doubt if
her advice was taken.
Bernard very strongly recommended that we should turn
south and come out at La Nouvelle instead of Sette as planned.
This would save 50 kilometres ano mean a day less in the canals,
which seemed welcome, more so after his description of the fierce
mosquitoes in the coastal belt ahead.
~e had not been troubled
by mosquitoes ourselves at all, yet, and were doubtful about this
change as we had very little information about the Canal du
Jonction, as it is called, and suspected it might be silted up.
However, several bargees assured us that it was alrlght and we
duly turned aside in the middle of the long blef between Argens
and Beziers to reach the village of Salelles for the night. It
was quite obvious that yachts, Irish ones at any rate, are much
more of a rarity here than in the main channel.
We were gazed
at, by crowds of all ages, at each lock which is always rather
flattering.
Salelles is small and secluded wlth tree-llned
streets and a Spanish air of ~anana.
Next day we lunched at
Narbonne, a most attractive old town which used to be the capital
of these parts and a sea port in Roman times, before the entrance
silted up.
Beyond Narbonne the canal became so narrow and reed
bound, a sheugh in fact, that passing or meeting any barge was a
major problem, although the depth in the middle seemed quite
adequate.
All one could see from the cockpit was mud and waving
reeds.
Then at 3 p.m. we saw the first seagull, began to smell
the sea and, a few minutes later, got the first glimpse of the
sea lagoons with small lateen rigged fishermen at work.
La
Nouvelle itself is unattractive which was a pity as it was the
only place in which we spent two nights during the whole voyage.
It is a purely utilitarian river port with stone quays on either
side, a good deal of coastal shipping, and nothing much else, but
extremely convenient for shops, Customs and Post Office, which
all lie within a few yards of the South Quay.
The weather that evening was grey and unsettled with rain
and we wished we’d stuck to the canal but next morning things
looked up when a friendly Dutch Schuyt, the ~arlan H., agreed to
step our masts.
A crane would have cost 60 N.F. here, i.eo
almost double the Bordeaux rate, an indication of the difference
between Biscayan and ~editerranean prices of most articles.
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~ven with the Dutchman’s help it took Bernard and me all
day to get her seaworthy again°
A phone call to ~ontDeller
Airport indicated unsettled weather so we postponed sailing until
the following mornlng,
Next day at 6°30 pomo we reached Sette,
a picturesque port buzzing with llfe, after a day’s coasting in
poor visibility with a lumpy sea and light ~o wind. Jolict Curie
was there and greeted us enthusiastically°
~e spent the night
alongside her once more°
Alan Smiles, my oldest cruising ally,
and his wife Barbara had arrived at Sanary so June decided to go
on by train to join them°
At 8 aomo next morning, and an hour
after she’d left, Bernard and I set sail.
Bernard had telephoned the get° Office at ~ontpeller and
the only bit of the rapid French I could pick up was the whistle
which the ~et. man gave when we said we were going to sea.
He
spoke of strong North and North ~est winds and a "coup de vent"
but didn’t mention the word ~istral which was just as well, for
it is an ominous name in these parts.
We had little choice left.
Time was running short°
There was much to be done at Sanary and a long planned re-union
party with the Smiles on the next day, the Quatorze Juillet.
After all it was a fair wind, off-shore, and Bernard is the best
of seamen, so off we went.
gizzen and staysall was the rig and
magnificent the progress.
We took it llke old gentlemen at
first keeping her under canvassed and running the engine at times
during the morning when it seemed to assist the steering°
We
made 5-6 knots rolling fiercely in steep curling seas under a blue
sky°
"The wind rises with the sun", Joliot had warned us,and it
duly reached its height about midday when we changed the staysail
for the storm jib
It was the llstral alright, blowing the toos
off the waves and throwing cascades of warm spray over the cockpit
although the air was cold enough to make sweaters and oilskins
welcome.
For all that, it was a phony blow to northern eyes for
it had nothing like the power of a wind of equivalent speed at
home and even as we got further offshore the waves grew no larger,
8 or l0 feet, and began to seem much too small in comparison to
the wind wnlstling past our ears°
The recorded speed we afterwards heard was up to 60 miles per hour, but Wild Goose was
certainly never in the least worried by the conditions, though
the wild motion and the concentration which steering required was
most tiring and this began to create a problem in our short-handed
state°
At 3 pomo the mizzen, the same olC sall which split in
three in Lou$1Swilly last year, aeveloped a small tear, so I
handed it and set the trysall loose-footedo
At four o’clock it was clear that we would be reaching
Sanary in the dark unless we reduced speed considerably° alternatively, if we pressed on we just might ma~e Cassis or La Ciotat
in daylight or again the wind might drop at sunset, so we decided
to keep going.
A single trawler was all we saw all day but at
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dusk a French naval aircraft approached from the S.E., circled
twice round us and departed the way he had come. A comforting
gesture and we were careful not to wave or do anything which
might be taken as a sign of needing help.
An hour later it was
obvious that the wind was not going to drop, in fact it seemed
to blow harder as the darkness increased.
Bernard knows the Brittany coast llke a parson knows his
Bible but had no experience in these waters and with the heavy
sea and an onshore wind it would have been asking for trouble
to try and enter any of the ports before dawn, particularly as
the self-starter had packed up and there was constant trouble
with dirty petrol;
in fact, since midday the engine had been
a write-off.
Heavlng-to was an unattractive thought in this steep
uneven sea on a lee shore so we altered course a couple of points
southwards.
Visibility remained good and we steered on the
powerful light of the Porquerolles.
At dawn we were close to
Cap Cepet at the entrance to Toulon.
The wind was beginning to
drop but it hardly seemed worth making full sail for the last
mile and we beat slowly in, under storm jib and trysail, while I
cleared one petrol stoppage after another.
What a magnificent
landfall it is, all the better after a rough night’s sail. In
the morning sun beside us a couple of gaily painted local boats
were hauling pots; behind them dark green pines clothing the
steep red rocks of Cap Cepet and surmounted by a gleaming white
lighthouse.
In the background the calm blue waters of the Rade
and the spires of Toulon in a smoke haze, below the towering
backcloth of stark mountains, very reminiscent of Cape Town.
St. gandrier, a small horseshoe bay Just inside the
entrance, was our goal.
Short of it lay the Bearn, an old aircraft carrier now in reserve, with a great spread of moorings,
fore and aft.
The last petrol stoppage occurred, needless to
say, Just as we began to cross her bow.
With our unhandy rig
all we could do was bump clumsily down her side hoping that the
spreaders would not catch in a gun sponson, and removing one after
another of the array of fishing lines which hung llke spiders’
webs from the upper dec~ and scuttles.
We managed to hook up to
a lighter at her stern and during the ten minutes it took to clean
the carburettor yet again the crew slowly awoke - they had clearly
been celebrating the Quatorze a day in advance - and began to
curse us sleepily as they found their lines gone.
We Just got away before they fully found the note and with
a wave intended to convey Entente Cordiale sped thankfully out of
sight, to anchor in the harbour.
We slept most of that day and had the meal of a lifetime
at the auberge of Beusset in the evening.
This is a small village
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inn just outside Bandol not in the ~,{ichelin Guide anc cannot be
too highly reco~uended.
On the Saturday, sailed her back to
Sanary a long beat round Ca~ Sicie, which is regarded as a blt
of Cape Horn locally.
If we’d known this perhaps we’c~ have
Oeen st more oains to keee ~est of it out Z’C ha~e to have missed
that dav~n arrival at Toulon.
~e arrived in the ~ar~ at midnight and next morning it
see~ed as if after 1,200 miles and 2~ days hard going we had
reached a place just the s~ne as our’ homc port of ?ortrush.
A
horseshoe bay with a small artificial haroour on the left-~%and
side, as you al~proach, sheltered by a roc!<y headland and ~he
town nestling belnind it, a beach at the ?~ead of the bay and high
ground to the rig~ht - but there the resemblance ends.
If
bikinis had been invented in 1770, Dr. Johnson would doubtless
have made his famous remar;<s with even greater fervour’
It’s a
charming place, full of li1’e and colour, off the English Tourist
track, and drenclued in sunshine.
.’,e’d foun¢l just what we ca~e
for ’
But there was no time for sunuathing,
i~y brother-in-law
was to arrive the following week ana our remaining two days vle’~e
a frantic rush to make good the wear amd tear of the voyage with
only time to snatch an occasional 5-course meal at tile FelixVs
villa.
On Tuesday morning, after a h~ir-raising drive to Tou!on~
~e_nard shovelled us onto the I-aris train, foilo~e~ by a ma~m~oth
array of bulging sandbags.
Now next year ....... ~:

The ~.~idi was used by 27 British yachts in 1960 and I’7 up
until October 1961.
~’~e were probably the first Irish one to dc
so.
I shall be very glad to give more information to anyone
t~inklng of going through and have completed Port Sheets with
details of documents and gear required, snal!ow places, etc.
%;e took ten days to go through;
thirteen from sea to
sea, including the Gironde and a day each end unstepoing and
stepping masts.
5urges can do the Canal in eight.
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EUPHANZEL TO THE FAEROES
by
Michael d’Alton
0wner-Sklpper ......
Navigator ......
Crew ......
Crew ......
Paid Hand ......

Ninian Falklner
i~ichael d’Alton
glchael 0’Rahilly
~¢~abe I d’Alton
Jimmy Kane

"But why to the Faeroes, why to the North, and not to the
South and the sun?"
We had repeatedly been asked this in 1956 before we set
off for Norway in Euphanzel - a Dublin Bay 24 Footer - but once
again the fascination of the North was drawing us back to its
desolate cliffs and fjords and its rugged way of llfe, for we
strongly felt if this urge is not answered before we go to the
soft South, it never will be and we will know no peace.
When on passage from the Shetlands to St. Kilda on our
way back from Norway we looked out to starboard and promised
ourselves f’next year, the Faeroes~ but this was not to be, and
in the meantime Harmony, Astrophel and Huff have trod this path
but still the urge remained.
The Faeroes are a close clustered group of about twenty
islands - each and the sounds and fjords between running about
NNW-SSE - more than three quarters of which are inhabited by
about 30,000 people, double what it was at the beginning of the
century and four times the population of a hundred years ago,
quite the reverse of most such islands.
Nearly all the land is between 1,000 and 2,500 feet high
and very barren as these islands were lald down in a series of
lava flows which have weathered into small rocky cliffs one above
the other with steep, shaly-type slopes between, except upon the
west sides which have been battered into gigantic sheer cliffs,
often over a thousand feet high, the home of innumerable sea
blrGs, especially fulmars and guillemots.
Despite its northern position - more than two hundred miles
north of Scotland - it is not unduly cold there as it is in part
of the Gulf Stream, but this makes it very foggy and wet - sixty
inches of rain a year - and also very liable to sudden gales.
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Tt is t.~-~ougat that the first settlers were Irish hermits
who cm~e here in tlze seven hundreds but finally left about a
h~ndred years later (old ~aen-by then’j owing to frequent pirate
raids°
Sometime in the nine hundreds~ hardy souls fleeing from
~aralc Haarfagr, ~,~ho was welding Norway into one, settled on the
islands, and t~lese too were plagued by pirates, so tha~ until
quite recent ~i~nes t±~.ere was a constant coastal watch for raiders~
/’he Danish crown granted a trade monopoly late in the
fifteen hundreds W~ic[~l was not finally abolished antil jus~ o-~er
a hundred years ago ~nd ti~us isolated life in the Faeroes to such
an extent that i~ developed quite untouched 0y outsi6e influence~
and still ¢ioes so to some degree in many of the more remote places.
Prom this springs the present surge of nationalism anQ C esire on
t~e part of quite a numOer for separation from Denmark, even tho’
the Danes brought many 0enefits, esoecially in education.
Lq~e
islands, taen, are still a county Qivision of ]Denmar~ ant tho~
ti~eir Logting sarvives, perhaps the most anclent parliament except
for Iceland and possibly the Isle of ~,lan, its powers are limited
and local.
Thls hardy race of seamen snowed their enduring courage in
the war for, despite huge losses, they continued to go to sea to
fish without break.
Few reallse that the proportion of those
men lost at sea by bombing, mining and machine gunning exceeded
the total losses of all other countries in She war.
Perhaps the thing treat finally betided me that some day i
r~J~st get to the Faeroes was to hear of the curious manner In ~,~rhich
they pass on their names.
Pall, the son of igll Joy{vansen, is
not Pall Jogvansen but is 2all ~gilsen al-la his son E;Tdun will be
~ydun Pallsen, and so on down the years.
Could anything better
illuminate the uniqueness of these islands?
~,~ost of this and much Oesiaes can be read in greater detail
in ~’[enneth Williamson’s "The Atlantic Islands:, a mine of inform~ation and interest on the Faeroes and ’required reading’ for all
w~o feel the urge to visit them.
Preparation
Luring the winter, iuphanzel had been remodelled below.,
She now has the galley to port (as before) with single gimballed
stove, with an oilskin loc~’er opposite, a main berth on each s[~l~
~1ot quite opposite one another, the starboard one having a blan~e:t
compartment at t~e oilskin locker erich, tLe top of which is the
chart table which is almost doubled in size by a flap which folds
out over the bunk.
The lazy backs to both bunks hinge upwaras
to form upper buni:~s which are held up by deep canvas leeooards
lasD~ed up to the coachroof, to ~vhich are lashed the lower leeboards too~
Forward of the port ban~ is a large sailbln mostly
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usec for food, bag storage, opposite it is a fixed bunk, again
with canvas leeboards and between the two, under the hatch, the
lavatory.
The table is removable, supported on a single leg aft and
on a sliding bar forward from the fixed bunk and can be pivoted
level when on a tack, by means of a lock nut either end - a very
satisfactory arrangement.
~e use calor with the utmost respect
and care and found a half cylinder lasted about nine days.
Once again we carried our main water supply in a fifteen
gallon whiskey butt augmented by a plastic and a stainless container, a total of about 22 gallons wnlch we found quite adequate,
consumption being somewhat over half a gallon per day each, seawater usually was used for cooking and washing up, our detergent
Oeing ~ulz’ which worked well, even in almost cold seawater.
The mast track was minutely checked as a loose screw could
be disastrous, nuts and bolts burred, the rigging gone over with
a jaundiced eye, new life lines rigged and personal life lines
laid out, each with two heavy snap hooks turned in for clipping
to lifelines, shrouds etc. as one worked forward;
we were always
most particular to observe that t~is was done when at sea, no
matter ~lat the weather it added greatly to everyone’s peace of
mind.
The roller reefing gear is splendid but had the usual
defect of Cropping the end of the boom when rolled well cOWno
This was quite cured by sl~ving off the raised part at the groove
for about a foot from the gooseneck to let the luff wire ’bed ln’o
~e carried a portable radio and a transistor one, but the
Berne Loop which Ninian had ordered failed to arrive, but at less
than two hours notice before we left a member who has his boat in
~owth stripped out his own set an~ sent word for us to call in
there en route.
This we did wlt~ deep appreciation of such an
unselfish gesture, but his kindness was in vain, for the battery
was almost flat and nothing could be heard at sea.
The wireless
managed to get the BBC forecasts most of the way to the Faeroes.
~e carried a 14" home made aluminium radar reflector from
the crosstrees.
Our compass was a little grid one on a tilting
timber tray, secured with a single brass screw to the coaming
under the wooden tiller, an excellent arrangement, quite free of
deviation, if care is taken in storage, though petrol tins were
lashed less than six feet from it.
These grids are splendid
especially when one is tired, as we use 0-360 rotation for all
courses - T. ~. C., a hand bearing compass, spare compass, sextant,
ship’s clock, fogbell, flares and fire extinguishers completed our
precautions, with the exception of the most important one - the
cockpit cover, which was to prove absolutely essential as the
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large open non-draining cocKoit with rather little freeboard
would constitute a danger not to be contemplated in waters north
of the Hebrides.
This cover was stout canvas laid on rope
strongbacks, lashed over the coamings to Orass eyes, with a
corner turned up as an apron for the helmsman.
It could be
turned back either end for tac~cing and could be stripped in a
moment as it was all secured with slip knots.
We would have
been more than unwise to have made this voyage without it.
~ve took one other vital store - mainly for myself - anti
seasic~ tablets and the only ones of the many I have tried which
not only worked wonders but which had no horrible side effects the tritely named ’Sea Legs’, blessed be their name’
Dun Lao6haire to Torshavn.
So at last on Friday 16th June, after weeks of wearing
anxiety about the completion of the work and more than one week’s
delay, we packed ourselves and mountains of gear aOoard and
listened to the forecast - "S.W.4-5 increasing 6 to 7" - not very
enticing.
~e waited in doubt for Ninian’s decision ... "We’ll
go - with the trlsa"iI,
" so at 22.00 we slipped our moorings
opposite ’the Irish’ and soon after called into Howth for the
Loop and with great strength of mind managed to get out of the
’Yacht and Bottle’ before getting into serious trouble.
Rockabill was abeam at 03.00 and St. John’s Point twelve
hours later;
we slipped on up the irish Sea, now with main and
even carried the spinaker at times.
Late that night as we passed
Larne the wlnd freshened from the N.W. and for a while we had one
of these marvellous sails - flying along almost close hauled, at
top speed, in a perfectly smooth sea and in almost absolute sllence
during which a racing pigeon came on board and stayed below until
we had got in, when he left us with his thanks - a fine large egg
hidden in behind the book shelf.
As dawn came we rounded the Mull
of Cantyre in heavy seas which soon became heavier as the N.W.
wind freshened to a full force 7.
V~e approached gcArthur Head at
the south end of the Sound of Islay ’on our ear’ in clouds of spindrift and slowly fought our way up against a very foul tide and
eventually tied up alongside a steamer lying at the Jetty at Port
Askaig - nlcely out of the strong run of tide - having logged 170
miles in 38~ hours, a satisfactory start.
Port kskaig is the port of the film "Whiskey Galore" and a
lovely little place.
I had more than once oassed by but never
called in.
~e had baths and dinner in its fine little hotel and
rested for a day.
V~e left soon after lunch in a westerly wind 5-6 and had a
grand sall up past Colonsay and on up the Firth of Lorne in the
evening sun and rounded Duart Point with its grim castle - that
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well known signpost of the western coast - as night came down°
The wind drew ahead so we had an almost dead beat up the whole
length of the Sound of ~iull, passing Tobermory at about 01o00,
and on against the tide around Ardnamurchan Point - the westermost of the entire mainland of Scotland°
Dawn brought us out among the Small Isles of muck, Egg,
Hum and Canna, that fascinatingly varied group south of Skye,
with Rum towering up into the clouds.
We ran between this and
Canna and as the sun got up set course across the Sea of the
Hebrides towards Lochmaddy in North Uist where Ninlan had been
strongly recommended to visit a hotel of note and warm welcome°
I think some of us felt it might well be a mistake to break our
trip here as we had intended to make our departure for the
Faeroes from Stornoway and this call might cause a day’s delay,
but as it turned out it was this visit, coupled with another
snap decision later on, which enabled us to reach our destination
when otherwise we might well not have done so°
We sighted the high mountain of Benbecula thro’ the sun
llt mist but kept well off this most foul shored island and soon
after sighted Lochmaddy which we beat into by the south entrance
and dropped anchor off the pier in a stiff breeze°
A very fine
loch but rather studded with small islands and rocks.
We piled ashore and into one of the two hotels (the recommended one) to be well received by ’mine hosts’ in their own
private lounge but as for lunch this "unfortunately was rather
out of the question as it was now almost 2o20 and, of course,
nothing could be served after 2 o’clock"’
So this is what we
had spent twenty-four hours at sea and sailed more than 130 miles
for, and this despite the fact that we were told we were only the
second yacht to call there in two years°
~e made our farewells as soon as we decently could and
hurriedly set sall in a decidedly fresh S.W. wind and had an almost dead run up the Little ~inch past the Sound of Harris and
East Loch Tarbert and on towards Shiant Sound°
l~abel embarrassed
and delighted poor Jimmy, as we swept along the coast, by producing a cake decorated by her with pieces of spaghetti stuck on
top wishing him ’Happy Birthday, Jimmy’ - it was his 20tho Before
we got home i think he had doubts if he would see his 21st, tho’
he never said so’
As we went the wind freshened and the swell
and seas increased as did my anxiety as night came on and we drew
near the Shlants for the swell was now very large and the Clyde
Cruising Club directions say of this place "In bad weather or
when heavy swell is running this part of the Minch should be
avoided altogether, as it is considered the most dangerous part
between the Butt of Lewis and Barra" (the whole length of the
Outer Hebrldes)o
We were covering the ground so fast I was
afraid we would arrive too soon for the tide which would greatly
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aggravate the bad conditions, so as we approached these islands
towards mianight I scanned the sea ahead with apprehension but
all was well~ the tide had turned and the sea was fairly smooth.
This was lucky as the flood tide between the north of Skye and
the Butt of Lewis runs to the north in the southern part and to
the south in the northern part.
The wind now eased as did the sea and about a dozen miles
later, when we should be thinking of hauling in for Stornoway,
we were slipping along as tho’ we might go on for ever, even tho’
the forecast of the l±ebrides and Faeroes was SW 5 to 6 occasional
7o
We seemed so well settled in an~ on our way that I called
down from the tiller to Ninian "We’re well stocked with food and
water and have the cockpit cover and all on board seem set for a
long passage, what would you think of keeping on?"
There was a
pause, as is his way, and then a quiet drawn out ... "Yes - I
think so too".
This, then, was the snap decision which was
afterwards seen to have been the crux of the whole cruise, for
had we put in to Stornoway, as was our intention, assuredly we
should never have put out again in the weather which developed
in time to reach the Faeroeso
As we cleared the Butt of Lewis in heavy mist the wind
freshened, so we rigged the cockpit cover with care and took in
eight rolls in the main and took off the jib.
This rig - an
eight rolled main only was all we carried until we sighted the
Faeroes, and was more than enough at times°
Soon the wind was a full force 7 and the seas enormous
as there is a ridge between the Hebrides and the Faeroes, much
of it is considerably less than 100 fathoms whereas the waters
to the west of this are 500 to 700, so in this SW near gale the
whole weight of the Atlantic was piling up on this ’bank’ in huge
confused ~hillocks’ of water which would suddenly erupt up to a
ridge in the centre, burst into a foaming line and rush down upon
the boat and sweep her over;
it was impossible to avoid this so
we were more than thankful that the cockpit was so well corked,
and very little came aboard this way tho’ a deal did get in thro’
leaks on deck at the mast and at the chain plates and this had to
be pumped out from time to time until the pump choked where we
could not get at it, after which we had to bucket°
The seas
were overpowering and quite unlike any we had ever experienced
in their immensity and latent power;
when they erupted one could
sense - indeed actually feel - the colossal pressures which were
being exerted;
such forces seemed irresistible and, at times,
terrifying and awe-lnspirlng.
Their effect on the mind was as
exhausting as on the body for the slopes were so steep and of
such length that had the boat been sailing at right angles to the
surface she would have been well over, so that when she felt the
wind and one of the combers swept over she was almost flat, even
tho’ she took it splendidly°
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As we left the Hebrides astern, two motor trawlers sailing
south altered course after us, put on speed and appeared to be
chasing us but, tho’ almost leaping out of the water for the
better part of an hour, failed to close us and veered off°
We
wondered if they did wish to contact us, but kept on.
The weather and seas were now so heavy that it was three
hours on and three hours off for us and very definitely lifelines
all the time.
Michael (0’Rahilly) was and is that ’rata avis’ a
champion dinghy helmsman who is Just as good or better with a deep
keel boat in the worst of seas and equally capable and careful on
deck in such weather;
no wonder this for was he not ’brought up’
in Seventeens? - nothing is as good as a gaff rigged topsail boat
for breeding seamen.
I lald a course direct from our fix of the Butt of Lewis
to the south tip of the Faeroes, about 180 miles distant, which
should have brought us close to that unlit rock Sula Sgelr about
35 miles on our way°
Before noon, llchael sighted the rock
through the mist Just ahead but as we drew near it seemed rather
too large;
it was in fact North Rona l0 miles to the east° This
meant that, over and above the usual tendency to luff up in heavy
weather, the seas had set us down l0° to the east so I altered
this amount to the west and we tore on all this day and very
heavy night.
Later, ~hen the wind and seas eased somewhat, I
altered back 5o and though, later still, I felt convinced that we
were to weather (west) of our course, I maintained our present
one as in this wind and sea it would have been impossible to have
beaten back up to weather had we made our landfall much to the
east of the Faeroes.
Before dawn, Ninian took over and at 06°30 during a llft
in the murk, in the far distance, he sighted land, fine on the
starboard bow, then it disappeared again for some hours during
which the sun unexpectedly showed thro~o
I rushed to get the
sextant out, for a position llne from this early morning sun
would have been about parallel with our course and would have
been invaluable in determining how we lay in relation to our
proper course, but it disappeared for good before I could take It o
We altered course somewhat to the east- it was comforting
that the brief sighting had confirmed that we were to weather and reset the jib as the weather moderated and later had to alter
to east to keep clear of the lurken Rock which is some miles to
the south of Suduroy - the southmost island - as there is a very
nasty race here.
In fair weather one should keep to the eastward as the
winds are usually north eastward (up here the S.W. are the bad
weather winds) and as one should avoid being swept up the west
side of the islands, for Torshavn and most of the other ports are
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on the east coasts.
~e also, we were told afterwards, should
have Kept as far as possible outside the 100 fathoms line which
extends about 45 miles to the south of Suduroy and ’marks’ the
bank about 15 miles wide east to west, upon which s re the worse
seas o
We had been accompanied on part of this passage by those
silent friendly birds, the fulmars, and had seen a not so friendly
bird, the Arctic skua, harrying a flock of other birds until one
of them disgorged his latest meal, which in this case was reclaimed in mid air!
Disgusting but intriguing.
We saw, too,
from time to time, skeins of those most lovely graceful birds,
the huge-winged gannet, gull white with vivid yellow tips.
We continued on up the east coast in very patchy visibility past a string of islands, Suduroy, Litla Dimun - a dramatic
Ailsa Craig 1350 feet high - Stora Dimun, a larger edition of the
Litla Dimun, upon which one family ekes out a living literally up
in the clouds - they haul their stores by windlass up a sheer
cliff some hundreds of feet high; past Sandoy and on in dense
mist aiming for the Sound between Torshavn and Nolsoy, the island
i!2 miles off it, but so thick was the mist we were 2 miles up this
Sound before we sighted either shore, lucky, for we had seen that
our compass was very much affected as we passed the two Dimuns
where the chart noted in capitals that there was ’magnetic disturbance’.
This disturbance was confirmed by some of the many
fixes we took every time the mist lifted which we did as we had
the feeling if we did not keep looking the islands might manage
to slip away in the gloom as soon as our backs were turned~
Soon after 21o00 we opened up Torshavn Bay and through the
grey mist sighted the harbour and outside it a beautiful large
fiddle bowed steamer with a frigate in attendance making its way
slowly towards the entrance.
What wonderful luck!
We must be
arriving with the King of Denmark on his annual visit.
What
could have been better timed?
It made up for such a filthy
passage°
We all peered ahead as we closed in quietly delighted that
this was so - until we got nearer and found that the beautiful
fiddle bowed boat was a rather old and weatherbeaten cable ship,
so with our tails down we entered and finally tied up alongside
some Norwegian whalers which had been in sheltering for nine days°
They lined the rails and were much surprised that we had made the
passage r’in that"°
One of them rang gro Simmonsen of the tourist
office°
Despite the hour he arrived down with his charming Swiss
secretary, ~iss Weber, and with two taxis (of the Islands eight;
there are practically no cars) for us and our soaking gear and
bedding°
Soon we were settled in to the Hotel Foroyar, a very
fine modern place and after a splendid meal it took us very little
time indeed to turn in to a comfortable bed.

V~e had arrived’
and in exactly six days too including 24
hours in Port Askaig and a few hours in Lochmaddy, the last
passage from there had taken 51 hours for 800 miles, the total
from our moorings being 604 miles on the log.
Better than we
had allowed ourselves to hope for.
Amongst The Islands
Torshavn is by far the largest town in the Faeroes wltn a
population of about 5,000 and ls built up the hill slopes all
around the large harbour, so When one is secured alongside the
jetty as we were from the next morning, one is literally right
in the centre of the town.
All ~he streets are very hilly and
crooked, the houses set in the most haphazard fashion so that it
was fascinating to wander here and there no matter how many times
we had done so before.
The oldest houses nave stone built under parts which form
stores, the house itself being built of aged blackened timber,
the roof that wonderful speciality of the Faeroes - grass~
This
grass was long, lush and vivid green and made a startling but yet
harmonious contrast with the walls.
At times goats managed to
get up on them to graze before the owner had got round to cutting
the crop, as they do.
Some of the old houses had the walls
painted fine strong colours, the doors and windows picked out in
white and other shades.
The newer houses are mainly both walled and roofed with
sheet metal, some of it corrugated, much of it so formed to appear
llke vertical boarding with cover slips.
This all sounds horrible
Out the amazing thing is that they were all so brightly coloured
in strong clear tones that the whole assembly was most picturesque
and formed an ever changing variegated pattern that never palled°
Never have I seen a better illustration of the fact that the individual pieces might not be beautiful or might indeed be ugly, yet
the arrangement of them could De charming and delightful to a
degree.
The people everywhere were quietly friendly in a very
pleasant and unobtrusive manner and those we got to know were more
than hospitable - by the first evening we had enough invitations
for a week or more, for on this night a party ’blew-up’ on board
and ended up with Ninian and a startling dark haired woman in a
white fur cap leading the hokey-pokey on the jetty - at 5°30 aomo
None of us was aware that it was anything like this time as it
had been light enough throughout to read a newspaper and in fact
remained so all the time we were in the islands - in fact we never
experienced dark for a full fortnight.
This was rather disconcerting for it was quite impossible to know whether it was l0 p°m.
or 4 a.m. - the locals seemed to have this trouble too~
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The islands are virtually dry as far as pubs are concerned
for the teetotaller influence in affairs is very strong.
This
derives from past times when trade was monopollsed in the hands
of a few merchants who gradually became richer in good fishing
seasons when all had money for gear and drink.
In bad seasons
the urge for a ’sup’ was just as strong and as there was little
money to spare the people had to pledge their gear and possessions
for credit from their merchants, so that in time the people became impoverished and wholly indebted to the few.
This has left
a searing memory in the national mind.
This does not mean, however, that a man need die of drought for apparently all may obtain
a llcence to import a certain number of bottles of the devil’s
brew from time to time - a dozen bottles every three months, I
think it is.
The result is much as you might imagine it would
be - whoever had a cargo due, and few fail to claim the right,
celebrates the occasion with a host of friends who in turn bring
any dregs they may have left from their last shipment’
House
visiting of this and a quieter kind is a great feature of Faeroe
life o
We spent all the first day strolling round the place and
trying to get our minds back to working order, for they had slowed
up infinitely more than normal after the passage.
We saw a
number of the older men in the national costume, dark natural
brown rough homespun coat, black waistcoat and black kneebreeches,
all embellished with fine silver buttons, and many other younger
people sauntering around in shirt sleeves in very heavy mist,
apparently quite unaware they were being soaked, for this it seems
is very normal weather:
This evening, before the party, we had dinner in the hotel
with a Danish Air Force Officer and a trader in Torshavn who
afterwards drove us in halt-raising fashion up an appalling road
to the hills above to his week-end timber house in the stony
wilds~ a place very llke the Rosses in Donegal.
Here we drank
Schnapps and weak beer and later lit a large bonfire as many others
were doing the same to celebrate midsummer, tho’ I thought we were
a few days late for this°
Throughout our stay in this fascinating town, MroSimmonsen
and ~iss V~eber were our guides, philosophers and friends;
They,
in their delightful quietly deliberate way, answered our endless
queries~ arranged all we wanted arranged (and nothing else) and
added in every discreet way they could to our pleasure here° So
on the Sunday we took them on board over to Nolsoy, the island
opposite Torshavn, to the curious little village of about 200
people there°
As we motored into the harbour - there was no wind
this day - we came upon a large skiff with about six or eight fine
looking hefty girls in it, out practising for a local regatta.
Tho’ we went flat out after them we could not make up a yard, they
were amazing oars.
This little trip is well worth making for the
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village around the harbour with its high prowed boats has a very
individual character;
this little island was, perhaps, the
very first inhabited place in all the Faeroes.
Mr o Simmonsen brought us all back to his flat for an excellent dinner and a Rllttle coffee", as he put it, made as they
llke to make it in the Faeroes, with eighteen large spoonfuls of
the very best Indonesian coffee to a quart Cona container°
The day before this, Mro Simmonsen had urged us to take a
taxi across the island to the south-west corner to one of the
oldest spots in the Faeroes, to Kirkjubour, which is the site of
a very old church of abou$ llO0 and Cathedral of about 1300, and
the oldest continually inhabited timber house in the world, the
main part of which is said to be about 900 years of age, tho’ its
grass roof is no doubt not the original one°
It was the home of
34 Bishops before the Reformation - this settlement is a Celtic
one - and since the mid 1500’s has been occupied by the same
family, the Paturssons.
The present head, a man of fine distinguished appearance and bearing and quiet charm, kindly showed
us around this magnificent log built house and told us of it° He
told us that under the grass is birch bark, tho’ there are no trees
in the Faeroes, it always had to be imported from Norway or from
Finland o
On Monday morning, one of the loveliest we were here, we
were awakened early by strident cries of "Grindabod’ Grindabod’~"
This, when we wakened to what it was, sent our blood coursing;
this was luck indeed for this was the warning cry that out at sea
a school of whales had been sighted and all who could muster a
boat - and they were many - were being summoned out to drive the
school up a fjord to a suitable shallow bay where they could be
killed°
Such a happening was quite unpredictable and few who
have visited the Faeroes have been in on this.
We rushed up to the hotel where Ninian was sleeping this
night, hammered on his door at about 7o00 and before he was aware
of it had him shuffling down the street with his pyjamas trailing
down below his trousers~
Euphanzel joined the throng rushing out
of the harbour and as the wind was light we motored up Tangafjordur
in glorious sunshine, the towering mountains on both sides magnificento
After about fifteen miles we caught up with the hunt as
they slowly headed into the bay at Kvalvik.
There were many dozens of small clinker built open motor
boats milling round, each with its harpoon man thrusting with his
long lance at the whales; all was apparently confusion and disorder but gradually whale after whale was slaughtered until about
300 of these poor hammer headed creatures, each perhaps fifteen
feet or more in length, lay lined upon the beach, when all the
water round for an area about the size of Dun Laoghalre Harbour
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was literally and absolutely a horrifying and vivid scarlet, an
i~mensely savage sight, justified and well justified by the fact
that until very recent years, without these killings, the
islanders would be reduced to near or actual starvation in the
~’~inter and, even now, this meat when dried is a most important
part of the winter food supply for tho’ the first man to sight the
school has his plc~ of the largest whale almost all the rest of
the meat is evenly divided between every man, woman and child on
the island or tlnat part of it where the whales are killed, the
division being conducted b~ an important public official.
For
oar (so called) services in tflis hunt, Ninian was presented with
a liver - a choice bit - as well as as much meat as we could carry,
for a full share might have been 50 lbs. a piece.
Late at night after this wonderful climax to our time in
Torshavn; we received a visit from the grand old waterman of the
jetty where we lay, with presents for us all of huge whale teeth
from the enormous whales killed far up in the Arctic, a very rare
trophy now, for almost all these magnificent animals have been
outchered by the too efficient steam whalers.
A much appreciated
gesture from a fine old fellow.
So after four full days in Torshavn and not many hours
after returning from the whale hunt we set sail just after midnight
on the morning of Tuesday, 27th June, to go out to the westermost
isle, the very small one of lykines, which by all accounts is perhaps the most interesting of all, so cut off has it been owing to
the huge seas usually there and to the virtual absence of any
landing place.
We sailed at this time to work the west going
tide or tidal stream, the ’vestfall’ which sets generally ~, its
opposite, the ’oystfall’, sets back again.
These terms dominated
all discussions of movements by sea here as they can be very
strong flows indeed, greatly increasing at springs. At Torshavn
there is almost no rise or fall, about a foot or so and up to two
feet with certain winds, but so close are these people to things
z~aritime that anyone we asked, whether seaman or man in the street,
what ’fall’ would oe flowing, never relsted the query to hlgh or
low water but invariably ruminated "What is the moon to-day?’~’ or
"It will be full moon in two days, the flow will be getting very
strong now"°
~e had a dead beat through Skopun fjord in the grey light
of the small hours and felt the heavy swell of the Atlantic as
we beat along under the gigantic sheer cliffs of the Isle of
iestur~ cliffs ~nany hundreds of feet high - a very lonely lee
sf~ore.
Later the wind fell away so we had to motor for nearly
three hours before reaching Sorvagur Fjord in the west of "~agur
close to ~’lykines.
~he entrance to this fjord is dominated by a
fantastic pea~ed rock over 600 feet high, actually undercut on
one side and almost vertical the other, so that when Ninlan first
picked it up it looked exactly like a huge Bermudian yacht lying
over close hauled°

~e tied up alongside a deserted trawler at the head of the
fjord at 07°30 and by noon had secured the local boat postman to
pilot us out to ~ykines as anchoring there can be dangerous.
q~ere was little wind but quite a sea and very strong tide, so we
motored all the way, about ten miles, and jilled around on the
dead lee corner of the tiny inlet off the landing place, whilst a
large four oared boat came out to see if they could take us ashore
but conditions were too bad, especially as the bottom is rock and
twelve fathoms down, so deeply disappointed we eventually gained
sea room, hoisted our main and reached back in the good breeze
which had got up.
The cliffs of Vagur were magnificent ahead
but this was the most regretful moment of the cruise. The pilot’s
fee was about 30/-;
a small local boat if available would have
been £3, a larger one £5, but once ashore there, if the weather
changes, one could be marooned perhaps for several days.
W,e spent the night alongside the same trawler at the town
of Sorvagur, a pleasant little place of hilly streets, and motored
out before breakfast, down this fine fjord and around to the west
of the island and, rounding the westermost point, came in view of
the truly magnificent cliffs of N.V~.Streymoy, where the sea has
sliced thro’ three mountains two to two and a half thousand feet
high, with deep valleys between, a very striking sight even though
it was rather misty.
These are the most renowned bird cliffs in
all the Faeroes and have provided a vital supply of food - birds
and eggs - slnce time immemorial.
We had hoped to sail right
round to the north of all the islands, where there are the highest
sea cliffs in the world, twenty-flve hundred feet sheer we were
told, but the forecast was bad westerly so we continued now under
sall down the inside of Vagur into Yestmanna Sund and secured
alongside in the wonderfully enclosed bay of Vestmanna on the west
coast of Streymoy, a place believed to have been founded by irish
or Scottish Celts.
The harbour and little shipyard here projected
right up into the main street, for in the Faeroes all pertaining to
the sea seems to be interwoven in every aspect of the life.
Next morning we beat out of this fine anchorage and on down
Yestmanna Sund, now in bright sun, the mountains and cliffs on
both hands a stirring sight o
V,e had now rounded the island of
Vagur and were on our way to the south island, Suderoy.
As
Ninian was very keen to get some clne shots of the bird life on
the cliffs, we kept to the west of the islands of Koltur and
hestur, where we had beaten past a few nights before, Sandoy,
S~uvoy and Stora bimun, each with its cliff so enormous that it
was hard to credit that they were even half their actual height°
By lunch mist had set in and the wind had fallen light so
the cliffs were rather spoiled, but later it freshened so much
that we carried away the cringle of the jib and had to get it off
at once.
By 20.00 the wind was over 7 and very soon after it was
a full 8 from almost dead ahead, by which time we had either eight

or ten rolls in the main.
It was blowing so hard it was difficult to see or breathe when facing it and by now the vestfall
was very foul against us and had us in an iron grip, for we made
practically no ground at all for ages as we tried to beat up
towards the cliffs at the north end of Suderoy about 5 miles
away°
We were afterwards told that no Faeroese trawler would
go to the west of these islands in this weather in a foul tide°
In the height of all this, Mabel made one of her supreme efforts
and somehow managed to find fish we had been given and cook a
fillet of sole for all of us helped, I suspect, by one or two of
our magic little pills°
At last we got right in under the cliffs without flogging
the main off, where I was sure we would get a deal of shelter as
the wind was here offshore but tho’ we tacked in as near as we
dared chance neither the wind nor sea abated in the least, the
wind especially was amongst the fiercest I have ever had. One sea
which came aboard took away the safe cover with a crash°
We continued this flog to the south and at last gained
enough weather to make the fjord of Trongisvagur into which we
tore after midnight, in exceedingly heavy squalls and showers of
rain.
We had no hope of anchoring in the fjord so we had to
chance running into the long and very narrow harbour running
parallel with the shore and with this gale right across it. It
was so narrow that there was no room to come in and round up
head to wind, especially as there were trawlers two deep on the
inside of the Jetty°
There was only one thing to do so we got
the main ready to drop and charged in blindly tearing down the
sail as we turned the corner, quite hair raising.
Tho’ it was
lashing rain and after midnight, men appeared on a couple of the
trawlers and managed to get one line oefore we ranched the end
jetty and hauled us back before we grounded and, when we were
secure, they quietly went back to their beds, having done what
was most needed, for we were well nigh flogged and very glad
indeed to be in out of it allo
Next morning when we looked
aloft we saw just how much we had been flattened;
all the
timber parrel discs around the shrouds at the crosstrees were
now firmly wedged against the mast, up at the top of the shrouds,
where they stayed for some time;
one was still there when we
got home :
This harbour town of Tvoroyri was a most delightful place
with two main streets running along the hillside parallel with the
fjord°
A man introduced himself in excellent English next
morning;
he it was who had materialised to take our line the
night before°
He was dro Enni, an ironmonger, who could not have
done more to make our stay here enjoyable;
he arranged all we
wished arranged - and nothing more, just as ~ro Simmonsen had
done, it is ~heir great gift here.
He took us on two taxi trips
to places on the west coast, one to the finest vantage point to

see the cliffs, half way up them, and one to a village facing
the Atlantic where the women are unusually dark, for here the
fishermen 200 years ago had taken some women from a French
pirate ship off fishing "and had forgotten to bring them back
again".
This island we enjoyed most of all, it added to ~abel’s
conviction that the Faeroes would be a perfect place to spend a
tramping holiday.
The shops were surprisingly well stocked and
took sterling without a second glance.
As elsewhere the manufactured goods were distinctly dear as all are imported - practically nothing made in the Faeroes could be got.
The sheath
knives were very cheap and this despite being made of three
thicknesses of steel, the centre slice being razor sharp for
whaling.
Food, too, was rather expensive, especially tinned
goods which were about twice our normal price, which we found
out here when victualling for the journey back.
We had dinner in the excellent speckless little hotel huge helpings of guillemots breasts, a most delicious fish, preceded by prune and apricot syrup soup’
Ninlan, ~abel and I
stayed the night in this hotel - our third and last night in a
hotel - for the modest sum of 10/- each for bed and breakfast and
noted once again the surprisingly small beds.
Tvoroyri to Dun Laoghaire
So at about 20.50 on Saturday ist July, after two thoroughly
enjoyable days here, we reached away with regret from the little
crowd on the Jetty and sailed on down the fjord for the open sea
and home, nine days after putting in to these fascinating islands°
It was a fine night as the Faeroes slowly sank from sight,
the forecast given to us by the harbour master was S.W. 4-5, quite
a light wind by recent standards.
This wind would mean a close
nip for I had laid our course for 5 miles west of the Butt of
Lewis as the harbour master had told us that the general set of
the current was about ¼ km. to the east and perhaps less at neaps°
Shortly before midnight we took a fix for departure on the south
end of Suderoy and the dangerous unlighted gunken Rock some miles
to the south of it, quite visible despite the hour, in fact up
here the lighthouses are shut off for three or four months during
the summer!
We sailed on quietly just fetching but in the night we were
gradually broken off to the east of our course so at about 05°00
on Sunday I got out the sextant and after some difficulty in the
now lumpy sea got a series of sights of the upper limb of the
moon and two hours later did the same with the lower limo of the
sun - about 5 or 6 of each - as these two crossed would give a
good ’cut’.
I kept these for working up if needed in case i did
not get satisfactory sights later Ono
We continued on all Sunday
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in the lumpy seas, on the wind but not fetching by varied amounts,
in a good breeze. Towards night a rather disturbing occurrence
took place, darkness fell upon us causing some apprehension for
we had had continuous light for many days before.
In the evening I had another try with the sun but it was
most difficult as not only was the sea more lumpy than before but
this was superimposed on a long heavy swell so it was almost impossible to see at the moment whether one had the real or a false
horizon.
These I eventually worked out taking a long time over
it as my mind had slowed up more than usual and it was so long
since I had ~ne one.
When I had plotted it and checked and rechecked it all and brought forward the dead reckoning making
allowances as best I could for the varying breaks we had had,
the sun’s position line, which was almost parallel with our course
and so very useful, put us nearly 20 miles to the east of where we
should have been.
This was very disturbing and as the sea had
made things so difficult and I was so rusty at the business and
there was no one to check my workings, I was loath to place much
confidence in the fix.
Early on Monday morning, in a lift of the mist, Ninian
spotted a mountain far away ahead, very indistinct and quite unrecognlsable.
This very soon disappeared and nothing more was
sighted until midnight.
Was this Cape Wrath, or the N. coast of
Scotland, or could it ever be the Hebrides? for the difference in
the fix and the D.R. the evening before made it difficult to
decide, tho’ we felt it must be the mainland.
By now our wireless could get the BBC again so we got the
forecast at 06.45, a nasty one, gale warnings for the area. We
were now broken off to the S.E. so in view of the forecast we
took off the main and at last got the trisail and storm jib rigged
and the cockpit cover spread again after which we tacked to the
SoWo
Later on this rather ominous day, when I had just relieved
~abel at the tiller and she was getting well caught up in buckets,
basins and sheets as she crawled feet first and on her back underneath the cover,
Dr. Ninian silently came to her aid and then
floated up into my view.
"A breech delivery, I think"!
He
floated down again but soon reappeared beaming with delight. "It’s
a girl!~ and with no further sound silently sank below again. The
tension was dispersed in his own inimitable manner.
His sallies
may be few but they are pearls.
All day the wind was light and gradually veered until we on
the port tack were broken off to N.W., in visibility which was
little over a mile.
At about 15.00 a large trawler depot ship
suddenly hove into sight and passed so close we had to alter
course, rather rude, we thought, until we saw the insignia on her
funnel - the Hammer and Sickle’
For Russia keeps her fishing
fleet up here at sea for the whole season tended by these
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cepot ships.
Just before 18.00 we felt we were getting too much
out into the Atlantic so came about towards the south and steered
a little west of that.
In dead silence ~inian turned on the
wireless for the forecast.
I steering could not hear it but at
last his face appeared above the cover.
".:iell, what is it - $71,
’~No, a llttle worse, 9’’’ and with the merest trace of a wry smile
his face sank down again.
’Severe gale 9’’
~is was it indecCo
Soon the wink I reshened from the north, the seas got up and by
20.00 with Ji~ny at the tiller looking more than ever doleful
with the weather, it was blowing about 6 and tending to V. Soon
after this ,[icbael crawled under the cover and took over.
:;~o
sooner had ne Cone so than the nlne arrlvea like a cavalry charge
sweeping all oefore it, a tremendous squall ~;hich never eased in
the slightest whilst we were out in it.
Never had we seen anything arrive with such a bang.
V’~e careered to the south in huge seas, foam smothered, in
tremendous surging swoops, the solia water right up to the chain
plates in smooth glassy sheens as we tore ~1own the backs, yet in
all this ~uphanzel never felt out of control.
We were getting
to the south at a frightening rate as still we had seen nothing
and could not have any real icea of our position after 200 miles
and suci~ varia01e winds, for even the Consul-oushmills only was
so weak on our set as to De almost useless, even as a rough gul6e.
I knew if we continued south at tnis rate we would be tearing
thro’ the very worst rock strewn part of the ~,~inches in the miCdle
of a very Cark night, with practically no visibility - if we were
in fact in the iv[inches at all and not outside the Hebrides altogether,
if inside, then we must haul to the west to sight Lewis
so that we could find Stornoway wnlch would be the place in this
gale, if not, then we should alter to the east.
Even if we were
on course for the i~inches we must not haul to the west too soon
else we should sail in this dense mist and soray out N. of the
Butt of Lewis, out into the Atlantic.
They were agonising
mimltes as I battled with my conviction that we must be inside
the Butt.
At last I called up to i~ilchael at the t----iller "luff
ner up, for the Butt of Lewis - I think".
,~e came broadside to
the seas and tho’ the boat was overswept from time to time
~.lichael brought her through it perfectly; a wrong move in this
weather could have flogged the sails off her and this was no
place for bare poles - or less.
Soon after luffing we shot across the bows of a large
steam trawler hove-to, who we afterwards were told promptly sent
out a wireless message "that some b .... fools had just oassed in
a yacht’~.
Because of this, all the trawlers sheltering in the
area had kept a wireless watch during the rest of the night. This
trawler was in fact about the only one to ride it out for a while;
soon after she came in when she started taking a dangerous weight
of" water on her deck.
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We swept on to the west, Mabel and Ninian baling fairly
often (we still couldn’t get to the foot of the pump lead to
clear it - a dangerous fault we should have rectified), even
tho’ the cover let in hardly anything.
The row below was Indescribable, it was a matter now of survival more than anything
else. As night came on, my anxiety about our position deepened
intolerably, then suddenly, towards midnight, ~ichael’ s call "I
see a light ahead, almost dead ahead: ~
0 blessed relief’ never
has anything been so welcome, sO the sun sight had been right
after all, but what enormous luck to have come across it like
this, for visibility was no better yet:
I got a fix of sorts on this and a nearby point and laid
course to the south to pass clear of Tuimpan Head which sweeps
out like a sickle 4 miles from the coast, forming a bay 6 miles
deep on the weather side°
~ith visibility little over a mile
this was a place to avoid as, if we ran down into this, by no
stretch of the mind could we beat back off this dead lee shore.
This course brought the wind dead astern and as I took over from
~ichael I was glad indeed we had the trlsail and not the main
set o
Even running in these seas and winds she responded
splendidly and only once had I to kill her way a little when she
threatened to overrun.
The seas astern were best not seen, the
white breaking crests stood out eerily in the dark.
0nly once
were we pooped but that thoroughly, I was almost up to my chest
in breaking water but even then she did not feel as though she
would broach-to, which would have been serious should it occur
at such speed and even with this amount of sea on board practically none got in.
To have been without the cockpit cover
would have been folly.
I found too, to my surprise, that I
could jibe her ’all standing’ as it were, with no undue stress
upon the mast or runners, which was quite a help on this course.
We raced past Tolso Head, out of sight, well to the north
of Tuimpan Head where afterwards they told us at Stornoway there
were fifteen to twenty trawlers sheltering and where we could
have sheltered too unless the wind hauled eastwards.
By 02°30
we had Tulmpan Head close abeam and ran hard down the Eye
Peninsula and rounded up in shelter for Stornoway and wearily
beat our way up the Harbour as far as we could go, where soon
after 04o00 we thankfully tied up alongside a trawler.
We drew
breath and somehow, even at that hour, got into conversation with
a fisherman for quite a time for, so great had been the tension,
we could not relax sufficiently to go to sleep.
After securing
we looked below for Ninian to introduce him to our fisherman and
found that he - thoughtful of his crew as ever - had the calor
stove on apparently drying out the sopping boat.
But not quite,
he was solemnly holding his braces over it with a fork!
When
asked what he was doing he looked up beaming, dropping the
leathers in the flames as he did so, "Drying them" he explained,
as smoke and smell curled up~
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Stornoway is anything but a smelly fishing port, as I had
expected, for it is beautifully situated on one side of an inlet;
the other side is an unspoilt rocky shore with a really lovely
long and varied walk winding along it.
The town too has some
charm of a slightly austere kind and some most attractive glimpses
down its streets towards the sea.
In the morning we took a load of soaking blankets up to
the laundry ~ho charged pretty steeply for drying them.
Mr. and
Mrs. Fleming made us most welcome in the very fine Sailors’ Rest
and delighted Mabel by allowing her to bath.
We rested for the
remainder of the day but at about ll p.m. N!nian, Michael and
Jimmy dressed up in their glad rags and set out full of Joy for
a local ceilldh nearby, which would no doubt go on half the night
or more.
Half an hour later they returned on board, crestfallen,
the dance had ended promptly at ll o’clock!
Next morning, Wednesday, was a lovely sunny one and as we
wished to leave before lunch we had to refuse the invitation of
Dro Dolg, the M°0.H., to drive some distance with him to see one
of the few remaining inhabited ’black houses’, those with no
window and a hole in the roof for the smoke.
We sailed out in perfect weather at about two o’clock and
had a delightful sall across the Minch in smooth sea to Galrloch,
on the Scottish mainland - some contrast to the Monday night.
For the first and only time we had lunch up in the cockpit and,
as the sun beamed down upon us, the pile of prawns the trawlers
had given us was soon demolished.
The trawler men were a grand
lot and all were much amazed that the boat had come thro’ the
gale unscathed.
It was remarkable that everyone of them here
and in Galrloch said, without any leading, the exact same thing
"You must have had a deal of boat under you, to come thro’ that".
I am now convinced as never before that draught in such seas is
far more important than freeboard, provided one is ’corked’°
As the sun went down leaving a magnificent rugged crimson
shaded ink black skyline all around us, we sailed gently into
Gairloch in the deep dusk and found a perfect anchorage for the
night in Flowerdale Bay just off the pier and just in view of the
winding main (and only) road upthe west coast of Scotland, where
Mabel and I had camped some years before beside a magnificent
sandy beach Just over the hill from here, about the first fine
accessible beach between here and the Clyde.
Now that we were
back on the mainland of Scotland again we felt almost home.
We left towards evening and beat south in a dense mist,
taking the inside passage between Rassy Island and the mainland
and anchored off Kyle Aken Skye for five of the night hours to
await the tide to go thro’ Kyle Rhea, that narrow valley-like
passage between Skye and Scotland.
We beat down this in first
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light in pouring rain and passed thro’ the overfalls at the
south end, which was very quiet as the tide had almost run.
Soon after this, again in heavy mist, we sighted a yacht - the
second since we left the Hebrides on our way to the Faeroes and as we closed we saw it was a red one and when we could see
properly saw it was none other than a Dublin Bay Twenty Four the Fenestra~
We closed in tense expectancy and as we drew together
the crews of each waited in respectful silence for our skippers
to have first word~
This is what we heard:Fenestra:
Euphanzel:

"Hello, had a good trip?"
"Yes, fine".

Long silent pause
Fenestra:
Euphanzel:

"Is that 8?"
"No, 16".

And that was absolutely all!
as they went north and we went
south°
The number, it turned out, referred to the size cine
each was taking of the other°
Hardly what the whaling men of
old would have classed as a memorable ’gam’l
We beat on in the mist inside the Small Isles and round
Ardnamurchan and into Tobermory in even heavier mist and stayed
there for the night°
We left at lunch time and had a grand
sail down the Sound of Mull, the first part in near sun, and on
past Duart Point across the Firth of Lorne, in behind that little
group of islands which form the far-famed anchorage of Puilladobhrain, our first time into this delightful place.
Mabel and
I walked across the hill to the pub beside ’the only bridge
across the Atlantic’ where Highlanders in oppressive times of old
used to change out of the hated and imposed trousers into the
beloved kilto
~e sailed at 04°30 to catch the tide down past Fladda
Light, in our usual mist,and on thro’ Doras gor in a freshening
breeze and had to secure alongside outside the Crinan Canal
basin as the chain was down across the sea lock gates - it was
Sunday - but later on we got in.
We saw a sober sight here,
a fine Bermudian sloop well high and dry up the bay where the
gale of Monday night had driven her when her anchor chain had
parted°
We met Paul Campbell here on his way back from an attempt
Co sail round Rockall aboard someone else’s boat but they had
sheltered from the gale in Barra.
We lazed away the day as the
canal locks do not work on Sundays and had baths in the hotel
(ll - 12 and 4 - 5 only) a very welcome event by now.
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Next morning we passed thro’, always a very enjoyable
little passage for this is a picturesque canal at almost any time°
At the top of the canal when we had to wait half an hour to get
out of a lock as the keeper went off for lunch and would not hear
of our pushing open the gate ourselves.
I climbed a high hill
and got a coloured slide of the islands off Crinan, a very fine
view°
We hired for 2/- a splendid inflated plastic float as a
fender, which seemed unbustableo
We left Ardraishalg at about
18o00 and motored down and into lovely East Loch Tarbert and
picked up a moorings we had been kindly lent by an owner we had
met in Crlnan.
In the morning we found a chandler ashore who sold the best
designed oilskins I have seen and magnificent sou’westers with
wonderful brims and crowns which really fitted the head - the
first I have ever come across.
We let go at 15.00 and in a light
breeze and at low water had a dead beat out the narrow channel the Twenty Fours are a lesson to most cruisers in this - and slowly
sailed across Inchmarnock Water, where we saw a killer whale 20 to
25 feet long leap a good 3 to 4 feet clear of the water, returning
with a very audible repast - a startling sight.
We motored up the western arm of the Kyles of Bute to
Karnes Bay and beat from there up to the Burnt Isles as we hoped
to anchor in a bay to the S.Wo of these islands which should have
been good shelter in this N.E. wind.
It looked distinctly exposed as the wind freshened and as the forecast was 6 - 7 we
crossed over to Glen Caladh Harbour nearby and anchored in a
stiff breeze close behind the island forming this ,harbour’ and,
as the holding ground appeared to be rather bad, we lald out the
kedge on a heavy warp and spent an easy night despite the weather.
At 15o00 next day, the 12th July, we weighed anchor and
reached in a light wind thro’ the passage No of the Burnt Isles
and then had to motor for an hour on down the (East) Kyles in dull
mist - an absolutely lovely passage in fine weather - oast
Ardmalelsh Point, where Euphanzel was built, and Rothsay and so
out into the Clyde°
We sailed, again in mist, south to the
Little Cumbraes and had to lay a compass course from here to
Lamlash in Arran as visibility was now very restricted, and
entered ~t 20o30 and had a look at the anchorage off the farm on
Holy Island as the wind was Eo of No but decided that it would
back to NoW. and freshen, so we came on in and anchored off the
pier in heavy mist and quite a strong wind.
We went ashore for
a drink despite the rain and were royally received by the young
owners and crew of a fine old boat - the Iolar - who were on their
way back from Dun Laoghaire where, they told us, they had been
made magnificently welcome - a pleasant thing to know, for surely
this is one of the great purposes of a yacht club.
Before we went ashore, the Fenestra came in and told us
that they had had exceedingly heavy squalls crossing Inchmarnock
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water = the forecast for the night was N.Wo gale, force 8, so
we decided to stay the following day°
We roused ourselves at 02o00 on Friday 14th July and
despite the day and the forecast of Nolo 6 - 7 local gale 8 we
put five rolls in the main and beat and motored out the south
entrance and continued so (for the wind was rather light) until
Ailsa Craig was abeam when the wind freshened and allowed us to
shut down the engine and still catch the south going flood thro’
the North Channel which we did in fine style, once more in the
inevitable mist.
Between South Rock Vessel and Sto John’s
Point the seas were confused tho’ the wind was not up to forecast and in one of the unexpected lurches mabel, who was asleep
in her bunk, was hurled right across the saloon and crashed so
hard down on the lee side that it seemed certain that her nose
was broken - and this on what was a comparatively easy night°
The NoWo wind was just what we needed and when at last
the loom of the Bailey came up we felt as good as home.
At
02°30 on the morning of Saturday 15th July - 28 days 5 hrso and
1~412 miles out - we entered Dun Laoghaire Harbour and in the
dark went up and down the lines of boats looking for our moorings
but all we could see were Eight letres from the Clyde occupying
all the spare ones°
3 aomo is not the most tranquil time to
look for missing moorings, so we let go in pique, in the middle
of the fairway~ right opposite the Club Flagstaff and tumbled in
below with the rather malicious thought - "They’ll damn well
have to move us to a moorings in the morning~"
With daylight came a sweeter humour as the joy of having
accomplished what we had hoped to do sank ino
The Faeroes truly are a captivating little world and very
well worth all it had taken us to visit them°
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’Euphanzel’ - 1961
Dun Laoghalre - Faeroes - Dun Laoghaire
SUMMARY OF PASSAGES
From

To

16-18 June
19-20
"
20-22
"
25

Dun Laoghalre
Port Askaig
Lochmaddy
Torshavn

26

Torshavn

Port Askalg
Lochmaddy
Torshavn
Nolsoy (and
return)
Kvalvlk (and
return)
Sorvagur
Myklnes (and
return)
Vestmanna
Tvoroyri
Stornoway
Gairloch
Kyle Aken
Tobermory
Puilldobhrain
Crinan
Ardraishaig
EoLoch Tarbet
Caladh Harbour
Lamlash
Dun Laoghalre

Date

27
27

"

"
28
29
I- 4 July
5

6
7
8
9
I0
I0
ii
12
14-15

"
~’
"

Logged Time

SpeedoKno

170
134
300
6

38°30
23°30
51o35
1.20

4°4
5°7
5°8
4o5

28

6°00

4°7

42
20

7°00
4°40

6°0
4°5

21
69
256
30
38
63
24
15
8
I0
14
27
137

4.25
16o30
55~30
9°20
7°40
14o40
4°30
2°30
6°30
3°00
4o30
5°30
24°20

4°8
4°2
4°6
3°2
5°0
4o3
5°3
6°0
1o2
3°3
3ol
4°9
507

including Canal

1412
8

291o30
6030

4084

’Under weigh’ excluding Canal

1404

285°00

4o93

Torshavn
Sorvagur
Sorvagur
Vestmanna
Tvoroyri
Stornoway
Galrloch
Kyle Aken
Tobermory
Puilldobhraln
Crinan
Ardralshalg
EoLoch Tarbet
Caladh Harbour
Lamlash
’Under weigh’

’24 hour runs’

12o30
14o15
21 030
21 °30
23°50
02030

17-18 June ....
19-20 "
ooo o
" ....
20-21
21-22
" ....
I- 2 July ....
14-15
" ....

122
134
143
137
123
135

Total time away .......................
Nights on passage .....................
Engine used 32~ hours including canal
Harbours etco visited .................

( in 23030)

28 days 5 hours
i0
19
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"GREY.LAG" GOES SOUTH
By T. Sheppard

Log of "Greylag of Arklow", ll-ton Auxiliary
Bermudan Sloop designed by Laurent Giles, built by John
Tyrrell, launched in Arklow May ist, 1961.
Dept.

A r___~r.
July 16th
17th
18th
20th
21st
23rd
24th
25th
27th
27th
31st
31st
August 2nd
3rd
4th
5th

DUN LAOGHAIRE
NEWLYN
FA LMOUTH
YEi:: L/~ RIVER
TREGUIER
DINARD
ILES de CHAUSEY
ST. HELIER
LYMINGTON
COWES
~ S iLJ:’, R CREEK
CW’, NNE L RACE
HAS LAR CREEK
COWES
DARTMOUTH
FO~TEY
MEVAGISSEY
DUN LA(X3HA !RE

July 15th
17th
lath
19th
21st
23rd
24th
24th
27th
27t h
28th
August

31st
ist
3rd
4th
4th

Total Mileage

Miles made
208
33
40
i00
52
18
25
108
9
9
227
9
93
50
7
253
1,241

ON BOARD

A iso

T. SHEPPARD
B. HE C~\ R TY
D. Mc KENNA
D. HEGARTY
R. WATSON
g. CLAPHAM
K. HUNT
D. MCONEY

Skipper
Navigator
Cook, Spinnaker twitcher
Till 31st July
" 18th July
Engineer, 19th July - 3rd August
2ath July - Ist August
27th July - 6th August

introduction
This year, having a new boat, I nought it would
be a good idea to combine the cruise with an offshore race,
and a fairly attractive sounding programme was worked out.
This was to cruise to the West Country - across the Channel
if the winds w~re right - to North Brittany, as far as
St. Malo and Chausey, back to the Solent for the Channel
Race, look at Cowes, and home. Fairly ambitious for three
weeks, but worth a try.
A lot of organisation is necessary for such a
programme; picking up crew members at various places at
stated times; charts for the cruise and the race, and to
cover bolt holes in case we had to run for it (memories
of the 1956 Channel Race); tides and tidal streams to be
studied in greater detail than for a cruise; extra gear to
~e landed somewhere before the race; last minute fitting out
to be done at some advanced base; race instructions to
be collected somewhere; drills to be carried out with crew
members new to the boat; et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.
Above all, it is necessary, in fact vital, to be back in
the office on the appointed day, - otherwise the boat
has to be flogged to ward off starvation resulting from
skipper and crew becoming unemployed!

15th July
Skipper, David, Dermot and Dick Watson spent the
previous night aboard. The weather was miserable and the
wind howled in the rigging. A good gale was blowing from the
West. However, when Brian joined, things looked better and
we slipped from our moorings at 1245, as the Howth boats
arrived for the/National Regatta.
Wind W.N.W.,-Force 3 and getting lighter and
the motcr run to help us on our way.
By 1930 we picked up a good breeze from the North
West, 3/4, and we bowled along merrily, under full main and
genoa.

O

At 2100 we took in a reef, but decided to keep
the genoa; we wanted to get some practice at driving the
boat fairly hard.

I04.
23..30 Tus-l~r L£g-h-’t -a-b-e.am_, and-"th~.w-Lnd ’~tr-e~gth:ening

to 5/6.
Now the log gets patchy as we drove her hard in
the big seas following the gale. Pretty unconfortable on
deck and down below.
16th July
Still driving her, but not enjoying it and at
0900 we handed the genoa. She was still travelling as fast
as was good for her under reefed main alone; we were all a
bit tired and somewhat sick, so we didn’t bother to put a
headsail on her. She was certainly much more comfortable
and manageable than before. As the day went on the wind
increased to 6/7 with the odd force 8 gust which spun her
up into the wind.
At 1830 we had the Longships abeam and altered
course to the eastward, leaving the light about 3 cables
to port.
Now to confess to two errors. It was quite
inexcusable not to put a small jib on her, for when we bore
away we endangered the boat needlessly. Hear Illingworth:"She will run very much better under a double-reefed mainsail
and a staysail set as a spinnaker, than under a full mainsail
alone. The balance is much better and the tendency to breach
to is very much reduced". This leads me to the second error.
In our desire to get up quickly into Mount’s Bay for shelter,
we rounded the Longships far too close; the seas were piling
up on the shelving sea bottom, and on account of the confused
currents round Land’s End. ~le had a needlessy uncomfortable,
if indeed not risky, time, in the short confused steep
seas. At one stage we were planing, by the lee, but luckily
managed tc come out of that unscathed. I should have gone
much further to the South before bearing away up Channel.
At 2100, with some relief, we anchored off
Newlyn, in a glorious lee, thankful for the prospect of a
peaceful undisturbed night.
17th July
A late start on our journey to the East. 1030
saw us under way in a light westerly. Some pleasant drifting
in the sun. At 1600 we had the Lizard abeam, and at 1900
we moored off the Royal Cornwall Y.C. IA1e had been provided
with free entertainment by a helicopter squadron carrying
out anti-submarine exercises quite close to us, so much so
that we got a dirty wind from their rotors.
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Falmouth was a welcome snug berth in spite of
the drizzle which set in as we entered harbour. Amicable
clearing of Customs in the middle of supper.
July 18th
~ith great regret we said good-bye to Dick
Watson who had so ably helped us to get the boat to the
Channel. The poor chap had to return to work for exams.,
having had a very tough, r3ugh passage, and missing all the
fun in the Channel.
At i000 we slipped and motored out of harbour.
The Easterly wind at Force 3 was not the most welcome.
This disd away at about mid-day and the sun shone. Hands
to bathe before motoring again.
At 2045 we picked up mooring in the Yealm River,
that most delightful of Devon harbours - not least because
of the lady harbour master, who instructed us to shift berth
to a more suitable mooring.
July 19th

0

a.m. Ashore for shopping at the local chandlery.
David and Dermot went into Plymouth to look at the new
city, and to get further stores.
John Clapham arrived after lunch, and we had a
happy time cleaning ship, and swimming in the sunshine.
Having had friends on board for gin, we prepared
for sea and set off at 2000. A lovely Summer’s evening,
but little wind, and once again the motor for a few hours.
A very light easterly from 2200 kept us moving gently through
the night on our southerly course.
July 20th
Another lovely Summer’s day with little wind. Some
bathing before breakfast served to remind us that a yacht
in a calm sea carries her way for a considerable time even
when the jib is backed for heaving to!

w

At 1445 in considerable heat we arrived offt~he
entrance to Treguier river, having passed close astern of
a French twelve-metre moving along the coast to the westward.
By 1600 we had negotiated the lovely river and
were at anchor off the town.
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1730 had us ashore to see the town, to look at
the wonderful old Norman Cathedral and then to dine well at
Le Centre - armed with the Guide Michelin. Another English
yacht in with an old shipmate aboard.
July 21st
Early start - 0620 - again under engine on a
completely calm morning, to catch the east golng tide. We
negotiated, with the help of Has!ar, the eastern entrance
"Passe de la Gaine".
By 1030 ~^,e had th,::,Grand Lejon Lighthouse abeam too close for comfort and we had to do a hasty jink to the
northward to avoid a nasty out-crop of rock. ~e soon had a
light south west<:rly blowing and the main and genoa w2re
drawing nicely.
I~e entered La Rance by the Chenal de la Grande
Porte and at 14a5 picked up moorings off Dinard. Another
lovely day, the afternoon spent most enjoyably swimming,
sunning, and watching the French yachts.
I^Te visited the Yacht Club de Dinard for a drink
in the evening, making friends with the local yachtsmen
and yachtswomen, and then dined ashore and saw the sights.
Pretty honky tonk.
July 22nd
Motored close in-shore and stayed on temporary
mooring at high water while the crew went ashore again.
Lots
of swimming and sunbathing again. I~Te went out to our
original moorings for lunch and more swims, and in the afternoon caught the ferry to St. Male. Did some very enjoyable
rubber necking in this delightful town, and were interested
to see quite a few yachts from the Cowes-Dinard Race in the
basin, and also "Sinloo of Arklow"~
Dinner, most excellent, at the Restaurant Duchesse
Anne - good old Michelin.
A few drinks in a rather sordid establishment
before catching the midnight ferry to Dinard.
Juiy 23rd
Skipper b}ginning to have misgivings about the
softening of the crew before~ our R.O.R.C. lark, and was quite
glad to find a good sharp north easterly, force S, for the
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J_O;l.
passage tn Ile Chausey. ?;t, slipped at 1030 and had a good
beat before anchoring at 1530 in this most unique place.
Quite a few French yachts in from the mainland on a day trip.
We went ashore to explore the main island, and
made purchases at the village shop.
In the evening Brian and I went off in the punt
to examine the northern channel to see if it were navigable at
l~w water - one o£ the locals said it was. However, as the
punt was practically aground we dicided not to try it in
the yacht twelve hours later.
Some of the younger members of the crew went
ashore after supper h~ping to make contact with the inhabitants
of the Youth Hostel - but were disappointed - and £inished
up ship visiting.
Chausey is a very interesting anchorage and is well
worth a visit if members should be cruising in that part of
the world.
JuI y 24th
After last night’s survey we came out the Southern
entrance, getting under way shortly after 7. We went northward through the Iles using the Chenal des Roquettes a ithomme,
quite an interesting pilotage exercise, but greatly eased
by Haslar, Adlard Colas, and the French buoyage system.
We were through by 0800 and set elf for St. Helier,
beating against a light northerly.
We motored into the outer harbour, getting directions
from the Harbour Master at the end of the pier, and made
fast alongside the jetty. After Customs clearance we went
ashore for lunch, shopping, and money changing.
Keith Hunt arrived during the afternoon, and
after a swim we got under way again for the Solent, in spite of
crew protests that a night ashore would be very pleasant lots of talent to be seen.
We went to the westward of the island under main
and genoa~ but the wind was very variable and when the tide
turned south we kedged, off Sark. Lots of grumbling from
the crew - it would have been so much better to have stayed
in St. Holier, or motored into Guernsey; but the skipper
was adamant, we must get to Lymington to prepare for the race.
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July 25th
We weighed again with the fsvoursble tide, and
ghosted through Alderney Race. At 8.10 Alderney light
was abeam, but by 0845 the wind died and once again we had
to motor, to clear the Race before the tide turned to
the westward again.
At 1045 we picked up a light south westerly
and made sail again setting the spinnaker at 11.30. Did
some spinnaker drill - reaching, running, gybing, etc.
It was another lovely day at sea, enlivened by
the sight of many ships, including a dashing French minesweeper
which circled us a fe~^, times with much waving and fraternite.
Afternoon much activity, hands cleaning ship,
polishing brass etc. for our visit to the Solent.
During the dog watches the wind increased, and
we had s thrilling spinnaker r~ach to the Needles. We had
to luff a bit to make the channel, which necessitated
handing the spinnaker; during this operation, which came,
as usual, during dinner, Keith’s hat went overboard. ~re
gybed to try to recover it, and immediately the boat was
s shambles. Do~,n below curry and rice all over the saloon,
on deck sheets, sails, guys almost inextricably entangled a real bunch. (Memo. for skipper - practice man overboard
drill when carrying the spinnaker). Hat not recovered.
When we had sorted ourselves again we sailed
pretty fast up the Needles Channel into the Solent, and
make fast alongside our old friends the Berthon Boat
Company at 2205. Immediately a dirty rush ashore by the
crew before the pubs closed.
26th July
Up early to get cracking on preparing the boat
for the race. Oiling and greasing winches, piston hanks
and blocks. Adjusting standing rigging, repairing
spinnaker boom fitting; rigging new quick release loops
for boom ends; new light weight spinnaker sheets; new main
sheet; new genes clew becket for rapid booming out; new
main clew out-haul; fitting snatch block to boom end; fitting
main boom kicking strap; new spinnaker "twitcher" (David’s
secret weapon); quite s programme, quite a bill.
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We were visited by Vernon Sainsbury and Jack
Lewis several times during the day and did a lot of brainpicking. Keith, the lucky old so-and-so, got himself
signed on for the Fastnet in Water Music II.
Lunch at the Royal Lymington. In the dog watches
we swam in the municipal pool, taking advantage of their
showers to keep down the smell inevitable after nearly a
fortnight on the boat.
Supper ashore after drinks in the

" ship".

July 27th
1030 slipped and got under way. Outside the
river we set c~urse for Cowes in a nice force 3, spinnaker
drawing well. R. V. with Mr. Beken who got some pleasant
photos of us running, reaching and close-hauled.
The Queen Mary came out of Southampton water as
we approached Cowes.
At 1400 we made fast alongside the Swedish boat,
Staica III, which was to race in our Class in the Channel
Race. Very pleasant neighbours.
Ashore to complete purchases, and at 1530 slipped
and sailed for Portsmouth Harbour. Practised starts and
sail-handling off Southsea before going into Ha slar Creek
where a berth had beer arranged by the R.N.S.A. opposite
the submarine pens of H.M.S. Dolphin.
Made fast between piles at 1800, frightening
everybody, including ourselves, by sailing up to our berth.
Don Mooney arrived by launch, and skipper deserted
the ship for the night. Sailing instructions collected at
Royal Albert in Southsea.
Juiy 28th
All spare gear, clothes, etc., packed and landed.
Lunch in Gosport. Afternoon saw the skipper returning for
a sleep aboard, whilst the crew visited the Victory.
At 1630 the crew returned and a zeal was being
prepared, when Jt was discovered that both "Electron", also
taking part in the race, and "Greylag" were aground.
"Flectron" first got clear by passing a light line from
the opposite shore to her jib halyards, and then heeling
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the boat, so that she slid off.
line to us and we did likewise.

They then passed the

We then motored out of the Creek and made fast
to a buoy in Portsmouth Harbour, "Drumbeat" making fast
astern of us, towering above us like a galleon.
The tension and interest increased as the fleet
gathered and the famous boats were identified. We slipped
again at 1830 and motored out of the harbour. At 1900
Class Iii got away, a running start and a favourable tide.
We followed at 1915, and Class I at 1930.
We managed to get a good start in our class,
in spite of the guns being fired at the wrong time, and had a
hectic few minutes gybing before getting clear and setting
course for Owers; a nice broad roach, wind off the land,
force 4. "Greylag" going beautifully with genoa and big
spinnaker both drawing.
It was magnificent seeing all the boats - sixty-eight
- going hell for leather under spinnakers; fifty boats rounded
the Owers within five minutes. We luffed for the Sovereign
L.V. (63 miles from the start) and carried the spinnaker
all the way, under a full moon. Wonderful sailing.
At the Sovereign we were eighth in our class,
both on corrected and elapsed time, and were twenty-first
on corrected time in the fleet, being level with Lutine,
Olivier van Noort, and Belmore - good company.
July 29th
At 0440 we gybed round the Sovereign, and set a
rhumb line course to Le Havre L.V. The wind had backed and
lightened, and we had spinnaker trouble. We couldn’t get
the thing to draw, although many boats were still carrying
theirs - very shy, and setting a spinnaker staysail which
we have not got.
/,t 1725 we r~unded Le H~vre Light Vessel, having
dropped one place both in our Class and in the Fleet. On
corrected time we had a gnod few crack boats behind us, e.g.
Stormvogel, Zwerver, Drumbeat, Lutine, Griffin II, Myth of
Malham, and Quiver III, but class III had caught up on us
on time and were leading the fleet.
Rounding thG mark it looked like a beat home against
a force 2, and this was just what we wanted. Greylag clawed
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up beautifully from her near rivals, Pyre and Assegai, and
we were confident that we would be well up the list. Alas,
the wind lightened and next morning we were virtually
becalmed, t~e ghosted to the northward, a few sails in
sight. In the dog watches we could see the Isle of Wight
and during the night made little headway, just missing the
evening ebb into the So lent. For 14 hours the Nab Tower
was in sight.’
July 31st
We finally crossed the finishing line at 30
seconds after 0800; it turned out that we were 34th on
corrected time, 27th across the line. We had dropped to
13th in our class. All of Class i were ahead of us, except
St. Barbara, having made the evening tide; 8 of Class III
saved their time on us, 2 actually getting ahead of us
across the line. Our only notable scalps, besides St. Barbara,
were Nantucket, Right Royal, and Belmore. Naturally, we
were disappointed after a reasonably good performance for
two-thirds of the Race, but I suppose it was something to
finish half way up the list.
We dropped Dermot at Portsmouth Harbour Station,
and then went into Haslar for a few hours, mainly to get
our gear.
Later in the morning we motored to Cowes and
once more made fast alongside our friends in Staika III.
Cowes week was well and truly under way, and the
chaos was indescribable. We watched the finishes at the
squadron line - hundreds of boats, becalmed for hours, all
picking up a wind and finishing together in a run.
Ashore st night round the clubs, and dinner at
the Island S.C. - much frivolity.
Auqust ist

t

0

Much chaos at the trots as boats
away for racing; finally we did get moving
against a strong tide and in no wind worth
Regrettably our motor was still going when
gun went, so down came the racing flag.

tried to get
under motor,
speaking of.
our five minute

We cruised about for a few hours, looking at the
r~cing, and then made fast for drinks and lunch.
At 1500, having said good-bye to Keith, we slipped
again and motored westwards down the Solent, getting a
wonderful view of the yachts - 12 metres, big cruisers
racing for the Britannia Cup, smaller cruisers, 5.5’s,
Dragons, etc., all breasting towards Cowes under spinnaker.
Once in the Needl£s Channel we made sail, and
beat across Poole Bay. Around Anvil Point and the wind
veered a touch, getting stronger to about Force 3.
We passed very close - about a cable off ~v.n %he shore from Weymouth to Portland Bill, aiming
to ]et inside the race, which we did successfully. A
"’ery thrilling sail, with the wind freshening from the
northward, followed. We had reefed her down, and changed
from genoa to No. i jib, and she fairly bowled along across
Lyme Bay, in a Force 5, averaging 7 knots.
A. tIZtus t 2nd
At 0930 we made fast alongside the new Marina
a~ Dartmouth. Spent a quiet day, drying, cleaning,
!<]ti ~ri~-g in the town.
P

John brought us to his home in Torquay, for
<,elcome and much-needed baths. Then a first-class meal
in Gibbons. Back on board after midnight.
/!~ust 3rd
Said farewell to John who had been with us f0r
n fortnight, sustaining us with his cheerful company,
technical ability, and boundless energy.
At 0830 we motored out of harbour, a lovely
morning: but a head wind for our passage west, S.W.,
Force 2, and increasing. We had hoped to get to Falmouth
or Helford, but finally fetched Fowey in worsening weather.
~Ne anchored, a miserable evening, at 1950. A meal on
board and early %0 bed.
?~’..g..u s t 4th
S.W. Force 2, still drizzling. David went
s shore for stores~ and despatched a wire of good wishes to
~: Ha rmony’:.
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1045 weighed, and made sail under No. 1 jib and
main. A dead noser to the Lizard so we switched on the
motor, but alas, it soon packed up. Decided to go in to
Mevagissey for repairs, but having eventually run a
mechanic to earth and got him aboard, he decided the
job was beyond him.
Having anchored at 1245, lunched and tinkered,
we set off again at 1600. Stinking beat round the Lizard
in fog, rain and a force 4 from the west.
August 5th
At 0100 we had cleared the race and could lay the
Longships. The wind was increasing all the time, so at
0300 we took in 4 rolls on the main and changed to No. 2
jib. This operation in a dirty sea took one and a half hours.
The Longships Light House bore 000° at 0550 and
we bore away for the Tuskar. A grey day, wind force 6/7,
W.S.W. At about 0900 there was a sudden shift, in a matter
of minutes, to N.W., and then a gradual settling down to
W.N.W., force 6/7.
We had a very fast, uncomfortable passage to the
Tuskar, 20/2 hours, to be exact, and were we glad to be in the
lee of the old country at last.
(~uqust 6th
A nice sail up t.he coast, the westerlies lightening
off 6 mile point. We had changed earlier to genoa and
shaken out the reefs. It freshened again later as we came
across Killiney Bay, and we had a lovely beat into the
harbour, having been met by Robert and Gillie in Firefly 202
off the sound. A pleasant welcome.
1520. Picked up moorings in Dun Laoghaire Harbour.
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AROUND IRELAND IN "HUFF OF AP/CLOW"
As most of my regular crew were either working for their livings
with the consequent limit of holidays to a fortnight or had designs on
ihe Fastnet race any protracted cruise abroad was out of the question
this years but hearing from an old friend Peter Bailey, recently returned from Trinidad that he and his wife Barbara would be available at
~ne end of July for nearly three weeks decided me to try to realise an
old ambition to sail sround Ireland especially as crew changing with
the additional members would be comparatively easy.
Charts, stores~ water
fourth member of the crew,
rolls in the mainsail~ set
19.05 hours on Friday 28th
reach to the Bailey, where
psst the Rockabil.

etc., having been collected and stowed, the
~addy Wesley Smith signed on we put three
the storm jib and cast off our moorings at
July, the wind N.IV. force 4-5 giving us a
the log was streamed and then a close fetch

%’ith a slight easing of the wind one roll was shaken out at midnight an& the rest an hour later bringing St. John’s Point abeam at
011.O0 krs., 29th July; Strangfcrd entrance at 06o00 hrs., and at 09.00
h~s., against a strong foul tide and with the wind having g~no very
light and flukey we had to start the motor to make Donaghadee at
21.45 nrs o
The Ha~bour Master and Alec. N~Ison the former lifeboat coxswain
helped us to moor, notified the Customs who gave us a quick clearance,
so tl~at at 15~30 hrs. we were able to motor out of th~ harbour in a flat
coim and passing through the Sound set course for Carnlough.
Shortly after 16.00 hrs. we set the main and genoa to a very light
N.E. wind but had to re-start the engine within ~ hour when the vd_ud
died and so motored the rest of the way to make a cautious entance,
ewing to our draft of 7 feet, into Carnlough at 19.30 hrs. with the echo
sounder going and wafter touching bottom made fast to the knockle of
the North pier for an hour on the rising tide whilst the crew went
ashore to collect fresh water, petrol and stores, then motored out to
anchor about 2 cables offshore in 3 fathoms.
Sun!ay 30th July we weighed anchor at 09.50 hrs. to sail north
along the land under mainsail to Garron Point where we hoisted the
Intermediate jib and with a S.Vfo force 4 wind made excellent progress
having timed our departure to take full advantage of the north going
tide. By noon we brought Tor Point abeam but half an hour later the
gusts off the high cliffs made it necessary to take down four rolls in
the main~
Along the north Antrim shore under the headlands such as Fairhead
we were almost beca~ued and h~l to use the engine for short periods of
ten to fifteen minutes across the intervening bays we had all the wind
we wanted and ~,Tere well heeled, finally made the entrance to I.~ugh
Foyle in hazy, misty weather.
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It had been our intention to anchor near the head of the Lough,
but seeing through the binoculars figures waving from the lawn of a
house just south of Greencastle harbour closed the shore and were hailed
by Liam McCormick who gave us instructions to anchor in 4 fathoms in the
harbour entrance - an excellent mooring out of the tide - then rowed
alongside with his nephew and friend for a yarn and ~ ink, inviting us
to his house after our dinner where we spent a very pleasant evening with
his mother and himself.
Next morning with an
at 09.00 hrs. and once we
strengthened to force 4-5
to run the engine to help

overcast sky and a moderate N.W. wind we left
cleared the shelter of Inishowen the wind
which with the big westerly swell decided us
us to point higher in our beat along the coast.

During the morning the sky cleared and ;~e were continually in sight
of circling aircraft and both saw and heard heavy explosions to the north
due to the combined NAT0 exercises taking place in this area.
Our departure from Lough Foyle had been timed to take the maximum
advantage of the ebb tide to help us to the west but this gave us a rough
passage through the sound between the Garvin rocks, Nalin Head and
Inishtrahull island as the combination of tide against wind and the bi~
Atlantic swell bursting over the Garvin rocks thro~ving spume 100 feet
and more in the air made it quite a relief to round Duneff Head at 17.00
hrs. stop the engine and bear up with slightly eased sheets for Dunnee
Head at the entrance to Lough Swilly, up which we had a lovely sail to
anchor at 19.O0 hrs. just north of Rathmullan off Fort Royal hotel.
Our first crew change was due to take place here, Peter Mellon was
waiting on the fine little sheltered beach where we tied up the dinghy
to the roots of a large tree before moving up to the hotel for dinner.
There we met a friend of Peter Bailey, Harry Hiscock who with his wife was
awaiting the launch and delivery of a new half decked sailing boat being
built locally for racing at West Firby.
The excellent dinner ordered by the crew was hardly over when a
waiter reported that our dinghy was in trouble. The ~;o Peters and
Paddy rushed down to the beach to find it swamped and the outboard engine
soaking presumably by the wash cf a steamer passing down the Lough as it
had been tied up above high water mark.
After a leisurely breakfast ~ext morning the petrol sm~ water cans
were stowed in the dinghy and to our surprise after a 9ew pulls the
outbo~ started and took us ashore, where ~e all squeezed into Peter
Mellon’s car and drove up the Lo~h to inspect Hiscock’s new boat due to
be launched that day but was found to be not quite finished, then went on
to Rathmelton for stores and petrol~
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On our return to Fort Royal Hotel Peter Mellon initiated Paddy into
the mysteries and idiosyncrasies of his car and Triptyque before the
latter took it back to Dublin.
The stores and dinghy stowed we weighed anchor just before 13.30 hrs.
and left under main and intermediate jib but had to start the engine to
make progress down the lough as far as Fanad Head where at 15.00 hrs. we
altered course to the west against the usual big Atlantic swell and a
force 4 V.S.W. wind which soon freshened necessitating 3 rolls in the
mainsail at 16~5 hrs. and a further 3 rolls ¼ hr. later.
We had hoped to make Tory Island that night but after passing Horn
Lead at 17.45 hrs. the weather showed signs of deteriorating, the !7.58
hrs. weather forecast was far from encouraging and it was obvious that we
could not reach Tory in daylight so it was decided to make for Inishbofin
where we dropped anchor on the north side in Toberglasson Day in 3 fathoms
just before 20.00 hrs.
Fortunately the holding ground is good as the island barely 30 feet
high at this point provides little protection from the s.- w. winds and
coupled with the effect of the atlantic swell made it a somewhat uneasy
anchorage.
Next morning the wind was still blo¥~ng force 5 - 6 from ~.N.~. when
we got under ~ay at 09.00 hrs. with 7 rolls in the main and the engine to
help in the dead beat out of the narrow sound between Inishbofin and
Inishdooey then on to Bloody Foreland which ~e rounded at 10.30 hrs. set
the storm jib and laid a cozrse for Rathlin 0’L~irne Island.
With Aran island abeam at 12.45 hrs. we were able to ease sheets
slightly and had good sailing between the heavy rainshowers and squalls
which came marching in from the west until at 13o15 hrs. we took advantage
of a lightening in the wind to shake out 3 rolls and the remaining 4 a
quarter of ~ hour later when the skipper fed up with the leaking seams of
his oilskin smock consigned it to the deep.
The wind continued to ease so the genoa was hoisted at 14o00 hrs. and
brought us through Rathlin 0’Beirnc sound at 16.20 hrs. was then boomed
out to give us our first run of the cruise along the coast @o Killybegs,
catching a couple of mackerel on the way before anchoring in the well
sheltered harbour at 19.15 hrs.
The ~vo Peters went ashore after dinner and on their return Peter
Mellon remarked that the fishing must be very prosperous as he had not
seen a motor car older than 12 months.
~he weather indications at sunset were fully realised next morning
with the wind whistling in the ri§ging oven in this sheltered harbour,
driving rain, visibility down to ~ mile and gale warnings for most of the
Irish coastal areas.
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After rigging a canvas dodger over the cockpit to keep out some of
the rain all hands took matters easy until the later afternoon then went
ashore to the small hotel opposite the pier where we got somewhat scanty
hot baths followed by a substantial high tea.
The forecast at 06.45 hrs. next day Friday 4th August was no better
with gale warnings for all western areas so we decided to take a bus
into Donegal to do some sightseeing and shopping during which the skippers
yachting bonnet caused him to be mistaken for a C.I.E. Official by
tourists and although he did his best to answer queries as to connections
and destinations some of the replies were found later to be far from
correct.
We listened hopefully on Saturday morning to the 06.45 hrs. forecast
but were disappointed to hear that the slight improvement on the S.E. of
Ireland did not extend to the Shannon or Rockall area. The crew went
ashore for a walk whilst the skipper went fishing in the dinghy catching
half a dozen fine mackerel in about half an hour.
By the time we had finished dinner and gone aboard that evening the
weather prospects looked sufficiently good to decide us to at any rate start
out the following morning which we did at 08.10 hrs. motoring to the
entrance where we set the main and intermed, jib at 08.30 hrs. to a
N.W.x W. force 3 wind with good visibility except in the rain squalls and
laid a course for Eagle Island but as the day wore on the wind freshened
and backed slowly so that when we closed the Sligo coast at 17.00 hrs. we
were about only 5 miles west of Dov~patrick head where we were hailed by a
local motor boat from Bclderg crowded with people of both sexes fishing.
We beat west along the coast passing inside the Stags of Broadhaven
and reading ~ the pilot book that the short cut to Black Sod Bay through
the canal at Belmullet was closed, carried on across the mouth of the bay
to Erris Head east of which we met a curragh fishing.
Rounding the Head at 19.00 hrs. we had a hard beat in a big steep
and confused sea till we got to Eagle ~sland an hour later and passing
inside it were able for the first time to ease sheets, had a grand sail
past )zmagh Head and French Port, where we considered anchoring until
one look at the swell breaking in and around the entrance decided us to
go on to Blacksod Bay although we would then have to find an anchorage
in the dark in a strange harbour.

o

Eased sheets and a favourable tide gave us a very quick passage to
the Duvillaune Isles at the entrance to Blacksod but on approaching the
centre channel, although the chart showed no dangers, the line of breakers
across it looked ominous so we went about for the outer channel and
anchored off Blacksod village at 22.35 hrs.
The two Peters took the dinghy ashore to try to trace Harry Maguire
who was due to relieve Peter Mellon next day and thanks to the very
kind help of Mr. Sweeney the lighthouse keeper found that he had reached
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Belmullet but left again presumably to look for us.
A message was
left ~Tith the ~arda there as to where ~-ic v~cre and that "~:e would leave
next morning for Cleggan in Connemara.
A force 4 - 5 S.~fl. wind ~hcn ~e left at 09.40 hrs. ~ionday 7th
August under storm jib and 3 rolls in the main gave us hope that with
with help of the engine ~e night weather Achill Head on one tack but
could not manage it and had to mske a couple of boards in the very
broken rough sea off the Head itself before stopping the engine and
bearing up for Clare Island ~hich we brought abeam at 14.40 hrs. The
weather was still very unsettled with heavy rain squalls but as ~;e got
further south had some shelter from inishturk and Inishdalla isles and
were able to shake out the reefs and an hour later to set the intermediate in place of the storm jib.
By 16.15 hrs. off Ballynakill harbour mouth with Inishbofin on our
starboard beam we threw a tack for Cleggan point being follo~ed up to
the quay by the ~’Ave M~ria’’ one of the last of the Gal~ay Bay hookers in
which ~ir. Richard the poet takes visitors deepsea fishing on weekdc~ys
and to Inishbofin on Sundays.
We brought up at 17.15 hrs. off the small but ~ellbuilt h~rbour,
went ashore to Mr. 0’}fally’s Pier Bar ~here ~e were joined by Harry
Maguire and Niss Tiffin Duigan, who after driving Peter ~ellon~s car
from Dublin had picked up our message at Belmullet ard followed on
bringing with them a very welcome contribution in the shape of a couple
of delicious melons and a bottle of gin.
After washing down the salt and dust Peter ~ellon drove the Baileys
into Clifden~ the nearest place where ~:e could replenish our petrol
stock and on their return all repaired on board for dinner. Peter Mellon
and Tiffin Duigan left again for Dublin about 21.00 hrs.
The 06.45 hrs. forecast on Tuesday ~ith "N.!7./\~. winds force ~ - 5
later 6" was so encouraging that we left under main at 07.30 hrs. using
the engine to help out of Cleggan bay, the wind being straight in, then
set the storm jib once clear of the bay, replacing it ]/ith the genoa
when we rounded High Island and could bear s~ay for Slyne Head.
The bright sunshine and long regular swell gave us a lovely sail to
Slyne Head, passed at i0.00 hrs., and an even better one on to Kilronan
in Inishmore, the largest of the Aran Isles, whero we tied up to the
end of the quay at ~+.30 hrs., to be greeted by Mr. Mooney of the Liffey
Dockyard Company who very kindly acted as our guide to the local points
of interest.
Peter bought a loo~lly made jersey and the rest w~ious souvenirs
before getting under way at 16.15 hrs. with 5 rolls in the main, the
morning forecast of " later force 6" having been realised. Once clear
of the channel between Inish-more and Inishmaan we met a big broken
sea and a headwind of force 6 - 7 on our course for the Blasket Islands.
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An hour later finding we were making poor progress and the forecast being
very discouraging ~k~e went about and anchored again in I[ilronan bay at
18.30 hrs. e.fter which the crew went ashore for further samples of the
local liquors.
~dnesday morning’s forecast was bad, the wind still strong in
force and adverse in direction so the crew took the dinghy ashore and
chartered a sidecar for a sightseeing tour of the island.
The midday weather report gave indications of improvement so at
21.00 hrs. we got under way again T:ith storm jib and 5 rolls in the main,
streamed the log at 22.00 hrs. off the sou~hpoint of Inishnorc az~ set
course 230 degrees mag. for Tearaght, the ~lind having veered to W.N.U.
and the sea still big but more regular enablcd us to lay this comfortably.
At midnight v~th i0 miles on the log the wind eased enough to
shake out the rolls in the main an~l tT;o hours later the log recording 20
miles the wind veered to N.~.
Conditions continued to improve and at 07.00 hrs. next morning
having covered 45 miles wc set the gcnoa but in spite of this only made
8 miles in the next t~o hours and at 09.25 hrs. ~hcn the wind dropped
to a doubtful force 1 had to start the engine, luclcily~e had the tide
in our favour and altering course for Blaskct Sound got through by
ll.10 hrs. then bore up to pass inside the Skelligs.
By the time wc had these interesting islands abeam the wind had
freshened enough to cut the engine and enjoy thoroughly our sail in
bright sun and a calm sea past the Bull, Co~; and Calf islands, round
Dursey Head and into Castleto~mbcrc, to tie up alongside a small traT~ler at the pier at 19.00 hrs, having made good 119 miles in 22 hours.
Our first cell was to Mrs. 0’Shea for rcfreshncnt, stores and to
sign her visitors’ book and ~e ~ere disgusted to hear that her original
book which held the signattu~es of hundreds of yachtsmen ~ho have visited
the port for years past had been stolen.
Nrs. 0’Shca was as usual very helpful sending out for any goods she
had not in stock. The squarc opposite ~as almost fully occupied by
an enornous marquee in which a dance was to take place that night and
on returning on bosmd wc were joingcd by the Chief 0fficcr of the Irish
Lights ship IEP~;E and his wife ~ho had little difficulty in persuading
the cre~; to join them later at the dance.
Barbara was ashore early to complete our stores and got 7 fine
chops for 5/-; meanwhile Peter and Harry topped up the water tank
before wc left with a warm northerly wind at 10.30 hrs. for a fine run
across the mouths of Bantry and Dunmm%us bays to the Hizen Head.

This was the first really ~sa~n day since ~c left Dublin, celebrated
by Barbara and Harry sunbathing on the foredeck; Peter climbing the
mast to take cine pictures from the upper crosstrees ~ even the
skipper taking off a jersey.
We rounded the Nizen at 13.00 hrs. and moored in Crookhavcn at
14.15 hrs. for lunch then inspected the lobster fs~m which was almost
empty due to the French tank ship having called a couple of days earlier.
Leaving at 16.30 hrs. vle had another lovely s~il through the
islands to Schull looking beautiful in the evening sun. Then paid a
short visit to Miss Roycroft’s hotel, bought a flock of postcards and a
few souvenirs beforc returning s~oard for dinner with a couple of lobsters Peter had "induced" a local fisherman to let us have¯
Harry had net an old friend and left soon ~fter with Barbara and
Peter to visit him, returning in th~ small hours in good order.
Saturday we weighed anchor at 08.30 hrs., Harry in his pyjamas,
and motored in a flat calm to the Gascanane Sound, set the main going
through, half an hour later the big spinaker to a N.V.- W. wind and
stopped the engine.
Harry who had returned to his bunk as soon as ~e got the smchor
away at Schull woke up at 11.30 hrs. when we ~erc abeo~ of Toe Head and
made preparations to dress.
For the benefit of the crc~v the skipper took Huff through Flea
Sound the short cut from the ~est to Castletovmscnd and although it was
low water springs managed to touoh only once for a couple of seconds
that seemed like hours, thcn :~ith a freshening breeze that unfortunately
brought rain ~ve passed Galley Head at 13.35 hrs., the Seven Heads at
1~.45 hrs. and the 01d Hcad of Kinsalc at 15.38 hrs., two hours and
three minutes for 16½ miles.
The force 6 wind off the 01d Head coupled ~Jith the rough sea in
the race gave the crew a tough struggle to muzzle the spinaker, gybe
the main sn~i set the genoa for the reach up to l{insalc entrance wh~re
~e met a fleet of Dragons racing then s~ter a few turns, round the
harbour anchored in 8 fathoms off the quay cluttered with foreign shark
fishing trawlers.
Hot baths being a definite "must" our first call ~Jas to 2cton’s
hotel to lay these on and order dinner to follow, both of which ~ere
thoroughly enjoyed, even by Harry ~ho was greatly surprised to find
himself turning in before midnight instead of his usual time of 01.00
to 03.00 a.m.
Sunday 13th August ~ith only a short passage to Crosshaven
scheduled all hands enjoyed a "i~ in" and a leisurcly breakfast before
leaving at 11.50 hrs. under main and intermediate jib ~ith a gusty
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N.W. ~lnd ~hich at the entrance gave us a foul puff and in the resulting involuntary gybe the n~in caught the upper port crosstree (a steel
tube) bending it aft some 4/5 inches luckily without any danage to the
sail itself.
The wind being offshore and the sea cab we carried on for a
quarter of an hour but the alarming bending of the masthead in the
gusts decided us to hand the jib and carry on under main alone until
15.30 hrs. after rounding Roberts Head and hordening up for Roches
Point the mast again protested so do~m came the main and we motored
into Crosshaven to anchor above the R. Munster Y. Club at 15.30 hrs.,
in 2 fathoms then watched ;~ith interest the races for the teo~
championship for Juniors in Cadet class dinghies and uere full of
admiration for the way the young helmsmen and crews handled their boats
in the fresh gusty winds.
Getting into our number "ones" we went ashore to attend the prize
distribution by Mrs. Tom Doyle the Comnodore’s ~ife at which the skipper
to the surprise of those present was introduced as President of the
I.R.A. instead of the I.D.R.A.
An excellent dinner followed by full appreciation of the Nunster’s
well known and lavish hospite2ity terminated in a return abos~d in the
early hours of I,~onday full of the joys of spring.
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The Baileys were due to catch a plane from Dublin back to Liverpool on Tuesday evening so we all took an early bus into Cork; the
Baileys to confirm their ~2r passage; Henry to call on friends and the
skipper to visit Johny !hrphy who had kindly promised to mo/~e a ne~
c rosstree which he duly delivered to the club shortly after lunch whilst
Johnnie V Tatson a helmsman in the Cadet races who had joined for the
trip back to Dublin ~as left on bosmd in ch~-gc.
We re-assembled at the Munster Y.C. in the early afternoon; Peter
fixed the new crosstree~ adjusted the shrouds and after a short ~isit
from Col. Bob. Berridge and friend who had just returned from a ~eekend
cruise in "Shindilla" we were under ws~ at 17.10 hrs., motored out of
the river, set the main whilst passing between the forts, cut the engine
and off Roches Point at 18.OO hrs., set the big spinaker to a N.W.
force 5 - 6 wind.
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Twenty-five ~dnutes later the spinaker boom kicking strap pulled
its cleat off the mast so we handed the spinaker and set d~e genoa
with very little if any reduction in speed as we had Ballycotton
Island abeam at 19.OO hrs., Ram Head at 20.45 hrs; i:~inehead at 21.25
hrs and the Coningbeg Lightship at O2.10 hrs. on Tuesday.
It was exhilarating sailing as by midnight the wind had freeshened
to force 7 and the helmsmen, Bcmbara from 21.00 to 23.00 hrs.; Harry
from 23.00 to O1.00 hrs; Peter from 01.00 hrs to 03.00 hrs., and the
skipper from 03.00 to 05.00 hrs. found the two hour watch quite enough.
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By 03.50 hrs. when abeam of the Barrels lightship the wind had gone up
to force 8 which m’Ae steering hard and the ship overpressed so the
genoa was handed and 9 - I0 rolls put in the main in the process of
~ioh Peter, Harry and Joltnnie on the foredeck and the s1~pper aft
got thoroughly soaked, then carried on for thc Tuskar.
As an indication of the extraordinarily unsettled weather, at
05.00 hrs. when between the Tuskar and the mainland we had to start
the engine to keep steerage way in the very rough sea, the wind having
dropped almost to nothing then minutes later we shook out 6 rolls
reset the genoa and at 15.;i~ hrs. unrolled the remaining reefs but
five minutes after were hit by a fierce squall and had to hand the
genoa and put 5 rolls in the main again.
Two
hrs. and
progress
to douse

rolls were shaken out abeam of the Biac~vater buoy at 07.25
ten minutes later the rest of the rolls then made good
until 09.15 .hz~s. when approaching the Glasgorman buoy we had
the genoa in a heavy squall.

Off Brittas Bay at 11.30 hrs. the wind fle~ from N°~(. to N.E. in
literally 30 seconds giving us a beat up the coast and at the sm~e
time became light and fluky so as time was getting short to connect
with the Bailey’s plane we started the engine to help in the calms and
by the time Bray Head was abeam at 15.00 hrs. there was insufficient
~ind to fill the geno#~ so it was storied followed by the main shortly
after and at 17.30 hrs. we picked up our mooring in Dun Laoghaire in
~ple time having circumnavigated Ireland in 17 days of which ~ had
been spent weatherbound in Harbour and one for repairs, whilst the
distance covered on the basis of the shortest safe navigable courses
is about 829 miles the actual distance sailed was much in excess of
£his owing to the amount of beating experienced.

A SHORT CRUISE TO LTESTF26N SCOTLY~D
IN HUFF OF PfRKLOW.
Thursday and Friday 15/16th June were spent collecting and stow:Lng stores, filling water tanks and checking sails, running and standing
rigg-ng, bosun’s stores, etc.
Finally the ships’ company D. Judith
~ryan, Harry Naguire, Dermot ~cS~veeney, Paddy ,%sley Smith and the
skipper assembled midday Saturday 17th, at the R. St. George Yacht
Club and went aboard.
Harry Maguire was the only member of the crew the had previously
sailed in Huff so the rest were siven a short intensive talk on the
boat and her gear by Alan Stewart which appeared to have been of some
volue~ as they were invariably able to find sails or gear wanted.
X light force 2 - 3 westerly wind carried us under main and
im4ermediate jib from our moorings at 14.50 hrs. round the Bailey
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and up to Ireland’s Eye by 16.00 hrs. where ~~e streamed the log and
set course for the South Rock Lightship.
The night watches conm~ing at 21.00 hrs. were arranged on our
usual method of two hours at the helm followed by ~o hours on "look
out" and four hours off.
Judy Bryan as cook and steward uTas excused
night watches.
At 21.15 hrs. the wind veered to N.iV. and at 22.40 hrs. we picked
up the light on St. Johns Point on thc port bow followed just after
midnight by the loom of the South Rock Lightship with the log registering44½ miles.
The wind started to freshen till at 03.00 lu’s. and log reading
55.8 miles, the South Rock ship 3 miles ahead, ~as blowing force 4 - 5
and over in the squ~lls but by the time we had got a short distance
past the Skulmartin ship at 05.00 hrs. had eased to 2 - 3 with a long
easy southerly swell.
Passing about ¼ mile east of Ne~v Island we brought the Hunter Rock
buoy abeam at 08.10 hrs., 18th June, log 77 miles and wind force 4
against, increasing to 5 - 6 by 19.~5 hrs. ~,ith a rough sea so put 3
rolls in the main.
As we approached the North Channel the sea got much rougher and
started to break whilst the wind was up to force 6 - 7 when shortly
after iO.00 hrs. ~ith 84 miles on the log we eased sheets and set course
for the passage between Sanda Island and the Mull of Kintyre, having an
exhilarating sail in bright sunnyweather with occasional rain squalls
then passing into smoother water in the lee of the Mull made great
speed up Kilbrannan Sound, the gusts off the hills laying the lee deck
well under at times and had East Loch Tarbert on the been. at 17.50 hrs.
~hen we hove the log reading 123.5 miles, went straight into the
Crinan canal sea lock at Ardrishaig to moor finally in the basin at
19.45 hours. Mr. Brown, the Customs Officer, courteously waited until
we had had dinner before coming aboard to give us clearance.
Monday morning 19th June was spent replenishing stores and water
before passing through the canal to Crinan, 1~eeting to our great surprise at the top lock Nr. G. Robinson in Whimbrel coming through in
the opposite direction.
In Crinan basin ~ve met several old friends including Versa on her
way under power from 0ban to the Clyde to step a new mast.
Next morning v~e passed out of the basin at 09.45 hrs. to the
"cheerful" comment of the lockkeeper that to get the best of the tide
northward we should have left three hours earlier. However, with the
help of the engine through Dorus Zor and a force ~ N.2. wind ~Te got
past the narrows at Fladda before the tide turned against us to have
a grand sail up the Firth of Lorne with a wind increased to force 5
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during which wc ~Jere followed by a stormy petrel - a most unusual
sight so far from the open ocean that they normally frequent - of which
the skipper managed to get some good shots with the cine camera, a
thing he had been trying to do for years.
Passing close to Duart Castle we ~ntered the Sound of Null, beat
up to Ardtornish Poin~ by 14.30 hrs. and on to Tobcrnory where we
anchored in 4 fathoms at 17.50 hrs. before going ashore ~nd to exchange
visits with other yachts.
~Jeighing anchor next morning at 07.40 hrs. we sailed out of the
~est entrance of the Sound of Hull with the idea of going to Loch Boisdale but with a poor forecast, a fresh westerly head mind and very cold
rain squalls decided to go north past 2rdns~urchan Point instead and
sailing along the west shores of Muck and Eigg ran through the sound
between the !attcr and Rhum during which wo were treated to ~ learned
dissertation on the geological formation of the steep and high cliffs
on either hand by Paddy and Dormer but as no one else could claim any
knowledge of the subject had perforce to accept their statements in
doubtful silence.
Skirting closely the sheltered east shore of Rhum ~c
NeE. corner by midday ~ud the v~nd being no~ a good force
do~n 5 rolls in the main before starting the beat west to
we brought up in the landlocked harbour in company ~sith a
trawlers for a bclated lunch at 13.40 _hrs.

roached the
5 - 6 took
Canna ~here
couplc of

During the ~%ftcrnoon the wind freshened to force 7 accompanied by
cold dense driving mist which brought four more trawlers in for shelter
all reporting the sca too rough to fish.
The crew went ashore to sightsec particularly the largc stone
church on the south side of the harbour and on the ws~ back got a fine
bucket full of fish from onc of the tra~vlers for which they had the
greatest difficulty to got any payment acceptcd.
Huff’s name painted in company with many others on the cliffs
near the entrancc some years ago was so weathered as to bc almost
undecipherable.
Althou~i the forecast on Thursday morning, 22nd June, was poor the
fact that visibility had improved to a couple of miles and the trawlers
had all left encouraged us to do so also at 07.20 hrs., under full
main and storm jib with the engine to help us to windward against the
force 4 - 5 wind throu~i the channel between Canna and Rhum.
0ncc
clear of this at 08.~5 hrs. wc set course along the precipitous western
cliffs of Rhum to bring 2rdnamurchan Point abeam ~o hours later then
into the Sound of Null at 11.15 hrs. where wc set the spinaker for the
run up to Tobe~ory by midday.
Hardly had the crew pushed off in the dinghy for the shore than
the skipper alone sboard, discovered Huff ~;as drifting rapidly out of
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the harbour so roared for then to return, which to hissurprise they
did, re-mooring the ship with this time ampie ~c6peof chain; after
this a~a heated exchange of compliments the crew left again to
purchase stores and fill the water’breakers.
"
The various chores completed we were under way again~for a fine
sail down the Sound of Mull before~’a very cold S.W. wind for Loch Aline
to anchor in i0 fathoms at 18.00 hrs.
¯ Judy Bryan soon had a good hot dinner ready to which all did ample
justice before taking the dinghy to the beach to collect mussels which¯¯
grow in abundance there many with seed pearls in them.
We timed our departure, 07.30 hrs., next morning so as to get
through the narrows at Fladda with a favourable tide. The wLud was S.W.
force 5 - 6, rounding Duart Point at 08.30 hrs., we put 5 rolls in the
main and set course, which we could just lay, past the west side of
Sheep Island to Fladda lighthouse finding a steep breaking Sea in the
Sound of Lorne but managing to get through the narrows by ll.O0 hrs.,
and then in the shelter of Scarba Island shook out the rolls shot
through~Dorus Nor at great speed and into the sea lock at Crinan at
12.45 hrs.
We carried straight on through the canal to clear the sea lock at
Ardrishaig by 17.00 hrs. finally anchoring in East Loch Tarbert at
18.45 hrs.
Saturday 24th June the weather still wet and cold we wont ashore
in the morning to get fresh provisions for the weekend and after putting
4 rolls in the main and setting the storm jib left the harbour before
a fresh S.W. wind, reached across to $~rdlanont Point, ran up to Tighnabruich, on through the Kyles of Bute to drop anchor in Rothesay at
18.00 hrs. within a biscuit throw of John Masscr’s "Segura".
This being the end of the first week Of the Clyde Fortnight the
bay was crammed with yachts of all sizes and classes, especially
.
Dragons, as both the Edinburgh and @old Cup’s¯ ~ere being raced for. The
large yachts of the Commodores of the varioUs Clubs running the Fortnight all moored together near the steamer pier made a fine picture,
including R. Teacher’ s "Mariella"; Howden Hhme’s "Vadura"; D.N. Russel’ s
"Eilidh" and others.
.i:
. ~:
After exchanging courtesies with neighbouring yachts" v~e all went
ashore to the Glenburn Hotel for baths and dinner, then spent the e~oning
yarning withilvarious old friends including the crews of .a number o~i
Dublin b6ats ~Zephra, Arand0ra, Pan III", etc.
~ :i
Sunday was spent, sorting sails and "gear for next weeks racing and’
in entertaining the ~ews of Various ya0hts, ’Sheriff Ross McLean and ..... .
comparQy from~.Kelana; the Cottons from Ceres Ii; Des. Woods and D’alton
from Pan Iii and Jonson from Sybil of Cumae.
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The racing on Monday~ Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday was interesting
and although we generally managed to get into the guns at the finishes
of our class - B. Cruisers - on handicap could not do much better than
the middle of the fleet.

o

Wednesday’s race was the most exciting as from the starting line
off Bogany Point we had a long dead run to a buoy off Ardgowan and
setting our new spinaker delivered by Mackenzie the previous Monday
soon got a big lead in our own class then went ~head of the big cruisers
which hs~ started ten minutes before us, but when a short distance
from the buoy the wind which was gusting up to almost gale force
proved too much for the spinaker which literally burst, however, the
lead we had secured enabled us to finish second.
We were very impressed with the fact that handing the d~aged
spinaker to John Black of Mackenzie that evening :[.; was delivered to
us by lO.O0 a.m. the next day repaired and fit for use.
The crew did a special clean up in the evening before attending
the dance in the Pavilion and Judy Bryan, who up till then had only
been seen in working jeans and sweaters, caused a gasp of admiring
surprise from the crew ~len she emerged from the forecastle in full
evening dress.
Thursday was spent watching the race for the Dragon Gold Cup, the
multieoloured spinakers making a lovely sight against the dark hills
of the Clyde, then sailed up to Kames bay for a bathe~ but Judy was
the only one strong enough to actually take to the water.
Harry had had to leave us at the beginning of the week, but his
place was taken by Charles Sullivan for the rest of the cruise.
We started for home on Saturds~ Ist July at 13~O0 hrs, passed the
Cumbraes at ~+.15 hrs., and Holy Island lighthouse at 16.O5 hrs.,
wh~re the wind became so light that we had to start the engine to
bring Pladda light abeam at 17.10 hrs., where we st~e~ed the log and
altered course to 210 degrees (mag).
Passing Ailsa Craig at 18.30 hrs. still with the engine running
we made good progress until shortly before midnight the wind strengthened sufficiently to stop the motor and by 02.~0 hrs~ Sunday we had 55
miles on the log.
St. Johns Point was brought abeam at 05.00 hrs. log 68 miles,
then with the wind veering to N.~{.W. we set the spinaker which gave
us a pleasant sail across Dundalk bay to pass the Rockabil at 13.00
hrs., but by the time we reached Lambay at ]/+.50 hrs., the wind dropped
and we had to st~mt the motor a Tain and lower the spinaker finally
picking up our mooring in Dun Laoghaire harbour just after 18.00 hours.

a
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The passage from the Rockabil being the only time when it was
warm enough to discard heavy jerseys and duffle coats, however, it had
proved a very interesting and enjoyable trip in particular the contrast
between the wild somewhat primitive conditions and natural beauty of
the west coast of Scotland and the Hebrides and the crowded and
sophisticated life of Rothesay.
Excluding the racing on the Clyde the total distance sailed
amounted to about 500 miles.

s
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SEARCH OF SUN
CRUI SE TO THE

SCILLI ES

AND BRITTANY

Crew:

Owner/Skipper

Fred Cudmore

Mat e

Cashel Riordan

Bosun

Tom O’Byrne

AoBo

Teddy Pope

Cab in Boy

Cliff Hilliard

The aim of the cruise was to sail as far south on the
Brittany coast as circumstances would allow and also to pay a
visit to the Scilly Isles either outward or homeward bound,
depending on weather conditions.
The crew, with one exception, were all very experienced.
It was the cabin boy’s first cruise.
Brittany was not unfamiliar
to "Setanta" with three previous cruises there.
The cruise proper began on Sunday, July 9th, from Castletownsend after the Islands Race.
Conditions were ideal - a beam
wind, force 5, bright sunlight and little or no sea°
Under full
mainsail and genoa we fairly raced along.
All through that night
we averaged 6~ knots°
The only incidents excepting the sighting
of ships was that the bulb of the starboard navigation light had
to be changed°
At 14o20 hrso on Monday the Bishop Rock Light House was
on the port beam°
As the weather appeared settled the skipper
decided to carry on for Brest and accordingly we altered course
for the Chenal de Faur.
We did have some difficulty in locating
the low-lying Scilly Isles but found them when the Bishop Rock
Lighthouse was sighted dead ahead°
A sobering sight after passing the Scillles was the view of the numerous knobs of rock so
we had a drink to dispel the feeling.
Three hours and 15 miles later a warning of wind forces
7-8 was received for our area so it was decided to put about for
the Scilly Is]eso
A course was set for St. Mary’s Island. We
crossed the path of five trawlers working in llne astern which
These boats were to follow us into
were heading out to sea.
Hugh Tower that night°
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At 20°30 the anchor was dropped just inside the pier
in Hugh Tower°
The Customs officer came aboard shortly and
cleared uso
The crew’s desire to go ashore was quashed by the
information that the pubs closed sharply at 10.30. This fallacy
was to be definitely disproved during our stay in the Scillies°
It was necessary the next morning to move our anchorage to allow the "RMS° Scillonian" to come alongside the pier.
We then went ashore to look around.
The first impressions of Hugh Tower are of the cleanliness of the streets lined by quaint sandstone buildings. The
people of the islands were found to be extremely friendly and
helpful°
On Wednesday evening it began to blow really hard and
a sea ran into the harbour°
The skipper decided to get in the
anchor and moor to the leeslde of the quay alongside a barge°
Spray was now being whipped right over the quay wall but any
water landed in the barge.
Just before dark a South Coast One Design came rolling
in before the wind with tears in the headsail and a well reefed
mainsail°
Seeing us waving to him the helmsman put about and
brought the boat neatly alongside.
The wildly flogging main
boom caught the skipper an almighty blow on the forehead which
put him out of action for a while°
However he recovered sufficiently to entertain the visitors when they came aboard.
These were two university students and their glrl friends°
They were wet and cold after spending a night at sea in a near
gale unable to put into harbouro
Later in the evening we paid the first of many visits
to the Tregsrthen Hotel where we were looked after very well
with offers of baths etc.
"We were a little non-plussed at this
as after only three d gys out from Cork we did not consider ourselves that dirty~.
On our return aboard we suffered an anguishing experience for an hour or so.
"Setants" was aground while the yacht and barge on
either side were still afloat and moving around with the wind
and wave.
As a result all sorts of straining noises were
heard all of which sounded worse than they were.
Thursday morning saw us moving out to anchor again
to permit the RMSo "Scillonian" to berth°
This became a daily
routine - at anchor during the day, moored alongside the quay
at night°
How we envied a French yacht which with her twin
keels could take to the firm sand and be safe from any galeo

A force ii wind on Friday made us thankful to be in
harbouro
There was as yet no sign of a let-up in the weather
so we amused ourselves with walks ashore to see the cosstguard
station~ which was extremely Interestlng~ and the l:[feboat,
making friends with an enormous seagull who brought his friends
to sit on the mainbea~J and the cockpit coaming and eat food
given by hand,~
This stopped when food ran low and the mate
nearly lost a limbo
A trip to the other islands on one of the
powerful launches that the islanders handle so well was another
pleasant outing°
The batteries iJpon which we relied for lighting were
now running low so on Sunday we motored to Tresco to charge
these°
After a walk ashore we returned to St. Mary’s Pool and
once more tied alongside the quay,,
The weather conditions
were by now muc~ better so it was wltb every hope of leaving
for France or the morrow that we turned in that night.
The sb ipp~n
~
forecast was ~ood on Monday morning so
having got some supplies and water ao@ paid the harbour dues
we left St~ Mary’s Pool under engine at 12o00 hrs.
At Penninnes Head the log was streamed.
A southwesterly wlnd~ Force 2~3 gave us a close reach under main and
genoa°
The sea was calm, v~sibility I~ to 2 miles.
The passage to La Valbelle buoy was slow with the
wind variable and Izght all the way.
A drizzle persisted
throughout the n[~!iht~
At Vo30 on Tl:~esday !8th we were right in the Shipping
Lane off Ushant,,
Visibility was poor°
The radar reflector
was hoisted to the cross-trees and seemed to be effective as
ships were heard to sound their sirens until they came into
sight~ indicating that they had picked us up on their radar
screens°
Visibility decreased and the traffic increased° The
skipper decided to double back on our tracks under engine and
attempt to cross the shipplng lane again when visibility improved°
The genoa was handed as the wind had by now died
completelyo
By i0o00 hours visibility had improved sufficiently
for us to put about again and head for France°
An hour later
the sun had partially d~spersed the fog and a force 1 wind
from the East was sufficient to fill the genoa°
The mate and the AoBo were sick with suspected food
poisoning since we had been at sea but the sun and the prospect
of a Isn@fall cheered them somewhat°
Ahea@ the fog persisted°
A motor yacht with a very
noisy engine came roaring out of the mist astern and wandered
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hopefully over to us.
Seeing that we were only jogging along
it meandered off again looking very lost.
~en we were about to reverse course 8gain as visibility ahead was nil a fog signal was heard.
This was identified
with the help of a stop watch as The Four Tower light°
Rocks
were also sighted to port°
Sure enough the lighthouse appeared
on the port bow not long later°
The skipper was toasted on a
good landfall°
We now made for the Valbelle buoy on the way south in
the Chenal de Four.
It was easy to see the tall buoys quite a
distance off as by now the v~slbility was excellent with bright
sunshine.
By the time we had reached the southern limit of the
Four Channel and rounded Point de St° Mathieu the wind had gone
very light again and was also dead ahead.
With sails stowed
and engine going we headed up the Goulet de Brest.
The sunset was really beautiful with a most unusual
wine tinge in the sky intermingled with white puffs of cloud°
Nightfall found us jogging peacefully along and still
some miles from Brest.
A cruiser glided past to starboard on
its way to the naval harbour without disturbing the peace of the
night°
At 23o30 we entered the commercial harbour and looked
around for the cable-laying ship to which "Setanta" had been
moored on previous visits and whose crew had been so hospitable.
However a circuit of the harbour did not reveal the ship so we
moored alongside an ex-UoS. Army barge for the night.
Tired
as we all were after a long day, the mate, now recovered from
his attack of food poisoning, ghosted round the saloon in his
night attire in an attempt to keep the crew awake°
As usual
he proved impervious to abuse°
The morning dawned bright and clear°
From our
berth we could see the white buildings of Brest glistening in
the sun on the hillside to the north.
Early as it was it was
not too early for little French boys to be about°
They ran
up and down the barge tending lines which they baited with fish
heads for crabs°
They held a good natured resentment for our
craft as it prevented them using the full length of the barge
for their crabbing°
Our first visit ashore was to arrange for wet and dry
stores from Mo Fournlero
Mo Fournler was most helpful not
only in the selection of the stores but also in getting petrol,
water and a better berth°
Before going for a look at the city
of Brest we moved to this berth alongside a refrigeration ship
which was being commissioned again after a time being laid up°
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Brest is a very attractive city with its white blocks
of apartments and gay shops and cafes replacing the war-damaged
buildings°
Although no member of the crew could be described
as a fluent French speaker we managed very well although this
was more a reflection on the friendly a~d over-helpful Bretons
than on our linguistic abilities.
Everywhere we went we made friends and met people who
took an interest in us.
The skipper was very surprised on returning aboard in the afternoon after a lunch of coffee and rolls
to see a female form disappearing down the hatch.
It turned
out to be the engineerVs wife from the ship to which we were
alongside being shown around by the cabin boy.
A minor party
then followed with the engineer, his wife and another member of
their crew°
It was continued in their ship later that evening°
The next morning (Thursday 20th) after some last
minute purchasing we bade farewell to our new-found friends and
motored out of the basino
In the process of hoisting sail one
of the mate’s white shirts disappeared overboard°
However it
was rescued just as it was going down for the third time°
By the way~ the mate was not inside It~
There was hardly an air of wind in the harbouro All
sail was set and with the engine ticking over we slowly beat
out the barbouro
"&]uether it was to express regret at our leaving or to speed us on our way the 21 - gun salute, as we left
the harbour, at any rate was most impressive°
We turned southwards at the entrance to the Goulet de
Brest and passed through the Toulinguet Channel treating it with
the respect it deserves°
Off Les Fas de Pots a sub-chaser of
the French navy passed us heading for Bresto
We dipped our
ensign and she smartly replied with all her crew standing to on
the after-deck.
The cootrast between the neat ranks of uniform
on the French ship and the scruffiness of "Setanta’s" crew was
certainly striking°
A gentle breeze from abaft the beam wafted us down
the coast.
Off Cap de La Chevre we set the spinnaker but in
spite of a fore=guy on the main boom we could not lay Donarnanez
so it had to come down°
However great care was taken that all
hands had a drink on the successful setting of the spinnaker
before it was lowered again°
It was dec~ded that for the night we would anchor off
Treboul and have a meal ashore there°
The gentlemen of the
crew, ioeo mate and bosun, went below to wash and shave with the
one functional electric shaver remaining°
No sooner had we
anchored off Treboul than they took off for the shore in the
punt carrying with them the wish that they could arrange a meal
and also that they would remember to return for the remainder
of the crew°
Both wishes were fulfilled.
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The first person we met ashore was a Dublin girl
married to the French swimming instructor.
They Joined us
after our meal and brought a French couple with them and insisted
on buying us all a drink because we flew the Irish flago
The
return aboard required some navigation as nothing could be seen
of "Setanta" in the thick fog which had come down.
Before breakfast the next day a minor passage was made from Treboul around the corner to Douarnanezo
This busy fishing
centre looks very picturesque with its houses of many hues along
the waterfront and the gaily costumed fishermen tending their
blue nylon nets°
We had time for a walk round the town and the
open-air clothes market which reminded us of the Coal Quay°
At 14.00 hours we took our leave of Douarnanez and
turned our bow to the north again°
To westward we could see the
Raz de Seln pointing the way further south - but we must go back
the way we had come.
The sail back was slow but enjoyable in a north-westerly
breeze, force 2-3°
We again passed through the Toulinguet
Channel and this time made for Camareto
At 21o00 hours we anchored in Camaret off the end of the pier in 4 fathoms of water.
We were joined soon afterwards by two yachts flying the blue
ensign°
As it was two hours later before we finished dinner
and we had to leave at 7°00 on the morrow to catch the north
going tide through the Channel Du Four we did not get ashore in
Camaret at allo
By 7o15 on the Saturday morning we were under way,
again under main and genoa crossing the Point de St° Mathleu two training ships were seen to starboard with their white hulls
surmounted by an enormous area of canvas°
One of these ships
later crossed our bows appearing to be travelling very fast in
the light breeze.
This speed was easily explained when we
heard the heavy throb of her diesel°
We were forced to start
our own engine soon after this since the wind was very light as
the sun rose higher in the sky.
The passage through the Four Channel this time seemed
shorter than the south-golng passage four days previously°
At 13o30 we were sailing to the north of the Porsal
Rocks and heading for the Libentor buoy°
Leaving the Libentor
to port we made up the difficult entrance to L’AberwracVh and
anchored in 6 fathoms among French and British yachts off the
lifeboat ship at 15o00.
Provisions, water and petrol were procured ashore
and put aboard°
A curse was placed on the spot where the
mate was unfortunate enough to fall and break a leg on a previous trip°
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By 18o$0 a spruced-up crew were briskly walking alon~
the road to the famous Base des Anges Hotel intent on satisfying the inner man°
And what a gourmet’s paradise it was°
We
all had a good rest before attempting the walk back to the yacht.
We did not omit to fill in a menu card as a souvenir of our
visit.
The crew of a visiting French yacht came aboard
"Setanta" with us.
The two French lads and their girl friends
were delighted to come and they proved very good company.
The
cabin boy had a great time searching among the ankles for the
necessary bottles stowed under the settees in the saloon.
By now the skipper was beginning to see the advantages
of having some females aboard from his observations on other
boats, so it is rumoured that in future cruises "Setanta" will
have some members of the fair sex°
So it came to Sunday and time to leave France as the
holidays were nearly over.
At 12o00 hours with the punt lashed down on deck and the anchor and its buoy hoisted aboard we
headed out to sea under engine°
To the south we could see our
visitors of the previous night heading down the Chanel Du Four.
We all had a tinge of regret to be leaving°
Another few weeks
in such conditions would not have been considered too great a
hardship by any of us~
The north-westerly wind, force 3 gave us a close
reach on our course to the Bishop Rock Light house°
Under
full main and genoa "Setanta" danced along with the sun warm
on the deck°
Once the French coast dropped astern the long
swell of deep water was felt.
Conditions were ideal all that day, although with
the barometer reading so high there was a chance that a wind
might drop°
And drop it did°
All day Monday we chugged
along under engine over a flat calm sea°
A shark kept us
company throughout the day°
At lOo00 hours what appeared to
be a turtle was sighted°
A heat haze hung around and made it impossible to
see land.
At 14o00 hours our estimated position was l0 miles
off the Scilly Isles.
However no sign of land could be seen
and it was not possible to pick up Round Island on the DoRo
although far less powerful stations further sway were heard
all right°
We accordingly altered course for the Daunt Rock
Light Vessel.
As the forecast was south-westerly, winds force 4-5,
the skipper ordered the genoa changed for the boomed staysailo
There was still no wind so this hesdssil was not hoisted°
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The night was warm and clear with bright~ moonlight°
At l o00 hours on Tuesday a sputnik was seen crossing the sky
SoW. to N.E.
A larger headsail was set at 2.00 hrso to make
use of a gentle breeze for the West,
This lasted only 45
minutes before dying again.
By 4.00 hours we were back on
course with eased sheets.
This wind was light so the No. 1
jib was landed and the genoa set.
In contrast to this period of light variable winds
by 12.00 hours "Setanta" was really tearing along under full
main and genoa in a force 5 westerly breeze.
This wind, just
aft of the beam, combined with a fairly large following sea
made for an exhilarating sail.
"Setanta" was to average more
than her theoretical maximum speed for the next five hours.
It really was sailing at its best.
Our landfall was not too difficult with a little
assistance from the Beme loop even though visibility was somewhat restricted.
At 19.00 hours we picked up our moorings in
the Crosshsven river and we were home.
All the time we were at sea conditions were excellent.
No wind force greater than 6 was encountered although we were
grateful to be in harbour when the force ll came. Sea conditions
varied from moderate to calm.
The weather generally was fine of the seven days we were stormbound in the Scilly Isles only
on two of those did rain fallo
All in all, in spite of not having got as far south
of the French coast as we had hoped, it was agreed that it had
been a most enjoyable cruise°
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"Delivered afloat ....... "

By Peter Bo Morcko

Delivered afloat ....... that delightfully simple
phrase written into every building contract.
It is all so
easy ..... just turn up at a short but decent interval after
the contract date, say three to four days, put up the sails
and off you go -- or so one would think.
Twayblade~s contract date was April 12th of this year,
but it became increasingly obvious as the day approached that
Norman King, boss of Harry King & Sons of Pin Mill, was not in
any particular hurry and when the all important question was
tactfully asked, and tactfully is the word, he would gaze into
the distance across the river to where the pale spring sunshine
glittered at the tideVs edge and with that far away look of his,
would murmur - "We should be on time, oh: yes we should" and
then just when you thought his mind was far away again - "That
is, if the engine comes alright, you just can’t rely on people
these days you know"°
And so it continued week by week. We
chewed our nails, we took our tranquilizers, we even went all
the way to Henley to get the engine, and st last on the last day
of May we arrived at the yard with the Mini bursting at the
seams with gear and announced that there was to be no retreat we were there until the boat was launched come what may.
Now this decisive move did not appear to have much
effect on Norman and somewhat gloomily we retired to the local
Inno
Pin Mill, incidentally only consists of King’s Yard and
the Butt and Oyster Inn except for a few small cottages, but
these last are important for in one of them lives George° This
ancient salt with his single tooth and his ear trumpet and the
name "Patience" across his blue jersey, a yacht long since disappeared beneath the black Suffolk mud, and in which he spent
his youth in the golden days before the first World War, is the
local rigger as well as Harbour Master, although in truth there
is no harbouro
His output is carefully controlled at five
splices to the gallon of Liffey Water and on account of this,
his favourite beverage, we soon forged a firm bond of friendship because he naturally assumed that it would be reasonably
painless for one who came from Dublin to supply him with his
daily needs°
Our first full day in Pin Mill dawned crisp and clear
and as I walked across the little village stream to the yard at
eight o~clock in the morning I heard the sound of hammering and
when I turned the corner into the shed I was both amazed and
profoundly relieved to see the boat swarming with men all busily
doing something and pretending not to see me at all.
It was
just as if the warmth of Spring had finally roused them from
their winter’s sleep and the World was awake again°

After the initial shock of the arrival of the two uninvited guests in his yard, Norman began to settle down to the
calm acceptance of the fact; and so it continued for a fortnight°
Each morning after an early breakfast Patsy would set off to
Burnham, two hours drive away, or some other destination, to collect the hundred and one things which had been overlooke~ in
spite of all the Winter’s careful planning, and I would walk the
fifty yards to the yard and start another day of feverish activity making this and that and at the same time taking care not
to get in anyone’s way and spoil the good work which was so obviously in full swing.
Thus we worked away from eight in the
morning until the dusk came softly across the saltings bringing
with it the peace of evening broken only by the shrill piping
of an occasional wader and the gentle lapping of the tide.
Launching at Pin Mill is a far cry from the champagne
and top hat business that is usual in the Solent and even at
Burnham-onoCrouch.
In fact so terrifying is it that most owners
prefer to stay away until it is all safely over.
However, the
great day came and Twayblade was duly dragged out into the mud,
supported at about fortyfive degrees on a contraption of wood and
old mattresses to meet the incoming tide which was supposed to
do the rest°
Of course, it didn’t, and at the top of the tide~
with the boat still firmly ’on’ the panic started.
Norman did
his imitation of a gondolier, Frank towed furiously in the punt
and I started the engine which ran beautifully in neutral but
run in gear it would not do.
But it wasn’t surprising really
as only one of the plug leads was connected°
Meanwhile George
was taking the mast up river to Wolverstone, where it was to be
stepped, on the only launch available, and it was indeed an impressive sight@
Fortyfive feet of mast propelled at six knots
through a crowded anchorage along the deck of a twenty foot boat
with George himself in the bow~ the mast couched under his arm
like some gigantic lance and the other holding on his cap and
the whole time gazing steadfastly ahead like Don Quixote about to
dispatch some impertinent windmill°
We watched them out of sight
and then renewed the attack which consisted of immediately getting
the propellor wrapped round a mooring rope which promptly took
up the struggle against us, the mud having relinquished its holdo
But after all it was the thirteenth and what could we expect?
In the end, however, the launch did come back for us, we did
manage to step the mast in spite of the gale which was now blowing down the river, and the wayward plug lead was firmly attached
to its plug.
It was all over and Twayblade was, as the contract
had always promised that she would be, delivered afloat°

Trials in a new vessel are usually a formal affair°
The owner, the designer and a select band of seemingly important
characters all go for a gentle afternoon sail and much gin and
learned talk consumed withal°
We just drank the gin sitting on
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the mooring and decided that as we had nearly eight hundred miles
to cover before we reached home that would do instead.
The net outcome of all this was that we had now become
the owners of Twayblade, a nine ton Normal Class masthead sloop°
33v over all, 24’ on the waterline, 9’ beam and 5’6" draught to
designs by Alan H o Buchanan.
The next thing was to get her home°
Almost half our holiday had gone by this time and it
was imperative that we should start, so we set about getting our
stores aboard°
This was somewhat hampered by the fact that Pin
Mill, although picturesque in the extreme, is one of those places
where the tide is always out leaving a vast expanse of mud with
a narrow river flowing down the middle of it.
Anyone contemplating s cruise to East Anglia should not forget his thigh boots°
Nevertheless these Essex and Suffolk rivers have a charm of their
own and provide a splendid cruising ground.
The completely unspoilt countryside and the ancient villages and towns with their
heritage so closely linked with the sea are quite unique°
For
the seafaring antiquarian East Anglla is indeed a jewel beyond
price.
The first sail was uneventful and the day was hot°
The fortyfive or so miles to Burnham were soon behind us largely,
it must be admitted, owing to Mike Handford’s excellent navigation°
We were lucky to have him with us as he could also look
the sails over on the way°
He and Bunty King have recently
taken over Cranfield and Carters and one would go a long way to
find a more friendly and helpful firm°
Faulkner Irving had
joined us too and spent most of the trip to Buckler’s Hard,
where he left us~ with his head in the lockers and other inaccessible places taking notes for his own new boat to be built the
following Winter.
We seldom saw all of him at once° Burnham
is always a pleasant experience.
We saw a lot of interesting
boats, went to a proper launching at Prior’s Yard where Tony
Clegg’s Sinbad of Abersoch had just been completed and dined
excellently at the Royal Burnham as the guests of Alan and Pat
Buchanan°
Beneath these hallowed premises the younger members
dance the night away in what is locally known as The Snake Pit~
Sailing out of the Crouch the next day was a different
matter altogether from our arrival there, as we did not, for one
thing, have Mike to show us the way°
To make matters worse
dusk was falling and so was the tide and after one unsettling
incident when Faulkner reported minus three feet on the echo
sounder, fortunately in error, we decided that for safety’s sake
we would sail straight out of the East Swinn and into the North
Sea°
Here we felt we would be safe.
The Thames Estuary~
without local knowledge is a terrible place at night on a falling tide and each buoy must be carefully ticked off on the chart
as it is passed otherwise one is liable to spend the night sleeping in that cosy little corner between the timbers and the deck
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beams°
The banks run a long way out to sea and the land, if you
can see it, is low and featureless giving little help for cross
bearings.
The North Foreland and English Channel when you get
into it is splendidly lighted and, except for the fact that there
is often a short steep sea there, provides a fascinating night
passage with light ships sprouting out of the sea all around.
Newhaven was our first port of call.
It is very snug
and one can lle alongside but like all Railway Harbours it is
dirty.
Nevertheless it is all of 130 miles from Burnham and it
was nice to stretch our legs.
Another day’s sail brought us to
the Beaulieu River where we crossed the bar at dead low water
with six inches beneath the keel, to pick up a mooring off Exbury
Point just as the light was fading.
The next day we motored up
to Buckler’s Hard on one of those exquisite summer mornings that
only the yachtsman can ever really know, and tied up to the jetty
there°
This is perhaps the most enchanting place to which I
have ever been and may God spare us from the power stations and
refineries that threaten the very existence of these lovely
places, the like of which our children may never know°
At Lymlngton we took on a new crew and much hard liquor
both of which became exhausted before we reached Cherbourg°
One of these, a land locked sailor it is true, decided that he
ought to be getting his hay in and took his leave of us to fly
back to his beloved Windermere where the tide stays where it is
and Spinnaker is a nasty word°
After sampling the local fleshpots and replenishing the lockers from Henri Ryst’s excellent
cellars we moved along the coast to 0monville, eight miles to
the west°
Here the fog, often bringing visibility down to fifty
yards, hemmed us in for three whole days.
The time was well
spent however, and the local population of lobsters declined
rapidly.
One highlight of our stay was when my cousin, a very
substantial off-shore lady, became entangled in the pack-stay of
a South Coast One Design when attempting to leave it after a very
good midnight party.
Her other leg meanwhile balanced precariously on the stern of the punt some distance beneath her°
The
whole incident was conducted with the maximum of noise°
The fog eventually cleared and we sailed across the
Channel again to Dartmouth under very light conditions all the
way.
This state of affairs continued, incidentally, all the way
to St° Mawes where we finally arrived after visiting Newton
Ferrers and Plymouth on the way°
Start Point was a notable landmark because there the Skipper lost his favourlte cap overboard
and proceeded to make the unsympathetic crew’s life sheer Hell
for at least an hour until someone poured him a drink in desperationo
At Newton Ferrers the remaining cousins, two in all,
departed and we sailed round to Plymouth to collect the no less
imposing personage of Liam McGonagle who remained with us until
the end of the trip°
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At this point; the Lizard to be exact, we encountered
the only bit of bad weather on the whole voyage.
Perhaps we
were too close in but by the t~me we had rounded it we were extremely impressed by the mightiness of nature and the North
Westerly wind had increased to force 6-7 before we finally reached Penzance - 14 miles distant and directly into the eye of the
wind°
When we arrived the lower shrouds had stretched so much
that they could almost be made to meet st eye level on each side°
For three days the wlnd stayed briskly in the North, but the sun
shone°
Unfortunately a coal boat shared the basin with us and
unloaded what appeared to be an entire cargo of fine dust which
necessitated being dropped on to lorries from twenty feet up.
The fall out was devastating°
No sooner had we celebrated their
departure when a group of little men with hsm/r~ers descended on a
poor inoffensive buoy, on the quay above us, and began to chip,
chip; chip°
This was too much and at the next high water we
went to Newlynn despite all the Luggers which the 1928 Cruising
Association handbook warned us that we would meet inside°
Perhaps the most depressing experience on the cruise
was to gaze down from the cliff st Land’s End upon a sea tormented by wind and tide far into the distance°
The Longshlps
were a smother of raging foam°
It was indeed astonishing to
have to motor past that dreaded place the next morning in a flat
calmo
For so it was, and we sailed on the same tack with genoa
set in scarcely more than force 3 all the way home to Dun
Laogha%re where we tied up in the Coal Harbour in the darkness
of early Saturday morning, July 8tho
We had tickets for the
Regatta Dance in the ’Georgev that night and we did not want to
waste them°
Twayblade had been delivered and was still afloat
after the trial spin of a little under 800 miles°
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Some Approximate Distances:

45 miles

Pin Mill

to

Burnham-on-Crou ch ............

Burnham

to

Newhaven .....................

130

"

Newhaven

to

Buckler’s Hard ...............

60

"

Buckler’s Hard

to

Lymi ng t on ....................

5

Lymington

to

Yarmouth, I.O.M ..............

3

Yarmouth

to

Cherbourg ....................

70

"

Cherbourg

to

0monvi lle ....................

8

"

Omonville

to

Dartmouth ....................

lO0

"

Dartmouth

to

Newton Ferrers ...............

30

"

Newton Ferrers

to

Plymouth

i0

"

P lymou t h

to

St° Mawes

40

"

to

Penzance

40

"

Penzance

to

Newlynn

I

It

Newlynn

to

Dun Laoghai re ................

220

"

St¯ Mawes

,

@ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ e ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ , ¯ ¯ ¯ , ¯ ¯ ¯

Total :

762 miles

Launching date .............

June 13th

Departure from Pin Mill .....

June 16th

Arrival at Dun Laoghaire ....

July 8th

Total .....

22 days
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"HAR MON~f OFFSHORE 19 61
by
R. Ho 0’Hanlon

I first took part in Ocean Racing in the years just
before the war, again just after the war, and then took to cruising as a much more restful and peaceful pastime.
This year my
entire sumpter activities were in racing with the Ro0.R.C. fleets,
due, I may say to the stimulation of my junior sailing friends°
I was told I must do a ’Fastnet’ before I was too old.
My boat "Harmony" is a member of the Dublin Bay 24
footer class°
These Mylne designed lovely vessels are 24 feet
on the waterline and with 8 feet beam are the minimum length
allowed by the R.0.R.C.
They were designed primarily for inshore racing but they have been most successful in racing in the
Irish Sea and in cruising.
They are heavy displacement vessels,
very similar to the old six metre and enjoy all the advantages
and disadvantages of that class.
As one would expect they rate
above their waterline length and are in Class ll with a rating
of 24°4 feet and require very favourable conditions to sail to
that rating.
It has been said that the ’Fastnet’ is the Grand
National of yacht racing; it is possible, if conditions are right,
for an outsider to win.
However, in these days of the modern
yacht, sailed in many incidences by the world’s most famous
yachtsmen, the outsider has no chance.
We in "Harmony" knew
this only too well and hoped we would be given five days of light
winds°
In these conditions we would not disgrace ourselves°
It is no easy task to prepare any vessel for a ’Fastnet’
race°
No single thing can be left to chance, every nut, bolt,
wire etco must be perfect.
Every precaution must be taken to
safeguard life and to train a crew to take what comes. It took
six months to prepare "Harmony" for her tasks.
An enormous number of man hours were put in by her crew and in particular by
John 0’Reilly.
I would llke to thank them, particularly John
whose skill I so much admire.
It is a long sail to Cowes but
despite this we felt we would like to have some practice together and so "Harmony" was entered for the Beaumaris Cork race°
Irish Sea Race - Beaumaris - Cork, Saturday, Ist July.
Start 13o00 hours. Distance 210 miles.
Course - Beaumaris~ Tuskar~ Daunt L.V. Cork. Ten Entries.
Crew -

R.H. O’Hanlon.
lan Morrlson - VanJa IV.
Alan Stewart - Huff of Arklow -

Reggie Lee
- Harmony
John 0’Reilly - Harmony
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The race started in Puffin Sound with a kind westerly
wind giving us a dead beat to the Skerries°
Very soon the 8
metre Severn was well ahead followed by the French Naval entry
"Pen Duick" and then "Harmony",
Off the Skerries the wind fell
very light giving "Harmony" the advantage of placing her equal
if not slightly ahead of "Severn".
In this calm the wind came
in northerly, Force 2 to 3 and under spinnakers "Severn" and
"Pen Duick" drew ahead with "Harmony", "Pellegrlna" and "Cu na
Mars" well spread out astern.
We had a quiet run down the Irish Sea and at dawn
next morning off the "Blackwater" vessel the wind increased to
Force 4.
We had a hectic run in increasing wind to the Tuskar
where for a short time the wind rose to Force 6.
"Severn" and
"Pen Duick" had drawn well ahead with "Pellegrina" Just ahead of
"Harmony" and "Cu na Mars" close astern.
These three vessels
stayed close together but with their extra waterline and large
spinnakers they very definitely had the edge on "Harmony" who
had to allow them both time.
From the Tuskar to the Daunt the
wind was light and variable giving a run and a reach and "Harmony"
was fortunate to round the Daunt ahead of her two rivals and
cross the llne before them.
The rest of the fleet did not fair so well.
Delayed
by calms they met s wind shift to the S.W. and ended with a heavy
beat to Cork.
Result - Irish Sea Cup - "Cu na Mars"
Class !II - Winner - "Cu na Mars"
Second - "Pellegrina"
Class I & II - Winner - "Harmony"
Second - "Severn"
This was an interesting race°
The wind strength was
right, but "Harmony" could not save her time off a modern Ro0oRoCo
vessel off the wind.
"Cu na Mars" is a Rhodes designed msst
head sloop and "Pellegrina" a Peter Brett 27 foot waterline sloop
similar to the well known "Rondinella".
Both of these vessels
sailed very well and "Cuna Mars" well deserved her victory°
"Fastnet" Race° Start Cowes 18,15 hours. Au6~ust 5th.
Distance:
630 miles.
Crew

R°H. 0’Hanlon
lan Morris on
Alan Stewart
Neil Watson
John 0’Rei lly -

Vanja IV
Huff of Arklow
Ha rmony
Ha rm ony
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We left Dun Lsoghaire with full crew on Saturday, 29th
July~ st 15o00 hours with a light NoW. wind.
We lay becalmed
for a short time in Scotsman’s Bay and engined to Killiney Bay
where the wind came in southerly°
We had a pleasant beat to
Wicklow Head, but here with a foul tide had great difficulty in
making progress inside the Horseshoe Bank.
We came to anchor
in a small bay about four miles south of the head and had dinner
and awaited the change of tide at m~dnight.

o

23°40 hours set sail and beating to windward just making the Arklow light vessel.
Sunday 30th July - beating all night and early that afternoon at
15.00 hours passed outside Ramsey Island between it and the Bishop and Clerks°
It was springs and we were
carried with great rapidity through this boiling sound into the
quiet waters of Eride’s Bay.
Here we tacked to clear Skomar
and again tacked to beat our way across the Bristol Channel.
Monday~ 31st July - 12o05 hours:
Trevose Head abeam and here the ~Ind fell away and we
made down to St° Ires under power to drop fan who had to return
to Dublin to pull off some mammoth business deal.
16o30 hours anchored at St o Ives.
18o40 hours under way in calm with heavy roll for the Longshipso
21o50 hours passed inside the Longships still under power.
wind but much swell.

No

Tuesday, ist Au6ust under power all night.
Passed the Lizard
at dawn and made for the tiny fishing port
of Coverack to refuel.
This is a beautiful place lying N oEo
of the Black Head and between it and the Manacle Rocks. As the
tide was full we lay alongside the head of the pier at 07°30
hours, had breakfast and refueled°
i0o00 hours left Coverack under sail.
Wind SoW. Force 3 to 4o
This was a lovely day giving us the only real sailing
of our holiday°
Wednesday2 2rid August - 01o00 hours
In Lyme Bay mal<ing for Portland when the wind came in
from N oEo Force 6 giving us a heavy beat with much sail changing
during the night.
The wind altered to the north giving us a
fetch for the Needles Channel which we made at 10°00 hours. It
was pleasant to find smooth water and see the Solent full of
yachts led by the stately Twelves°
We made up the Solent and
tied up in the Trots, tired but glad to have the first stage of
our task behind US o

D
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Distance - Dun Laoghaire - Cowes -

450 Miles

- three, in all seven hours. (Brittas, Sto Ives & Coverack)o
Thursday, 3rd August left
the
Castle liner, anchored at
had lunch and sailed back
Force 7o

Cowes for Southampton to take
shipping and in particular the
the head of Southampton Water
to the Trots under trysail in

a look at
new Union
where we
winds

Friday, 4th Au~u~st.
Very busy stopping sails and inspecting all gear.
Batteries taken by John to local garage for top up to be on the
safe side°
Spent the evening ashore, but the crew did not allow
me to enjoy myself to the full and I was sent to bed early.
Saturday~ 5th August.
Great activity in the Trots.
About a million pounds
worth of yachts of every nationality, all busy victualling and
watering ships.
It was a nasty day w~th heavy rain and strong
gusting S.W~ winds.
The ’Fastnet’ race had attracted 95 starters divided
into three classes.
Prior to leaving Dun Laoghaire we had our
mainsail cut, loosing 18 sq. feet of sail but getting us into
Class III in which we were the scratch boat.
We had to allow 33 yachts time, including famous ocean
racers such as "Belmore", "Vashti", "Cohoe" and many others.
at 18o45
3 and we
the wind
6 giving
left the

Class I and II started first, with Class III following
hours.
The wind had fallen before our start to Force
crossed the line under full sailo
Within 15 minutes
increased to Force 4, W.S.W. and then gradually to Force
us much sail changing and tired crew even before we
Solent.

21o00 hours - Needles abeam - most confused sea, eight rolls and
Nool jib.
Much water about and things getting
damp below°
Even at this early stage I have no difficulty in
persuading myself that I am a fool to do this sort of thing°
Log streamed.
Needles bear 050.
Sunday, 6th August - 00o01 hours, clew of new terylene NOol jib
pulls out.
Like Albert’s mother, "I am not half
vexed" as this accident is due to poor workmanship on the part
of a famous sailmaker.
Storm jib set.
04°00 hours wind steady st Force 5o
Not enough sail.
genoa and left mainsail heavily reefed.

Set
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04°45 hours tacked on to port tack.
06o16 hours shook out rolls in mainsail, wind Force 3 to 4o
Bearing by Beme : Start Point dead ahead.
I0oi0 hours wind again Force 5o
Repairing No ol jibo

Mainsail re-rolled.

iio00 hours approximate position.
miles off°
12o00 hours winds Force 6.
Heavy going.

Skipper

Portland Bill abeam and i0

Handed genoa and set No.l jib.

16o00 hours tacked on to starboard tack.
20o10 hours re-set genoa°
20°20 hours Start Point abeam°
Sea at last regular.
Distance
off 600 yards°
Yachts near - "Belmore", "All Bleue"
and "Jose"°
"Pellegrina" and "Cohoe" about one hour ahead.
Monday~ 7th August.
02°50 hours Eddystone abeam.
in sight°

Almost flat calm.

Many yachts

08°30 hours becalmed inside Eddystone all night.
Welcome rest
for crew°
Set spinnaker in light airs. Many yachts
out to sea which appeared to have much more wind from the east°
11o15 hours Handed spinnaker and re-set genoa.
got out garments to dry.

Tidied ship and

16o05 re-set spinnaker°
17o00 hours Lizard abeam after slow passage from the Eddystone
where much time was lost as the yachts out to sea
and much more wind.
17o50 hours winds Force 5 with very heavy rain and poor visibility°
Forecast poor.
19o30 hours handed spinnaker and reefed mainsail and set storm
jib°
Wind and sea increasing rapidly.
Wind S.Eo
and going southo
Forecast had promised gale force winds, backing to the NoW.
The cause of this was a small unexpected depression which swept unannounced in from the Bay of Biscay and
was later to cause great havoc in Southern England.
Handed
mainsail, set trysailo
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With great care Alan Stewart set course for safe passage through the gap°
Visibility was now down to less than one
mile and a course of 330o was steered to bring us clear of the
Longships and inside the Wolf Rocks°
20°45 hours Wolf Rock abeam.
Passed French yacht with her mainboom in her cockpit and sail rolled down to the number°
Visibility decreasing with winds Force 7 and gale Force 8 in the
gusts°
Wind still S.S.E. with remarkably confused sea conditions
as bad as one would want.
Rain driving into the cabin as far as
the mast; and chart work could only be done on the forward bunk.
As we expected the wind to go N.W. we stood up to the north to
pass inside the Seven Stones and between it and Pendeeno
22°20 hours Seven Stones abeam.
Impossible to read logo
Conditions worse with no let up in the driving rain now
accompanied by violent lightning so near that one could smell the
electric discharge°
Wires attached to the rigging to act as
conductors and life saving harness worn by all the crew.
Wind
gusting very fiercely.
23@30 hours "Harmony" very comfortable below, especially since
the slides were placed in the hatchway and the crew
were beginning to settle to this state of affairs.
Only one
most serious gear failure occurred, the main batteries had failed,
leaving us without compass light or navigation lights°
This was
a major disaster as one had to sit in the cockpit and shine a
torch on the compass all the time.
Also we were in grave danger
as we knew there were several yachts near by, who like ourselves,
were almost out of control.
Later it was proved that this failure was due to the garage in Cowes discharging the batteries by
accident.
23°35 hours suddenly in I0 seconds, without any let up in the
wind force the wind backed to N oEo and "Harmony" was
struck by gusts of Force 9 or possibly over.
Everything was
confused as she lay on her beam-end, her lee decks covered in
solid water.
This was it:
All hands crawled forward to get
off all sailo
You can imagine my anxiety as I fought to right
the vessel and make her deck a little safer for the crew. With
no compass one was blind, and as the hands worked feverishly to
down the trysail, I gybed her and in the lightning saw Neil and
Alan almost disappear on the sloping water-covered deck°
Despite my efforts the trysail was duly stowed and the storm
jib attacked°
Things were easier now but the jib halliard in
some way fouled aloft and the jib would not come down°
In
preparation for its descent Neil undid the shackle on the foredeck and suddenly the sail broke all the new lashings on the
jib hanks and the jib took off and flew from the upper crosstrees llke a kite.
We could do nothing with this sail, it
could not be undone, cut away or captured, and there it was to
stay for 12 hours°
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Comparative peace ha~ now come to us a very sodden,
tired and frightened crew.
Obviously we had to ride it out
under bare poles and, with the helm lashed s lee, she lay broadside on, well canted over by the sall flying aloft. Our exact
position was impossible to determine despite the fact that we
could see the South Bishop~ Pendeen and the Seven Stones lights,
but they were impossible to time due to the heavy mountainous
confused sea°
We knew that "we were somewhere between Pendeen
and somewhat north of the Seven Stones.
"Harmony" reached away
to the N oWo at about 3 knots and while much water broke over the
coach roof very little came into the cockpit due to the spray
hood and canvas dodgers.
The wind gradually altered from N oEo
to N oWo and if anything blew harder, but this wind shift put us
in grave danger of reaching on to the Seven Stones°
Action was
necessary and Alan took over the job of running her off South of
the Seven Stones and putting her about on the other tack°
"Harmony" tore along at great speed under bare poles and sgsln
lay to, heading N oEo on a lee shore.
John and I spent the rest
of that night in the cockpit watching "Harmony" claw her way almost to windward past Pendeen to make a satisfactory offing at
the entrance to the Bristol Channel.
It took sometime to realize that danger was past and
that we were being helped by two unexpected things.
Firstly,
the sail aloft helped to cant the vessel so that she presented
reasonable freeboard to the seas and, secondly she was helped
by her long overhangs°
We had passed through the very eye of
the storm and any larger yacht which found itself in this position
filled its cockpit many times°
Dawn was a relief as we could
see all was well and wind had decreased°
John and I went below
and we left the vessel to herself until we had all found our feet
aga in o
We sallied forth about 09°30 hours tosurvey the
position°
The jib was still flying from the upper crosstrees,
the main halliard had in some way fouled aloft and the fore
boom guy and starboard spinnaker guy were firmly attached to
the propeller°
Everything below was very wet mainly from the
oilskins of the crew and the driving rain°
A tremendous sea
was running but the wind had fallen to Force 6o
This was not
the time for heroics°
We could sort out things aloft but the
loss of our batteries was insurmountable°
None of us had much
heart and with reluctance we accepted defeat.
It was a bitter
pill for me to accept failure after so much endeavour but I know
we did the right thing in setting our trysail and running around
the Longships for Newlyno
"Harmony" had not failed and to her,
each of us give thanks°
Newlyn was a haven of peace and at least we had some
cheer from seeing the larger 30 tonner "Theodora" and "Finnistere’s sister ship "Nantucket" lying in the harbouro
In all,
the storm had forced retirement on 33 vessels while the larger
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vessels ahead were never near the centre of the storm and never
experienced gale force winds at all.
The rest of that day was spent in drying almost everything aboard, dealing with the propeller, tangles aloft and having the batteries overhauled.
They were absolutely flat and
choice prayers were offered for a certain firm in Coweso
Wednesday~ 9th Au6~st Rested, ate and drank a great deal.
Thursday, .10th August 20o15 hours° Left Newlyn under plain sailo
23o50 Longships abeam.
Friday, llth Au6ust

01o00 hours Pendeen abeam°

Wind Force 3 to 4
N oN oW o

Through the day we had a pleasant sail to Lundy Roads
where we dropped anchor at 15o00 hours.
Ashore to visit old
haunts and dine in the Marisco Tavern°
22°30 hours Left Lundy for Solva in Bride’s Bay°
engineo
Course 332oC.

Little wind,

Saturday~ 12th Au6ust 10.15 hours made Solva on a falling tide
and just made the small pier as we took the ground
to find a hearty welcome from our friend "Paul" the Ship°
Pleasant day ashore with dinner at the Ship Inno
21o00 hours under way all plain sailo
22°45 hours Bishop abeam°

Bound for Abersocho
Wind Force 4o

Wind Force 6o

Six rolls down, much
water about°

Sunday, 13th August Trashing to windward all night, much discomfort but by now we expected nothing else
Made
our landfall inside Barsay and dropped anchor in Abersoch Roads
10o20 hours°
Ashore and royally entertained by the Morrison
fami lyo
Monday, 14th August 09°00 hours under way for Dun Laoghalre
under plain sailo Wind N oWo Force 4°
Again much
beating to windward with six rolls as wind increased to Force 6o
Driving rain all evening and it was with relief we picked up
our moorings at 06°30 hours Tuesday, 15th August, after yet another thrash to windward.
So ends a journey of 986 miles in
poor weather in 16 days and the account of the first Irish entry
for the ’Fastnet’ for 14 years.
Lets hope the next attempt
will not take so long and that it finds success°
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Time
Total
Daily
Under

16 days
distance
average
engine

-
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986
60
31

hours
miles
miles
hours

The impressions of the Crew
"OFFSHORE"
My most vivid recollections of the ’Fastnet’ are of
the endless comings and goings of the yachts at the Trots in
Cowes:
The clouds of sails on the Solent:
The lovely places
llke Coverack, Solva and Lundy and the grim cliffs of Wales"
Of our melon, which went round the Longships four times, shared
Mro Stewart~s bunk, fell overboard, was rescued and eaten~
Of
our navigation lights, attached to the pulpit, burning brightly
under the water:
Of Mro Watson, also attached to the pulpit,
rising up out of the sea after being completely submerged°
These and many more°
And lessons learned.
A spray
hood with side extensions is worth its weight in gold.
That
snap shackles will open in strong winds.
That no boat should
go offshore without a trysail, with double sheets.
It has been my privilege to sail in "Harmony" for 2
years°
She Is a wonderful boat, worthy of the gallant gentlemen who sall hero
John O’Reillyo

It is difficult, if not impossible, to record in a
short space my impressions on "Harmony~s’’ cruise and participation in the ~Fastnet~ Race, for each day has its memories, some
pleasant, some not so pleasant°
Moments of excitement of tension, of fear, of relief°
Times of hardship, times of ease.
But for me there stands out one time in particular. The third
night of the ’Fastnet’; "Harmony", caught in the centre of a
deep depression lles hove to; on deck, the wind screams in the
rigging, angry seas hiss past in the dark, spray and rain rattle
unceasingly on the spray hood, the noise makes speech impossible°
Below there is an amazing quiet, out of the wind and rain and
cut off from the sound of fury, it is hard to believe that a full
gale is blowing outside°
The hands of the clock creep towards
midnight, and, in company with many others at sea, I switch on
the wireless°
The News summary, the National Anthem, the weather
forecast bad though it is and finally the announcer’s voice unknown and yet assuring us that we are not alone, "Good night
gentlemen, good sailing"°
Alan Stewart.
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"Fa stnet" Impressions 1961
~r~at a hold this offshore racing can get over you’
At one str..ge during the race, soaked and seasick, I swore it
was Aer Lingus for me in future, and yet here I am looking forward to the next time.
It was such a stimulating trip - a glimpse of the
glamour of Cowes Week giving way to the experience of competition against the top ocean-racers, with a few days cruising up
the ~’elsh coast to recuperate.
We all learnt a lot about sailing in extreme conditions
which will help a great deal in planning future escapades.
Is it not great after it all, to go ashore and have a
huge steak and a hot FRESH bath.
Neil Watson.
"REFLEC T! ON S ON A FA STNET"
Like the Ritz Hotel, the ’Fastnet’ is open to everyone:
But until you lie in the Trots at Cowes with famous boats like
"Story.vogel", "Belmore" and "Coboe" the development of the true
offshore r~cer since the days of Hasler in "Tre Sang" cannot be
appreci~: t ed.
"T:~rlnon2", although built im 1948, was nearly the ol@est
and by far the smallest boat in a fleet of 99.
Her rating is
unfsvoursble clod except in light winds she is overcanvassed b7
R°C.R.C. sten~srds.
However, five seasons offshore in Vcnja
(30 square metre) made "l<~rmony" seem a big and co~Lfortsble boat.
Despite this the deckwork on a 30 square (although more dangerous)
is l~5htcr than on a 94.
In particular as regards reeftng, because of the lerge main on "Harmony" which was reefed and unreefed
probably more often than any boat in the fleet.
No boat of her size could possibly beat to windward
in the gale conditions prevailing but her performance under bare
poles and the quietness below left little to be desired. Defeat
always leaves a bitter taste in the mouth but there will be other
’Fastnets’ and further chances to round "The Stone" and set the
big bag for the long run back to Plymouth.
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SIXTY ONE

by
Clayton Love

’E~ILOG’ SIXTY

It would seem that we wrote not wisely but too well last year,
gently chided by the Editor for having indulged too much wordage and by the
adjudicator for not submitting enough chartage, so we have decided to try
an all standing jibe for sixty one by submitting less of the folmer and more
of the latter, and to include in our ’E~ilog’ Sixty a complete track chartage of our meanderings during this Olympic year as a distinct and separate
effort from that for the year that has added itself to our lives since then.
W~ left you to the strains of a song in Gibraltar but after the book was
closed for the year, Oalcador again took off bound North for Vigo in November
an uneventful passage, with the exception of being hove to for twenty three
hours in a westerly gale off the coast of Portugal from which refuge was
eventually sought in Sesimbra, and which added to the table of distances
already published gives her a total of 2814 logged sea miles during 1960,
over a period of four and a half months in commission, forty five days of
which were spent at sea. Approximately in latitudes 35/43 North and
fifteen and ten East and ~Test of Greenwich respoctively.
That said and the track charts covering it submitted we hope we
have repaired our omissions of last year and by the process of wordage
reduction already pr~nised, hope also to re~air our commissions.
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SIXTY ONE

Oh time bring bac~ those midnights and those friends;
that’s
[~o~v we began our log last year.
It did;
we renewed acquaintance with
old friends and old harbours;
we saw many midnights, s~ne neath a
glorious moon, some in thick fog and blistering winds; we made new friends
’and entered new harbours; our bottom made the acquaintance of new mud in
latitudes as far apart as Hamble, Isle D’Yeu and Gijon (say He Hun).

We shot the rapids with a foot of water under us and a mountainous sea chasing us to enter the Portugese port of San Marthino, as the
alternative to a third night at sea in dense fog, and we crossed the bar
~f the Royal Munster Yacht Club during Dinghy week, the greatest hazard
of all; we survived it, to live and write you this tale.

,~Te crossed other hazardous bars - the Royal Dorset at Weymouth
during the 505 championships and the Real Club Nautico de la Corunna a
full night before a three day gale, the most hazardous gale we’ve ever
survived- brother- those days were really tough, shelteringmnder the
wing of the most hospitable of Commodores, deeply concerned for our topsides because of the oil in the harbour but utterly unconcerned about our
insides in regard to the amount of oil in the club, compared with which
bhat in the harbour was a mere slick.

I’ve read a lot of books over a period of years about cruises
~7_ade, about cruising, about seamanship and navigation, and they all in
......... or greater degree refer to the hazards of the sea.
Reeds, that
~iost comprehensive of books, the Admiralty Pilots, full of every kind of
information and warnings to the Mariner, are signally lacking in one most
important thing.
~’~en you search the Pilot for information about a new
und strange harbour you wish to succour yourself in, the first thing that
_.its you in the eye is DANGERS.
~^~en you’ve chased the cold shiver
Iron your spine with a brandy or whatever medicine you take for it, you
steel yourself and read on, everything that could possibly wreck you is
lhere, rocks, shoals, currents sets, tides, what-have-you, the lot.
ihe greatest danger, the greatest hazard of all, is not listed THE
YACHT CLUB BAR.
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SIXTY ONE,

TRACK CHART i

Extracts from Log covering distance squared by latitudes 420.490.N.
and 40.90. W. approx.

Departure from Cabofinisterre taken from Cabo del

Home at entrance to Vigo Bay - Lat.42015’ .N. Long. 8052, W. First snag sheered
a bolt in the starboard steering sheave, second, port cross tree flood light
not functioning. Paid hands don’t answer two kinds of ~uestions - those they
don’t wish to and those they can’t - so no time is wasted asking, and our
Hayzus is directed to pilot us inside the many islands that front this coast
to his home port of Porto Novo at the North !~/est corner of Pontevedra Bay,
where we meet our first midnight on the 22nd June 1961.

The wind was from

the North and no sails were set, an inauspicious start.

~’e were ready to

leave Porto Novo at 18.30 hours June 23rd, a clear evening, and we’re bound
for Cabo Finisterre about forty miles North and ~’~est of us.

Still in Hayzus

home waters we are conning to his pilotage and bring the Cape abeam one mile
off at 0052 June 24th. with the wind from the N.E.
at 03.25.

~re put into Camarinas

This port is just south of Cabo Villano from which we will take

our departure for Cork.

We are tied to an arrival date, June 30th, and

decided to top up our water and fuel oil here before taking our final departure from Spain.
The log says that we took our departure from Cabo Villano in Lat.
430.10’ N. and 90.13’ ~. at 10.40 June 24th with the wind from the East of
North, our rhumb from Villano to the Roche called for fourteen degrees compass but the best we could manage was 30 which should put us on to the Bishop.

TRACK CHART i

(continued)

There was a westerly swell of no proportions so we carried on hoping for a
westerly wind, but no shift came and at noon following we were still plugging along at 030 degrees.

Our position 45° 36 N. 8.3 ,~T. _ this put us

260 N. ½ E. towards the Bishop and 380 ?0~f towards the Roche. An hour
later we were being headed further into the Bay on a course of 56 degrees
and at 18.23 we were being headed to a course of 120, so a decision was
called for to go about and make a long westerly leg into the Atlsautic or a
leg towards the land; the former ~ould have brougJut us back across the busy
shipping lanes and into the night with a crew of three.

The wind was now

dying away to a flat c~im and a third alternative offered - motor on course but there are no gas stations in the Atlantic and our dead line was ffune 30th,
so we put her on course for PointFernarch and motored through a night of flat
calm and with the wind freshening from the N.W. we fetched into Benodet some
twentyfive miles E.N.E. of Pernarch where we anchored for the night at
22.30.
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LACTODI E0 CORK HARBOUR

l~,formed in Benodet that it was more convenient and much cheaper
to go round the corner to Lactody.
Round the corner we went, and a most
pleasant day and night was spent by all.
~Je took oil and water from the
Fishermen’s Co-Op.
!^’e took stores from two shops and we ate across the
bay in Isle Tudy.
All, without exception, were the friendliest, most helpful, courteous people one could meet.
That night, choosing the smallest
and least pretentious of the Restaurants on Isle Tudy, we ate the most superb
Palourde Farcie (stuffed cockles) by the quarter gross - so good that we toQk
a bearing on it for the return voyage nnd fetched up there early in September
and ate them by the half gross.
If Sesi~lus Kelly happens to read this,
Dublin’s most consistent Cockle C,~ck!er will now knovl where to go for his
cockles.
We came up off Usht~nt ~Jbou.t 14.30 with a high glass and a smooth
sea.
We laid for the ~,~Tolf "~nd iet~lled up to the Lizard; a savage westerly
going stream, and a moderate to rresh wind had set us several hours back,
so that it was just after eicilt o’clock the following morning when we set
course from the Longships for the Roche.
we were well compensated by a
fair wind and a very moderate se~ and mnde passage to Cork Harbour under the
most favourable conditions,
r.% drolpcd the hook~ or to be more correct
pinched "Fez" Byrne’s r~oorin~- at sround seven o’clock on the morning of
June 30th, bang on schedule.
~je don’t know wher,s the following two months belon@ but we suppose
here is as good a place as any to tuck them in.
~e could wi’ite a volmme
but of course we riu.<t not.
Yachting is expensive enou£h without adding a
pound a pase ~o it, so llke the wo~:~an who was short of curr.~ints we’ll fire
them into the dough, bang down the oven door and hope they spread.
All through July and August we renewed acquaintance with old
cruising grounds and old friends within the confines of the harbour and the
adjacent coast; we survived Diz.’chy "~eek and }-_ept ourselves unstolen; we
succoured our bereft Commodore. while somebody else was cruising around
the longships in his purloined yacht; we shipped aboard "~/i’nor", the start
of yet another generation of L< ;e’s infected with the canvas mania and whom
his mother says it was necessary to fumigate when Sic got him back after a
couple of months on board.
Certainly among the highlights, for me particularly, was when my old ssilin~ master RubiG Robinson a0 .~ightyfour years
of age sprang abourd, &nd spr<Lng is th~ operabive word, as light as a Zephyr,
having beaten all his old pupils in the one design race at Cobh Regatta.
What a superb helmsman he is,
And I think that’s a fitting note to close
this track chart on.
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TRACK CHART 3

Cork H.rbour to ~Teymouth (via Ballycotton) to Southampton, to Hamble,
to Weymouth, to Alderney, to Camaret, to Brest, to Douarnenez, to
La~tody and Isle of Tudy.
m .......

Did you ever come on a rabbit of a suddint in a sandy place and
he to drive sand and gravel from out between his back legs, fierce like.
That’s how we left Cork Harbour on the night of Sunday, August 20th.,
reaching off a ~’. force 6/?. Forty miles later and many tons wetter
we tucked what was left of our tail between our legs and another thirtyfive miles later, we tucked ourselves in under the breakwater a couple
of hours after dawn in Ballycotton; seventy odd miles, nothing achieved
except a dirty hazardous, uncomfortable night at sea, a wasted effort;
but not altogether, because, but for it I would not have renewed old
acquaintance with many old friends, a pleasure much too long deferred.
I spent a memorable night amongst them, and the thought of Mikie Lynch
insisting on keeping his promise of the night before to go out for a
couple of hours specially to catch us a bucket of thick beautiful plaice
and firing them aboard just before we left will remain long with me a
treasured one.
When the weather faired away on the 22nd, we took our departure
on a SSE course from the Ballycotton light, and fetched up into Weymouth
Harbour at 13.15 August 24th, just in time to see our offspring rounding
the windward mark in a 505 - first and foremost - at which we stowed our
pocket book thinking we wouldn’t need it that night only to learn when
we went ashore that he had been recalled but like the monkeys neither
saw nor heard. We took off the following day for Southampton where we
were committed to show the flag.
In future we will remain uncommitted.
Arriving there in thick weather on a compass course all the way through
the Needles passage to Calshot, we were directed to a berth up the
Itchen because the Russians had purloined our own wharf - and even the
Irish can’t throw them fellows out - and provided with a pilot and a
berthing Master we were directed to lay alongside a rusty hulk with not
enough water to float a needle on a dead lee shore; attempting to turn
around we took the mud on a rising tide and one hour later shaking a mental
fist we took off for the Hamble.
This splendid river arrived at, we
steeplechased our way up it to a stake mooring amidst what seemed to us
a million yachts.
Two mornings later having been joined by Heidi, who
had laid down the cares of office in the home factory, we took the Hampshire mud again. Mind you we don’t claim any navigational honors for
this, it’s a damn sight easier to find the mud than the water in this
splendid river, and a lot of the yachts that lay there looked as if they
liked it this way best.
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~:e returned to ~qTeymouth to spend another night with the Five 0’ s
and were now three, the fourth very much to our regret had to cancel out
at the last minute, but nothing daunted we survived the perils of the Royal
Dorset, and bidding goodbye to the racers on the morning of Monday August
28th, we survived the further peril of fog and a vicious set to the westward.
The last we saw of old England was the Shambles L.V.
The next bit
of solid ground that we saw was one of the Cas~uet Colony, so close were we
that l thought of sending the hand for’rd to put a fender over the bow in
case we scraped our nice new paint. A nice kettle of fish. How deep in
were we, how far to the westward or the southard? T~Till this bloody fog
ever lift? Do we anchor or do we not? How the hell can you anchor in
fifty fathoms of water:
A ~uick piece of mental arithmetic - set and
drift assessed - St. Christopher radioed we were about and prayed our way
to Alderney.
Our Guardian Angel must have been dog tired that night, but
he was on duty again within forty eight hours.
Having set course for Morlaix, we found ourselves again in thick
fog, but this time with a moderate gale coming in from the Atlantic, in the
midst of the Sept Isles and Plateau des Triagoz trying to find a harbour for
shelter; by a stroke of extreme good fortune through a temporary hole in the
fog we were able to identify Isle aux Moines light tower and from our bearing we "back tracked" with the greatest of caution on our single bearing
and our Ferrograph, and found the red can buoy with the white band that
marks Les Dervinis.
From thence on our chart we made our way as close as
we dared inshore and anchored with all thirty fathoms of chain out.
Shortly after dawn the fog lifted and with the wind in the North
~est we were comp@nsated by a fine sail around the North West corner of
France and through the Chanel de Four inside 0ueesant to Camaret and Brest.
Our luck in this respect held subsequently from Brest to Douarnenez and
thence back to Lactody, where once again we met the same wonderful people;
but this time there was a solitary exception - the customs officer was the
exact opposite to his predecessor of some months hence, and it was only
when the charming little old lady who has charge of the office of the
Fishermen’s Co-Op. took us to the Chief and we returned triumphant that he
wilted under higher authority, but with the ~orst of grace and when we
finally left him he had a look on his face on which you could fry an egg.
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T~CK CHART 4
Lactody to Belle Isle to Isle d’Yeu, to St. Jean de Luz, to San Sebastian,
to Gijon, to San Crispian,~ to La C~runna, to Muros, to Marin, to Vigo.
From Lactody to B~lle l~le and thence to l~le d’Y~u we enjoyed fair winds
but again very thick weather and at times dense fog in patches.
~,Te had quite
some difficulty in finding the latter Isle in the late afternoon and lost four
good hours sleep the following morning trying to beat the clock. ~en leaving
it at low water before the dawn we took the mud inside the outer h arbour, and
despite the efforts of an obliging fishing boat stayed there till the tide bore
us off.
~ie made one leg of it from there to St. Yean de Luz with a fair but
not very strong wind, and all the time in hazy thick weather.
This is a fine
port and a splendid town that we would like to give a little more space to but
we can’t afford the quid, and for the same reason we must hurry along the North
Coast of Spain from here to La Corunna, reciting only that fourth time we took
the mud at Gijon, but this time, indeed the only time, we were in some danger.
Hayzus, our pilot, assured us he knew this port thoroughly, but in the dark of
the early evening he took us into the wrong basin on a falling tide, and we were
forced to shore her up and move all readily moveable ballast to the port side
as well as running our emergency nylon warp ashore to an anchored and grounded
barge making it fast to our own mast. We came off about two o’clock the following morning, went into the main harbour piloted by the Skipper and from thence
on this rule obtained very firmly.
~ge stowed for sea because the night now had
a large hole in it.
~^~e sailed for La Corunna; the wind came westerly with the
dawn and freshened throughout the day until about eighteen hundred when it was
so strong that it was felt prudent to seek shelter for the night and give it a
chance to make up it’s mind without us participating, in the, what promised to
be a heated discussion between the elements, so we ex~ined the Pilot and found
San Cris~ian.
This port is protected by a natural break water formed by a
reef of rocks behind which we slid on the tail of an entering fishing boat, and
with two anchors out were quite snug during the night throughout which it continued to blow quite strongly.
The following morning however it seemed pro~itious to go so we upped and out, and made La Corunna in the dark on a deceptively calm night.
We woke the following morning snugged up to the yacht club
basin, while the start of a full gale howled its fury a couple of miles outside,
and continued to do so for three days in full spate.
TAre left La Corunna armed
with introductions from the Commodore.
One example of their open sesame will
suffice to prove their worth despite the fact that they were written on odd
scraps of paper in odd intervals between and during "jollification". !~Te entered
pontevedra Bay calling first at Hayzus home port once more, and thence to his
wife,s home port of Sangenjo and, subsequently deep into the bay to Port Marin
where the Naval College of Spain is housed.
~ATe made boldly for the entrance
to the basins that form the Naval College front repelledby everything but shot,
lay alongside to a polite but very finn torrent of you can’t lay heres, passed
our scrap of paper ashore, and within minutes were invited to choose our berth
and were subsequently visited by the Commander and his Adjutant to place the
entire college at our disposal.
I had a pain in my right arm from returning
salutes and presenting arms every time I left for the town with Heidi through
the main gate. We were again visited in the morning and invited most courteously to state our requirements whatever they might be.
~:e sai]edwith some
reluctance for Vigo, where we spent yet another day and night before taking
our departure from Cabo Silleiro for the 1’:est Coast of Portugal.
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TRACK CHART 5

We left Vigo at 07.45 September 20th just one month after we had left
Cork at approximately the same time. We went into the little harbour at La
Guardla from fog at 01.15 the same day, left it again at 17.15 and were again enshrouded off the Portugese coast at 22.30 having credited ourselves with a mere
32 miles in almost fifteen hours, but there was more to come.
We spent two
nights and a day in almost continuous fog all a&ong the coast flat as a pancake
and not a decent harbour between Leixoes and Lisbon. One night we spent threading our way under barely turning over engine between a night long procession of
fishing vessels, answering and being answered all night long by fog horns. Having
emerged from this ordeal to enjoy one fairly reasonable day we were distressed to
find it closing in again towards evening when we had hoped to round Davaeiro and
fetch up to Lisbon, and this was how we came to shoot the rapids.
It was Hobson’s
choice- another night at sea in fog or enter San Marthlno. The pilot says no
vessel should under any circumstances enter without local knowledge or a local
pilot; we hadn’t the former and we couldn’t attract the latter.
The entrance is
about half a cable wide, the inside is a lagoon; there is a bar across the entrance
over which an enormous sea runs even in fine weather curling up into a twenty foot
continuous wave; there are two leading marks with lights on them and a lighthouse
on the port hand as you go in; there was still plenty of light and the fog had not
come inshore yet. So with Hayzus at the helm I took St. Christopher firmly by
the hand and fixing my eyes firmly on the sites gave her the gun and we shot those
rapids rapid, believe me, all the time issuing helm orders as her nose slewed off
target while she planed along over this great surge of water, and we were in.
Whatever you could have floated in the entrance you couldn’t have floated a match
in the brandy bottle shortly afterwards.
Put this indeed was to be the end of
our troubles.
We left the following day and carried a glorious fair wind all the way
to Lisbon right up to the Belem Yacht Basin. From here on we got the sun in plenitude. We sailed from Lisbon at 13.45 on Sept. 24th and made a grand leg of it
round St. Vincent and along the Portugese south coast to the south west coast of
Spain having vowed never to be out of touch of a port into which we could and would
run at the first sign of bad weather. We’d had our fill, and that was how we came
to Tarifa to spend two days there from Levante. We stuck rigidly to our promise
that from hence we were going to enjoy the remaining weeks sailing leisurely and
lying leisurely in the sun around the Straits of Gibraltar from Tarifa to Algeciras,
where we danced our feet pff in tlfe Reina Cristina, to Gib. where we burned our
skin off on deck and to Tangier where we lay all of a week on deck under the glorious
sunshine, exerting ourselves but once to motor out to the Caronia, calling there
on one of her cruises, and were entertained to such a magnificent dinner as only
this great ship can produce.
And so to sixty two, but we don’t think you’ll see us in the North
Atlantic.
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TABLE OF DISTANCES - LOGGED

Track Chart
No. i

No. 2

No. 3

Vigo
Villano (Camarinas)
Benodet

71.8
372.1

443.9

Benodet - Lactody
Cork - Roches Point -

361.2

805. i

Cork - Roches Point
Weymouth (via Ballycotton)
Southampton - Hamble
~,,’.re ymo uth Alderney (~est of)
Brest - Douarnenez
Lactody

308

1113.1

129.2
62
267.9
83

1242.3
1304.3
1572.2
1655.2

No. 4

Belle Isle
Isle d’Yeu
St. Jean de Luz
Oijon (via San Sebastian)
La Corunna (via San Crispzan)
Vigo (via C~m~arines, Niuros, F.Novo,
Sangejon, Marin)

43
71.3
201
171
191
142

1698.2
1769.5
1970.5
2141.5
2332.5
2474.5

No. 5

SaG Marthlno
Lisbon
Tarifa
Algeciras
Gibraltar
Tangier
Gibraltar

171.9
82
255
18.2

2646.4
2728.4
2983.4
3001.6

via La Guardia)

TOTAL LOGGED MILEAGE

33
34

3068.6

3034.6
3068.6
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"THE TIME OF OUR LIVES"
by
Kevin MacLaverty

The idea to sail round Ireland came to us sometime as
we sailed among the Islands of Scotland, probably during a calm
~ight underway as we sat at the tiller and thought those long,
long thoughts one has during night watches.
There were four of us in all.
My brother Colm, part
owner of the boat, made a very influential first mate, then Mick
Clarke the second mate, "Durward" and myself the skipper though
more often called the "01d Moaner".
"Durward", the only one of us bearing description, is
one of the Waverley class; smsll three-quarter decked keel boats
with a well raked and lifted transom stern, 18’ 0.A., 6’ Beam
and 2’9" Draft with a l0 cwt. keel below to hold 187 sq.fto of
bermudian rig on top.
The class was designed by an amateur in
1902 and is still racing hard in Belfast Lough where they say of
them, "They’ll scare you but they’ll never drown you".
All "Durward’s" cruising equipment had to be temporary
as we still love to race.
The first item to go on is "the Ltd"o
"The Lid" looks like a large heraldic shield until it is clamped
over the coamings.
There it forms a low, lightweight coachroof
that neither detracts from the boat’s appearance nor performance°
Then there was the large caulked wooden box that went by the
vulgar name of "timber-hips".
This lashed across the forward
ends of the sailing benches where it formed a bridge deck handy
for putting charts on,
Into it went things like the camera,
jerseys, charts and pilot books; things that had to be kept dry
yet ready to hand.
The sleeping bags and clothes were kept in
waterproof bags and being light could be stowed right forWard
out of the wet.
All the small things ranging from tacks and
soap to porridge meal and H.P. sauce went into four ammunition
cases that packed neatly under the side decks behind the sailing
benches.
In the after locker we stowed the 12 ozs. canvas
storm sail, a tin of hand distress signals and two flares, a
large roll of charts with a packet of long spaghetti down the
middle and the cooking utensils including two quart thermos
flasks.
Below the bottom boards we had bottles of paraffin
and methso that rattled llke a pub counter every time we tacked,
the fresh water in two 2 gallon canisters, 20 fathom of 5/16"
chain and a little bilgewater with a bucket to throw it out.
The two 20 lb. anchors, a C.QoRo and a fisherman, stowed under
the sailing benches each with a heavy warp.
Three llfejackets
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also served as mattresses for us or fenders for "Durward" depending on who needed them more°
No engine? - No room’ - all we
carried were two paddles good for the exercise and very little
else o
Believe it or not "Durward" floated°
But seriously:
though we did without nothing, except perhaps a razor, we did our
best to keep the equipment as light as possible and stow it with
a view to trim to give the wee boat a chance.
"Durward", being small, we could afford to have her
hull and rigging in first class order even in our state of student
penury.
The sails and running rigging were all new terylene and
the standing rigging above suspicion.
The only scruffy thing was
our patchwork spinnaker which we vowed we would blow off her on
the way round but not even that gave out.
The cruise began on Tuesday the llth July, and what a
miserable beginning it was too.
The rain was blowing in sheets
from the South East, right in our faces, and the car loaded with
all our gear had broken down°
We eventually sat crouching for
a time in the shelter of the castle at Carrickfergus together with
a great mound of equipment and watched "Durward" pitching on her
moorings out there in the rain like a horse behind a starting
gate°
Strong measures were needed to beat that peculiar reluctance to actually "up anchor and go" that we call "shoreitis so
we made a pact to be underway at half six in the evening even if
we got no further than Cultra.
And so we did; we stowed the gear
in the boat and fish and chips in the crew and went.
The land was mostly obscured in the drizzle as "Durward"
beat out across Belfast Lough just about carrying full sailo
This was certainly no night to go butting South down the Irish
Sea so we made into Donaghadee arriving there just before ll pomo
with rain still dripping from our chins.
We tied up alongside
Dr. Glover’s fine 12 tonner and soon had the tent up over the
cockpit and the bottom boards dry by our patent method of pouring methso over them and setting a match to it.
It may look
llke Dante’s Inferno for a time, particularly with a figure on
all fours in the middle of it peering out in the eerie blue light,
but certainly it dries the boards°
After the first of many fine dinners cooked by the mate
we rolled into our sleeping bags and as we lay warm and snug
listening to the rain drunmr~ing on the decks and pecking at the
tent canvas we felt satisfied°
We hadn’t come far but at least
we were off:
Next morning Mick lost his eyebrows as "Bombshell",
our veteran primus, lived up to its name.
However he learned
to treat it with the proper respect and came up with a grand
breakfast°
We then set off to find a place to dry some jerseys
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and finished up at the local gas works, so when we left at 5.15
pomo bound out for Howth our jerseys were dry, if a little sooty,
and we all had an intimate knowledge of coal gas production.
The ~eather had cleared up, wind and all, leaving only
a haze on the water so Dr. Glover gave us a tow outside the barbout where we picked up a light Easterly.
With this we trickled
South past the Skulmartin Lightship at 2 knots, but with the flood
tide helping us.
We hoped to make St. John’s Point for ll p.m.
and so carry 12 hours of fair tide.
The South Rock Lightship
was firing guns in the fog so we ran close past her at 9 p.m. to
see them go off.
We set our course of 220° magnetic for Rockabill with our ears ringing.
By eleven o’clock the scene had changed entirely. The
daylight was draining from the sky torn in shreds of low flying
cloud°
The wind was rising in heavy squalls that came racing
at us across Dundrum Bay from the gloomy mass of the Mourne
Mountains away to the Westward.
"Durward" was staggering, even
though on a reach, and it was quickly decided that to beat back
up to the land into the hollow short sea that had risen was a
waste of time so we lowered the mainsail completely, lashed the
boom down to the deck on the lee side and reached on South under
foresail alone°
o

That was a lonely experience turning our backs on the
friendly swinging beam of St. John’s Lighthouse and heading out
among the bleak seas with their tops showing green with phosphoresenceo
"Durward" plunged and strained, plucked along with the
wind snatching at the foresail and yet she steered easily between
the waves riding buoyantly and mostly dry.
Only now and then
she would be pitched sideways and scoop in some Irish Sea to leeward but this was quickly dealt with by Mick using a saucepan°
Eight o’clock on Thursday morning found us with Rockabill abeam in cold hard sunlight and as much wind as ever.
"Durward" was just able to lle inside Lambay Island rigged as
she was.
Once in the Sound we ran into the tide flowing North
again so we hoisted, or rather showed, a little mainsail to the
wind and fairly scampered into Howth at 10.20 aom. Howth Pier
seemed to pitch up and down as we got ashore with our eyes
still stinging with spray.
While at Howth we received great kindness from a
member of Howth Sailing Club and from "Durward’s" previous
owner who gave us a wash and a meal which was very welcome. We
all fell asleep in the train returning from Dublin to Howth
and were nearly taken back to Dublin again.
The next day, Friday, we left Howth at 2.15 pomo
bound South and had a grand fast run down the Wicklow Coast;
swinging along under our battered spinnaker tied up with string,
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enjoying the Wicklow Mountains from the sea.
The wind held at
force 3 Northly.
Wicklow Head was rounded against the second
hour of the flood by "rock scraping" past right in underneath
the lighthouse with Colm conning from the foredeck.
By midnight we were blissfully slipping across Arklow Harbour basin
to tie up, whispering and looking up at the stars. The spell
was broken when we hit the mud at the end but we were soon poled
off, tied up, and in bed.
The morning of Saturday the 15th was fine and warm
with a force 2 - 3 Southerly wind; a "Waverley" day in fact.
After we had found room for all the supplies the mate had brought
from the town we sailed st 3.00 p.mo and had a grand beat down
inside the various banks with a fair tide helping us. Courtown
and Poulduff harbours were both passed by 6.30 p.m. but we were
becalmed at 7°30 p.mo just North of Cahore Head.
The paddles
were brought and we were making our laborious way inshore to
anchor when a lovely little land breeze arrived and we reached
South again.
We sailed mile after mile South of Cahore Head
just outside the little breakers running in onto the sandy
beaches.
The breeze strengthened to force 3 as we broadened
off the land.
The mate made a real "turn-packer" stew and it
was decided to sail all night.
The Tuskar Rock Lighthouse
began to flash as we closed with the lights of Rosslareo
We
then ran off to the first South Shear Buoy to fix our ~osition
before reaching South again on a compass course of 215~ mag. to
clear the Splach Rock.
This was certainly no night to "Splach"
it with "Durward" becoming hard to steer as she bore along on
a broad reach under a full press of sail; a hint of rain in the
wind and that deep sense of excitement and anticipation before
a night at sea.
Once far enough south of Carnshore Point the sheets
were hardened for the fetch up to the Barrels Lightship.
We
had it abeam at 2°00 in the morning and from there we were just
able to stand the Conningbeg Lightship full and bye on the starboard tack.
By this time we had three rolls in and "Durward"
was trying to decide which end to stand on.
We expected St o
George’s Channel to have a respectable ocean swell not this
steeplechase o
At daylight we were taking a long tack to the
North, well to windward of the Saltee Islands we had been avoiding in the dark.
"Durward" pranced around making unusual leeway in the steep crested seas until once in the flat water inside
the Hook Head we shook out all the rolls and she fairly romped
in Dunmore East at 9 o’clock on Sunday morning.
The only ones
up were the hordes of crowing seagulls on the Harbour rocks.
We trailed up the hill to the chapel, then had breakfast ashore
and fell into bed until eight that evening.
We then made our
Sunday dinner, roast and all, and off with us to a dance in the
Fisherman’s Hall.
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We got up late on Monday’
And we sailed yet later
at I pomo bound West.
It was a grey day but with no rain and
the force 2 westerly made it a cold drafty beat along the Waterford coast until 9 in the evening we were becalmed eight miles
S oE. of Helvick Head.
There was no need to paddle inshore to
anchor so we stopped just where we were, cooked up our dinner
and then the watch off wriggled into their sleeping bags and
left the helmsman to the swaying tiller and his thoughts.
The
sea lay smooth and grey as the sun set into the mist rising over
the hills to the north and the sails rustled as they slatted
gent ly.
At one o’clock on Tuesday morning fog closed in so we
took a quick bearing of Minehead Light and set a course for the
Daunt Lightship, glad to be so far offshore.
A scarcely perceptible wind came in from the East and we drifted West before
it with the decks damp and the boat a little island all alone in
the mist.
The fog didn’t lift until we were off Capel Island
well after daylight at 8°20 a.m.
This gave us a fix and away
we went on a new course for the 01d Head of Kinsale before a
force ~ from the North East.
The sun shone and everything became warm and friendly again.
Soon the ship was hung about
llke a Chinese Laundry with sleeping bags and clothes and the
crew sunbathing like Zulus.
The Daunt was passed about three
miles off on the port beam at 2 pomo with "Durward" doing 4
knots, but by 7 pom. we were becalmed again, labouring into
Kinsale Harbour entrance under paddles.
A large Dutch ketch
motored past us on the way in ignoring our exhibition of near
exhaustion but eventually we were given a tow in by a genial
family in a motor cruiser.
The idea of pulling three "Door
Northerners" along by the nose appealed to their sense of
humour.
We landed at the quay at 9o15 p.m. where we were
asked "Had we seen a twelve metre yacht someone lost from Crosshaven?"°
Twelve metres must be easy come by here:
We all loved Kinsale with its easy going, friendly
people and all the relics of its Battle.
We were told that
those that come for a week there stay a month and those that
come for a month never gO o
So, after we had stayed there two
days we believed them and drifted away on Thursday morning at
9°00 aom@ in bright sunshine on the lightest breeze from the
SoW°
Once outside the forts at the Harbour entrance the wind
slowly strengthened to force 3 and we beat West on this round
the 01d Head of Kinsale and across Clonakilty and Courtmacsherry Bays°
In the evening we used the Irish Coast Pilot
directions to bring us into Glandore.
We found one must be
plg-headed with this book as it always begins by telling how
utterly worthless one’s chosen harbour is.
However, if one
persists in one’s madness, the directions are usually easy.
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Glandore was far from worthless.
It is a most beautiful land-locked anchorage with the sounds of the countryside
echoing over the water from the purple hills on either side° As
we went to sleep "Durward" lay absolutely at rest on the still
water, the only sound, the drops of dew falling from the rigging to the deck.
Next day, Friday, the 21st July, was another fine day
but with little wind.
We left Glandore at ten to eight and all
day we drifted West on mostly imaginary puffs of wind and with
the sea oily smooth.
At 4 p.mo we were South of Clare Island
looking towards the Fastnet, set on the sea like a monument. We
saw our first shark as it lazily flipped it’s way across our
bows at about half a cable away.
In the calm, the silence was
profound and only intensified by the muffled sigh of the sea as
the swell slumped against the shore of Clare Island three miles
away.
A light breeze came in from the West and "Durward"
began rippling forward beating towards the Fastnet Rock.
We
were all very excited to be sailing round this most impressive
of racing marks.
The keepers waved back at us and then we
thought "Why not land?"
This calm was a chance in a lifetime°
We did, and even then "Durward" had to be staved off from selfdestruction with a boathook as she rode back and forth on the
swell°
The keepers were delighted to have visitors and we
were delighted with their home°
They told us that last winter
a keeper was nearly washed off the upper gallery - over 120
feet up ~ by a sea°
That was hard to believe as we leant on
the rail and looked down at the sea far below tinted pink in
the evening light.
The sunset over the mountains of West Cork
was truly magnificent°
We all stood silent before it o
The lamp was lit astern of us as we left at i0 p omo
standing close-hauled to the Westward in a force 2 from the NoW.
"Bombshell" was cooking our supper, roaring away happily using
paraffin "by courtesy of the Irish Lights".
We went about at
midnight when we could lie well above Mizzen Head Light°
The
wind slowly freed for us on this tack until we could lay a
course for the Bull.
The navigation was easy, with a clear
night and so many powerful lights from which to take bearings°
Incidentally, we found our tiny bearing compass next to useless and took all our bearings using the ship’s compass by
either laying her bow or stern on the particular landmark°
Our fixes took time but were always good°
At five on Saturday morning we had some exercise
with the paddles while becalmed just South of Dursey Sound until, once in the entrance, the fair tide gave us enough wind
to sail on°
We beat through in the strengthening light and
came skidding out through the narrows into a tidal Jabble at
the Northern end without even seeing the two foot rock in the
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centre°
Breakfast was made as we slatted around becalmed sometimes looking towards the magnificent Kerry Mountains on the
North shore of Kenmare River shedding their morning mists and
sometimes towards the open sea°
All through the warmth of the
forenoon we rolled becalmed pointing into Ballinskelligs Bay
with its great rocky hills and beautiful beach and all the forenoon the mate argued with the skipper’s policy of pressing on
during the good weather°
The mate eventually went below to
his sleeping bag in disgust leaving the skipper feeling llke a
blas~ tanker captain forging through such a glorious cruising
ground°
However, by 4 p omo we had picked up a fine force 3
and were having a sparkling beat North inside the Skelligs;
those imposing mounds of rock piercing the sea to a height of
nearly a thousand feet.
By six we were reaching fast up
Valentia Sound in the flat water, almost like a river only with
the high landscape all around looking like a Paul Henry painting in the evening sunlight o
We tied up alongside a fishing
boat in Knightstown at 8 pomo after just over 36 hours at sea
from Gland oreo
The next day was Sunday, the 23rd July, and another
fine day°
After Mass the skipper and the mate went off and
climbed a mountain overlooking Cahlrciveen.
From the top we
had a magnificent view stretching from the Skelligs in the South
to Dingle Peninsula and the Blaskets to the North, all set in
a sea that sparkled and shimmered as the sun became lower in
the West°
We had to come down before the light went and while
shopping in Cahirciveen on the way home we were presented with
a Christmas pudding°
So much for Kerry people; we put it away
for some celebration and walked out along the road to Valentia
ferry in a most beautiful, clear moonlit night with not a blade
of grass stirring.
Next morning we sailed in bright warm sunlight at
9o~0 a omo
We spent the morning bungling our way out of Valentia Sound against the tide.
First we rumbled onto the spit
trying to cut inside the buoy off the quay, then clumped a rock
close to the North shore inside the entrance; but somehow we
missed the wreck of a trawler on the Point about which we had
been warned and stood across Dingle Bay not quite able to lle
H~sket Sound°
As we beat up to the Sound along the Dingle
shore at 2°00 pomo we met our first curragh.
It was blowing
in from the Islands using an oilskin coat on an oar for a sail,
her crew steering with another oar over the stern and lounging
between the thwarts.
While reaching through the Blasket Sound we were
hailed by a figure in a red shirt on the rocks of Dunmore
Head.
"Durward Ahoy:"
We couldn’t believe our ears.
The figure turned out to be a member of Carrick Sailing Club
touring Kerry who recognised our sail number°
We had a grand
yarn as we skated over the tide in and out towards the rocks°
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At five we left the Blaskets behind, each with its own dramatic
skyline o
How did the Islanders ever live on the Great Blasket
without falling off its steep slopes into the sea 1,000 feet below?
After this the wind freed as it backed slowly so we
set the spinnaker and rolled our way Northward running along
lazily in the sun peeling potatoes for the evening stew until by
6°30 pomo we had Sybil Point abeam and set a compass course for
the Aran Islands 64 miles away°
As night came on the wind increased and dense rain clouds built up to the South° After dinner
we handed the spinnaker and ran on with the steering becoming
difficult°
It was Aran or nowhere as the sea was a better place
to be than close to the Clare Coast or Shannon Estuary° By midnight we were avoiding running dead before the waves by broad
reaching down wind°
At 2°00 a omo when the skipper riggled out from under
"the Lid" for his watch he found the mate carrying sail like
Captain Woodgate and "Durward" surfing madly down the face of the
seas°
This wasn’t Christian so we rolled in 3 fto of mainsail
but tore on just as fast°
We rolled in more as the wind rose
until eventually as a grey blustery dawn broke over the forbidding cliffs of Moher away to the Eastward we lowered the foresail
and careered on under main alone°
Mick made an omelette and
coffee below; we will never know how, and while we were eating
it the Aran Islands emerged in the gathering light° Our position
was worrying with the Islands coming up a lee shore under the
bows and no sign of Gregory Sound°
However, we took two fixes
which tied in with our course as we approached so we tore Ono
This surfing was breath-taking: "Durward" would poise on the
top of an advancing sea and then go roaring down the face,
pitching on eight foot bow wave lengths on either side which
was blown forward in streaks on the wind°
After coming through Gregory Sound where "Durward"
rode on a high toppling sea with her decks dry and "more out
of the water than in" we made our way across the hissing water
of Eilronan Bay to tie up at the quay in a pelting rain squall
and watched by a few amused fishermen°
’@’e spent two interesting and enjoyable days weatherbound at Aran; "where they grow stones for stone walls"° We
loved the people there and had a short sail in a Pouc~n owned
by the Sergeant at Kilronan who used her as a yacht° We also
went to a ceili and what a night of dancing we had and the
Islanders enjoyed it better than any of US o
We found the
older Island men could not understand what frightful circumstances had driven us to sea "in a wee boat you could pick up
in your arms".
They look on the sea as a bitter profession;
the idea that anyone should go there for pleasure was beyond
them°
Like all true seamen their advice had to be asked for
and when they spoke then it was with great experience and wisdom o
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We were beginning to forget the boat so we had to force
ourselves away on Friday morning°
As we left at ten o’clock in
bright sun with a fine force 4 from the West a fleet of Hookers
came sailing in each loaded with turf and sailed by two dark
Connemara men°
They looked classical as they reached in, their
tan sails bulging over their tarred black hulls each with its"
rakish rolled-home transom and each being steered with their
helmsman’s back against the tiller.
After clearing Brannock Lighthouse we stood out into
the Atlantic on a long, long tack to the Westward with three
rolls in the mainsail°
We threw about when we saw we could
weather Shyne Head easily but by this time it was obvious we
would make Shyne Just before nightfall leaving a night sail North
among some very nobbly Islands with few light s so we put the helm
up, shook out the reefs and reached into Roundstone with "Durward"
tramping on like a battle ship°
At 10o30 pomo we had the ship
stocked with supplies and were anchored half a cable off the pier
with the tent up°
By 12o30 we were fed and in bed°
We left Roundstone next morning at 12o30 pomo with the
Twelve Bens looking their loveliest in the morning sun° The water
was shallow in the Bay as we beat out but once outside we were
able to fetch towards Shyne Head and enjoy the delightful,
"friendly" scenery of Connemarao
Off Shyne there was much
crooked water and as this was only force 3 we could well appreciate how this area could be impossible in bad weather°
The spinnaker was hoisted and we set a course for Inlshturko As we closed
with InlshturkIsland the visibility became poor with misty rain°
Inlshturk made a most dramatic entrance as we ran close past it
on a compass course°
It suddenly appeared over us with its
tremendous cliffs towering upward from the sea to be lost in the
swirling mist over head°
It disappeared astern as we ran on a
new course for the anchorage at Clare Island°
By 10o30 pomo
we had the anchor down in sand half a cable off the pier below
Grainneuaile~s Castle°
A good night to be off the sea as the
fine rain drifted down and shrouded everything°
It was easy
to imagine Gralnneuaile~s long boats coming in from the islands
to run up on the beach below the castle there°
Another Sunday morning and after hearing Mass in the
little church surrounded by 0~Malley gravestones we sailed at
half eleven°
We had our breakfast aboard as usual, before
leaving and reached out into the grey drizzle on a compass course
for Achill Head~ invisible in the mist°
Reaching fast in the
force 4 S oWo wind we sailed close past a young gannet asleep on
the water and gave him a traumatic experience and a wetting°
The mist began lifting after Achill Head was rounded
and we were able to see the savage rocky landscape of Achill’s
gaunt western seaboard with the swell breaking pale green at
the base°
As the weather cleared up and the sun came out so
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the wind veered until we were hard on the wind beating up the
Mullet peninsula tacking inside North and South Inishkea Islands with two rolls ino
The little waves here were just the
wrong height and length for "Durward" and they blew aboard in
continual sheets as she chopped her way up to windward.
However, she was doing well and had Eagle Rock Lighthouse abeam
in the evening sun at 8.00 o’clock.
The keepers there waved
to us from what must be one of Ireland’s loneliest lights and
we sang as we freed the sheets for the long passage to Rathlin
0’Belrne which we hoped to sight before dawn.
After ~inner at i0 pomo the spinnaker was set as the
wind had backed to the South West and all that night "Durward"
ran with the moonlight shimmering on the water and casting
swinging shadows on the sails as the boat swayed along her
course°
The helmsman sat with the thrumming tiller below his
fingers and thought how beautiful it all was, for the whole
two hours of his watch, while the crew slept below.
The loom
of Rathlin 0’Beirne Light slowly rose out Of the sea ahead until
it was put out°
By this time we had the Island abeam all grey
and sleepy with the morning mist still around it.
We altered
course to NoEo by Eo for Aranmore Sound at 6°30 aom.
The breeze faltered as the sun’s heat strengthened
but we were in Aranmore Sound by ll aomo and tied up at the
pier below the Lifeboat Station at 12o30 after a highly unconstitutional piece of pilotage needing full use of our special
visual sounding technique.
The skipper then went ashore to
get some money from the Post Office.
Before we left, one of
the Islanders gave us a whole load of beautiful vegetables he
had grown.
Islanders are really the finest people one could
meet °
We left Aranmore at 1o30 pomo after an hour ashore
and sailed past the red shattered rock of 0wey Island, each
of us chewing a raw carrot - for a change.
Once round 0wey
we picked up a grand force 4 astern and ran along in the bright
afternoon sun, the Donegal coast to starboard with Errigal in
the distance.
Errlgal seems to peer over the top of every
skyline in Donegal.
Soon we were swooping forward through Tory Sound on
a most awe inspiring yet friendly swell about twelve feet high
and a hundred yards long.
Bloody Foreland for all its name
seemed the least impressive of Ireland’s corners as we rounded
it at 4o15 p omo
The crumbling rock of Horn Head which we
brought abeam two hours later looked much more striking.
We
tied up alongside a fishing boat at Downlngsat 8.45 pomo There
we saw our first yacht since leaving Glandore; a huge Morgan
Giles 5 tonnero
We had a yarn with one of her crew before he
went aboard to bed so as to be away on the morning tide.

o
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Next day was Tuesday the let August°
We left Downings
at 3°00 pomo so as to reach Ir~strahull Sound for the beginning
of the Easterly stream°
We beat out of Sheephaven and freed
off the sheets for the very broad reach to Inlshowen Head once
we had a good offing°
There was still the huge swell from the
day before though the sky was dull and the wind force 3 rising
to 4 in rain squalls°
Up went the spinnaker and "I~rward"
drove on carrying sail llke an ocean racer°
We made Inistrahull Sound for 8 p omo and went through with the tide gathering
under us and a rain squall astern°
This squall took all the
spirit out of the wind after it past us but it slowly revived
to its former strength as night approached°
Colm retired below to his sleeping bag after dinner
while the watch on cleared up and sailed close to the Foyle Landfall Buoy°
It tore past at a prodigious speed on top of the
tide°
Once past Strone Lighthouse the skipper put the compass
away°
Oh~ he knew the way into Portrush in the dark,__he had
done it in a canoe°
By i aomo he was all jumpy and baffled by
the many lights on shore and ordered Mick to douse the spinnaker°
Then he found himself suddenly°
He was running right past
Portrush and Rahmore Head and he also remembered the Skerries
’and there they were under the boom, not a cable away right across
the bows with the sea bearing its teeth on them and waiting°
"Durward" was quickly hauled round onto the wind while some
fervent prayers were ssld that she could beat up over the fast
running tide and short sea.
i~Ick blundered about on the foredeck sorting out the spinnaker somehow°
But "Durward" knew,
she steadied and burst up to windward with the Mate being
thrown about down below trying to get out of his sleeping bag,
saying things we couldn’t hear°
We anchored in Portrush at
1o30 aomo very thankful to be there and the skipper a much
wiser man°
After spending the day in Portrush, mostly sleeping
and eating~ much to the amusement of two little girls who
couldn’t get over our domestic economy~ we took Miss Eccles
of Portrush Yacht Club, a sailing friend of ours, for a sail
round the bay.
On our return the skipper thought of leaving
at lO pomo to collect the tide through Rathlin Sound and so
use the grand westerly breeze blowing°
This was met with disapproval by the local fishermen: "Oh~ better in the daylight"
they said°
So we took their advice and went for a great tea
with Miss Eccles who had sailed round Ireland herself° We were
very indignant to hear that we had been described by the skipper
of the yacht in Sheephaven as "three madmen in a half decker"°
Next morning we cursed ourselves for listening to
the quayslde prophets of the night before.
It was pelting with
rain and blowing hard from the South°
Now we were faced with
a fetch to Rathlin Sound and a beat down the North Channel on
the strong flood°
Anyone that thinks that funny hasn’t done it~
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as far as "Durward" was concerned rounding Torr Head was out of
the question°
However, we put to sea at l0 a.mo and cooked
breakfast under way to catch the tide°
Everything was tidied
up below by the time we were under Bengore Head and it was Just
as well for once in Whltepark Bay we really felt the wind, a
force 5 with squalls like explosions.
In no time at all we
were reefed below the hounds and the helmsman had the mainsheet
fall in his hand in case of a knock-down; we even had the foresail down for a time.
Eventually we stood into Ballycastle
and anchored in the lee of the quay at 2 p.m. to wait for better
things°
The rain was blowing horizontally and the sea hissed
as squall after squall tore down the Glen behind the town and
out over the water°
The two mates went ashore and met some friends and
when they returned at ll pomo the rain had taken the spite out
of the wind and also it had backed to the West°
It was slack
water in Rathlin Sound at midnight so we made dinner and sailed
then o
We tore out into the bleak Sea of Moyle, with the sky
heavy with thick cloud all about us, steering N.Eo magnetic midway between Altacarry and Fair Heads to avoid the broken water
between Fair Head and Torr Head and the MacDonald race.
After
three quarters of an hour we took a fix and gybed onto the
course for Belfast Lough.
The night passed in staggering in
heavy squalls with intermittent periods of almost complete calm
but "Durward" averaged 7 knots on the tide and by daylight at
6 aomo we were off Black Head hardening sheets for the beat up
Belfast Lougho
We had the Lough to ourselves in the grey light
of morning as we had a fine, cold, slashing sall up to Carrlckfergus and at 8 aomo exactly we slid in between the harbour
walls° - We were home°
But now this is only the beginning.
We are changed°
Each of us can look back on such things as the misty morning
among the brooding mountains of Kenmare, the blustery dawn
breaking over the Clare coast, the endearing friendly landscapes of Connemara and the dappled scenery of Donegal°
We
know that we must get back there somehow and, Please God, we
willo
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PASSAGES
Averag9
speed
Hr___ss. made good
t

Carrlckfergus - Donaghadee

llth July, 1961

4¼

2.5 knots

Donaghadee - Howth .......

12th - 13th

17

5.1

"

Howth - Arklow ...........

14th - 15th

9~

3.9

"

Arklow - Dunmore East

15th - 16th

18

3@5

"

Dunmore East - Kinsale

iVth - 18th

32~

2°0

"

Kinsale - Glandore

20th

12~

3@0

"

Glsndore - Fastnet

21st

12~

3.8

"

Fastnet - Knightstown

21st - 22nd

22

4.3

"

Knightstown - Kilronan

24th - 25th

23

3.6

"

Kilronan - Roundstone

28th

9~

2o4

"

Roundstone - Clare Island

29th

lO

4°4

"

Clare Island - Aranmore

30th - 31st

25

4°3

"

Aranmore - Downlngs

31st

7¼

4o 1

"

Downings- Portrush

1st - 2nd August

lO~

4o7

"

Portrush - Ballycastle

3rd

4½

3o8

"

Ballycastle Car rlckfergus

3rd - 4th

t!

i 4

LIST OF i~iiBERS

:D_.~,:too an~ ’IELLYhOHK i’[I[I<_~ER

Allen: ~!ajor J.F.

C/o. 14, Dundela Y ark,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Allen: }.H.

b0, Hy,ac Far.i, Dalkey, Co.Duolin.

YACHT

9~:Im~car~, D~:anfield, Londonderry.

La~ w i ng

Andrews: David

~elfast [.tills, B~if~=st.

Ocean Dove

Arnold: R.C.

13, i~[alon~ Hill Park, }Telfast.

Barnes: D.

=~
Duolin.

m~,~d, Count i’~rrion,
Cu-na-L(ara

Barry: F.

i!, York fforracc, <;mrm<~rhill, Cork.

Berridge: Lt. Col.
T. L.

Ashl~J’~l< .[iOUSO , i,~O~L[~StOt.on
Co. Cor~. (f’on<s¢own ~£)

l~hindilla

BourKe: J. Roger

Cerbi,~r~, Ashbourn~ Avenue,
Lini<ricl<. (LID< rick 1479)

Iduna

Bradley: Desmond

Little ~:o_ ~ ~’:il]_iarr~, r:ount [i{~rrion
~v:;nu<~, i:~luc~:rock, Co. Duolin.

13

4

Brady: C.J.
Co. Dublin.
Brierly: L i <~

}:vondale, Clondali{in, Go.Dublin.

Fid~],c t
i~ rld~ of
Ban tr y

Brindley: A.

Agingdon, ;bhun~zll, oo.Duolin.

Eun L!ar a
(Dragon)

Bridges: i..~rs. ~.I.C.

Sem r~urk, Glundor<:, Co. Cork
(Leap ~).

Broderick: i£.J.

(iicoran, ~{n:q~ton Road,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Brov~T.e: Dr. Noel C.

Ros~ville, Dublin }~oad, Bray,
Co. "icxlov~.

Begley: t’~.

Trafalgar }~ouse, Dalk~y, Co.Dublin.

4
9
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NAME

ADDRESS and TELE?HONE NU~ABER

Brown: Colin

C/o. Spindrift, Baily, Co. Dublin.

"Venturer,,

Butler: James C.,
Ni.C.

Ballyrobert Castle,
Castlelyons, Co. Cork.

Happy
Morning

Butler: Sean

Bonnie Doon, Coliemore Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

¯ Campbell: R.P.

The Cotswolds, Foxrock,
Co. Dublin (883242)

¯ Chadwick, Terence

Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin.
(Swords 220)

Charles: R.

28A, Kensington,
Church Street, London, W.8

Cobbe: T.L.

Newbridge House,
Donabate (L~alahide 343)

Cooper: Rev. C.t’7.

Bernardene, Bounnanna Road, Cork.

¯ ClarKe,

H.~!I".S,

Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands,
Co. Derry.

Clarke: Michael T.

60, Posnett Street,
Botanic Avenue, Belfast, 9.

Collins: J.B.

Mulberry, C lenamuck Road,
Carric~uines (883538), Dublin.

Collins: T?.J.

~irview, Sunday’s T~:ell, Cork.
(Cork 24058).

Cooke, Kenneth
(~.0.R.C.Measurer)

"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton,
Co. Dublin.

Cotter: Kieran

Cape Clear, Baltimore, Co. Cork.

Coe: R.

Craigie, Monasterevan, Co.Kildare.

Courtney: Ross

Rossmore, Claremont Road, Howth

Coyne: Thos. p.

i, glenw~r Park, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.

Craig: George D.

Belvedere, Harbour Road,
DalKey, Co. Dublin.

YACHT

92
6

8

Charm

6

Wild Goose

I0

Heron
Class B

Brynoth

"Glenarif"

ii
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~(D DRESS and ~ELEFH0[~ NDIiBE R

Y~CHT

THA~S
TONNAGE

If

12

i0

Cresswell: R.Seymour

Lynton, Dalke~ Avenue,
Dal~ey, Co. Dublin. (93163)

Chambers: C.V~.

77 Ailesbury Road, Dublin.

Crosbie: Commdr.

Garrydale, Tivoli, Cork.

Crosbie : Thomas
Crosbie: E.

~oodlands, ]qontenotte, Cork.(21116)
ditto.

Cross: T. Fergus

~ontenotte,House, Cork.

Cudmore: F.

~estcourt, College Eoad,
Cork. (23862)

Setanta

Cudmore: H.

Roseleigh, ~estern Road, Cork.

Auretta

Cudmore: H. Jnr.

Roseleig~1, ~Testern Road, Cor~.

Cukid

D’Alton: H.~.A.

Kilda Cottage, Killiney,
Co. Dublin.

Denvir: Joan M.

European Hotel, Cobh, Co. Corx.

Cadet

(~±ss)
Devereux: A.

i0 Fleet Street, Dublin.

Dillon: Anthony

43 Fitzwilli<~ Square, Dublin.

Donnelly: H.

102 Shandon Street, Cork.

Doyle: Thos. F.

~iemloe, Blackroc~, Co. Cork.

Doyle: Denis N.

Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cors.

Duff: John C.

~7, ~Test 75th Street,
New York 23 N.Y. U.S.A.

Na omi
(r.0.)

5

Duff: Joseph M.

ii, q~een’s par~,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Naomi
(F.0.)

5

Donegan: J.D.

Fastnet, Ballinlough, Cork.

Elliott: W. ~ayne

Hillsboro’
59, Cromwell Road, Canterbury,
Kent. (5679)

¯ Falkiner: Dr. Ninian

Hollypark, Newtownpar~ Avenue,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

E1 sa

21

Severn

12

Sheena (Heron)

Euphanzel

8
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NAmE

ADDRESS and TELEPHONE

NU~BER

YACHT
TONNAGE

Fannin: R.N.

200, St. Assam’s Avenue,
Raheny, Co. Dublin.

Farrell: Austin R.

Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

Ake la

12

¯ Faulkner: J. Denis

01inda, Craigavad, Co. Down

Glen Roy
~ervyna

4
18

. Faulkner: J.A.

Doon, Cultra, Hollywood, Co.Do~.

Nordene

154

Field: Dr.
Raymond J.

43, Ullet Road, Sefton park,
Liverpool, 17.

Findlay: Brown J.

151, Seafield Road, Clontarf,
Dublin.

Fitzgerald: Jos.

24, Patrick Street, CorK.
(Cork 20633).

Flanagan : R.J.

i19, Vernon Avenue, Clontarf.

o French: i liss
Daphne A.

Curlew
(p.o.)

Pamir Cottage, Dunmore East,
Co. VtTat¢rf ord.

Fuller: Thos.

Grian~n, Skibbereen, Co. Cork.
(Skibbereen 6).

Glover: ~Talter-Erne st

’Rosamar’, Nile Cross,
Newtownards, Co. Down.

Tyrena

ll

Gogart y: De smond

27, Laurence ~oad, Drogheda.

Venture

4

Goodbody: Harold p.

The Glen, Cobh, Co. Cork

Chr i st ina
of Carcais

Greer: F.H.

22, Greenfield Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Helen of
Howth

Guinness: John Henry

Ceanchor House, Baily,Co.Dublin.

Pauline
(17 foot)

17

Hall: R.A.

Liseniska,.
~onkstown, Co. Cork.

Sonata

33

Hally: ~i.F.

31, Ashton Park, Iv!onkstown,
Co. Dublin.

Hall: R.C.A.

Lauriville, Carrigaline, Co.Cork.

Heber

14

12
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ADDRESS and ~ULEPHONE NU~dBER

YACHT

Henne ssy: H.

C/o. Cunard Office, Cork.

Hanan: T.J.

Xenmar~, }jill Road, Foxrock,
Co. Dublin. (883486)

}{ealy: A.A.

Newtown, Bantry, Co. Cork.

Harman: S.T.S.

Lichfield, Ballintemple,
Co. Cork. (Cork 21610)

Carina

Stone Cottage, Claremont Lane,
Killiney Hill Road, Killiney.
( 83709 )

Huff of
Arklow

, Heard: R.D.

Hennessy: Dr.
Synge

2, iviuseum Street, warrington,
Lancashire.

Hegarty: Brian

2, !(illeen Terrace, Malahide,
Co. Dublin.

Hegart y: Dermot

£, ~{illeen Terrace, ~alahidd,
Co. Dublin.

Hely: Air Commodore,
A.H., XcM. O.B.E.

18, Beamish Drive, Bu~iey Heath,
Hefts.

Henry: F.J.
X.B., F.R.C.S.I.

Match Box, Mount Anville Road
Dundrum, Co. Dublin. (905956

Henry: George Ross

Puffin,
(~iermaid)

C ygne t

Jacqueline

ditto.

Henry: S. ~ervyn

55 Strand Road, Portste~art,
Co. Antrim.

Hicks: Saville 0.,
0 .B.E.

Castle House, Comber, Co. Down.

Hilliard: Clifford

Carrigart, Ballincurrig Estate,
Douglas Road, CorK. (Cork ££398)

¯ Hollwey: Lt.Col.
J.B.

Ri~pon

Eski Shehr, Cabinteely, Co. Dublin.

Hollwey: G.v~.

Dunstaffnage, Stillorgan, Co. Dublin.

Hopkir~: Eric C.

la, ~Vheatfieid Gardens, Belfast.

Hopkirk: Frank C.

Redroofs, Newtownbreda, Belfast.

Tora

TH_AI~~ES
TONNAGE

±8O

NAME

ADDRESS and TELEPHONE NL~BER,

Hor sman: H.F.

Templerainy House, Arklow, Co. ~TicElow.

Hunter-Blair;
Mrs. David

Seacliffe House, Aberdour, Fife,
Scotland.

Irving: John Faulkner

The Moorings, Harbour Road,
Sandycove, Dublin.

Jacob: Basil B.

15, Cunningham Drive, Dal~ey,
Co. Dublin.

Johnson: Terence H.C.

South Lodge, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

Kavanagh: p.J.

Leahurst, Douglas Road,
Cork.
(23491)

Kane: Philip

Phil Kane Ltd., Summerhill,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Kay: Alex.

Rothesay Hotel,
ii Eden ~uay, Dublin (44885)

¯ Kearney: John B.

YACHT

THAMES
TONNAGE

Shearwater
(Dinghy) 12’

(Dragon)

27, Eaton Square, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.
(82329)

Kelly-Rogers:
Captain J.C.

Spindrift, Shore Road, PortmarnocK,
Co. Dublin. (Portmarnock 28)

Kilkelly: Lt.Col.
R.P.

23, Upper Grosvenor Street,
London,
~.i.

Ivernda

15

Astrophel

l0

Pontoon Lodge, Foxford,
Co. Riayo.

Arandora

8

Landon: Captain E.G.

Crannog, Banagher, 0ffaly.

Sea Bird
(r.O.)

4½

Large: Ra. T.

Rosehill House,
Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock.

Reveille

Kimber: Gurth

,. Kirkham: T.G.
l(nox-Gore : Col.
w.A.C.A., D.S.0.

8, Pembridge Place,
London, ~.2.
The Meetings, Avoca, Co. T:’icklow.

Lambert: Harold

5

NAME

~DDRESS and TELEFH0 N-E NUNIBER

Lee: Reginald

Beaumont Cottage, Waltham Terrace,
Blac~rock, Co. Dublin.

Love: C.

Seabank, Clifton Terrace,
Monksto~n, Co. Dublin.

Luke : D.

Fairways, Carric~brennan Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Lu~e: Derek

Windward, Strand Road, Sutton,
Co. Dublin.

YACHT

Galcador

THAMES
TONNAGE

2O

Emanuel

~icAule y: Francis
D1acBride : K.
- McCleery: H.

39, Harcourt Street, Dublin.
Island Bane, Killinchy,
Co. Down.

I~cConnell: J.C.

Harvieston, Curmingh~ Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Sus~nn~

McConnell: Mrs.
Mary T.

Harvieston, Cunningham Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Susanna

McCoull, Malcolm Jury

47, Earlswood Road, Belfast.

Lorelei

McCormick: ~".H.D.

Greencastle, Co. Donegal.

Diane

4

McFerran: Keith

Dangan, Carric]~ines,
Co. Dublin.
(883153)

Huzure

8

(P.o.)

McOonagle : Liam

Fingal, Strand Road, Sutton,
Co. Dublin.

}~icllwaine: A. Douglas

Barra, Crawfords0urn, Co.Down.

Nirvana of
Ark low

McKechnie: W.G.B.

Rhubeg, Strone, Argyll,
Scotland.

C.B.Dinghy
12-feet

McKinley: F.

B~echfield, Sydney Avenue,
Blac~:rock, Co. Dublin.

Sarcelle

McLaverty: Kevin)
~icLaverty: Colm )
¯ ~c~ullen: L.

30, Der’amore Drive, Belf~st 9.
The Dell, Gordon Avenue,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

Rainbow
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NAME

ADDRESS and TELEPHONE NUMBER

McS~eeney. E.J.

Glendhu, ~entoe Gardens,
Blackrock, Cork.

MacKen: J.J.

~%,ite House, Dalkey Avenue,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

YACHT

THA~’rES
ToKr~AGE

Aileen
( Dragon )

3

Anto ine t te

5

Sadie R.

8

MacKeown: J.A.

57, Leeson Park, Dublin.

Madden: Arthur G.

Hazeldeane, Marina, Blackrock,
Cork.

Magill: R.

Albion House, Sandycove,Co.Dublin.

Maguire: B.C.

Northfield, 36 Herbert Road,
Hornchurch, Essex.

Maguire: HI. J.

Grosvenor House, Nonkstown,
Co. Dublin.

Meher : patrick

Ballinglanna, Douglas Road,
Cork.

M~ohony: J.A.C.

Cloghroe House, Blarney,
Co. Cork.

Mallagh: T.J.S.

l, St. James’ Terrace,
Clonskeagh, Dublin.

Mart in: F.D.

2, Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane,
Shankill, Co. Dublin.

Adastra
(P.O.)

8

Masser: John

Edros, Baily, Co. Dublin.

Segura

2O

Maxwell: Fawcet t

Frescati House, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin. (880042)

Mellon: Douglas

Thormanby Lodge, Howth,
Co. Dublin. (322093)

Spray

2

Mellon: D.E., M.D.

8, Fitz~illiam Square, Dublin.

Janet

12

Hicks: R.H., M.D.

18, Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin.

Miller: C.G.

Shortalstown, Killlnick, ~:Texford.

Calloo

4

Minchin : J.

Knockrea House, Douglas Road,
Cork.

Pride of
Leap.

"505"
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NAME

ADDRESS and T~LEPHONE NUMBER

Mitchell: P.D.

C/o. Ayerst l~cKinnen & Harrison,
Laurentian Boolevard, ~iontreal.

Mitchell: E.Dunsmuir

Belvedere, Donaghadee, Co. Down

Mo oney: A.W.

Ardfern, Breffni Road,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Morck- Dr. peter B.
(Hon.Secretary)

Frankfort Lodge, ~errion Avenue,
Blackroc~, Co. Dublin. (880852)

Twayblade

Morris: Arthur

Clormlore, Glebe, Piltown,
Co. Eilkenny.

Evarne

Morrison; I.

Spindrift, Carrickbrac~ Road,
Baily, Co. Dublin.

Vanja IV

Moore: G.B.
( Hon. Trea surer )

18, St. Catherine’s Park,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (83152)

Morehead: R.

Currabinny, Crosshaven,
Cork.
(Crosshaven 47)

~Tin dwa rd

Montgomery: A.M.

Brocca, North Avenue,
~iount f(errion, Co. Dublin.

Rita
(17 ft. )

Montgomery: E.J.

78, Northumberland Road, Dublin.

Mulhern: Jas. J.

22, Ailesbury Road, Dublin.
(684725)

Murdock : Alex.

RTestways, Station House,
Hollywood, Co. Down.

0’Eelly: V.J.

50, Villerea Park,
Olenageary, Co. Dublin.

0’Brien: Eric

39, Grafton Street, Dublin.

0’Byrne: Thos. E.

Thorndale, Beaumont park,
Ballintemple, Co. Cork.

O’Ceallaigh : Cormac

~q:eatheroak, Killiney Road,
Killiney, Co. Dublin.

O’Connor- Dan. J.

Eotor, Vico Terrace, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin.

YACHT

THA~S
TONNAGE

Appolyn
(Int.Dragon)

ii

Kirmew

Thumbalina
(~erma id)

Julia

5
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NAME

ADDRESS and TELEPHONE NUMBER

O’Connor: Dr. ~I.

58, Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin.

0’ Donovan: I/.Y.

Eldorado, Ballintemple, Co. Cork.

0’Mara: Stephen

Pembroke House, Blackrock, Dublin.

0dbert: Arthur R.M.

8, Trafalgar Terrace, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.

Odium: Ed. John

60, Albert Road, Glenageary,
Co. Dublin.

, Odium: peter D.

The Cottage, 30, Highfield Road,
Rathgar, Dublin.

, 0’Farrell: K.

Villaggio, Coliemore Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

, 0’Hanlon: RoryH.,
M.D.

8, St. James, Terrace,
Clonskeagh, Dublin. (62080)

J

O’Keeffe: p.

Ard-na-Greine, Bantry,
Co. Cork.
(Bantry 33).

0’Keeffe: Ray

Landscape, Drinagh,
Wexfor d.
(~%~exfor d 280)

0 0’Lochlainn: Colin

109, Fleet Street, Dublin.

, 0sterberg: Harold

i, Wilton Place, Dublin.
(66?05)

YACHT

THAMES

lO

Fe ne s tra

Namha ra

8

lO

Mary C ¯
(Merma id )

0 sterberg: Paul

31, Hasker Street, London, SJ7.3.

Park: Mungo

Corrig Breac, Baily, Howth,

Vandra

Payne: J. Somers

4, Camden Terrace, Crosshaven,
Co. Cork.

Melody

Pearson: J.D.

Craig View, Howth, Co. Dublin.

Petch: John

Seaview, Kilbrittain, Co. Cork.

Pierce: Dermo t

126, Harley Street, London.

Pope : A.E.

Victoria Cross, Cork.

8
Nat. 18 ’

Alpha

2

Suse t te

6

YACHT

purcell: D.J.

3, ~jarlborou6h Road,
Olenageary, Co. Dublin.

Riordan: Cashel Y.

The paddocK, 7emplelawn,
BiacKroc1~ Road, Cork.

Tern

5

[ cork ~ ~-~,~’* ) ( 22~20 ).
Rearden: John

Rossa!ia, Shankiel Road,
Cork.
(20270) ¯

Richardson: H.O.

Vcntaor, Vico Road, DalK,~Y,
Co. Dubl in.
(86518) ¯

Robinson: Dr. ,~ ~o~

15, 15,:. lgrave Square,
}./iOni<_SLOV.,rn, CO. Dublin.

\’Th imb r e i

Ros_nt<_OroiN.~:, Avoca Ave}hue,
, Roche: T.H.

Ronan: J.O.
Rothwcll: Richard
~lyle s

Ne o n
Tetra

2O

Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Cuskin-nY, Cobb, Co. CorK.
Rosbarnugh, Ne~,~o:r’t, Co. ]’.,b~yo

Rowlands: David G.

1’7, Chlorine O~rdons, Belfast.

Ryan" Eoin

Epcrorth, 0}R~rry Road,
Or.:ystom~s, Co. ~:~ick!ovJ.

Ryan: John

C/c. N:~tiom~l yacht Club,
Dun Luoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Sou the rn
Cro s s

Coolmi[l, r, Carrigaline, Co.Cork.

¸

¯ Some rville-Larg~

Sh~ppard" O~rald J.

T~ . ¯
Valiombrosa, :.ray,
Co¯ ~.!icklow.

Ganno t

Raw~nscourt, Douglas, 1.0.bl.
Liv~rpool Royal Inf. p~mbrol<e place,
Liverpool 3.
Greylag of

sheppard: Thos.

8, sorrei~to T~rrace, Dulkoy,
Co. Dublin.

smil,~ s: Alan

28, Firth Av,,:;nuc, Rort ~’~ushington,
New York, U.S.A.

~nul!en: John D.

Ol~z~cuirn, Charlcvill0, Road,
Tull~ore, Co. @ffaly.

ArK i ow

10

NAME

ADDRESS and TELEPHONE NUMBER

Smyth: Brian T.

i17, Malone Avenue, Belfast 9.

Suvretta

7

Smyth: Lyall G.

Garryknock, Bray Road,
Stillorgan, Co. Dublin.

Glensheask

4

Smyth: William A.

i17, Malone Avenue, Belfast 9.

Suvretta

7

ii, Sandford Avenue,
Marlboro, Rd., Donnybrook, Dublin.

Bonita

3

, Starkey: R.V.

Stewart : Alan

14, Roaneen Gardens, Sandycove,
Dublin.

Sullivan: C. St. Y.

Bellevue, Lower Mounttown Road,
Dun Laogha ire.

Sullivan: D. St. J.

123, Upper Abbey Street,
Dublin. (44400).

Thompson: C.H.

24, Waltham Terrace,
Blacnrock, Co. Dublin (880198)

, Thompson: A .F.B.

YACHT

THAMES
TONNAGE

16, Sydney Avenue, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin. (82011, 61951).

Ada (S.D.)
Sprack (S.D.)
P.O.
Capella

Rosemary
( 17-ft. )

Thompson: Samuel F.

Windyridge, Roche stown Road,
Cork.

Tierney: John

Amalfi, Eglinton Road,
Donnybrook, Dublin.

Tyrrell: John

56, Ferrybank, ArKlow. (Arklow 3).

Villiers: Stuart
J.H.I.

Renville Hall, 0ranmore,
Co. Galway,

Carr igwe n

ii

Villiers: Stuart M.F.

Longside, Greenisland, Co. Antrim.

~^Tinifred

13

R. Wall Morris

Melbeach, Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Vivi

5

walsh: R.T.

Wynberg, Belgrave Road,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Wilkinson: J. Norman

Glenhedr, Howth, Co. Dublin.

Firedrake
( Drag on )
Leila
(D.B. 17 ft.)

187

NAME

ADDRESS and TELEFH0~ ND%~BER

T’~ilson: T.G.
M.B., F.R.C.S.I.

5, Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin.

Wolfe: John M.

Robbs ~!alls, Malahide, Co. Dublin.

Wylde : Com~rander
A.L.

South Shore, Sheridan Drive,
Helen’ s Bay, Co. Do%T~.

~’~ood ?,rolfe: C.F.V.

Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co. Cork.

, ~orkman: J.R.

55, Malone Park, Belfast.

YACHT

THiI~IES
TONNAGE

Kyre nia

5

Ceara

8

Culnare

9

- HONORARY ~i,,$ERS -

Cree: Donal C.L.

Finehurst, Aviary Road, pyreford,
Yoking.

Paul: AI~ H.

Royal Ocean Racing Club,
20, St. James’s Street,
London, S.W.i.

Barton: Humphrey

~, 0uay Hill, Lymington, Hants.

Rose of York

12

!
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IRISH CRUISING CLUB 1961
By: Hugh Somerville,
n ff
Editor~ "The Yachtsm~n

It was a great privilege to be given the rather difficult
taAk of judging the 1961 Ccmpetitions and of reading the logs.
Some of these were most entertaining.
There were two entries for the Round Ireland Cup; Julia
went south-about and took fifty-two days while Huff of Ark--~ow
went the other way and very nearly qualified for the Fortnight
Cup. Juli_.~a’s log was written in very great detail and I an
sure its contents will be of great value to Club members in
years to come.
Three were entered for the Fortnight Cup and I was impressed
by the distances covered. The winner Diane went from A~Iborg, in
Denmark to Rotterdam which was an extremely interesting passage,
in which not the least hazard encountered was Corinna (R.T.Y.C.)
Of the seven entries for the Faulkiner Cup one went as far
north as Thorahaven (Euphanzel), while Galca~Zor reached Tangier.
Wild Goose made a very fast passage to the South of France via
the Canal du Midi and Harmony made a somewhat quixotic tilt at
the Fastnet. The latter, if my calculations are correct, covered
the greatest mileage per day, but some of this was under the lash
of the R.0.R.C. Shindilla must have had a pleasant cruise while
the erratic courses of Love in Galcado.Kr, well illustrated by naps,
over a vast mileage, was most impressive.
The weather was pemticularly foul in the northern parts of
the British Isles and keeping this in mind I consider that the
crew of Euphanzel must have shown seams_nship of the highest order
to have got to the Farces and back covering just over fourteen
hundred miles in twenty-eight days. I therefore award her the
Faulkiner Cup~ with a very special mention to Wild Goose, whose
log will prove of great value to others who contemp~%te a voyage
to the south of France through the Midi Canal.
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